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REPORT 1
THE POLITICAL
The political, alternative politics and political strategies for the
commons

Introduction
The present essay is a report on the ways in which the political is conceptualized in
contemporary political thought, on how alternative democratic politics is imagined,
and on which political strategies are worked out with a view to fostering freedom,
equality, justice and care for the environment in our times. This account accompanies
a report on the ‘common’ or the ‘commons’ (see the Report 2. The Common), which
probes more specifically how present-day theories and practices of the commons
(collective goods which are shared and democratically co-managed) can further the
same objectives of democratic empowerment and renewal. The following report on
the political advances the inquiry into the commons by broaching the political in ways
which can bring out and critically ponder the political dimensions of contemporary
commons; by positioning the commons in a broader paradigm of alternative
democratic politics in our era; and by grappling with questions of political strategy,
through which the commons could become the focus and the engine of historical
transformation.
Any rigorous engagement with the commons in political terms, any endeavor to
refigure politics through the lenses of the commons and any attempt at addressing the
‘lack of the political’ in the commons, that is, the relatively scant concern with
antagonisms, power and strategy in the various theories and practices of the commons
(see Report 2. The Common), need to come to grips with the concept of the political
itself. An explicit construal of the political helps to navigate critical studies of the
politics of the commons: What is the ‘politics’ of the commons? What is political
about/in the commons? What does it mean to claim that the commons enact
‘alternative ways of doing politics,’ and how can the commons nurture other, more
emancipatory, fair and sustainable patterns of political action and organization? How
can we remedy the political deficits of the commons, their frailty of strategic thought
and action, in order to help the commons thrive as an alternative socio-political
paradigm?
A rethinking of the concept of the political can endow such investigations with
analytic clarity, rigor and sound grounds for critical argument. Crucially, it is
necessary in order to flesh out the meaning of heteropolitics (signifying ‘alternative
politics’ in Greek) and to meet the main objective of our research project,
Heteropolitics: to illuminate and to envision another politics, more democratic,
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egalitarian, autonomous, caring, open and plural, by taking our bearings from theories
and practices of the commons which further openness, diversity, inclusiveness and
horizontal, non-hierarchical self-government.
By thinking through the notion of the political we can stretch and displace our
conceptual grids. We can contest and disrupt hegemonic ideas about politics. We can
open up, thus, the possibility of envisaging and disseminating other, freer and more
equal patterns of political action, thought and organization. Hence, this report on the
political, situated alongside an exploration of the alternative politics of the commons,
starts off with an extended reflection on the political. This theorization is intended to
sharpen our sense of politics, to guide our research into pertinent, but perhaps less
visible and obvious sites of political action and research, and to enable a rethink of the
political from the vantage point of alternative democratic commons. A notion which
enlarges and pluralizes its ambit allows the political to take on an open variety of
forms, which embrace hegemonic and more commons-oriented modes of political
thought and action.
The first sections (1.1-1.6) revisit the concept of the political by lingering in political
theory, from the work of Carl Schmitt onwards, but also in other fields of social
science and philosophy, from anthropology and feminism to the thought of M.
Foucault, G. Deleuze and F. Guattari. This drawn-out foray into various strands of
theorizing the political in the 20th and the early 21st century intends, first, to clear the
way for an understanding of present-day alternative political practices and ideas,
which encompass the commons as contemporary dynamics of socio-cultural change.
It seeks, second, to underpin a reflective, critical and creative treatment of the
strategic question.
In the process, we expand and nuance the politics of agonism by taking up and
questioning Chantal Mouffe and Hannah Arendt. The ‘other’ political agonism that is
propounded here wrestles with power relations and antagonisms, but it does not
forsake the politics of reasonable deliberation and the quest for consensus in the
interests of equal freedom. As a result, agonism can shift tactically from the politics of
reasonable consent to power struggles according to the circumstances at hand and
political judgement. But it can also conjugate the two faces of politics in an uneasy
alliance, which pursues the consensual freedom of differences inside a certain
political association while confronting the powers that be and striving to reshuffle the
balance of forces in society more broadly.
Moreover, we set forth an ampler conception of the political as deliberate action on
the social, which is not confined to the political system and takes place between the
extremes of war and full harmony. As a result, the political opens up to the common
by appearing as a diffuse, everyday common activity occurring at multiple time- and
space- scales. This view ‘commons the political’ by unsettling rigid polarities in
thinking politics: formal/informal, micro/macro, hegemonic institution/everyday
government and management, consensus/dissensus. The proper locus of the political
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is not decided in advance. Politics can be improper, hybrid, ground-breaking,
innovative. Hence, attention can turn to any scale and any movement, and we can
weigh up their political import with an open mind. Lay activities of daily resistance,
contest, negotiation, creative initiative and defence of the establishment in local
micro-contexts are brought within the scope of the political and they are appreciated
as such. Yet, states, formal institutions and international power centers remain key
foci of political action and struggle, which should be refashioned and subjected to the
equal power of common people.
The ensuing sections 1.7-1.8 spell out the notion of heteropolitics or ‘alter-politics.’
The key objective of the research project Heteropolitics. Refiguring the Common and
the Political is to explore and evaluate the ways in which the commons –the collective
management, production and sharing of collective goods on terms of equality,
freedom, fairness, openness, diversity and sustainability (see Report 2. The Common)stage an alternative to mainstream politics in both its statist and its activist or
antagonistic variants. The other politics of the commons contrasts with the top-down,
hierarchical, centralized and ‘ideological’ modes of political activity and organization,
which most often pervade the state politics of the government or the party. But it also
departs from habits of conventional activism or contestation which are bent on protest
and demands from the state, they are insular, they are captive to ideological doctrines,
or they pose as a vanguard.
In the sections 1.7-1.8 of the present report, the heteropolitics of the commons is
located within a wider trend of heterodox democratic politics. Both the otherness or
alterity and the concrete politics of democratic alter-political movements of our times
are thematized here and expounded. The heteropolitics at issue weds opposition to
proposition. It assigns priority to practice over ideological doctrine, and it champions
a visionary pragmatism, which appeals to the people at large. This alter-politics binds
together ‘prefiguration,’ social innovation and counterinstitutions with mass
mobilization and involvement with state institutions. It organizes in grassroots,
bottom-up ways. It combines assembly-based democracy with representative
governance, and it crosses the divide reform/revolution. It is both place-based and
globally networked. Finally, this alter-politics is infused with another logic and ethic,
which forswear dogmatism and purism, they attend to complexity, diversity,
messiness and contradiction, they acknowledge the lack of easy fixes to vexing
challenges, they cherish plurality, openness, reflexivity and experimentation.
The subsequent sections 1.9-1.11 lay out the socio-political context and the
sociological premises of democratic alter-politics today. The post-democratic
hollowing-out of liberal democracies and the global rule of the neoliberal regime have
given rise to circumstances of growing elite power, grave and increasing inequalities,
environmental degradation, popular discontent with political representation,
individualism, social fragmentation, xenophobia and nationalism. This is the gloomy
setting from which the foregoing alter-politics arises and to which it responds
critically and constructively, reclaiming another democracy-to-come. The section 1.11
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elaborates on the sociological or ontological presuppositions of the ‘other politics’ in
question: social contingency, which negates the necessity of any specific social order
and holds out the possibility of new historical invention; creative social praxis that
launches such historical innovation; and systemic complexity, which commends a
pragmatic outlook, a keener sense of interdependencies -particularly with nature and
non-human agencies-, experiment, multi-level interventions and composite strategies.
The remainder of the report is dedicated to the strategic predicament of democratic
heteropolitics today: which strategies of socio-political transformation could succeed
in overhauling the ruling regime of global inequalities, depleted democracy and
environmental disaster? The first sections of this part, 1.12-1.13, dwell on the relevant
proposals of Hardt & Negri and E. O. Wright. In a nutshell, all three concur with the
‘alter-political’ theory exposed in the foregoing. A synthetic approach is the most apt
for our times, composing (a) opposition, insurrection and rupture with (b) congenial
state reforms and (c) the formation of new social relations and practices here and now,
which lay the groundwork for a different future. The praxis of new social creation
should be the centerpoint of transformative activity and should provide the pillar of
resistance, ruptures and progressive state reformism, by implanting counterpowers
and counterinstitutions. Insurrections, ruptures and ‘taking power’ should be anchored
in the egalitarian relations and ethics of collective self-government, which are
practiced in an emergent ‘other society.’ The yearning for the ‘grand revolutionary
events’ of modernity should be given up. Revolutions following this model lack
majoritarian support in most liberal democracies but, crucially, they rehearse the
politics of sovereignty, an authoritarian exercise of power from above, which hinders
advances towards the equal rule of all. Concrete propositions and activities of social
renovation which appeal to social majorities can confront the fatalism of ‘No
Alternative’ by showing tangibly that another, better world is indeed possible and by
refashioning the dominant figures of subjectivity, which are attached to the neoliberal
hegemony.
This survey of recent strategic reflection brings into relief three failures and issues
that invite further thought and action. First, we should dispense with a residual
economism, which fails to accentuate political mobilization and organization within
society and the economy, outside and beyond the ‘political system’ proper. Sustained
political activity is required in order to reshape subjectivities, relations and practices
so as to veer them towards deeper democracy and game-changing goals. Without such
political intervention, subjectivities, economic practices and technologies, which are
embedded in hegemonic structures and suffused with their values and assumptions,
are unlikely to work ‘spontaneously’ to erode and reconstruct the dominant systems.
Second, strategic thinking should delve into the specific schemes of political
organization and coalescence, which can positively negotiate the tensions running
between the three strategies of prefiguration/real utopian creation, state reforms
through government, resistance and insurrection, and among the diverse actors, from
social movements to unions, community activists, non-organized people and political
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parties, who will need to act in concert for emancipatory social innovation. The main
challenge lies in the collision between the vertical, top-down logics of state
government and parties, and the horizontal, bottom-up power of autonomous
commons. Power should flow from below, and all plural political processes, including
party politics and government, should be steered from grassroots egalitarian
communities. Otherwise, hierarchies, personalist leaders and elites and bureaucrats
will thwart again the democratic empowerment of all.
Finally, and most crucially, a rigorous theory of collective subject formation is in
order. Social fragmentation, precarity, heterogeneity and the diffusion of individualist,
consumerist and conservative values prevent the construction of antagonistic social
alliances which would further the cause of democratic alter-politics on larger scales.
In our late modern conditions, the identities, the interests and the values, which would
yield the decisive glue for massive blocks of oppositional forces, are not given in
advance. They constitute, rather, surfaces of struggle and contention among different
political projects and powers.
The three paramount strategic quandaries for egalitarian and ecological alter-politics
today make up the main subject of the rest of the report and, arguably, its key
contribution. The point of departure in this endeavor to tackle the strategic issues is
the theory of hegemony put forth initially by Antonio Gramsci and recast by Ernesto
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe (sections 1.14-1.16).
As envisioned by Gramsci, hegemony is a mode of political agency which aims at
enabling subaltern social sectors to gain leadership and to initiate historical change.
His strategic schema resonates with strategic reflection on contemporary alter-politics
as it features a complex practice of contestation, insurrection, the building of
counterpowers in civil society and incipient new social institutions in the present.
Significantly, however, it advocates political interventions in civil society and
acceding to ‘civil’ or social leadership before any political revolution which would be
centerd on taking state power. Moreover, it fastens on the question of collective
agency and antagonistic subject formation, while it also foregrounds the question of
appropriate political organization (the ‘modern Prince’). A counter-hegemonic
contestant should direct their efforts towards the construction of a new collective will
through ‘intellectual and moral reform,’ by resonating with, and twisting, common
sense. The active propagation of new ideas and values lays the foundation for a new
national-popular, or majoritarian, collective will, which can institute a novel social
order. This activity calls for a decisive political organization, which brings together
different social grievances and aspirations into a coherent alternative discourse,
welding thus an alliance of diverse interests, values and conceptions.
Laclau and Mouffe ventured out to rethink and relaunch Gramsci’s hegemonic
strategy in ways attuned with plurality, openness, the dispersion of power, the
autonomy of social movements, and, importantly, the enhanced social fragmentation
and the heightened diversity of identities and antagonisms in late modernity. They
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purported also to rid hegemony of residues of economism or determinism and to
imagine political organization outside the ‘box’ of the vertical party. ‘Articulation,’
‘discourse,’ ‘antagonism’ and ‘chains of equivalence’ become the keywords of a
figure of hegemonic struggle which reckons more fully with social contingency,
complexity and diversity. Hegemony consists in a particular type of political relation
and an activity of articulation whereby existing social actors, such as a trade union or
a religious organization, reach out to other social struggles and conflicts, beyond their
own particular struggles and identities, by knitting chains of equivalence. These
chains coalesce around a common opposition to the same political enemy, and they
bind together differences –different struggles, spaces and demands- around certain
nodal points. Hegemonic actors take on broader organizational functions in a
community, they weld alliances, and they invest social practices and resistances with
wider meanings.
In Laclau’s later writings, hegemony revolves around: 1) a dialectic between
particularity and universality, whereby universality is partly embodied in some
particularity; 2) uneven power; 3) ‘empty signifiers’ through which particulars can
assume the representation of universals; 4) the generalization of relations of
representation as the condition for the constitution of social orders.
The extended discussion of Laclau and Mouffe’s post-Marxist hegemony seeks to
showcase those elements in their strategic analysis which can buttress and carry
forward democratic, horizontalist alter-politics in their power struggles with the status
quo. However, to serve this cause, Laclau and Mouffe’s theses on hegemony should
be revisited to do away with the hierarchical, centralizing and statist inclinations of
their political thought. The enterprise to reimagine and repurpose hegemony so as to
further align it with the commons and present-day egalitarian heteropolitics gets going
in section 1.17 and continues through the end of the report.
The concepts ‘common hegemony,’ ‘another leadership,’ ‘common democracy’ and
‘another representation’ are introduced and fleshed out in sections 1.18-1.22 in an
attempt to capture creative modulations and fermentations of hegemonic politics,
which are undertaken by several civic groups, initiatives and movements in our times.
Overall, ‘common hegemony’ is a strategical proposition which could help to fill in
the ‘lack of the political,’ i.e. the absence of strategic orientation and a sharp sense of
hegemonic power, in contemporary commons and democratic heteropolitics. It
sketches, thereby, some initial pointers and insights about patterns of transformative
agency which may propel the diffusion of the commons and of heteropolitical ways of
organizing social life and governing ourselves.
‘Common hegemony’ is, indeed, a hegemonic politics which rallies together broadbased political fronts, uniting social forces around a common political project and
identity, with a view to altering the balance of power in society and to configuring
new social relations. Common hegemony ties in with Gramsci’s and Laclau’s
strategizing. It aspires to an empowered democracy which will be really governed by
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the will of popular majorities on a footing of equality, collective decision-making,
plurality, openness, sharing, solidarity, and care for earth. Common hegemony,
however, is distinctly a political endeavor directed by ‘common people’ in egalitarian
and horizontalist, anti-hierarchical ways. It dismisses top-down leadership,
homogenizing unity and ‘representation’ by leaders, politicians or activists who take
decisions for the people in their place. This ‘other hegemony’ commons political
initiative by making political decision and government a collective affair of ordinary
citizens on equal terms.
To this end, common hegemony reconstructs the main axes of typical hegemonic
strategies: (a) leadership; (b) popular unity; (c) representation. It strives for ‘another
leadership,’ which is assumed by laypeople in concert, through the general assembly
and the mediation of ‘technopolitics’ that allows ordinary, non-organized individuals
and groups to kickstart and coordinate mass action without hierarchical organizations.
‘Another leadership’ thrives also on institutional mechanisms which hold any
personal power accountable and revocable, on sustained, deep reflexivity around
power relationships, and on another ethos of ‘humble,’ ‘servant’ or distributed
leadership, which shares responsibilities and empowers other people.
Popular unity is, likewise, imagined and performed differently, in accord with a spirit
of open pluralism. The network form, open spaces of convergence, a pragmatic
outlook prioritizing concrete action over ideological identity, another political ethic of
civility, generosity and care for diverse people are strategic commitments which
enable different people to join their forces despite their differences, or even through
these differences. Representation, finally, persists in common hegemony, either
through the representative claims of social movements which speak in the name of the
people, or in modes of collective self-governance in which the demos is not fully
present in a unified body. But ‘common democracy’ renders discursive representation
and representative governance a ‘common’ practice. It unsettles standing divisions
between rulers and ruled, and it provides anyone who so wishes with the opportunity
to take part in political deliberation, lawmaking, administration and law enforcement
over collective affairs. This ‘other’ method of representation surfaces both in new
social mobilizations and in the self-governance of open source peer production.
All in all, common hegemony is, thus, a hegemonic battle conducted in ways which
place decisive power in the hands of the many on terms of equality, plurality, freedom
and openness. In this sense, it is also partly post-hegemony (section 1.22) as it
gestures beyond the typical figures of hegemonic action and leadership. But it still
pertains to a transformative power struggle- for the many, by the many in common.
What is the most apposite basis for the constitution of a massive subaltern subject of
antagonistic contestation in our days? The rejoinder of several social movements,
activists and theorists is a ‘people’ of sorts rather than class (or ethnic etc. identities
when the objective is alter-political democratic advancement). ‘The people,’ the
historical subject of democracies, can host, name and organize the cross-class
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coalitions of lower with middle strata, which can garner the required critical mass for
radical historical transitions. Class interests, intersecting with several others and
inflected by lingering neoliberal fantasies, tend to be too complex, divided and
contested to play this role. Sections 1.23 and 1.24 unpack the argument that populist
common hegemony and, more specifically, a novel populist logic and strategy dubbed
here ‘populism 2.0,’ can hold together numerous social forces and can pilot
democratic action towards plurality, horizontality, openness, civic participation,
reflexivity, feminism and agonistic commons.
This discussion sets off with an excursus into the contemporary theory of populism,
settling on a Laclauian definition. Through this conceptual prism, populist politics
divides the social into two camps, the elites or the establishment and the people.
Populism ties together social demands by means of chains of equivalence, which
converge around ‘empty signifiers,’ and it represents a broad subaltern or popular
sector –the ‘plebs’- as an excluded, oppressed people. Then, by plunging into the
history of the Spanish 15M movement of 2011, the argument shows how new popular
struggles display these features of populist politics, yet they repurpose and renew
them, giving birth to a novel brand of ‘populism 2.0.’ This label does not signal
primarily the ample use of Web 2.0 digital media in contemporary collective action. It
is intended to spotlight a particular culture and worldview associated with Web 2.0
and the ‘Millenial generation,’ which is keen on open participation and the creation of
collective resources through it. This 2.0 culture favors flatter hierarchies and
decentralized networks. It is preoccupied with process and transparency. It is tolerant,
pluralist, pragmatic, open-minded and collaborative. In short, the 2.0 culture couples
individual autonomy with collaboration. Informed by these traits and cultural trends,
recent waves of arguably populist mobilization transfigured and renovated populist
politics in crucial respects, allying them with democratic heteropolitics and alternative
commons. The new, queer ‘people 2.0’ appears to be the (im)proper subject of
common hegemony for democratic alter-politics today.
Open participation in collective self-governance and representation, agonistic
horizontality, which subjects power asymmetries to sustained collective challenge,
unity through diversity, common practice and pragmatism, remodel the typical
structures of representation, leadership and popular unity which stamp 20th century
populism. They bring into being a unique populism 2.0 and a genre of ‘common
hegemony.’ With a twist. Reflexivity, feminism, and populism after the first wave of
popular incorporation mark off populism 2.0 and ‘another populist’ hegemony, which
turns out to be a late modern and queer version of populist counter-hegemonic politics
in motion. Populism 2.0 comes late, after a first wave of popular incorporation and
social-liberal democracy. It is acutely reflexive, as it practices collective reflection
and a sustained critique of subsisting power relations and informal leadershisp.
Reflexivity extends significantly to a regular critical review of the popular movement
itself, its aims, its practices, its meaning, its virtues and its attainments. ‘Reflection
groups’ were put together in the encampments across Spain to raise questions about
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everything that was going on there and to think in concert. Finally, the feminist spin
on 15M politics did not only call attention to machismo, gender discrimination,
violence against women. It put on center stage the issues of domestic labor,
exploitation, precarity and the unequal distribution of reproductive tasks. It fomented
an ethic of care for bodily needs and for personal well-being in collective action. It
propagated a different style of political interaction, which co-constructs the common
through mutual understanding, inclusionary discourse, patience, dialogue and an
‘affective care’ for all.
We make the case, also, that populism 2.0, as illustrated by 15M, is an instance of
agonistic politics which nuances Mouffe’s political agonism, in which political
contenders seek primarily to win the game of power against their rivals. 15M was
agonistic both outwards, against the post-democratic elites and the status quo, and
inwards, through its ongoing self-reflection and its questioning of inequalities and
exclusions within the movement (‘agonistic horizontalism’). Yet, it also disturbed and
complicated Mouffe’s agonistic ethos, which can breed power-mongering, selfassertion and masculine competitiveness, by imbuing the internal pluralistic strife
with attitudes of critical responsiveness and care for the other. The upshot is a queer
commonality of solidarity, action in concert and mutual challenge, dispute,
heterogeneity, division and recurrent revision of the common politics.
Along with this accent on queer agonism and the queer common of populism 2.0, the
argument advanced in this report is that egalitarian populism can marshal today a
powerful force of majoritarian appeal, mobilization and coalition-building. However,
it has not reached yet the necessary level of endurance and long-haul organization,
which would empower it to induce system change. Our report on contemporary alterpolitics reaches at this point (section 1.25) three core conclusions regarding political
strategies that could instigate a large societal shift towards alter-democracy and the
commons. Contestation and collective resistances against the politics of inequality
should be paired with ‘prefiguration’ -the formation of new institutions of the
commons, relations and counterpowers- and institutional interventions that set out to
reshape and ‘common’ ruling institutions. These complex strategic deployments
would be undertaken by a broad-based political agency or coalition, whose rise turns
on hegemonic practices that band together dispersed social forces around a new
collective will.
Counter-hegemony for alter-politics should be a ‘common’ enterprise, in which power
is directed from below, representation is collective, and identity is pluralized and
pragmatic. The scheme of political organization that could be up to this task today
would be a diverse ecology of grassroots activism, political groups, unions,
neighborhood assemblies, non-organized individuals, and so on. The vexing issue that
arises in this organizational ecosystem, if it is to further democratic alter-politics, is
how to ward off the ‘hegemony of hegemony,’ the preponderance of top-down power
emanating from the general collective organs, the centers of coordination and the
institutional actors that would partake in this broad alignment of forces.
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The challenge is, then, to build upon the political breakthroughs of populism 2.0 and
to empower common hegemony for the (queer) people by making progress on two
decisive levels: the political organization of the collective agent for historical
transitions, and institutional reform in the interests of popular majorities, participatory
democracy and alternative commons. The concluding sections 1.26-1.27 dig into new
municipalism in Spain to explore its concerted efforts to make headway on these
precise fronts.
Municipalism belongs to an alternative revolutionary legacy of modernity, ‘council
democracy.’ As Hannah Arendt has argued, revolutionary councils of popular selfgovernment have cropped up at many different moments of insurrectionary upheaval
across the world, since the 1789 French Revolution. The councils put in practice the
free participation of laypeople in government and challenged professional
representative politics. Municipalism turns to the city, to city government and
neighborhood or ward assemblies, to promote the cause of common democracy. As
championed by Murray Bookchin in the second half of the 20th century, the institution
of popular participatory democracy in urban contexts could occur by means of civic
mobilization, which would pressurize or enter existing city governments and would
struggle to transform them into organs of direct citizens’ power from below. City
democracies would federate to take up the position of the state. Freedom from
domination and inequalities would be sought after across all social relations. A new,
social and democratic economy would spring forth and a new, caring and nondominating relationship with nature would be nurtured.
The cycle of new municipalist platforms and administrations which was initiated in
Spain in 2014-2015 is the most salient case of a contemporary global municipalist
movement, which surged forth as a response to the critical circumstances of elite rule,
aggravating inequalities, expulsions and climate change. The city is perceived as a
central site of struggle and new creation for deeper democracy. Urban places have
concentrated the vast majority of the global population. They are motors of innovation
and interconnection. They are the targets of aggressive privatizations and
expropriations of the public. They form critical junctions, in which global structures
of power interact with nation-state institutions and citizens’ collective agency. And
city government is the most proximate to citizens, allowing for their direct
participation in decision-making and implementation.
The new Spanish municipalism imagined itself as a broader strategy of change that
aims at decentralizing power, at making locality and collective participation the heart
of democracy and at cultivating the commons. This strategy is two-pronged, carrying
an electoral-institutional branch and an organizational-movement part. Winning local
elections and city governments is not an end-in-itself. It is one of the processes
through which a different model of participatory democracy could be put in place,
under citizen control. This municipalist project bears the political DNA of the 15M
movement. It is thus vocally alter-political. New municipalism in Spain is intent on
‘doing politics in another way,’ both in its own political agencies and in the
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institutions to which it accedes through electoral contest. Open assemblies, collective
intelligence, horizontal decision-making by citizens aided by technopolitical
infrastructures, ‘servant’ and collective leadership, democracy in networks,
consensus-seeking, ethical politics, a pronounced feminization of politics and the
dissemination of the commons lie at the core of its visionary pragmatism, whereby the
vision of another democratic society of the commons gains traction through concrete
everyday policies which cater to specific actual needs.
The signature organizational invention of municipalist politics in Spain from 2014 to
date is the ‘municipalist platform’ or ‘confluence.’ These formations ran in the May
2015 elections. They managed to enter the municipalities or even to take the (formal)
reins of the city in five of the largest cities in Spain, including Madrid and Barcelona.
They were coalitions between political parties, movements, civic groups and nonorganized individuals. They knit a certain political community around common
objectives, ethics and values, but they respect the different identities of their
membership. They intended to appeal to ‘ordinary’ people with little or no prior
involvement in political action, so that municipal politics can be ‘overflown’ with
citizens. Hence, members participate on an individual basis, and multiple structures of
participation have been introduced to underprop different levels of engagement.
The municipal platform performs a delicate balancing act between leadership and
central coordination, on the one hand, and horizontal, participatory decision-making
by all members and citizens at large, on the other. It was convened by a group of
citizens and activists who also shaped its main contours. A ‘pilot group’ was assigned
the task of overseeing the democratic function of the platform and was charged with
the work of coordinating the further elaboration of the program through open civic
participation. Their political initiative was presented in a public event. All interested
citizens were invited to join the process of building up the organization and its
program so as to change neighborhoods, infrastructures and relations for the better.
The leading group launched thus a praxis of commoning the municipalist project by
taking the streets and the squares and by actively solliciting the open collective
collaboration of the broader body of the city. Collaborative and participatory
mechanisms were devised to draw up collectively an electoral program, which would
constitute a binding citizens’ mandate. Open primaries and other methodologies
selected the candidates in ways which would reflect the diversity of the movement,
they but would also render representatives accountable. The campaign was financed
through crowdfunding and did not accept funding from banks.
This municipalism spawns ‘citizens’ leadership,’ that is, the rise of new faces who
enjoy a broad support among the members of the platform and contribute in different
capacities to its development (as public spokespersons, technicians, leaders of the
communication group etc.). Importantly, contemporary municipalism sponsors
collective leadership, citizens’ participation and work in networks.
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The internal architecture of the municipalist organization was designed to make
decisive power emanate from the whole community of its members, to avert the
concentration of power in persons and particular organs, and to boost political
participation by all citizens. The confluence was steered by a coordinating body,
whose members were representatives of all particular groups and spaces of the
platform. But the ‘coordinadora’ features no strong single-person posts (e.g. of a
‘general secretary). Its members rotate regularly, and it is always responsible to the
supreme body, the entire community of the platform’s members. Furthermore,
strategic decisions about the platform or the city administration are taken through
binding consultations with all the members.
To heighten civic participation, the organizational model is place-based, rooting the
platform in localities, neighborhood assemblies and everyday life. Multiple spaces
and modalities of participation and decision-making were crafted, both ‘presencial’
and digital, so that more people could get involved as they can, maximizing inclusion
and participation. All decisions should be the outcome of collective debate,
collaboration and work in networks, while general decisions are voted by all members
through simple procedures. Finally, the proclaimed aim of municipal platforms was to
keep running both the institutional space (of the mayor, councillors etc.) and the
municipal platform, collaborating, co-deciding and reflecting on municipal policies, if
they elected council members or they entered the city government. Significantly,
elected representatives were bound by a ‘code of ethics’ which curtails mandates and
salaries, enforces transparency and lays down various ‘incompatibilities.’ The
platform should also always reach for broader civic participation in decision-making
for the city.
Crucially, the municipalist platform desired to function as an autonomous political
organization with its proper political project. Its political activity in city halls –carried
out by its elected mayors and city councillors- should be paired with its continuing
autonomous political agency. This agency would supply the conveyor belt between
civic power and city administration, by liaising with social movements,
neighborhoods and citizens beyond the City Hall itself. The municipal platform
intended to constitute a space of encounter and intercourse between citizens,
movements and institutions. This political space would start and amplify wider
debates about the city and democratic politics. It would also re-educate the
subjectivity of the participants and their ways of doing politics with a view to making
citizens the political protagonists of democracy.
Barcelona en Comú is considered here in greater detail to illustrate the set-up and the
internal workings of municipal platforms as vectors of counter-hegemonic contest.
Five years after the first eruption of municipalist politics in Spain and after the new
local elections in 2019, the balance of their transformative achievements is mixed and
ambivalent. Significant headways have been made in certain cities in the fields of
civic empowerment and participation, particularly through digital means, in the
increase of social expenses, feminist politics, improved urban environments etc. The
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confluences, particularly those which governed the city (in Madrid and Barcelona,
among others) were faced with immense hurdles and resistances from the bureaucratic
machines, the central state and local elites. It became evident that cities are nodes in
entrenched, global and highly asymmetrical networks of power, which must be
decisively confronted on the regional, the national and the global scale. Scaling-up or
scaling-out remains a fundamental challenge for municipalist politics committed to
democratic renewal. Strengthening the inner life and autonomy of the platforms,
independently of their representatives in town halls; enhancing the effective
accountability of elected representatives; closing ranks and building up collaboration
with social movements and citizens in their neighborhoods; mooring municipalism in
social life, everyday activity and civic initiatives in the commons and the social
economy; inscribing the municipal policies and administrations in wider narratives of
political explanation and vision: these are key wagers for a radical democratic
municipalism which can rise to the task of an alter-political hegemonic force.
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1. The political1
1.1. Theorizing the political today
Over the last two decades, critical thought on the political has been refreshed and
enlarged (see McNay 2014, Freeden 2013, Mouffe 2013; 2005, Newman 2011, Honig
2009, Tully 2008, Ingram 2002, Rancière 1995). Much of this conceptual labor has
been carried out in ontological terms, which set out to capture the ‘essence’ of the
political or a fundamental ‘ontological’ level of the political that constitutes human
societies (see e.g. Laclau 2000a: 44, Mouffe 2005: 8-9, 17; see also Connolly 1995,
Marchart 2007). Alternatively, the political may be grasped in the context of a broader
inquiry into ‘how things are,’ how human existence and social ties are shaped, as in
the post-Heideggerian existentialism of being-in-common (see Nancy 1991, Esposito
2013, Agamben 1993; also Hardt & Negri 2004, Tonder & Τhomassen 2005).
It is this ‘ontological’ twist of thought on the political which has lent itself to a battery
of criticisms from various standpoints. Any general discourse on being comes up
against the late modern plurality of worldviews and value systems (White 2000,
Marchart 2007: 82-83, Dardot & Laval 2014: 281-282). Moreover, talking generically
about the ‘essence’ of the political or community, as if they possessed a universal and
abiding nature, appears to blatantly contradict the fundamental assumptions of
historical contingency, indeterminacy, plurality and mutability of social being, which
are a locus communis in much contemporary thought (see e.g. Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
71, 96-6, 111-112, Laclau 1996: 122-3, Nancy 1991, Esposito 2013, Agamben 1993).
Last, but not least, abstract philosophizing on the ‘essence’ of the political or ‘beingin-common’ is likely to remain aloof and detached from contextual particularities.
This disconnect from the urgencies, the activities and the emergent explorations on
the rough ground of actual politics condemns thought on ‘the political’ to political
irrelevance (Dardot & Laval 2014: 276-283, Marchart 2007: 80-81, Norris 2012: 155,
McNay 2014).
Lois McNay (2014: 1) has made the case thus that, since the 1990s, political theory of
all stripes has devoted itself to uncovering the ‘quintessential principles’ which
govern all political life in order to proclaim ideals and principles of democracy on this
foundation. Contemporary reflection on the political, as illustrated by the work of
Chantal Mouffe (2005), among others, is pitched at the elevated plane of an
overarching ‘ontology’ of the political, in an attempt to seize its deeper essence and its
pure, definitive logic. This issues in a formulaic, rarefied and socially ‘weightless’
notion of the political, which glosses over actual circumstances of inequality,
dispossession and internalized disempowerment that block political action. Isolating
the political from its social conditions strips it of content, diminishing thereby its
pertinence for everyday concerns and practices. For example, the theories of the
1

Earlier and shorter versions of parts of the sections 1.1. and 1.2. appeared in Kioupkiolis 2019a,
which built on the unpublished Litterature Review (September 2017) of the Heteropolitics project.
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political in our times tend to celebrate contingency, fluidity, contestability, becoming
and plurality.
Nonetheless, it does not follow.... that social existence is straightforwardly
amenable to challenge and transformation... Many aspects of social existence,
particularly those related to structurally generated inequalities of class, race and
gender, are deeply entrenched and systematically reproduced in a relatively
predictable fashion (McNay 2014: 14).
McNay (2014: 17) submits that it is precisely the obsession with the ‘ontology’ or the
‘essence’ of the political which misguides political theory, leading it astray and away
from lived social realities. She pleads, thus, for a political thinking that immerses
itself in the material circumstances of oppression and deprivation, and that inquires
closely into everyday patterns of political agency and new modes of popular protest
instead of conceptualizing ‘the political’ in the abstract (McNay 2014: 21-24).
Yet, elucidating the political in critical ways remains a crucial task for political
thought, analysis and agency. In the most elementary sense, political science and
philosophy could not get started on their studies without some idea about the features
of the political –what counts as political activity or political relation, the bounds of
political institutions, and so on. A measure of reflective clarity around the political is,
thus, indispensable for rigorous political analysis and theory. Moreover, ‘the political
needs urgent attention…in a discursive context which is sutured by a view of the
‘‘end of politics’’ and intensifying practices of depoliticization’ (Swyngedouw 2018:
25; see also here below, section 1.9). In the context of Heteropolitics, it would be
untenable to speak of political gaps and failures in the different approaches to the
commons without calling upon a plausible notion of the political.
Needless to say, however, political discussion and practice are almost never
completely in the dark over the meaning of the political. Implicit, common sense or
specialist conceptions set going and imbue political discourse and action in social
settings which are home to explicit vocabularies and distinct institutions of politics.
Received notions and evaluations about the different types of action and institution
which pass for political, and about the valence of these different forms, set the bounds
of the possible, the conceivable, the legitimate, the valuable and the effective in
political thinking –and, as a result, partly in political activity. Hence, to shun a critical
consideration of the concept of the political is, almost inevitably, to remain captive to
predefined horizons of thought about what is possible and plausible in things political.
‘For to adopt without revision the concepts prevailing in a polity is to accept terms of
discourse loaded in favor of established practices’ (Connolly 1993: 2). By contrast,
when the object is to tweak, to problematize and to diversify prevalent political
presumptions and practices so as to make them responsive to other possibilities of
doing politics, which operate in the alternative style of the commons, then a rethinking of the political is apt and timely.
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The incisive criticisms of essentialism, universalist pretension and social ‘lightness’
set certain terms for the ways in which such a conceptual labor should proceed. The
will to fix the meaning of the political in singular and exclusionary molds, the desire
to stipulate an exclusive and universal definition of what is political run counter to the
plurality, the messiness and the strife which single out many situations and activities
that are experienced as political in common sense and in ‘ontological’ political theory
itself.
W.B. Gallie (1956) and William E. Connolly (1993: 10) sought to explain why central
political concepts, including ‘politics’ itself, are inherently subject to endless dispute
over their meaning and their range of application. When a concept is ‘appraisive,’ in
that it denotes a valued activity; when it is internally complex, in that its
characterization refers to a cluster of different dimensions; and when its rules of
application are relatively open and subject to disagreement themselves, then the
concept is ‘essentially contested.’ Hence, it typically fuels ongoing disputes about its
proper use on the part of its users, who weigh differently the multiple criteria of its
definition and application. It is obvious that ‘politics’ qualifies as an ‘essentially
contested’ term (see Connolly 1993: 12-15). Politics carries many different
dimensions, including collective decision-making, legally binding authority, interests,
conflict, negotiation, public administration, government and power, which are
themselves internally complex and fuzzy. And people will dissent over whether
sexuality, mathematics and religion are, or should be, political issues amenable to
public decision-making.
A reasonable construction of the political should, first, remain aware of its historical
limitations and its contestable validity, rather than make pretences to rock-solid
universal truths. Second, it should be informed by a historicized hermeneutics, which
sketches context-bound interpretations, taking its cues from contingent, contextspecific ideas about politics, while testing their bounds and creatively recalibrating
them. Third, it should remain alert to the diversity and the contentiousness of political
positions and notions, while also acknowledging the openness of political action to the
radically new. Finally, a pluralist and self-reflective theorization of the political
should closely attend to actual social conditions, and it should dialogically interact
with the arena of mainstream politics as well as with grassroots civic activity and
critical thinking.
In a nutshell, a qualified, contextualized, plural and open understanding of the
political should remain alive to a tradition of political thought which has been
articulated by Hans J. Morgenthau in 1933.
The concept of the political does not have a fixed content which can be
determined once and for all (Morgenthau 2012/1933: 101)...The political nature
of these matters thus depends on circumstances of time and place and does not
result from a ground of principle (Morgenthau 2012/1933: 99).
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The present report revisits the political in a particular fashion, through an extended
exercise in interpretation and critique which tarries with a wide array of heteroclite
constructions of the political. This way of proceeding seeks to accomplish three ends
in line with the foregoing terms: to do justice to the diversity and relative unfixity of
the political; to stretch political imagination by laying out specific examples of widely
divergent modes of thinking and doing politics; to set out and substantiate a particular
construal of the political by tracing it in the most disparate perspectives on the
political.
1.2. On the political (i): state/non-state in political science and theory
Throughout the 20th century to-date, the various renditions of the political in Western
political thought and science can be mapped along two main axes of differentiation.
The first axis revolves around the state, and it pits state-centered notions against
interpretations which tend to loosen the tight entanglement of the political with the
state. The second axis pivots around the antithesis conflict/struggle/division vs.
collaboration/consensus/integration. This mapping is not exhaustive, but it ranges
over a wide spectrum of vernacular and ‘professional’ ideas of the political. A
scrutiny of both axes can give us critical purchase on much contemporary and earlier
political thought. It can also enable us to track common threads that run through many
divergent takes on the political, and it can help to subsume both antagonism and
common action under a pluralized view of the political.
To start off from the first axis and the most conventional interpretation of the political,
this identifies politics with the art of government, and, primarily in modernity, with
the government of a nation-state. Heywood (2013: 3) sums up succinctly the ruling
doxa:
politics can be understood to refer to the affairs of the polis....The modern form of
this definition is therefore ‘what concerns the state’...This view of politics is
clearly evident in the everyday use of the term: people are said to be ‘in politics’
when they hold public office, or to be ‘entering politics’ when they seek to do so. It
is also a definition that academic political science has helped to perpetuate.
In many ways, the notion that politics amounts to ‘what concerns the state’ is the
traditional view of the discipline…
Hence, politics has been consigned to the machinery of national government and the
apparatus of the state: the cabinet, the parliament, political parties, public
administration etc. (Heywood 2013: 3-5, Freeden 2013: 44-49, Stoker 2006: 4,
Schmitt 2007/1932, 19-25, Duverger 1964: 15-23). With few exceptions, such as Carl
Schmitt, the fixation on government, state and the political system has set the
predominant tenor in Wester political science until, at least, the 1960s, which marked
a turning point in post-war political scholarship (Freeden 2013: 39, 44, 45-49,
Duverger 1964: 15-17).
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However, contemporary textbooks of political science attest to the persistence of the
standard wisdom. In their New Handbook of Political Science, Goodin and
Klingemann (1998: 7) render politics as the ‘the constrained use of social power.’
This definition directs political science towards the study of the ‘properties of political
institutions.’ In their Theory and Methods in Political Science, Marsh and Stoker
(2010: 7) distinguish between an ‘arena’ and a ‘process’ view of politics. They grant
that politics as a process exceeds formal political institutions and implies a struggle
over the distribution of power (Marsh & Stoker 2010: 7). They stipulate, nonetheless,
that ‘Politics is much broader than what governments do but there is something
especially significant about political processes that are or could be considered to be
part of the public domain’ (Marsh & Stoker 2010: 8).
At the same time, all over the 20th century up until our days, one can witness a parallel
‘decentering’ of the political away from its fixation on the state, national government
and the formal political system. Such displacements have fermented within political
theory and political science themselves. The reflections of Carl Schmitt (1932/2007)
on The Concept of the Political are an (in)famous landmark, but decentering
tendencies have intensified and proliferated in later decades (see Morgenthau
2012/1933, Dahl 1972, Αrendt 1998, Lefort 1986, Mouffe & Laclau 1985, Rancière
1995, 2010, Connolly 1995; 2005, Ingram 2002, Day 2005, Tully 2008, Honig 2009,
Hardt & Negri 2004; 2009; 2012, Freeden 2013, Heywood 2013).
These gestures have been accompanied and enlivened by kindred movements in a
broad array of other fields of inquiry, from anthropology (e.g. Clastres 1987, Scott
1990, Gledhill 2000, Papataxiarchis 2014, Hage 2015), sociology (e.g. Giddens 1991,
Beck 1992) and feminism (e.g. Butler 1990; 1993, Gibson-Graham 2006), to political
ecology (e.g. Bookchin 1982), social movement studies (e.g. Castells 2011,
Maechelbergh 2009, Zibechi 2010, Della Porta & Rucht 2015), anarchism (Ward
1973/2018, Graeber 2012, Newman 2011, Gordon 2008) and ‘post-structuralist’
French philosophy (Deleuze & Guattari 1987, Foucault 1997).
The following snapshots of these conceptual drifts can give us a handle on the
revisions of the political without adding up to a comprehensive overview. The statist
shell of the conventional concept of the political has been ruptured from multiple
vantage points and through divergent paths of reasoning. By unravelling a varied
tapestry of alternative ideas of the political, the ensuing review can energize political
imagination in thought and action, and can help to cultivate an open, broader and
plural sense of the political.
Carl Schmitt (2007/1932) stands out, in effect, as a watershed in the formation of both
axes of the political: state/non-state and conflict/collaboration. He inaugurated,
perhaps, the veering away from the state in modern political thought by noting that the
equation politics=state ‘becomes erroneous and deceptive at exactly the moment when
state and society penetrate each other’ (Schmitt 2007/1932: 2). As is well known, for
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him the political is not located in state administration, but in the struggle between
(collective) friend and enemy.
The specific political distinction to which political actions and motives can be
reduced is that between friend and enemy.... which denotes the utmost degree of
intensity of a union or separation, of an association or dissociation’ (Schmitt
2007/1932: 26). An enemy exists only when, at least potentially, one fighting
collectivity confronts a similar collectivity (Schmitt 2007/1932: 26).
Thus understood, the political may issue forth in any social field beyond the state.
Any social relations, religious, moral, economic, cultural, and so on, can become
political if a conflict breaks out in their midst which is intense enough to divide the
members of the relation into friend and enemy (Schmitt 2007/1932: 37). ‘The political
can derive its energy from the most varied human endeavors’ (Schmitt 2007/1932:
38).
Hence, the political turns out to be a moment of radical antagonism which decides the
existence and the identity of a certain collectivity, settling who belongs to it as a
‘friend’ and who is expelled from it as an enemy. In this sense, Schmitt unhinges the
political from the state and government, although the spectre of state sovereignty still
casts its heavy shadow over his mind. The political as the friend/enemy division is
effectively lodged in an ultimate center of decision-making about the collective, an
instance of final decision on the friend/enemy grouping (Schmitt 2007/1932: 29-30,
43). ‘...the political entity. If such an entity exists at all, it is always the decisive
entity, and it is sovereign in the sense that the decision about the critical situation,
even if it is the exception, must always necessarily reside there’ (Schmitt 2007/1932:
38).
This compromised ‘decentering’ initiated by Schmitt has been carried further ever
since in political thought and science, and the process has stepped up from the 1960’s
onwards. However, the spectre of the state and its ‘grand’ and centralized politics still
haunts several such undertakings. As a result, the political is reduced time and again
to power, authority, rule and an activity of legislation or ‘institution’ which exerts
itself on society as a whole. Hans Morgenthau, for instance, argued right after Schmitt
that the ‘notion of the political, taken in the broadest sense of the word, applies itself
to manifestations which go widely beyond the sphere of the state’ (Morgenthau
2012/1933: 106). However, he went on to define the political as the expression of the
will to power (Morgenthau 2012/1933: 106). For Robert Dahl (1972; first edition
1965), politics is an activity which can occur in any social space. Yet, it is a ‘political
system’ and it ‘involves, to a significant extent, power, rule, or authority’ (Dahl 1972:
6). Maurice Duverger (1964: 15-16) registers two contending definitions of politics,
those which identify it with the government of states and those which apprehend it as
the government of human societies more broadly. This distinction allows for political
functions outside or without the state in small, non-modern societies, but it still
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subsumes politics under the organized power and the government of the community
as a whole.
Claude Lefort (1986: 276-278, 310-311, 322-323) took issue with the foundations of
the modern statist capture of the political, the ‘theologico-political’ matrix. This
sanctifies the politics of unification around a sovereign One who commands universal
authority. By contrast, Lefort located the political in the ‘generative principles’ of
different figures of society, in its particular mode of instituting and configuring
society, that is, the ‘mise en forme’ of human coexistence, which is at the same time a
signification [‘mise en sens’] and representation or staging [‘mise en scène’] of social
relations (Lefort 1986: 280-282). The political lies in the guiding schemes of societal
institution. These shape the particular ways in which the different dimensions and
relations between social groups, classes, individuals, beliefs, practices and
representations are articulated with each other.
A sea of distance seems to separate Lefort’s outlook on politics from those which
confine it to the state, the government and the management of collective affairs. Yet, a
trace of state sovereign politics can be fathomed in his ‘centered’ and comprehensive
point of view, which looks on society as a whole, pins down its generative principles,
and assigns to the political a society-wide scope as a mode of figuring social relations
that ranges over an entire social formation. This view still implies a ‘grand’ or ‘big
bang’ idea of politics, which encapsulates the whole, the large scale and a sovereign
power that determines the entire set of social relations. The political is still at a
remove from everyday life, the small scale and ordinary interactions. It remains
beholden to a Schmittian political theology of state sovereignty, in which ‘the political
is the total’ (Schmitt 2005: 2) and ‘The sovereign produces and guarantees the
situation in its totality’ (Schmitt 2005: 13). The same idea is echoed in Mouffe’s
(2005: 17) thesis that ‘The political is linked to acts of hegemonic institution.’
In more recent times, several strands of political theory managed to escape more fully
from the grip of the sovereign state politology to consider possibilities of political
thought and agency at any time and on any plane of social life. Jacques Rancière
(1995; 2001; 2010) and Michael Freeden (2013) are just two cases in point (see also
Tully 2008, Honig 2009, Connolly 1995).
For Jacques Rancière, politics is an act of dissensus that unseats and modifies
established identities, institutions and relations. He strongly objects, therefore, to the
reduction of the political to the state, which perpetuates a specific way of living led by
a pre-existing subject (Rancière 2001: 1.2-1.4). Thinking politics in the spirit of
democracy, Rancière contends that politics entails a rupture with the ‘normal’
distribution of power and the attendant dispositions. ‘Demos’ as a political actor
designates ‘a part with no part,’ which does not normally ‘count’ and has no particular
qualifications to rule (Rancière 1995: 27-31). When they act politically, the people
upset the conventional order of parts and roles. They inscribe the ‘(ac)count of the
unaccounted-for’ in the community. They form an ‘empty’, ‘supplementary’ part of
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demos, which identifies itself with the political community in its entirety, a
community which is uncoupled from the normal count of its parts (Rancière 2001:
5.14-5.16; 1995: 27-31).
In the guise of people’s agency and eruption, politics is a disruption of the hegemonic
order. It stages a fleeting challenge and dispute. In political contention, different
logics of counting the parts of the community confront each other. Politics contrasts,
hence, with what Rancière calls ‘police,’ a fixed ‘partition of the sensible’, the visible
and audible in a community. Politics disturbs ruling social arrangements by
supplementing them with an ‘excess’ that transcends them: the part of no-part which
elides itself with the community as a whole. Politics manifests itself thus as a litige,
which intervenes in the given state of things and asserts different ways of
understanding, seeing and talking (Rancière 2001: 6.19-7.21, 8.22-8.23).
Consequently, politics is firmly dislodged from the state. It can appear at any time and
in any space where a dissensus reorders the space of what there is to do and to say,
transforming e.g. a ‘domestic’ or ‘economic’ place into a site for political
organization, freedom and change. What is more, a politics which undoes
conventional taxonomies of the sensible, the visible and the audible in any field of
social practice clashes not only with the centralization of politics in the state, but also
with the unifying and sovereign logic of the state, with ‘police’ in Rancière’s lexicon:
the state control of a social order, which enforces the ‘normal state of things.’ Finally,
the ‘political power of heterology’ (Rancière 2010: 59) gives rise to a ‘political
process of subjectivation, which continually creates ‘‘newcomers,’’ new subjects that
enact the equal power of anyone and everyone and construct new words about
community in the given common world.’ Wrenched away from the state, politics
takes place potentially anywhere, anytime, where a dispute erupts, and ephemeral
action perturbs the prevalent order.
Still, the ghost of state sovereignty is hard to exorcize even here. It haunts all those
conceptions which equate the political with One singular and dominant manifestation,
whether this implies a unifying function or contestation and rupture as the exclusive
being of the political. Michael Freeden (2013: 6-9, 18-20) has called into question
precisely this residual ‘sovereignism’ of contemporary renditions of the political,
which cut it down to a singular property, such as conflict or public reason, authorizing
some of the available significations of politics to the exclusion of others, and
constraining thus politics against itself. The selective specificity and stipulative
narrowness of this political philosophy fails to do justice to all the myriad ways of
real-world thinking about politics. Politics is rife with diverse meanings, and political
life itself is complex and variable over time. Politics is not a ‘single grand thing.’
Any account of the political in tune with ‘politics as we know it’ should only
assemble its diverse ‘micro-components’ which recur in specific contexts of discourse
and action, without laying claim to universal validity or an exhaustive comprehension
of all constituents of the political. These ‘micro-components’ can be found anywhere.
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They are not situated necessarily in the state or in the ‘grand’ politics of instituting
society. Casting his sense the political in such pluralist, historical and interpretative
terms, Freeden (2013: 34) suggests that we, in our societies, tend to assign the term
‘politics’ and ‘political’ to the following features of social conduct: ultimate decisionmaking, which parcels out and regulates domains and boundaries of competence
among social spheres; the distribution of material and symbolic goods; the
mobilization or withdrawal of public support; the organization of social complexities;
policy-making and the selection of collective options; wielding power (which cuts
across all the above dimensions).
1.3. On the political (i): state/non-state beyond political theory, from ‘personal’
politics to infra-, alter- and micro-politics
Outside political theory as conventionally demarcated, but often in intimate contact
with it, second-wave feminism, anthropology and post-structuralist French thought
(most notably, Deleuze, Foucault and, later on, Derrida) took part in the radical
‘decentering’ of the political. They steered it away not only from the state itself as
sovereign locus of power but also from the political logic of the state: the grand
politics of the macro-scale, the social system as a whole, the overall institution of
society and an ultimate, a unitary instance of decision- making.
The famous feminist motto ‘the personal is political’ meant to convey an idea that was
scandalous in the ‘60s: that there are ‘political dimensions to private life, that power
relations shaped life in marriage, in the kitchen, the bedroom, the nursery, and at
work’ (Rosen in Lee 2007: 163). The political is employed thus ‘in the broad sense of
the word as having to do with power relationships, not the narrow sense of electoral
politics’ (Hanisch 2006: 1). The ‘personal is political’ implies, also, that pervasive
cultural norms, social and economic structures are enacted and reproduced through
individual action (Butler 1988: 522).
Radical feminism stretched out the meaning of both the political and the personal. It
anchored firmly the political in everyday social life and individual, face-to-face
relations insofar as these embody bonds of subjection, they are saturated with vast
power asymmetries and they are ruled by wider economic, political and cultural
disciplines. Gender inequalities do not simply deprive women of the political status of
citizenship in a classic sense, which lodges it in the public arena and the state. They
also situate political predicaments of equal rights, agency and dignity in the space
itself of what has been traditionally seen as private and personal. Moreover, this field
of apparent privacy is profoundly embedded in wider socio-economic and political
arrangements to the effect that that personal situations are explained by the broader
socio-cultural context which frames them (Hanisch 2006, Butler 1988: 522-524, Lee
2007).
Second-wave feminism pulled apart, thus, the divide between private and public, in
ways which revisioned politics and politicized ‘private’ and personal affairs, including
family life and sexuality. Seemingly personal problems, such as the relations between
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spouses, call for collective action to undo systemic stereotypes, society-wide norms
and structural inequalities. In Judith Butler’s words:
The personal is thus implicitly political inasmuch as it is conditioned by shared
social structures, but the personal has also been immunized against political
challenge to the extent that public/private distinctions endure (Butler 1988: 522523).
Hence, feminist politics intimated also the idea that individual acts can be political in
the mundane reality itself of gender relations, inasmuch as they re-perform cultural
conventions of subordination or they strive to displace and erode them.
Crucially, the feminist movement figured out patterns of political thought and action
attuned to this politicization of the everyday. Feminist activists in the 1970s and the
1980s disputed the ‘high politics’ of political institutions and elites. They opted,
instead, for modes of civic engagement which mobilized ‘average’ women in their
everyday lives. Rather than form political parties or interest groups, they came
together in national and international organizations which fought for the cause of
gender equality and social justice more broadly, by engaging in lobbying and noninstitutionalized practices such as mass marches and campaigns through public media,
letter-writing etc. (Lee 2007, Hanisch 2006). Τhe local, decentralized and uncoordinated grassroots action of second-wave feminism brought about wide-ranging
social mutations by beginning in the here and now, without a prior large-scale
systemic revolution. The ‘upscaling’ of feminist politics consisted in its global
diffusion and its loosely interrelated struggles, happenings and interventions which
targeted global structures of patriarchal power without relying on formal global
organization or institutions. Moreover, ubiquity rather than unity was the basis of its
expansion (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxiv).
Likewise, the emblematic practice of ‘consciousness-raising’ that has been pursued in
feminist groups intended to politically empower women in their personal relations and
lifeworlds. This process of critical group thinking embodies a signal way of
politicizing the personal and a singular modality of politics in the ‘everyday.’ By way
of exchanging personal experiences in gender relations and through collective
discussion around shared feelings and concerns, it stimulates reflection on the
political facets of personal life. Consciousness-raising activity sharpened thus
women’s awareness of everyday oppression. It boosted the self-esteem of women as
persons who should affirm themselves, who can become reflective agents and who
bring their distinct contribution to politics by nourishing e.g. values of sensitivity and
care for the others. Consciousness-raising investigated also ways of inducing change
in patriarchal norms and subjectivities in the present tense and from below. The
constellation of its groups sketched a distinct scheme of political mobilization whose
signature features were decentralization, lack of hierarchic coordination and placebased action. ‘Organizational horizontalism’ turned, also, on direct participation, the
rotation of responsibilities, the non-delegation of power and the non-monopoly of the
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spoken word (Hanisch 2006, Butler 1988: 523-524, Lee 2007: 165-166, GibsonGraham 2006: xxiii).
From the 1960’s onwards, anthropology, too, has been a pioneer in the
‘destatification’ of the political. The work of Pierre Clastres, Society against the State
(1987; first published in 1974), is a milestone in these theoretical displacements.
Clastres (1987: 8, 205) delineates the ‘space of the political’ in ‘archaic’ societies of
the Americas, taking aim precisely at the conflation of the political with the state
form. The shafts of his critique are directed against those Western imperialist
prejudices, in ethnography and elsewhere, which level down the political to
command-obedience relations between rulers and ruled, coercion, violence and
hierarchical subordination (Clastres 1987: 10-12, 198). In a word, the ethnocentric
bias elides the political with ‘state power as the monopoly of the legitimate use of
violence’ (Clastres 1987: 11). As a result, when anthropologists are faced with a
constellation of societies where the holders of power are actually without power;
‘where the political is determined as a domain beyond coercion and beyond violence,
beyond hierarchical subordination’ (Clastres 1987: 11-12), they fail to see it and they
negate its existence. In consequence, the ethnocentrist notion of the political denies in
principle the possibility of political organization which is devoid of the state form and
a visible organ of coercive power (Clastres 1987: 12-18, 27).
From its beginnings our culture has conceived of political power in terms of
hierarchized and authoritarian relations of command and obedience....so that the
absence of any command-obedience relationship ipso facto entails the absence of
political power. Hence, there exist not only societies without a state, but also
societies without power (Clastres 1987: 16).
By contrast, when we take seriously the political dimension of ‘primitive’ societies,
we can recognize it as a deliberate denial of the political in its predominant Western
mode. We should affirm that the political is expressed in many voices, including
voices which divorce it from coercion and hierarchy. Coercive political power is only
a particular version of power in Western cultures. The political is present even in
societies where a political institution of authority is lacking. Hence, a ‘Copernican
revolution’ is in order in the anthropological comprehension of power and the
political (Clastres 1987: 20-25).
In societies without the state form of politics, civic power rests on general consensus.
Except for times of war, any formal function of leadership is peaceful, consensual,
generous, fragile, stripped of effective power of command, conciliatory and oratory.
Leadership is thus circumscribed and neutralized by society (Clastres 1987: 30-37,
206). ‘This mode of constituting the political sphere can be understood, therefore, as a
veritable defence mechanism for Indian societies’ (Clastres 1987: 46). The real locus
of power resides in society, which upholds its authority over the chief, refuses to
delegate power and it exercises control over all its constituent elements. Society
strives, thus, to prevent the chief’s transformation into a despot. It condemns the will
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to power and it prevents the rise of a political power separate from society –the
emergence of the state (Clastres 1987: 207-212). In this decidedly different
constitution, the political is embedded in society. The political is egalitarian, peaceful,
consensual, ‘lawless,’ ‘kingless,’ and it is opposed to the One, the unifying force of
the State (Clastres 1987: 21, 199, 216-217).
However, even in this keen endeavor of critical anthropology to get hold of the very
logic of the political as state, rather than its institutional garb, and to dismantle the
ethnocentric bias which subordinates the political to the raison d’ État, the fixation of
the political on the state is not radically unsettled. For Clastres, the attempt to disperse
the political across all fields of social activity ends up dissolving the distinctive
character of political reality. ‘For, if political reality is found everywhere, it is found
nowhere’ (Clastres 1987: 19). Consequently, Clastres still attaches the ‘political
function’ and ‘political power’ to the office of the chief. He argues, thus, that
‘archaic’ societies eject chiefs from society, reducing political power to impotence
(Clastres 1987: 30-37, 41-43). He adds that the ‘political revolution’ in human history
goes by the name of the State, collapsing again the political into the state (Clastres
1987: 202). He fails to hold out the alternative possibility that his own research brings
to light: that stateless societies do not constrict, exclude or exorcize the political, but
they configure it in radically different manners–egalitarian, consensual, collective,
antiauthoritarian, closely bound up with society.
Contemporary ethnography has not only taken this further step of charting the
autonomous reality of other politics, beyond or outside the state. It actually leads the
way in present-day research and reflection on this front (Haiven & Khasnabish 2014,
Hage 2012, Graeber 2009, Maeckelbergh 2009, Shukaitis, Graeber & Biddle
2007, Papapavlou 2015) spurred on by internal motivation. Anthropology
constitutionally attends to alterity, the study of radical cultural diversity, and everyday
worlds, rather than the macro-level or the ‘social system’ as a whole.
Standard ethnographic methods conduct ‘thick description,’ participant observation,
‘immersion’ in the field and in-depth interviews so as to make sense of the everyday
‘lived realities’ of the people they study. Rather than reconstructing the ‘big picture’
of social systems from outside or above, anthropology steeps itself in the subjective
meanings which underlie specific social practices by interacting with the social actors
themselves and by observing them directly in face-to-face situations (Haiven &
Khasnabish 2014, Escobar 2008, Graeber 2012, Juris & Khasnabish 2013).
Furthermore, anthropology has been animated from its beginnings by the desire to
seriously explore and make sense of ‘difference,’ the social processes through which
active subjects imagine and fashion social relations and structures in ways other than
those prevailing in the West (Hage 2009: 61-62). Its studies bring out not only that
there are other, foreign ways of inhabiting the world, but that we ourselves can
become other than we are, that alternative modes of being are possible and relevant to
us (Hage 2012: 289).
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Hence, in the 1990s, James C. Scott (1990) played up in his political-anthropological
inquiries a modality of ‘infrapolitics,’ which unfolds away from the state and visible
public politics, sparking manifold acts of resistance. Under oppressive circumstances,
subordinate social groups nurture dissonant cultures in partly autonomous zones of
everyday conflict and struggle. There, they draft ‘hidden transcripts,’ that is,
discourses which castigate dominant powers, dream of violent uprisings and imagine
new, inverted social orders. In such social sites and times, which are relatively out of
sight and sheltered, subordinate groups perform ‘infrapolitical’ acts of low-key
resistance, which feed off the ‘hidden transcripts’ that assail dominant realities. The
everyday discourses of anger at injustice, utopian beliefs, and backstage, minor
transgressions stimulate and orient large-scale uprisings and unexpected acts of
defiance (Scott 1990: 20, 80-81, 189-190, 203).
Given its disposition towards alterity and the everyday, it is almost natural that critical
anthropology has increasingly immersed itself in the ‘alter-politics’ and the ‘radical
imaginary’ of our times as these are contrived by contemporary social movements,
from the Zapatistas to the Indignados and Occupy (Hage 2012: 290-292).
The radical imaginary today is the product of both a social imperative: emerging
social spaces that lie outside the existing order of governmentality and
intelligibility and requiring an imaginative politics that can think them in their
difference, and a political imperative: existing struggles which have generated an
endless stalemate are increasingly requiring a new politics that comes from outside
the existing space of conventional political possibilities...the search for an alterpolitics [can become] not only a mere possibility but an imperative (Hage 2012:
294).
Bent on difference and social specificity, political ethnography is in a better position
to make sense of contemporary collective action which is inclined towards non-state
oriented politics and takes on unconventional forms. Such political mobilizations tend
to elude political science categories which revolve around formal organizations and
the pursuit of policy change by way of exerting pressure on dominant institutions. By
contrast, critical anthropology brings to the fore how social movement politics break
with the statist logic of the political through their non-instrumental, prefigurative
nature, by constituting new relationships and subjectivities, by converging in diffuse,
informal and decentralized networks, by self-organizing in public spaces and
assemblies that are accessible to ordinary people and oppose hierarchical political
representation, party partisanship, set ideologies and professional politicians.
Last, but not least, Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze have played a prominent role
in the intellectual and political ferment of de-statifying political thought from the
1970s onwards.
The core intuition that drives Foucault’s analytics of power, politics and freedom is
that modern mechanisms of power should be also scrutinized apart from and partly in
opposition to the model of state sovereignty and the rule of law.
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What we need…is a political philosophy that isn’t erected around the problem of
sovereignty, nor therefore around the problems of law and prohibition. We need to
cut off the king’s head: in political theory that has still to be done’ (Foucault 1991:
63).
His project in studying power and politics was
the exact opposite of Hobbes’ project in Leviathan. Ultimately, I think that all
jurists try to do the same thing, as their problem is to discover how a multiplicity of
individuals and wills can be shaped into a single will or even a single body that is
supposedly animated by a soul known as sovereignty…at the heart, or rather the
head, of the State, there is something that constitutes it as such, and that something
is sovereignty (Foucault 1976: 28-29)
Foucault does not contend that sovereign state power is a chimera. He submits, rather,
that parallel to juridical sovereignty and in complicity with it, another mechanism of
power operates and spreads it tentacles throughout the social body. Starting with the
scheme of power that he labelled ‘disciplinary’ (1976: 36) and he dated back to the
17th century as a bourgeois invention, Foucault mounted the case that power is coextensive with social life itself, it is inherent in social interactions. Power relations
reach beyond the bounds of the state. They are deeply rooted and far flung in the
nexus of social interactions (Foucault 1982: 222-224). A relationship of power is a
mode of action on the action of others, which directs their conduct and circumscribes
the field of possibilities available to them. It is the way in which certain actions
impact on other actions and modify them (Foucault 1982: 219). Indirectly exercised,
power acts upon the possibilities of action of other people, that is, it structures the
possible space of action available to others (Foucault 1982: 221).
Hence, power relations do not only emanate ‘from above,’ from authorities and the
state. They cast local nets ‘that invest the body, sexuality, the family, kinship,
knowledge, technology, and so forth’ (Foucault 1991: 64). Techniques of power can
circulate across the entire social body, spanning diverse social fields, from schools to
psychiatric clinics, prisons and barracks (Foucault 1975: 162-163). In bourgeois
modernity, polymorphous disciplinary dispositifs in education, the army and prisons
constantly monitor and regulate the minutiae of personal lives. They examine and
judge individual behaviours according to standards of normality. They control bodies,
they ‘train’ bodily forces, they discipline and ‘reform’ personal conduct, they
differentiate, separate, and ‘normalize’ individuals (Foucault 1975: 163-165, 200215). These infinitesimal mechanisms of power follow their own trajectories, their
distinct tactics and discourses. Reversing a top-down logic which derives power from
a sovereign center of control, Foucault’s ascending analytic of power takes off from
the ground of social networks with their localized systems of power, and it shows how
this ‘microphysics’ of power gets invested and colonized by ever more general
mechanisms attached to the state (Foucault 1976: 30-32). The state appears, thus, as a
‘metapower’ and a ‘superstructure,’ whose great negative–repressive power is
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anchored in a complex series of multiple, indefinite power relations (Foucault 1991:
64).
Moreover, power is not merely repressive and negative, the violence of police and the
punitive force of state justice. It brings forth social relations, institutions, bodies and
subjectivities. For instance, power discourses and disciplinary practices around
sexuality were implemented by parents and educators. They molded Victorian
sexuality by sexualizing the infantile body and family relationships in particular ways
(Foucault 1991: 62; 1981). The mapping of ‘capillary’ webs of power beyond state
sovereignty, which is negative, centralized and juridical, began for Foucault after
1968 ‘on the basis of daily struggles at the grass-roots level, among those whose fight
was located in the fine meshes of the web of power. This was where the concrete
nature of power became visible’ (Foucault 1991: 58).
Foucault did not simply veer power politics away from the state and towards the thick
texture of diverse social interactions. He located it not only between persons in
intimate relationships and everyday life, as second-wave feminism did, but also within
persons, in the individual itself. One of the prime effects of power is that ‘it allows
bodies, gestures, discourses, and desires to be identified and constituted as something
individual....The individual is in fact a power-effect, and at the same time...a relay’
(Foucault 1976: 30; see also 1975: 175). This amounts, indeed, to a politicization of
the individual subject itself, one’s innermost constitution as a person, which stirred in
Foucault’s thought a concern with an individual ethos that could resist the effects of
domination and normalization on the self.
For Foucault, the subject takes shape within an entire field of historical experience –
such as sexuality, education, internment, sickness- which is the outcome of the
interplay between three axes. First, a domain of scientific knowledge or discourse,
with its own concepts, theories and disciplines. Second, a type of normativity, a series
of rules which set the normal apart from the pathological, the permissible from the
prohibited, and are enforced by technical, administrative, juridical, medical etc.
apparatuses. Finally, a mode of relation to the self and others, which enables the
individual to recognize itself as a subject of desire, a subject of right or a subject of
medical treatment (Foucault 1990: 4-7).
This transposition of power politics to variable, specific domains of ‘experience’ in
everyday life and the individual subject itself leads to a corollary relocation of the
politics of freedom away from the state and the ‘social system’ towards an ethic of
‘care for the self’ and specific interventions effected by social movements in
particular areas of social existence.
we know from experience that the claim to escape from the system of
contemporary reality so as to produce the overall programs of another society....
another vision of the world has led only to the return of the most dangerous
traditions. I prefer the very specific transformations that have proved to be possible
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in the last twenty years in a number of areas the concern our ways of being and
thinking, relations to authority, relations between the sexes... (Foucault 1997: 126).
To bolster such an alternative, non-statist way of doing politics, Foucault initiated two
moves, one regarding social movements and critical theory themselves and another
concerning a certain individual ethos, a ‘practice of the self’ which could loosen the
hold of power on the being of the individual itself (Foucault 1990; 2000a). They both
make up alternative political practices. The first comes to grips with specific
institutions and nexuses of power-knowledge in everyday experience, while the
second acts out a micro-politics of the self.
To begin with, Foucault put together a conceptual apparatus which combines
‘archaeology,’ ‘genealogy’ and interaction with social struggles (Foucault, 1997: 124126). Critical studies of the present can diminish the grip of hegemonic networks of
knowledge, politics and ethics by bringing them to light, by problematizing them and
by disclosing the specific constraints that they foist. The synchronic inquiries are
backed up with historical surveys, which trace out the contingent formation of actual
schemes of experience, their ‘non-naturalness’ and their susceptibility to change, or
they fathom alternative possibilities. The theoretical surveys can enter into a two-way
relation with social movements which challenge actual institutions. The movements
call attention to particular domains of experience and earmark possible points of
rupture. In turn, genealogical studies can help them to weave their way through the
complex links between the nexuses of power-knowledge and the various modes of
subjectivity. The political struggles explore thus in practice the possibility of
modifying particular domains of social life and their ingrained modes of thinking and
acting, which critical analyses reveal to be transformable singularities or arbitrary
limits (Foucault, 1997: 126-127, 133).
The second ‘alter-political’ gesture points towards a certain ethics of the self, a
particular way of relating to oneself ‘by which one attempts to develop and transform
oneself’ (Foucault 2000a: 282) that could check and counter the effects of individual
subjection to power (Foucault 2000a: 283-284). Foucault derived the idea of a
practice of the self, which is also a practice of freedom, from the ethics of ‘care of the
self’ in the Greco-Roman world. This care consisted in knowing oneself but also in
mastering the appetites that threaten to sway the self by consciously observing certain
rules of acceptable and respectable behaviour. Preoccupation with the self motivates
an extensive work of the self on the self, on the individual’s body and soul, to attain a
desirable state of being and to make one’s life good, beautiful or exemplary. And it
implies a way of caring for others and an ability to conduct oneself properly in
relation to others (Foucault 2000a: 284-287).
Foucault argued, thus, that an active labor on the self or an ‘aesthetics of existence’ is
required today so as to attain the maximum individual freedom within social
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relationships, which are by definition power relationships in which certain agents
influence the action of others.
Foucault differentiated power from domination, which consists in a general structure
of power and a ‘strategic situation’ that has become consolidated and is taken for
granted. Under conditions of domination, the free play of antagonistic reactions is
immobilized by stable mechanisms, through which one can manipulate the conduct of
others with certainty and fairly constantly. In a state of domination, the field of power
relations is swayed by an individual or a social group, which manages to prevent
movement and change by deploying political, economic or military means (Foucault
1982: 225-226; 2000a: 283). Such conditions, entailing e.g. an oppressive morality
which governs heterosexuality and homosexuality, constrain to the extreme the
practices of freedom and call for struggles of liberation. But once the state of
domination has been dismantled, people need to contrive their own practices of
freedom. Through these practices, individual subjects will tend to their selves and will
actively modulate their thought and conduct in a suitable way so that power
relationships do not generate effects of domination, remaining flexible, susceptible to
change and open.
The problem, then, is…to acquire the rules of law, the management techniques,
and also the morality, the ethos, the practice of the self, that will allow us to
play these games of power with as little domination as possible.….The problem
in such practices where power –which is not in itself a bad thing- must
inevitably come into play is knowing how to avoid the kind of domination
effects where a kid is subjected to the arbitrary and unnecessary authority of a
teacher… ‘Make freedom your foundation, through the mastery of yourself’
(Foucault 2000a: 298, 299, 301).
In terms of thought, the practice of freedom lies in a critical reflexivity whereby the
individual steps back from its own ways of acting and thinking, subjecting these to
examination and question over their meaning, their conditions and their ends
(Foucault 2000b: 117). In terms of activity, the practice of freedom in late modernity
would be fostered through a particular relationship to ourselves, which would not be
one of fixation and attachment to ‘truths,’ even to our ‘own,’ ‘innermost’ personal
identity. Rather, an individual which performs an ethics of freedom would actively
forge its own self and life as a work of art, through an ongoing creative activity which
makes for innovation and differentiation (Foucault 2000c: 166; 2000d: 262).
By trying out new values and practices individuals counter the workings of power
mechanisms and normalization, through which particular discourses come to regulate
behaviour, inflicting specific models of normality and placing individuals under the
tutelage of social authorities and institutions. Such a creative ethics of freedom could
inform flexible social relations, which will be more hospitable to experiments and
new ventures. It would not make power to vanish, but it would help to weaken or
ward off states of domination which lock agents into fixed hierarchies and narrowly
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confined options (Foucault 1982: 211-215, 220-225). Moreover, the micro-politics of
individual arts of freedom can trigger modifications in everyday life, e.g. in sexuality
or in family life, without presupposing systemic macro-changes of political and
economic structures (Foucault 2000d: 261).
It is precisely this intent to bring into relief and to chart a non-statist micropolitics
operating alongside macropolitics and the state which drives Deleuze and Guattari’s
elaborations of the assemblage and the rhizome. Through these notions, Deleuze and
Guattari try to portray figures of ec-centric multiplicity which lack a center and do not
compose any totality -of a social system or a sovereign subject. ‘[T]here are lines of
articulation or segmentarity, strata and territories; but also lines of flight, movements
of deterritorialization and destratification’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 3). An
assemblage is a multiple complex which is woven out of all such lines and flows
along these lines. It bears two sides. First, the assemblage constitutes a machinic or
organic totality, comprising ‘strata’ that fix matter into set forms within particular
territories. But it exhibits also a side which erodes the organic whole, causing particles
or pure intensities to pass, to circulate and to break through fixed territorial
boundaries (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 4, 33).
The rhizome is an assemblage: a multiplicity which is not one. The rhizome displays
no unity or binary antitheses such as subject/object. It is rather an indefinite
multiplicity of secondary, subterranean roots. ‘Subtract the unique from the
multiplicity to be constituted; write at n-1 dimensions’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 6).
The rhizome is heterogeneous. Its multiple points can connect with any other. It has
no beginning and no end. It is an alliance of becomings joined together in the mode
of: ‘and....and....and...’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 25). A rhizome ‘ceaselessly
establishes connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and
circumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles’ (Deleuze & Guattari
1987: 7). In a rhizomatic figure, there is no supplementary code, no genetic axis or
deep structure, which govern its components and flows. There are only multiple lines,
like in a group of ants. An orchid and a wasp can piece together a rhizome, in which
the orchid becomes wasp and the wasp becomes an orchid. Each of these becomings
interlink, forming a circuit of intensities which push deterritorialization even further
(Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 9-13). Rhizomes consist of free singularities, of quantities
which are differences in intensity, and of distances among particles. They constantly
alter and dislocate themselves as they cross over into other flows beyond a certain
threshold (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 33, 41).
Rhizomes are unlike ‘arborescent systems:’ the hierarchical, top-down and centralized
structures of Power that function along pre-established paths and channels of
communication (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 16-18). However, in a grouping which is
marked by phenomena of massification, bureaucracy and leadership, underground
lines may continue to ‘make rhizome’ in the shadows. ‘Nothing is beautiful or loving
or political aside from underground stems and aerial roots, adventitious growths and
rhizomes’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 15).
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In sum, a rhizome is an ‘acentered, nonhierarchical, nonsignifuing system without a
General and without...a central automaton’: the beatniks, underground bands, everreceding limits and lateral offshoots (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 22). Rhizomatic
multiplicities are molecular micromultiplicities. They depart from molar types of
organization that are subject to dominant codes and become therefore rigid, centered,
integrated and hierarchical.
Hence, ‘RHIZOMATICS=…. MICROPOLITICS’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 22).
The rhizome escapes macropolitics, it eschews the very structure and logic of the state
as a center of unification, sovereignty and the institution of the social system. ‘The
modern political system is a global whole, unified and unifying…it implies a
constellation of juxtaposed, imbricated, ordered subsystems…The modern State is
constituted by a concentricity of distinct circles’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 210, 211).
The modern state ‘overcodes’ social subsystems by foisting on them a general
structure and law. It forces thus a rigid ‘segmentarity,’ an inflexible division into
classes, institutions and territories (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 208, 213). Concentric
circles, generalized overcoding and a dualist organization of segments (e.g.
man/woman) lie at the core of the State apparatus (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 222).
But state macropolitics does not, and could not, eradicate supple segmentarities which
appear in molecular, rhizomatic multiplicities. Hence, macropolitics is imbricated
with rizhomatic micropolitics. The two ‘systems of reference’ are in an inverse
relation to one another. Macropolitical codes and machines arrest the flow of
micropolitical lines of flight and becomings. But, for Deleuze and Guattari (1987:
220), they are strictly complementary, since each one exists as a function of the other.
Every society, and every individual, are thus plied by both segmentarities
simultaneously: one molar, the other molecular. If they are distinct, it is because
they do not have...the same type of multiplicity. If they are inseparable, it is
because they coexist and cross over into each other.... In short, everything is
political, but every politics is simultaneously a macropolitics and a micropolitics.
Take aggregates of the perception or feeling type: their molar organization, their
rigid segmentarity, does not preclude the existence of an entire world of
unconscious micropercepts, unconscious affects, fine segmentations that grasp or
experience different things... (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 213; emphasis in the
original).
Likewise, the totalitarian State operates at the macropolitical plane of rigid
segmentarity and centralization. But fascism is inseparable from proliferating
molecular points, which interact among themselves before starting to resonate in the
state: neighborhood fascism, youth fascism, the fascist personality, and so on
(Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 214-215). Politics proceeds through macrodecisions, clear
antagonistic interests and binary choices. But it also descends into the realm of
microdeterminations, flows, desires, beliefs and attractions (Deleuze & Guattari 1987:
221). Micropolitics is not defined by the small size of its elements or scale, but by the
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nature of its particles: the rhizomatic multiplicities and the flows –of beliefs and
desires, among others- which can flee rigid codes and structures.
Micropolitics is, thus, an ever-present other face of the political. But it does not hold
up as a fully autonomized politics. Each social field and historical period can be seen
from two standpoints, which correspond to its two co-existing faces: the
micropolitical aspect of masses or flows, connections, accelerations and mutations;
and the molecular aspect of classes or segments, which display a binary organization,
concentration and overcoding, and they are linked with the state. The rigid system
tries to check and to totalize the flow, but the flow keeps going beneath it. On the one
hand, there was the rigid segmentarity of the Roman Empire, equipped with its center,
its peripheries, and its boundary lines. On the other, the nomads who defied these
lines and launched flows everywhere (Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 221-223). From the
distinct standpoint of micropolitics, we turn our gaze to the molecular multiplicities,
the lines of flight and the flows in society. We can get hold, thus, of networks,
multiple interactions, miniscule displacements and mobilizations, shifts in the values
of youth, women and the mad. May 1968 was molecular, and the dynamic plays
leading up to it could not be gleaned from a marcropolitical perspective (Deleuze &
Guattari 1987: 216-219).
All these windows into the political lend credit to the idea that multiple political forms
and practices gestate and operate beyond, outside and underneath state politics and
official government. This insight, laid out in detail in the diverse conceptions we
outlined above, unsettles monistic, exclusionary and essentialist codings of the
political, which claim to pin down its ‘nature’ in a specific quality or structure,
whether this is state government, hegemony and sovereignty or the friend/enemy
relation, disruption and micropolitical creativity. Through their different construals of
the political outside or beneath the state, they enable the radars of political analysis to
catch sight of less conventional and visible modalities of political agency and
organization. And they kindle political imagination to visualize other ways of doing
politics beyond the standard, the dominant and the formulaic.
Yet, the sheer plurality of discourses on the political confronts theory and action with
vexing questions. To begin with, how should political thought respond to the
dispersion and the wild differentiation of the political, when it pledges to be
contextual, plural and open-minded but it also seeks to remain critical and pertinent?
Should it simply grant the legitimacy of any and all constructions of the political in
the manner of an endless conjunction of differences without choices, tensions and
limits: state/macropolitics/ sovereignty/ the institution of society….and alternative
micropolitics/ non-sovereign collective action/ everyday life politics/ disruption of
established social taxonomies/ care of the self…?
William Connolly, among others, seems to go down this route. His script diversifies
the political in the manner of a parataxis without bounds and collisions. The political
is spread across multiple sites: state agencies and cross-state coalitions, micropolitics
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of the self and macropolitics of collective assemblages (Connolly 1995, xix-xxi). In
addition, ‘the political’ plays itself out in manifold ways: both antagonism and
consensus, both disturbance, disruption and creative action (2005, 121; 1995, 27-28,
39-40, 104).
No doubt, a pluralist and contextual sense of the political should stay alert to its
disparate manifestations and its openness to innovation, the unknown and the
unprecedented. Yet, it should also remain alive to the contextual constraints, the
particularities and the clashes among different patterns of politics. Different figures of
the political have varying relevance, efficacy and desirability in different settings.
Accordingly, a critical take on the political would not pronounce quasi-universal and
essentialist claims about the inevitable co-implication of macro- and micro-politics, or
of state-centered and non-state modes of political agency. It should afford, rather,
scope for political judgement and decision among them. Hence, even if the many
faces of the political are almost everywhere intermingled in our contemporary world,
this would not imply that the centralizing and hierarchical forces of state politics are a
historical constant that could not or should not be subdued in other social formations
to come.
The second risk posed by the seemingly unwieldy diversity of the political is the loss
of distinction, the potential dissolution of the political quality into anything social or
even natural. If the political can be anything, then it is everything, or nothing in
particular. As Pierre Clastres (1987: 19) has put it, ‘if political reality is found
everywhere, it is found nowhere.’ Political analysis would become, then, indistinct
from any other kind of social, cultural and historical exegesis. Or it could hardly track
down its object of inquiry with cogency and methodological rigor. Moreover,
reasoned debate over different options of political action could hardly take off and
make headway if anything could count as political activity.
This risk inheres in an indiscriminate assent to just any idea about the political. But
the dissolution of the political is not an inevitable effect when one embraces the
plurality of political logics, practices and schemes of organizing. Affinities and
commonalities could be uncovered amidst the multitude. Indeed, a common thread
runs through all the different notions of the political we have brought into play, from
the most mainstream politics of the government of the nation-state and Schmitt’s
friend/enemy division to Rancière’s dissensus, Foucault’s ‘practice of the self’ and
Deleuze and Guattari’s micropolitics.
In all these instances, ‘the political’ lies in social activity which deliberately
intervenes in existing social relations, interactions, structures and embedded
subjectivities in order to intentionally shape them by contesting them, transfiguring
them, displacing them, managing them or upholding them against challenges. Politics
is both social and deliberate, even when political decision and activity are initiated
and controlled by an individual sovereign -the monarch, the tribal chief or the
president. Offices which tend to monopolize the political are social institutions, and
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their effective operation is premised on a measure of collective acceptance and
mobilization beyond the individual person itself.
Seen from this enlarged angle, political activity can unfold both in the formal political
system (the state and the official public domain) and underneath, outside, against and
beyond them. The political harbors, of course, revolutions and hegemonic acts which
institute entire social formations or particular social relations. But in the guise of
deliberate action on social structures and subjectivities, it encompasses also the
‘management of collective affairs’ by governments, as well as ordinary, face-to-face
social interactions and attempts at ‘coping’ with everyday problems. ‘The political’
can be positioned thus on any micro-, meso- or macro- scale of social life, in more or
less institutionalized and visible social spaces and interactions in any social field.
Through this conceptual prism, ‘low’ politics and ‘micro’-political actions in informal
exchanges and performances of everyday life are registered as political. But their
impact on broader social practices and relations cannot be anticipated with certainty.
It remains up for political debate whether a certain micropolitics affects only certain
interactions and structures, or it can join ranks with others to prepare and bring about
large-scale social antagonisms and systemic ‘macro’-events. Finally, the next section
will argue that power relations, struggles and social antagonisms take up the core of
the political, but not exclusively. Both strife and action in concert, difference and
confluence, antagonism and consensus-seeking, disruptions of normality and the
crafting of ‘alternative normalities,’ hegemony and decentralized networking
instantiate the political –simultaneously, alternatively or in clash with each other.
This gloss on the political as deliberate action on society does not stipulate a universal
essence nor is it intended to function as a conceptual straitjacket. It fastens rather on a
fine quality which allows for an indefinite diversification of specific ideas of the
political. It marks the trace of a contingent commonality or a ‘family resemblance’
that permeates many different senses of the political, both orthodox and critical,
which have been articulated in earlier and late modernity. This contingent, diffuse and
open common ground yields the pedigree and the value of the concept of the political
outlined here.
1.4. On the political (ii): war or peace?
Carl Schmitt, in the same The Concept of the Political, brings to the fore the second
dichotomy of thought on politics -war or peace, conflict or collaboration- which has
starkly polarized modern reflection ever since (see e.g. Benhabib 1996, Mouffe 2000;
2005, Wenman 2013, Freeden 2013: 45-48, 59-66). In effect, according to Maurice
Duverger’s eloquent formulation, the debate is ancient and overriding:
Ever since men have reflected on politics, they have oscillated between two
diametrically opposite interpretations. For some, politics is essentially a
struggle, a combat, the power which permits to the individuals and the groups
which possess it to assure their domination over society, and to benefit from it.
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For the others, politics is an attempt to attain the rule of order and justice, the
power which assures the general interest and the common good…a means of
realizing the integration of all individuals in the community….The image of
Janus, the two-faced god…expresses the most profound political reality
(Duverger 1964: 20, 22; my translation).
Schmitt’s is a single-mindedly polemical stand on the political, according to which
politics is essentially determined by the actual possibility of a combat between friend
and enemy. The ever-present possibility of war constitutes the fundamental
presupposition which governs political behaviour.
to the enemy concept belongs the ever present possibility of combat…The friend,
enemy and combat concepts receive their real meaning precisely because they
refer to the real possibility of physical killing (Schmitt 2007: 32, 33).
Schmitt explicitly discards other political inclinations towards conciliation, peace and
the dissolution of sovereign power, most notably anarchism and liberalism (Schmitt
2007: 60). Liberalism opposes ‘state, war, and politics as dictatorship’ by pitting
against them freedom, progress, reason, economy, industry, technology and
parliamentarism (Schmitt 2007: 75). ‘Instead of a clear distinction between the two
different states, that of war and that of peace, there appears the dynamic of perpetual
competition and perpetual discussion’ (Schmitt 2007: 71-72).
Schmitt’s thesis is that anarchism, liberalism and like-minded worldviews negate, in
effect, the political (Schmitt 2007: 35, 61, 69-70) because ‘the sphere of the political
is in the final analysis determined by the real possibility of enmity’ and therefore
‘political conceptions and ideas cannot very well start with an anthropological
optimism’ (Schmitt 2007: 64). In other words, the political is elided with enmity and
the living possibility of combat. Other dimensions and tropes of collective action –
negotiation, discussion, conciliation- are expelled from the political realm. In
Schmitt’s politics, you are either with or against us. And you are either with his
warlike idea of the political or against the political itself.
In Schmitt’s exegesis of the political, the antagonistic distinction friend-enemy
overrides three other layers which are also present in the Schmittian political. These
are widely noted functions of politics which lend plausibility to Schmitt’s concept, but
actually, for Schmitt, they are derivative and subordinate (Freeden 2013: 59). First,
the political as friend/enemy division configures the existence, the life-form and the
identity of a collectivity by marking the boundaries of a political community. The
‘real friend-enemy grouping is existentially so strong and decisive that…[it] is
therefore always the decisive human grouping’ (Schmitt 2007: 38; see also Schmitt
2007: 27-28). Second, in the friend/enemy division, the agent who decides who is the
friend and who is the enemy exercises sovereign political power: ‘the decisive human
grouping, the political entity…is sovereign in the sense that the decision about the
critical situation…must always necessarily reside there’ (Schmitt 2007: 38; see also
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Schmitt 2007: 44-45). Third, on the side of the friend, the political division carries out
also the bonding function of politics, and it does so with the most extreme existential
and emotional intensity. ‘The distinction of friend and enemy denotes the utmost
degree of intensity of a union or separation’ (Schmitt 2007: 26; my emphasis).
Of all these nuances, it is Schmitt’s fixation on the friend/enemy antagonism which
has been primarily assailed and dismissed. Among others, Michael Freeden (2013: 59)
in his recent treatise on political thinking, takes Schmitt to task for ‘offering a
strangely partial and truncated view of the political….[which] remains silent on many
of the indispensable features of politics such as ranking, negotiation, or the
construction of collective visions.’ Already in 1933, Morgenthau (2012/1933: 111112) had objected that the polarity friend and enemy is simply not analogous to the
criteria beautiful/ugly, good/evil, economic/noneconomic, to which Schmitt compares
it as equivalent in order to argue that it furnishes the fundamental criterion of the
political sphere. The friend-and-enemy distinction is not deduced from the idea of
politics with the same logical necessity as good-and-evil from ethics. Rather, it is a
much more specialized pair.
Yet, Schmitt’s warlike figure of the political lends itself to an internal critique which
implodes the concept under the weight of its own contradictions and its arbitrary
dogmatism. Such a deconstruction can illuminate how even the most bellicose view of
the political fails to wipe off the politics of friendship and the distance between
politics and war. The political lies beyond both extremes of war and perpetual peace
and it vanishes insofar as it approximates these ends. This is the nub of the argument
that we will unpack in the following through critical encounters with Schmitt, Mouffe,
Arendt and Rawls.
For Schmitt, ‘War...as an ever present possibility it is the leading presupposition
which...creates a specifically political behaviour’ (Schmitt 2007: 34). War is ‘the most
extreme consequence of enmity’ which ‘must nevertheless remain a real possibility
for as long as the concept of the enemy remains valid’ (Schmitt 2007: 33). Schmitt
adds a disclaimer. His thesis does not entail that politics is always war and that every
political action is a military action in a lethal combat. War is neither the aim nor the
content of politics (Schmitt 2007: 34). Rather, war, ‘the real possibility of physical
killing,’ is what animates political thought and action in a characteristic way, eliciting
a mode of conduct which is willing to go to the extremes, to kill the enemy and to
sacrifice one’s own life (Schmitt 2007: 33-34). The political antithesis is such that it
can effectively require ‘to shed blood, and kill other human beings’ (Schmitt 2007:
35). Properly political action must ‘refer to the real possibility of physical killing’
(Schmitt 2007: 33).
The paradox, then, is that the fulfilment of this possibility would also terminate
political action and thought as it would put an end to the friend/enemy antagonism by
physically exterminating the enemy. There is no real possibility of lethal combat with
a dead enemy. To sustain Schmitt’s political, i.e. the antagonistic interaction between
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friend and enemy, we need to keep the enemy alive. So, the political exists for so long
as its ‘real possibility’ is not actually realized, and it remains theoretical, elusive or
fictive. Even in Schmitt’s thought, the political is a relation and a mode of intercourse
with the other. For the political to remain in action, we have to hold war and killing at
bay. As Schmitt (2007: 53) himself avers, ‘The political entity presupposes the real
existence of an enemy and therefore coexistence with another political entity.’ The
enemy should not be annihilated, and the real possibility of killing him should not be
fulfilled, in order to hold on to the very coexistence which makes the political
possible.
Moreover, as mentioned above, Schmitt himself injects a very intense dose of the
politics of friendship in his own coding of the political. If ‘the distinction of friend
and enemy denotes the utmost degree of intensity of a union or separation, of an
association or dissociation’ (Schmitt 2007: 26), then the political harbors not only
hostility and combat but also the zenith of collaboration and convergence to the point
of fusion on the side of the friend, of our collectivity, which stands united against the
enemy. The paradox, which can be imputed to his Nazi ideology, is that the ‘friend’
side of ‘our’ political community is no longer internally political in Schmitt’s sense of
the political as conflict and opposition. It is marked by the ‘utmost degree of intensity
of a union.’ The combat is waged only outwards against the enemy, against another
nation state in international politics or against another party in a civil war (Schmitt
2007: 32).
The political entity is unified under the rule of a single sovereign –Bismarck’s
government or a ‘politically united people’- in a way that does not make room for
pluralism and any effective opposition to the sovereign’s decision (Schmitt 2007: 4345). The ‘concept of the political yields pluralistic consequences, but not in the sense
that, within one and the same political entity, instead of the decisive friend-and-enemy
grouping, a pluralism could take its place without destroying the entity and the
political itself’ (Schmitt 2007: 45). Only an external plurality of political communities
should be in place so that the distinction between friend and enemy can be actualized
(Schmitt 2007: 53).
But, within the same political community, the most intense union engenders a
homogenising unification or fusion of the political community, which makes little
space for political interaction among citizens, be it a collective deliberation among
differences, negotiations or a true clash (‘Democracy requires, therefore, first
homogeneity and second –if the need arises-elimination or eradication of
heterogeneity,’ Schmitt 1988: 9; see also Schmitt 1988: 13-14). It turns out, then, that
both in the political community of friends and in the relation between friend and
enemy, Schmitt’s construal of the political as extreme unification and deadly hostility
becomes untenable as it wipes politics out of existence, even the politics of
antagonistic conflict among adversaries (see also Mouffe 2000: 38, 53-57).
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Finally, Schmitt’s polemicization of the political is the effect of an arbitrary decision
which lacks a plausible grounding in Schmitt’s own argument. Schmitt (2007: 58)
acknowledges that ‘One could test all theories of state and political ideas according to
their anthropology.’ The main divide is between the assumption of natural human
goodness and the belief in evilness. Goodness could be simply ‘reasonableness,
perfectibility, the capacity of being…. taught, peaceful’ (Schmitt 2007: 58). The
contrasting anthropological ideas undergird different political positions towards the
state and government, playing authoritarian theories off against anarchist and liberal
doctrines. From the presumption of human perfectibility anarchists are led to ‘the
radical denial of state and government,’ whereas liberals seek to rein in the power of
the state and to harness it in the service of society and individuals (Schmitt 2007: 6061).
So, the anthropological presupposition of goodness (premise) issues in an anarchist or
liberal view of politics (conclusion), whereas the presumption of evil or problematic
humanity (premise) conduces to Schmitt’s and other authoritarian politics
(conclusion). How does Schmitt respond to this radical challenge to his vision of the
political, the rival anthropology which refutes his martial sense of politics? By
postulating the exclusive validity of his idea.
Because the sphere of the political is in the final analysis determined by the real
possibility of enmity, political conceptions and ideas cannot very well start with
an anthropological optimism. This would dissolve the possibility of enmity and,
thereby, every specific political consequence (Schmitt 2007: 64).
He simply stipulates, thus, the truth of what would follow from the pessimistic
anthropology, the truth of the conclusion –that the political is determined by the real
possibility of enmity- in order to vindicate the dark anthropological premise itself.
Hence, Schmitt’s reasoning is question-begging in a fashion which speaks volumes
for its arbitrariness. The political consists in real enmity and the friend/enemy
antagonism because human beings are evil, dangerous and ‘dynamic’ (Schmitt 2007:
61). And human beings are indeed so, rather that perfectible and reasonable, because
the political resides in real enmity.
In this way, Schmitt’s declared political enemies –the anarchists and the liberals- are
ideologically exterminated by way of an arbitrary, ‘existential’ decision, which is
typical of Schmitt’s construal of the political as a lethal struggle, in which participants
decide for themselves how to deal with the enemy unbound by external normative or
rational constraints (Schmitt 2007: 27). Anarchists and liberals can rejoin, then, by
performing the same act of decision, which discounts the adversary anthropology and
the attendant view of politics because it so wills. And they would be justified to do so,
since they are given no compelling reason for considering their enemy’s position.
At the turn of the century, Chantal Mouffe (2000; 2005; 2013) undertook to
rehabilitate Schmitt’s concept of the political in what is, perhaps, the most notable
endeavor to recast the friend/enemy politics for democratic purposes. She sets out to
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‘think ‘‘with Schmitt against Schmitt’’ ’ in order to set forth a new vision of liberal
democratic politics rather than reject this politics in the style of Schmitt (Mouffe
2005: 14). In effect, her main objective is to carve out space for pluralism and conflict
within a democratic community, whereas Schmitt bans them from the community of
political friends. She proposes to tame political enmity so that opponents will not
regard each other as ‘enemies to be eradicated, seeing their demands as illegitimate,
which is precisely what happens with the antagonistic friend/enemy relation’ (Mouffe
2005: 20). From a Schmittian standpoint, Mouffe submits that although antagonism is
an inherent possibility of politics, politics need not and should not assume the form of
a war-like battle, in which the physical elimination of the opponent is effectively in
play. In other words, politics strives to domesticate and civilize conflict, warding off
the extremity of lethal confrontation (Mouffe 2005: 19-21).
While Mouffe succeeds in partly redeeming Schmittian politics by affirming the
centrality of civil conflict, she follows Schmitt in positing an exclusionary doctrine of
the political. This authorizes only conflict in the essential field of the political, ruling
out consensus and collaboration, and negating the possibility of a politics of
friendship, understanding and solidarity among differences. Her position is untenable
on her own terms, as well. A deconstructive reading of her pronouncements on the
political can show why a monistic notion of politics is implausible in contemporary
thought. This can help to edge politics further away from war, without embracing a
pacifist view which banishes radical conflict and dissensus from the realm of political
intercourse.
Mouffe (2005: 8-9) drives a wedge between an ‘ontic’ level of politics, which bears
on the ‘manifold practices of conventional politics’ that forge an order amidst conflict,
and a ontological plane of the political: ‘by ‘‘the political’ I mean the dimension of
antagonism which I take to be constitutive of human societies’ (Mouffe 2005: 9). She
grants that there is dissent over the meaning of the ‘political,’ noting that some
theorists, such as Hannah Arendt, envisage the political as a space of freedom and
collective deliberation. But she decides to cast aside these views by identifying herself
with a second perspective, which sees the political as a space ‘of power, conflict and
antagonism’ (Mouffe 2005: 9; see also 2000: 101).
The cardinal insight of Schmitt, which furnishes Mouffe’s starting point, is that
political identities consist in a type of we/they relation. To construct an identity, we
must establish its difference from others. A political actor, a certain ‘we’ can take
shape by demarcating this ‘we’ from a ‘they’ (Mouffe 2005: 15). While she concurs
with Schmitt so far, she departs from him in claiming that the we/they relation need
not be an antagonistic fight of friend/enemy. It can always become antagonistic under
certain conditions, when the identity of the other is perceived as a threat to my
collective identity and existence. So, antagonism is, ‘as Schmitt says…an ever present
possibility’ (Mouffe 2005: 16). Being a possibility, it is not a necessity, and we can
hold antagonism at bay and pursue patterns of a we/they opposition which are
compatible with pluralist democracy. According to Mouffe (2005: 19), we cannot
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fully transcend the we/they relation. But we can, indeed, figure it differently, in ways
that ‘domesticate’ or civilize antagonism. This is how she delineates her distinct
position, which remains alive to the conflictuality of politics while fending off lethal
enmity.
If we want to acknowledge on one side the permanence of the antagonistic
dimension of the conflict, while on the other side allowing for the possibility of its
‘taming’, we need to envisage a third type of relation. This is the type of relation
which I have proposed to call ‘agonism’ (Mouffe 2005: 20).
Democratic agonism in Mouffe’s style enshrines the political contest of opposing
hegemonic projects which vest freedom and equality with different meanings. A
democratic political association thrives on a common symbolic space, the principles
of freedom and equality, which are shared among political adversaries. A consensus
on these values (among democrats) is bound up with a perpetual confrontation among
their divergent translations into liberal, social-democratic, radical democratic and
other programs (Mouffe 2000: 101-104; 2005: 20-21). Such conflicts do not admit of
a rational solution and reconciliation. Yet political rivals stand towards their
democratic opponents not as enemies to be destroyed but as legitimate political
associates who are entitled to vie for hegemony, that is, for the (conditional and
precarious) decontestation of democratic values through specific institutions and
policies.
An agonistic ethos can foment democratic politics in several ways. To begin with, it
can help to defuse and to channel antagonistic tensions by setting up institutions and
practices in which potential antagonisms can be vented in agonistic ways. When
legitimate political channels authorize the public expression of dissent, violent
conflicts are less likely to burst out, and political confrontations are regulated by
democratic procedures (Mouffe 2005: 20-21).
Moreover, the agonistic politics of strife through commonality can give fuller range to
equal social liberties in circumstances of conflictual multiplicity. Antagonistic
political projects cannot come into effect at the same time. But in an agonistic
democracy they can enjoy the freedom to champion their cause, to voice their dissent
and to strike back in the future. Mouffe’s agonistic democracy would also restrain or
exclude some undemocratic, inegalitarian and non-pluralist political parties. But it
would recognise its exclusions and would come to political terms with its boundaries,
sanctioning a regular review of its bans, its repressions and its proscriptions.
Agonistic democracy refuses to ‘neutralize’ its exclusions and to insulate its
arrangements from assault by deducing them from a higher authority of reason,
morality and so on (Mouffe 2000, 22, 32-34, 47-49, 77, 104-105; 2005, 17-18, 21,
121-122). Agonistic democracy actually heightens the contestability of its institutions,
its politics and its dominant arrangements by attaching to them a stigma of
ineliminable imperfection in the enactment of equal liberties, by acknowledging that
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they are grounded in political decisions, and by opening up relations of power to
regular, legitimate contest, challenge and transformation.
Hence, the virtue of such an agonistic politics lies in the ways in which its institutions,
ethics and practices can empower the interrogation and the profound alteration of its
prevailing socio-political arrangements, laws and relations. This ampler political
possibility to question and to refashion hegemonic social forms augments the political
freedom of citizens to act on their social relations and structures. Agonistic democracy
furthers equal freedom in social life by making it easier to contest and transform
relations of inequality, oppression and injustice, and by making more room for new
identities and political horizons to break forth and to vindicate their rights.
Accordingly, democratic agonism in Mouffe’s style, which both assigns to conflict a
central part in political life and endeavors to ‘civilize’ political conflict, can foster
equal freedom and fuel a perpetual pluralization, an extension of the range of
differences that effectively enjoy equal liberties.
Hence, Mouffe’s agonistic idea of the political commends itself on many grounds. On
the other hand, she cleaves to a residual Schmittianism of sorts, which both narrows
down the political to antagonism and casts it in terms which still annihilate rivals,
even if they no longer license the physical killing of opponents. Mouffe’s lop-sided
rendition of the political sets, thus, unwarranted bounds to political possibilities. It
foreswears a politics of friendship, of free collective agreement and collaboration, a
politics beyond asymmetrical power relations, the state and sovereignty.
In the agonistic politics through which she wishes to hold enmity in check, the
adversaries are legitimate rivals who share an ethico-political allegiance to democratic
principles. But disagreement between them cannot be overcome through deliberation
and rational discussion. It is resolved through a power struggle, in which one political
party prevails over their opponents and attains hegemony (Mouffe 2000: 102; 2005:
21). A non-coercive consensus is by definition impossible in political communities
(Mouffe 2000: 33). Consequently, we have to give up on ‘the idea of a
society...without any need for law or the state’ (2008: 5), ‘the dream of a reconciled
world that would have overcome power, sovereignty and hegemony’ (2005: 130).
Both her exclusionary definition of the political and the ensuing limits that she foists
on politics are untenable. First, her arguments cannot carry the weight she places on
them. More broadly, her fundamental ontological and epistemological presumptions,
assuming the contingency of being and the lack of objective epistemic certainty,
contradict the essentialism and the dogmatism which vitiate Mouffe’s political
thinking.
Mouffe’s master thesis, which accounts for her dismissal of consensual, deliberative
politics in principle and for her conflation of the political with antagonism, power and
sovereignty, is that ‘a non-exclusive public sphere of rational argument where a noncoercive consensus could be attained…is a conceptual impossibility’ (Mouffe 2000:
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33; emphasis in the original). One can locate in her thought two intertwined lines of
reasoning which seek to lend plausibility to this thesis.
The first, which relies explicitly on Schmitt, is that the we/they distinction is the
condition for the constitution of political identities. Only such a division, which draws
a frontier between ‘us’ and ‘them’ and brings about the closure of the community by
demarcating it from ‘them,’ can identify a specific ‘people’, a democratic political
community (Mouffe 2000: 43). If all political identities imply a we/they division, they
can always become the site of an antagonism. This ‘means that the possibility of
emergence of antagonism can never be eliminated. It is therefore an illusion to believe
in the advent of a society from which antagonism would have been eradicated…. the
political belongs to our ontological condition’ (Mouffe 2005: 16).
The interplay of exclusion/inclusion, which is necessary for the political construction
of ‘the people,’ rules out the politics of free collective deliberation and agreement.
‘Indeed, the free and unconstrained public deliberation of all on matters of common
concern goes again the democratic requisite of drawing a frontier between ‘us’ and
‘them’ ’ (Mouffe 2000: 48). Hence, any consensus rests always on exclusions, and it
expresses a certain hegemony, a specific constellation of power relations which
determine who is expelled from the political community (Mouffe 2000: 49).
Mouffe has couched the same argument in a post-structuralist vocabulary. Any
collective identity is predicated on the ongoing presence of a difference, which it both
excludes –as the other or the enemy- and it includes as the outside that defines it, the
‘constitutive outside.’ As a result, alterity cannot be entirely diluted into oneness and
harmony (Mouffe 2000: 13, 21, 33; 2005: 14-15). Moreover, power governs the
relation between us/the inside and them/the outside, configuring thereby both the
relations and the identity of a social formation (Mouffe 2000: 21). Consequently, any
political order is grounded in a certain structure of power asymmetries -this is the
fundamental meaning of hegemony (Mouffe 2000: 99).
Mouffe’s second strand of reasoning pivots around political decision. Taking her cues
from Wittgenstein, Cavell and Derrida, she argues that bringing a deliberation to a
close is always the effect of a decision which cannot be presented as a mere
application of procedures. Political decisions remove certain voices or possibilities,
precluding thus the possibility of ‘a complete reabsorption of alterity into oneness and
harmony’ (Mouffe 2000: 76). Hence, the conversation for justice and democracy
should remain open for ever. And we should give up any reference to a consensus that
could not be challenged because it would be based on justice and rationality (Mouffe
2000: 76-77). By insisting that every deliberation comes to an end with a decision that
discards other possibilities, agonistic pluralism ‘reveals the impossibility of
establishing a consensus without exclusion’ (Mouffe 2000: 105). The moment of
decision marks the political field, and it introduces ‘an element of force and violence
that can never be eliminated’ (Mouffe 2000: 130).
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Neither line of thought could reasonably warrant Mouffe’s monistic gloss on the
political as an ontology of antagonism, coercion, force, exclusion and power relations.
Most plainly, the claim that antagonism is an ever-present possibility implies that the
realization of antagonism is not a necessity, and non-antagonistic political relations
between we and they are also possible. Accordingly, although the always-present
possibility of antagonism disallows ‘a final resolution of conflicts’ (Mouffe 2000: 32;
see also 93, 102), it does not preclude the occurrence of non-exclusive rational
deliberation and a non-coercive consensus in general, as Mouffe (2000: 33) has it.
Both free agreement and irresolvable difference are upheld as political possibilities.
Second, every decision-making among alternative options will force one or more of
them out of existence, for the time being at least. But from this trite truth it does not
follow necessarily that any collective agreement and decision will coerce some
members of a political entity. The effect of coercion turns on a contingent condition:
whether the dismissed alternatives were actually espoused by some people, whose
choices lost out in the contest as a result of power relations. If an assembly
collectively and freely agrees to opt for one alternative rather than another, an
exclusion ensues, but who is coerced and how? Likewise, even if we grant that the
we/they difference is indispensable for the making of political identities and
communities, this does not entail that the proscription or coercion of some others is
also necessary. ‘They’ against which we define ourselves need not be another political
grouping which is repressed or ostracized from our political collectivity and is kept at
bay through relations of force. ‘They’ can be primarily a rival political view which we
oppose. In effect, through such opposition we may strive for maximum inclusion and
equal freedom, when ‘they’ are all kinds of authoritarian, inegalitarian and
discriminatory political perspectives.
Mouffe’s theses on the political can be further called into question on the basis of her
core ontological and epistemological tenets, as well as from within her very politics of
agonistic pluralism. First and foremost, she ascribes a fixed and singular essence to
the political: the dimension of antagonism, power, coercion, exclusion and hegemony
(Mouffe 2005: 9, 17; 2000: 101). But such a posture runs counter to her professed
anti-essentialism (Mouffe 2000: 17, 20; 2013: 4). It cannot be sustained from within
her own matrix of thought, which presumes that any social order of things is
contingent, ‘the temporary and precarious articulation of contingent practices….
Things could always be otherwise’ (Mouffe 2005: 18; see also 2013: 2).
Consequently, as Mouffe (2005: 17) herself concedes, ‘it is impossible to determine a
priori what is social and what is political independently of any contextual reference.’
Therefore, it is blatantly inconsistent to stipulate that always politics is primarily
antagonism and hegemony, whereas another politics of ‘a non-exclusive public sphere
of rational argument where a non-coercive consensus could be attained…is a
conceptual impossibility’ (Mouffe 2000: 33).
Similarly, there is no place for universal proclamations on what is politically possible
in principle from within an epistemology which reckons with ‘the lack of a final
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ground,’ the ‘dimension of undecidability which pervades any order’ (Mouffe 205:
17), and holds that ‘democracy does not require a theory of truth and notions like
unconditionality and universal validity’ (Mouffe 2000: 65; see also 2000: 60-79). In
the final analysis, if ‘bringing a conversation to a close is always a personal choice, a
decision’ (Mouffe 2000: 75; emphasis in the original), which is not predicated on
objective reason (Mouffe 2000: 75-77), then, as in the case of Schmitt’s decisionism,
other parties in the conversation over the politics are simply entitled to decide
otherwise, in favor of a different understanding.
Moreover, by collapsing the ‘ontology’ of the political into antagonism, violence and
hegemony, Mouffe effects arguably a depoliticization of thought on the political in
her own terms of agonistic politics. Rather than nurturing a democratic agon over the
meaning of the political among different interpretations, which would engage each
other as legitimate opponents, she strikes them out of existence by decisional fiat,
although she acknowledges their presence and their democratic allegiances (see
Mouffe 2005: 9; 2000: 45-51, 85-95; 2013: 10-115).
On the other hand, Mouffe’s decision to eradicate agonistic plurality from within her
own template of the political shines light on the limits of her agonistic pluralism.
Mouffe still clings to a Schmittian attitude to politics, which is disposed to kill the
enemy, even if only politically and ideologically rather than physically in her case. In
Mouffe’s agonistic democracy, political rivals co-exist in the same political
association. But each one aims at the hegemony of his/her own political project and
contends with adversaries to push them aside. Each hegemonic party confines rivals to
political opposition and seeks to minimize their say in political decision-making.
Mouffe’s perspective on the political is not politically moot. By restricting political
controversy around the meaning and the manifestations of the political itself, her
political theory skews practical priorities in a particular direction. It forces the
conclusion that the ‘central question’ for democratic politics is how to domesticate
conflict in ways compatible with a pluralistic order (Mouffe 2005: 14-17, 115).
Moreover, it tends to foreclose debate over the value of consensus-seeking and the
politics of sovereign decision (and the state).
No doubt, when consensus becomes the be-all and end-all of collective deliberation, it
may stifle the expression of dissent. Besides, the appearance of social consensus could
mask systematic violences and injustices that go currently uncontested (Connolly
1995: 102). On the other hand, a manifest absence of consent is likely to indicate the
presence of dramatic injustices and inequalities. It may signal that governments run
brutally roughshod over the will of citizens or that assertive majorities trample on
minority rights. Furthermore, consensus-oriented procedures can tend to equal
freedom insofar as they try to conjure arrangements which are sufficiently attuned to
the preferences of all (see Bohman & Rehg 1997). Therefore, the political choice
between consent or dissent, inclusion or opposition, should remain available to
political judgement and decision according to the circumstances at hand. This choice
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can also become subtly refined, qualified and diversified, when e.g. radical
democratic assemblies blend a politics of dissensus outwards with a politics of
consensus and maximum inclusion inwards. The Spanish ‘15M’ (or ‘Indignados’] and
the Occupy movements, among others, rose up against neoliberal hegemony while, at
the same time, in the popular assemblies they held, they practiced forms of egalitarian
and consensual deliberation that is accessible to all, welcomes diversity and enables
inclusive collaboration (see Tejerina & Perrugorίa 2012, Lorey 2014, Graeber 2014).
The possibility of such hybrids is lost in Mouffe’s political theory due to her skewed
elision of the political with struggle and opposition, and her ensuing preclusion not
only of consent but also of free action in concert and political initiative which
originates new relations, principles and institutions. In effect, she elides freedom with
endless struggles for liberation from domination and inequality (see Mouffe 2000, 22,
32-34, 47-49, 77, 104-105; 2005, 17-18, 21, 121-122), while free collective institution
remains out of sight. As a result, the possibility of pairing oppositional power
struggles with propositional creative freedom is occluded, whereas such a synthesis is
not only conceivable but it has been realized in the politics of the Spanish 15 M
movement, among others, and it is pertinent if the objective is to topple regimes of
steep inequality in order to put in place regimes of freedom in common (see Wenman
2015: 177-178, 190). The coupling of antagonistic or agonistic opposition with
innovative proposition is, in reality, the defining mark of contemporary democratic
alter-politics, as a later section (1.7) will show. This heteropolitical conjunction is
ruled out by Mouffe’s one-sidedly agonistic construal of the political.
By positing the primacy of conflict and the impossibility of a non-coercive consensus,
Mouffe’s exclusionary idea of the political disables all such political judgements and
negotiations. Its conceptual radars are bound, therefore, to miss or misevaluate
heterodox styles of politics like those enacted by open plural and egalitarian
assemblies (see e.g. Mouffe 2013: 110-119 for her dismissive reading of
‘horizontalist’ movements for the common). Moreover, Mouffe’s idea of the political
can help to consolidate prevalent political attitudes of power-mongering, masculine
competition, self-assertion and aggression. In her paradigm of agonistic democracy,
the parties in dispute look on each other as legitimate adversaries who are bound by
the same fundamental principles. But their disagreement runs deep, and it is
irresolvable, while the overriding aim of each party is to win the game of power
(Mouffe 2005: 20-21; 2008: 5-6). Adversaries lack any political or ethical disposition
to truly care for their opponents’ concerns (White 2003: 211-213). What could
counterweigh the will to exclusive dominance within the limits of a constitutional
regime? What might motivate a ruling force to respond to the claims of its opponents?
On what grounds would the hegemon seek to accommodate newly arising
differences?
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1.5. Another agonistic politics via Arendt and Rawls
A critically enlarged construction of the political would take on board most insights of
Mouffe’s agonism: the persistence of disagreement, power imbalances, the
intractability of difference and the virtues of political contest. But it would discard
any essentialist fixation on a single aspect of political activity. It would remain alive
to the plurality of politics, its unpredictable variability, the contingency of social
orders and their political forms, the contextual anchorage and the contestable validity
of any claim about what politics is or should be. True to the idea that radical conflict
is an ever-present possibility, a broadened sense of the political would contemplate
also the possibility of free collective convergence and would weigh politically the
valence of dissent or consent in any particular circumstances.
An idea of the political realigned in this way would not blunt the critical edges of
Mouffe’s agonism. Enlivened by an acute perception of social contingency, plurality
and disbelief in objective universal foundations (reason, nature, God), it would remain
intensely aware of the possibility that multiplicity in politics can always spark
irreconcilable disagreements. This other figuring of agonistic politics would seek only
partial and provisional resolutions of social antagonisms, no final consensus. It would
not see pluralism ‘as a mere valorization of multiplicity, thereby eluding the
constitutive role of conflict and antagonism’ (Mouffe 2013: 15). It would underscore
the need to articulate differences in political formations and to struggle for counterhegemony against ruling regimes and rival political projects. This alternative agonism
would remain alert to the likelihood that political disputes are decided by power
asymmetries, and that structures of domination, exclusions and inequalities may
pervade any social formation even when there is no overt protest or division. Hence,
this agonism would enshrine the freedom to contest and transfigure existing social
institutions, as a paramount expression of citizens’ autonomy and a way to advance
equal freedom by dismantling bonds of subordination and unequal conditions.
To spell out this other notion of agonistic and hegemonic politics, and to further
explain how this proposes to recalibrate the political along the axis war/peace, this
section will briefly take up two alternative scripts of the political in terms of creative
plurality, rational deliberation and understanding. An agonistic tack which is
genuinely open and plural should be able to partly integrate such different
philosophies of the political. It should also converse with them in a constructive
manner so as to pluralize politics by stretching political imagination and by
countering any lopsided attachment to adversarial politics. In the process, agonism
becomes self-reflective and self-restraining. By generously mingling with consensual
and deliberative modes of politics, agonistic politics undercuts its own confrontational
attitude to politics and holds in check its propensity to war-like enmity.
On the other hand, the different pattern of agonistic and hegemonic politics that is
delineated here should not give up on its militant and critical dispositions by giving in
to the lure of a fully irenic and power-free image of politics. Therefore, this discussion
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will also highlight the limits of Arendt’s and Rawls’s pluralism without antagonism.
Significantly, the short engagement with Arendt and Rawls on the political is also
intended to illustrate the queer positioning of the political between the extremes of
both war and peace, which is both plausible and worth defending.
Like Mouffe, Hannah Arendt makes plurality her point of departure for broaching
political life. This ‘plurality is specifically the condition…of all political life’ (Arendt
1998: 7; emphasis in the original). She singles out three fundamental human activities
of vita activa: labor, which corresponds to human biological processes, work, which
fabricates an artificial world of things, and action. For Arendt, the political activity
par excellence is ‘action.’ This takes places directly between men without the
intermediary of things or nature. Through their action, humans are able to begin
something new, to take a true initiative, which cannot be expected from what had
happened before. Moreover, in public life, innumerable different perspectives and
aspects are simultaneously present. Everybody sees and hears from a different
position. Τhe common world is envisaged from diverse perspectives. Human plurality
is an effect of the distinction of equal men, their unique personal identity, which
discloses itself through word and deed (Arendt 1998: 7-9, 57, 175-179).
Arendt draws her vision of politics from the ancient, Greco-Roman tradition of
political thought. In the Greek philosophy of life, as conveyed by Aristotle, bios
politikos is a way of life which is free, that is, fully independent of the necessities of
life. And polis, in which this life unfolds, is a ‘special and freely chosen form of
political organization.’ Freedom coincides with politics. It is the raison d’être of
politics, the reason that men live in political organization, and the main presupposition
of political life (Arendt 1993: 146, 149, 157). Hence, domination and the despot’s life
are banished from the political (Arendt 1998: 13). The political association and its
public realm make up the common –koinon- which is sharply divorced from the
private (idion) realm of home and family. Of all common activities, two are deemed
primarily political, action/praxis and speech/lexis, which constitute the domain of
human affairs (Arendt 1998: 24-25). The main concern of citizens is to talk with each
other and to persuade others through speech.
The political field cast violence and command outside itself, in the domain of family
and the household (Arendt 1998: 27). ‘To be political, to live in a polis, meant that
everything was decided through words and persuasion and not through force and
violence’ (Arendt 1998: 26). Absolute rule and political life were mutually exclusive.
And, unlike what happens in contemporary societies, an ‘axiomatic division’ set off
the common world from the realm of the economy, the household and the family,
which were preoccupied with the maintenance of life. Politics was for the sake of the
good life, not of life itself, which was the preoccupation of the household and
economic activities. Force and violence are justified only in the economy, as they
serve to master necessity by commanding slaves, making citizens available for the
realm of freedom: politics. Violence was a pre-political act, through which a citizen
liberated himself from the necessities of life (Arendt 1998: 28-37).
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Violence, for Arendt, is inherent to war, piracy, absolute rule and the natural force of
material necessity (Arendt 1998: 129). It is required for making and fabrication, since
any construction violates natural material. We kill a tree to build a table. Therefore,
violence is unsuitable for political action, which addresses other human beings
through deeds and words. As political beings, men are endowed with the power of
speech, which is silenced by violence (Arendt 1993: 111; 1990: 18-19).
Liberation from domination and the necessities of life was a precondition for the free
citizen who can get away from home to enter the public realm. But, in addition to
liberation, freedom calls also for the company of other men who act in a common
public space (Arendt 1993: 148). The Greek polis was, indeed, a realm free of
violence, and a sphere of freedom and equality. Citizens were free and equal since
they were not subject to the command of others. Within the public domain, agon was
confined to the individual’s endeavor to show what one really is and to distinguish
oneself from his peers through unique achievements. The agonal spirit enlivening the
Greek concept of politics was individualistic (Arendt 1998: 28-37, 194). Political
action in the public realm brings mainly to the fore the distinct person of the agent.
Such a disclosure occurs ‘where people are with others and neither for nor against
them’ (Arendt 1998: 180). Polis is the space of co-appearance, which comes into
existence whenever men come together speaking and acting, regardless of any formal
constitution and government (Arendt 1998: 199).
Politics rests on the power of men who act in concert and fashion new relations and
realities. Collective power is thus, indeed, a political potentiality of the many, which
stems from their temporary free convergence (Arendt 1998: 198-203). But power
contrasts with force or violence, which one or few can exercise over others. Tyranny
is an abortive attempt to substitute violence for collective power. Therefore, it is not a
properly political form of government, as it contradicts the ‘essential human condition
of plurality,’ acting and speaking together (Arendt 1998: 202). A ‘polis belonging to
one man is no polis’ (Sophocles quoted in Arendt 1993: 105).
Political action and freedom are separated also from sovereignty, which exudes an
absolute self-sufficiency and mastery that are incompatible with plurality. Political
freedom clashes with sovereignty, because this submits individuals to the oppression
of the will –of the individual will which forces itself, or of the ‘general will’ in an
organized community (Arendt 1998: 234-235, 244; 1993: 165).
However, underpinning this free political reality in ancient Greece was a social
majority of unequals who were dominated and instrumentalized in the non-political
realm of the city. The number of citizens should remain restricted, anyway, as large
crowds of people would develop a tendency towards despotism, the despotism of a
person or majority rule (Arendt 1998: 28-37, 41, 43).
Arendt knows that politics in modernity has assumed radically different forms, and
that her identification of the political with freedom and public action runs counter to
an enormous modern tradition of thought (Arendt 1993: 151). Modernity begins with
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the rise of ‘society’ and the commonwealth of property owners, who integrate the
household and the economy in the public realm. This resulted in the narrowing of the
public realm and its reduction to government, which has turned into national
‘housekeeping’ and a function of the private realm, shielding private owners from
each other and enforcing law and order (Arendt 1998: 60-61, 69, 159). The political is
now devoted to protecting the ‘life process’ of individuals rather than public freedom
(Arendt 1993: 149-150). The expansion of work in a society of consumers and
laborers has levelled down all human activities to the status of labor for living. Hence,
the animal laborans has taken over the public sphere, and ‘there can be no true public
realm, but only private activities displayed in the open’ (Arendt 1998: 134).
Modernity is ‘intent on excluding political man, that is, man who acts and speaks,
from its public realm’ (Arendt 1998: 159).
Moreover, in modern times, violence has been glorified as the only means for
founding a new body politic and for initiating any significant change in history and
politics. While for both the Romans and Robespierre the act of founding a republic
was the primary political action, only the moderns endorsed violence for this
foundation because they envisaged new institution in the image of making. ‘You
cannot make a table without killing trees….you cannot make a republic without
killing people’ (Arendt 1993: 139).
Arendt laments, thus, the modern ‘degradation’ of politics and the fact that
‘action…has become an experience for the privileged few’ (Arendt 1998: 324). So,
for her, there are indeed other modes of politics which are rife with violence,
domination and instrumental action on society. These have prevailed in modern times,
but they lack the status of authentic or virtuous politics, the politics disclosed by the
ancient city-state and the res publica.
In her treatise On Revolution, Arendt (1990) digs into the distinctly modern politics of
revolution. There, she detects patterns of political activity which evince similarities
with the free politics of civic co-appearance in antiquity. The revolutionary politics of
modernity has been closely intertwined with violence, but it is not completely
determined by it. Politics is extinguished only where the absolute rule of violence
condemns everybody to silence, as it happened in the concentration camps of
totalitarian regimes (Arendt 1990: 18-19). The deployment of violence in
revolutionary politics is partly different, because revolutions are expressions of
freedom kindled by the pathos of novelty. They aim at liberation from oppression and
at framing a new constitution, a new use of freedom (Arendt 1990: 34-35).
In this context, Arendt comes closest to recognizing that violence is nearly
inextricable from politics, specifically the politics of revolution, liberation and
foundation which inaugurate a new order of things. Violence, the violation of a given
state of affairs, lies often at the beginning which sets up a new polity of freedom
(Arendt 1990: 18-20). However, violence is still located ‘outside the political realm,
strictly speaking’ (Arendt 1990: 19). And if a theory of revolution ‘arrives at a
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glorification of justification of violence as such, it is no longer political but
antipolitical’ (Arendt 1990: 19).
This explains Arendt’s exaltation of the American revolution, whose objective was
‘civilized government’ (Arendt 1990: 149), and whose noblest revolutionary activity
was constitution-making rather than revolutionary dictatorship (Arendt 1990: 158159). French revolutionaries did not distinguish power from violence, opening the
political realm to the ‘prepolitical, natural force of the multitude.’ By contrast,
Americans anchored their power in mutuality and reciprocity, a coming-together
whereby citizens bind themselves through promises and covenants (Arendt 1990:
181). The American Revolution showed, thus, that violence is not inherent in the act
of political foundation ‘for this revolution did not break out but was made by men in
common deliberation and on the strength of mutual pledges’ (Arendt 1990: 213).
Reflection and choice, rather than accident and force, can beget a good government
(Arendt 1990: 214).
So, in modern politics Arendt seeks to reclaim those moments of deliberation, nonviolence, non-domination, plurality and reciprocity which compose the proper realm
of politics and revive the political spirit of ancient city-states. The same features mark
off the American town hall meetings and the revolutionary councils of the people,
which she extolls as the valuable but evanescent political inventions of modernity.
Through them, laypersons can participate directly in public affairs, and they can
establish a new polity without seizing state power and the means of legitimate
violence (Arendt 1990: 235-236, 256, 263). Councils might provide the appropriate
political institutions of revolutionary modernity, even if they are bound to remain elite
organs, restricted to the self-chosen few who will be concerned with public affairs
(Arendt 1990: 276-281).
It is evident that Arendt is not naively blind to the different realities of politics, but
she makes a value choice in favor of a politics of freedom, plurality, deliberation and
non-domination (see also Kalyvas 2008: 220-222, Schaap 2007: 66, Emden 2008:
128-129). In effect, she spotlights the recurrence of violence in public action, the
bloody beginnings of new political regimes, the fact that free republics have been
often based on orders of domination or even slavery, and that deliberation concludes
with (majority) decision (Arendt 1990: 164). But Arendt resolves to banish violence,
domination and instrumental reason from the political itself, reversing Mouffe’s
position, which identifies violence, sovereignty, domination and exclusion with the
political, setting out from the same premises. For those who are well disposed towards
Arendt’s political ideal, the question is which option –Mouffe’s or Arendt’s- redeems
more effectively the kind of politics Arendt cherishes: freedom, plurality, initiative
and non-domination.
The alternative concept of agonistic politics that we are trying to trace out here sides
with Mouffe in trying to politicize asymmetries of power and exclusions, and in
remaining alert to their likely presence in any political activity or association. To be
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able to wrestle with actual inequalities of power, politics could not be only a lofty and
theatrical space of co-appearance where ‘men’ exchange words and deeds, striving to
excel as individuals (cf. Honnig 1995: 2-15). Politics should make ample room for
collective confrontation, contestation and the overturning of dominant structures. On
the same grounds, this alternative agonism shares in large measure Arendt’s ideal of
politics, the egalitarian space of diversity and initiative, in which domination and
violence should be banned to the extent possible rather than justified as inevitable in
some respect.
This is the fine line on which another vision of agonistic politics would walk. Like
Mouffe, it would take issue with unequal power relations and cruelty as eminently
political matters, but it would also strive to remove them from the realm of its favored
politics. This other-minded agonism reflects also a different understanding of political
rivalry. In it, opposition to a political stand can be paired with an effort to consider the
other’s positions, to genuinely appreciate them (‘audi alteram partem’) and to
potentially concur with them in part, as a result of a civil engagement which is not
confined to strife and the side-lining of the adversary, as in Mouffe’s agonistic
pluralism.
Arendt’s political ideal banishes domination and violence from the domain of political
considerations and objects of political struggle, and it sanctions political communities
that thrive on the oppression of others. For those committed to political plurality and
equality in principle this is a major ethico-political failure by the very political
standards which are praised by Arendt (see Kalyvas 2008: 264, Schaap 2007: 66,
Wenman 2015: 226-227). Plurality and equality are thus narrowly circumscribed in
Arendt’s politics, and they are limited to political elites. The real plurality of city
residents is shut out of the realm of equality and the free appearance of diversity in
public. By contrast, an agonistic politics in Mouffe’s spirit sharpens attention to
oppressive structures in any social field and strives to politicize them, to turn them
into objects of political challenge and transformation in the interests of equal power
and freedom.
Arendt’s concealment of unequal power relations within the political communities she
takes to be paradigms of freedom bespeaks the same dismal failure. She catches a
glimpse of inequalities of ‘power-over’ in ancient republics and democracies when
she describes ‘the populus or the demos’ as ‘the lower orders of the citizenry’ (Arendt
1990: 40). But she passes them over in silence, talking instead only of communal
power and action in the same political societies. She further whitewashes political
inequalities within democratic politics by cutting off the political realm from the
‘private’ and the ‘social’ with a full-proof wall, as if politics and its games of power
could be ever immune to class or other social differences, the concentration of wealth
and manifold oppressive structures outside them.
Moreover, she avows that ‘the principle of majority is inherent in the very process of
deliberation’ (Arendt 1990: 164) and she submits that ‘the principle of opposition is
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valid only as long as there exist authentic choices’ (Arendt 1990: 272). But she does
not pause to reflect on the fact that ‘authentic choices’ which bring different political
groups in conflict with each other entail a more or less significant suppression of the
group which loses out in the resolution of the clash. She contends, moreover, that
majority decision should not be confused with majority rule, which takes hold only
when the majority proceeds to ‘liquidate’ politically or physically the political
minority (Arendt 1990: 164), as if the suppression of minoritarian political choices
implies no exercise of power over others by circumstantial or enduring majorities.
Contrast this blindness to power effects with Mouffe’s accent on the exclusions and
the hegemonic power which are implicit in any collective decision. While Mouffe’s
theses fail to discriminate among different instances of political decision and closure,
they hone an enhanced sensibility to power relations in democratic politics instead of
sweeping them under the carpet.
Finally, in Arendt’s version of the political ‘agon,’ this puts on an individualist
contest for distinction through words, deeds and unique achievements. Beyond
occasional glimpses, absent from Arendt’s ideal of agonistic politics is any collective
confrontation among contending political projects, the ongoing, legitimate collective
conflict, the questioning of prevailing social values, ends, principles and relations.
This is not simply the stuff of democratic politics. It is a vital manifestation of
political freedom and a chief vehicle for the expansion of social freedom and equality
by way of unsettling and reconstituting dominant social relations.
All in all, a political community which makes freedom, plurality and equality a
privilege of elites; which liberates itself by oppressing other social sectors; which
remains indifferent to social questions outside the political field itself; and which
primarily indulges in individual contests for distinction, appears to be a self-contained
and self-indulgent entity essentially closed to the other(s). It embodies, thus, more the
figure of a communal One rather than an effective plurality of being-in-common-withothers. On the other hand, Arendt’s commitment to freedom, equality, plurality and
direct political participation as the guiding principles of political activity, along with
her renouncement of violence and domination as ‘inevitable features’ of politics are
all core constituents of a distinctly egalitarian politics of freedom for our times, which
does not exhaust the political in its totality but represents one of its invaluable
possibilities.
A final foray into John Rawls’s political liberalism will round out this sketch of an
enlarged perspective on the political by further substantiating and elucidating it. The
following excursus is meant to show how conflictuality and repressive power crop up
even within one of the most rationalist and conciliatory accounts of the political in our
times, which are bent on making the political coincide with unity and consensus.
When plurality comes back in Rawls’ philosophy of the political, conflict resurfaces
and the One breaks down into a contentious plurivocity. But this ‘return of the
repressed’ does not entail that antagonism, violence and unequal power necessarily
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occupy nearly all the space of the political, affording little room for inclusionary
consensus-seeking and collective deliberation through the exchange of reasons, as
Mouffe suggests. On the contrary, a reformed agonism, which gets to grips with
power relations, division and hegemony but yearns for increasing freedom and
equality, could, and should, reach for reason-based agreement and maximum
inclusivity in political decision-making. A heightened awareness of power
asymmetries, exclusions and hegemonic politics can tackle domination and
inequalities more effectively than Rawls’ rationalism, while it need not rule out the
quest for reasonable consensus and inclusionary practices on certain levels of political
action. So, grappling with Rawls’s idea of the political will further illustrate an
alternative agonistic politics which can be as critical, confrontational and
transformative as Mouffe’s, while eschewing her uneven fascination with adversarial
contest.
In Political Liberalism (1996), Rawls does not simply evade plurality and collision
in society and politics. On the contrary, he faces up to ‘the fact of reasonable
pluralism’ as he construes it (Rawls 1996: xvi-xix, xli). But his object is to move
beyond this plurality and to restore unity to the political by setting forth a political
conception of justice which can become the focus of overlapping consensus in the
political domain (Rawls 1996: xvi-xix, xli). Modern democratic societies are home
to a multitude of reasonable but incompatible ‘comprehensive doctrines,’ which are
not shared by all citizens. This pluralism is not to be lamented. It is the natural
outcome of the activities of reason under lasting free institutions (Rawls 1996:
xxiv). He sets out thus to recast his Theory of Justice (1971) so as to put forward
principles of justice for a contemporary democratic constitution which would gain
the agreement of differences and would respect thus the equal freedom of citizens
who hold a diversity of worldviews, ideologies and religions. Hence, now
the problem of political liberalism is: How is it possible that there may exist over
time a stable and just society of free and equal citizens profoundly divided by
reasonable though incompatible religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines?
Put another way: How is it possible that deeply opposed though reasonable
comprehensive doctrines may live together and all affirm the political conception
of a constitutional regime? (Rawls 1996: xviii).
To resolve the problem of democratic difference, political liberalism is no longer a
comprehensive doctrine founded on reason. The question that it seeks to address is
how to formulate a certain idea of justice for a constitutional democratic regime, on
which a plurality of doctrines –moral, religious or otherwise- may freely converge
and freely live by. If such a political conception is shared by everyone, then there
exists a public basis of justification, or a public point of view, which can command
the assent of all citizens on fundamental political matters regardless of their
differences in other respects (Rawls 1996: xli-xlv, xxxviii, 12-13).
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Rawls points out that, in modern democracies, conflict occurs not only among
‘comprehensive’ doctrines, but also between political positions –e.g. between the
traditions of Locke and Rousseau- on how best to interpret and realize the
fundamental principles of democracy. Political liberalism and its idea of ‘justice as
fairness’ are intended to pinpoint the most appropriate institutions for securing
freedom and equality, overcoming political dissent and furnishing a solid basis of
political consensus on the foundations of democracy (Rawls 1996: 4-5).
Political liberalism revisits the Theory of Justice insofar as this is predicated on a
particular moral doctrine –Kant’s ideal of moral autonomy. ‘Justice as fairness’ is
now adjusted to the fact of reasonable pluralism and it is translated into a political
conception (Rawls 1996: xli). By ‘political’ Rawls intends, fundamentally, a relation
of citizenship within the basic structure of their society, among free and equal citizens
who exercise ultimate political power. The key political question is how citizens can
honour their constitutional regime and abide by its laws when the differences arising
from their comprehensive doctrines are irreconcilable. And the answer is provided by
the criterion of reciprocity, which applies to the constitution itself and the laws
enacted under it (Rawls 1996: xliii-xliv, 17, 49-50).
Citizens are reasonable when, viewing one another as free and equal in a system
of social cooperation over generations, they are prepared to offer one another fair
terms of social cooperation (defined by principles and ideals) and they agree to
act on those terms, even at the cost of their own interests in particular situations,
provided that others also accept those terms....in offering fair terms we must
reasonably think that citizens offered them might also reasonably accept them.
And they must be able to do this as free and equal, and not as dominated or
manipulated...I refer to this as the criterion of reciprocity (Rawls 1996: xlii).
A liberal notion of justice exhibits three more specific features which mark it out as
political in Rawls’ sense. First, it is ‘freestanding.’ It is not derived from any
comprehensive doctrine, but it carries its intrinsic normative ideal, the principle of
reciprocity (Rawls 1996: xlii). Second, all the main principles and values of a political
theory of justice are drawn from the political culture of a democratic regime, ‘the
shared fund of implicitly recognized basic ideas and principles’ (Rawls 1996: 8).
These include society as a fair system of cooperation over time, citizens as free and
equal persons, and a well-ordered society regulated by a political conception of
justice. Third, this political conception applies to a specific domain, the basic
economic, social and political institutions of a modern constitutional democracy
(Rawls 1996: 11-14).
Two further notions, ‘overlapping consensus’ and ‘public reason,’ are bound up with
this freestanding, political account of justice. To work out a political conception
which becomes the object of consensus among reasonable divergent doctrines we do
not try to strike a balance or a compromise among them. Instead, we tap into the
common political culture, and we put forth a freestanding idea of justice which comes
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equipped with its own normative political criterion –reciprocity- and enables
‘reasonable’ doctrines to endorse a political conception of justice for the right political
reasons (Rawls 1996: xliv-xlv, 133-157, 164-172).
Public reason should be deployed in debates over constitutional essentials and matters
of basic justice. In a democratic society, it is ‘the reason of equal citizens who, as a
collective body, exercise final political and coercive power over one another in
enacting laws and amending their constitution’ (Rawls 1996: 214). It frames a mode
of public political deliberation which is governed by political values, first and
foremost by the standard of reciprocity, the willingness to offer to other citizens fair
terms of cooperation which they could accept as free and equal (Rawls 1996: lvii, 910, 49-81, 217, 223-227). This criterion informs the reasonable conceptions of justice
which fill out the substantive content of public reason with political values –such as
the basic liberties- which we sincerely believe other citizens could be reasonably
expected to adopt as free and equal (Rawls 1996: xlviii, 223-227). The proper use of
public reason ensures that the exercise of political power in democracies is justified
and legitimate in liberal terms. This holds true when power is exercised in accord with
‘a constitution the essentials of which all citizens may reasonably be expected to
endorse in the light of principles and ideals acceptable to them as reasonable and
rational’ (Rawls 1996: 217).
Finally, public reason reckons with the ‘burdens of judgment’ in directing the
legitimate use of political power. The burdens arise from the conditions under which
free reason unfolds in a democratic society, such as the complexity of factual
situations, the indeterminacy of concepts and the different weight attached to values
or relevant considerations in a certain case. These conditions generate reason-based
disagreement, particularly in questions that bear on value-judgments and worldviews.
Acknowledging the burdens of judgement props up the democratic value of toleration
among different comprehensive doctrines, when they are reasonable. Reasonable
persons will think it unreasonable to employ coercive public power to repress
different comprehensive views which are reasonable, that is, they are backed up by
reasons and they are alive to the burdens of judgement. It is unreasonable to repress
them, because pluralism and difference are a fact of reason itself, an effect of its
exercise under conditions of freedom and the burdens of judgment (Rawls 1996: 5464).
In short, in Rawls’ philosophy, the political is essentially elided with reciprocity,
public reason, the quest for reasonable consensus and civility. Citizens fulfil their duty
of civility when they wield their power in fundamental political debates by employing
public reason with its defining standard of reciprocity (Rawls 1996: liii, 49-54, 217).
Rawls grants that, in any actual political society, a variety of liberal political
conceptions will contend with each other. But the family of ‘reasonable’ liberal
political conceptions, which lend substance to public reason, complies with three
conditions. First, this family lays down certain (familiar) rights, liberties and
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opportunities. Second, it assigns a special priority to these liberties. Third, it provides
for adequate all-purpose means that will allow citizens to make effective use of their
rights and opportunities (Rawls 1996: xlvi, 6). Rawls (1996: xlvi) suggests that his
‘justice as fairness’ best meets these conditions without denying that there are other
reasonable liberal theories, too.
Rawls’ political liberalism is not confident that political conflict can be always
overcome over fundamental issues, but it affirms that political consensus can be
forthcoming in this area by tapping into reasonable political conceptions of justice
(Rawls 1996: li). More specifically, political liberalism can mitigate the clash among
comprehensive doctrines. It can also diminish or even eliminate the conflicts arising
from different social positions, status, class, race, ethnicity and gender. But possible
agreement remains limited by the differences emerging from the ‘burdens of
judgment’ (Rawls 1996: lvii-lviii).
By asserting that a reasonably just political society, governed and reconciled by public
reason, is possible, Rawls (1996: lx) disowns explicitly the Schmittian alternative,
whereby ‘political relations must be governed by power and coercion alone... a
reasonably just society that subordinates power to its aims is not possible and people
are largely amoral... .’ Rawls counters that we must start with the opposite
assumptions, which suppose that human beings have a perfectible moral nature that
can be sufficiently moved by a reasonable political conception of justice. And this is
because our fundamental political assumptions guide our everyday political conduct.
They affect our thoughts in actual politics, they constrain and inspire our political
attitudes and culture. The Schmittian doctrine has celebrated the extreme violence and
the manic evil of the 20th century. To resist these evils, we need to start out from
Rawls’ and Arendt’s presumptions and their idea of the political as a space of
reasoned exchanges and possible agreement (Rawls 1996: lix-lx).
Yet, dissent and struggle are not simply ostracized from Rawls’ vision of the political.
From the first publication of Political Liberalism (1993) onwards, Rawls comes to
terms with the presence of conflictual diversity, not only outside the political domain
as he construes it, but also within the political, among politically reasonable views
(see Rawls 1996: lvii-lviii; 2001: 582-583, 605-607). He even concurs with Mouffe in
holding that the cardinal democratic principles of freedom, equality and fair
cooperation can be interpreted differently, delivering different accounts of the
principles of justice and the contents of public reason (Rawls 2001: 582). ‘Political
conceptions differ also in how they order, or balance, political principles and values
even when they specify the same ones’ (Rawls 2001: 582). Public reason
encompasses liberal political conceptions which may shift over time, as a result of
debates among them, due to historical transformations or because of ‘views raising
new questions’ around such issues as race, ethnicity and gender (Rawls 1996: lii-liii;
2001: 582-583). Moreover, on highly contentious questions, such as abortion,
different reasonable political conceptions may be led to a stand-off. In this case,
reasonable citizens must vote for ordering political principles that they sincerely deem
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the most reasonable. ‘Indeed, this is a normal case: unanimity of views is not to be
expected’ (Rawls 2001: 605).
What is more, political controversy within the bounds of public reason is not
grudgingly accepted by Rawls as a matter of fact. He came to appreciate the value of
reasonable political conflict itself. The contents of public reason must be amenable to
challenge and revision, ‘otherwise the claims of groups or interests arising from social
change might be repressed and fail to gain their appropriate political voice’ (Rawls
2001: 583). The ideal of public reason should not always conduce to agreement
because ‘Citizens learn and profit from debate and argument, and when their
arguments follow public reason, they instruct society’s political culture and deepen
their understanding’ (Rawls 2001: 607).
However, contentious politics remains considerably circumscribed even in Rawls’
latest reflections on the political (for the political limitations of public reason, see also
Morgan-Olsen 2010, Larmore 2003, Mouffe 2000, Connolly 1999). To begin with,
‘harmony and concord’ in political life are always the ends to which the ideal of
public reason remains devoted (Rawls 2001: 610; see also 1996: 157). Second, Rawls
did not revisit the kernel of his model of public reason, which derives from the
actually existing fund of values in the established political culture of liberal
democracies (Rawls 1996: 12-13). How could Rawls’ politics of reason and civility be
responsive to social groups whose voices and rights are not adequately recognized in
the ‘fundamental ideas’ of a given political culture, such as those of coloured people,
of homosexuals and women in the U.S. public culture of the past? (Connolly 1999:
10-11, 62-70, Mouffe 2000: 24-31, Morgan-Olsen 2010: 218-227). These differences,
which are not accommodated in Rawls’ notion of public reason, matter politically
because
it is extremely probable that all of us today are unattuned to some modes of
suffering and exclusion that will have become ethically important tomorrow as a
political movement carries them across the threshold of cultural attentiveness and
institutional redefinition…Rawlsians have acknowledged the claims of Indians,
women and gays after a series of social movements began to reshape the complex
institutional determinations in which they had been set (Connolly 1999: 68).
His paradigm of public reason does not breed an ethic of openness and critical
responsiveness to newly arising differences. On the contrary, its attachment to the
pursuit of concord, ‘overlapping consensus’ and the fund of actually acknowledged
political meanings may deny voice, recognition and, hence, equal political freedom to
political dissenters, to repressed social sectors, to different political cultures and to
newly emerging values. Political contest is integrated into his political philosophy
mainly as a later concession rather than as an organic component of a fuller idea of
the political which upholds contestation through appropriate attitudes, political
practices and institutions such as Mouffe’s agonistic democracy (Mouffe 2000: 30).
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Furthermore, Rawls, like Arendt, advocates an ideal of the political which counters
coercive power by simply wishing it away, expelling it from his favored realm of the
political -public reason- and locating it exclusively on the ‘bad’ side of power politics
that Rawls opposes. The moment of coercion in the reciprocity-oriented politics of
public reason is thus occluded in Rawls’ political reason, while actual power relations
in present-day ‘constitutional democracies’ and the need for counter-hegemonic
politics are not duly confronted. The effect of this erasure of coercion, force and
hegemony from Rawls’ own view of the political is the opposite of the wished-for: the
promotion of a politics of equal freedom.
Rawls grants that in political debates and deliberation a stand-off is likely to obtain
between reasonable political conceptions, calling thus for a vote to reach a political
decision. But if citizens vote according to what they sincerely think is the most
reasonable ordering of political values, Rawls sanctions the outcome of this decisionmaking as ‘reasonable and legitimate law, binding on citizens by the majority
principle…. Forceful resistance is unreasonable’ (Rawls 2001: 606). The power of
numbers which eliminates minoritorian preferences is no force, and the means of
violence which the democratic state commands to enforce majority preferences are
not truly coercive, but only reasonable and legitimate (see also Rawls 1996: 136-140;
Vatter 2008: 259-260 and Mouffe 2000: 24-31 offer a similar critique of Rawls). By
contrast, Mouffe’s objection to cleansing the political from power through reason can
animate a disposition which politicizes power relations and exclusions, assuming
responsibility for them and refusing to cloak them under the mantle of pure reason,
legitimacy and freedom. Such an agonistic feel for the political sensitizes democratic
citizens to the workings of power and the repression of differences through force,
prompting them to seek ways to minimize repression and to keep the contestation of
power relations ongoing and open.
Finally, Rawls’ outlook on the political, which equates it primarily with reciprocity
and the exchange of reasons among equals, does not simply disregard the effects of
power relations in contemporary liberal societies. It drives hegemony out of the liberal
idea of the political, concealing thereby the vast inequalities of social power that exist
today, and disabling counter-hegemonic struggle which could fight against them. Few
would deny that legitimate democratic power should be grounded in an exchange of
reasons which takes place under conditions of equality and reciprocity. But how many
democratic states live up to these conditions today?
Rising inequalities, exclusions, forceful power exerted by financial and political elites
seem to be the rule in the state(s) of democracy we are in (see e.g. Schäfer and Streeck
2013, Brown 2015, Crouch 2004). How likely is it that these circumstances will shift
through reasonable dialogues with powerful interests, which would consent to forsake
their privileges, wealth and power convinced by good arguments under (non-existent)
conditions of reciprocity and equality? If progressive democratic change is
improbable to occur via the exchange of reasons alone, the use of power will be
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required in order precisely to further the ‘politics at its best’ cherished by political
liberalism: democratic institutions, in which the ‘force of good reasons’ in the service
of common goods will be able to prevail over other sources of unequal power.
No doubt, the power that could dislodge contemporary relations of domination and
injustice should be collective, democratic and non-violent rather than dictatorial and
bloody. But political liberalism propounds an idealistic vision of politics which is set
against power politics in principle. Power relations, however, will not vanish just by
thinking them away. In addition to normative philosophy, a more realistically inclined
political theory is needed in order to wrestle with power structures and to grasp how
collective subjects can be assembled which could effectively combat elite domination
and exclusions in favor of democratic justice. Without a cogent comprehension of
force relations and effective collective action it is hard to imagine how actual
capitalist democracies could transition from the present conditions of steep
inequalities, fragmentation, political cynicism and xenophobia to the democratic
ideals embraced by political liberals.
An expanded and nuanced agonism which comes to grips with power relations but is
committed to equal freedom need not forswear the politics of reasonable deliberation
and the search for agreement in the interests of equal freedom. It could not only
alternate between the politics of reasonable consensus and power struggles in tune
with variable circumstances, needs and political judgements. It could also join the two
faces of the political in an uneasy alliance, which adheres to the consensual freedom
of differences inside a certain political association while conducting struggles outside
and striving to reshuffle the balance of forces in society more broadly. This is
precisely the kind of politics that Arendt uncovers in the ancient and the modern
world, in political processes and communities which bind together liberation and
freedom by seeking emancipation from oppression and by authoring a new
constitution, a new use of freedom (Arendt 1990: 34-35). This is exactly the type of
politics that has been undertaken by a wide array of contemporary democratic
movements from the turn of the century to-date, from the Zapatista uprising and the
global justice movement to the world-wide democratic insurgencies of 2011, which
spread from the Arab Spring to the Occupy movement in North America, through the
Spanish 15M [‘Indignados’] and the Greek plateies [squares’ movement]. The
conjunction of opposition to political rivals with propositional invention among free
and equal citizens is, indeed, a hallmark of the democratic heteropolitical Zeitgeist,
which will be fleshed out in the section 1.7.
The foregoing movements stood up against the global rule of capital, the dictatorship
of money and politicians, in ways that were militant and even turned violent,
occasionally. But, in their midst, they were partisans of egalitarian and consensual
deliberation through the exchange of reasons, welcoming diversity and nurturing
reciprocity among differences (Hardt & Negri 2012, Castañeda 2012, Dhaliwal 2012,
Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011, Arditi 2007, Beasley-Murray 2010, Holloway
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2005, Day 2005, Maeckelbergh 2009). It is on this side of a counter-hegemonic
contest that Rawls’ idea of public reason can find its place in agonistic politics,
driving and inspiring the pursuit of collective freedom through reciprocity, civility,
horizontality and the formulation of political reasons to which others could reasonably
assent as free and equals.
1.6. Opening up the political
The ultimate excursus in John Rawls’ liberal philosophy of the political, which stands
at the opposite end of Schmitt’s friend/enemy combat, allows us to position more
securely the site of the political in relation to the two extremes of warlike enmity and
peaceful harmony.
The political stands for contest, strife, antagonism and struggle, but in ways which
hold deadly combat at bay. The physical elimination of the enemy in a situation of
real war puts an end to the very relation one entertains with the enemy and, hence, to
any kind of political interaction with them. Politics should be placed at a remove from
warfare in order to hold up the very possibility of politically engaging with others.
And politics signals historically a step away from barbarity and bloody violence, a
step towards civilization or civility, in Rawls’ terms. The civil character of politics is
intimated in the very etymology of the word in Greek, which derives from polis and
shares thus the same root with politismos, i.e. civilization and culture in Greek. In
Roman languages, the words citizen and citizenship derive likewise from the Latin
civitas (city), which is the stem of civility and civilization. To qualify as political,
struggle and contest need to be civil and to keep up the relation of citizenship within
the city rather than lapse towards a lethal confrontation, which kills the opponent and
ruins the political bond among adversaries.
On the other hand, politics would equally fade away in a condition of full and
permanent peace. Politics would vanish indeed, as Mouffe holds, under a final
consensus over the ‘basic structure’ of society and its guiding ends and values, which
would enable government to shrink down to a neutral ‘management’ of social affairs
that is free both of domination and of conflict. An enduring social harmony of this
sort does not call for political decisions among alternative ends and means. It is not
upset, thus, by political debates over antithetical choices. Such a state of perpetual
peace and harmony, if it could be ever attained, would bring to a closure public reason
in Rawls’ own sense, the exchange of reasonable arguments over constitutional
essentials and basic matters of justice. Public reason would have consolidated a
conclusive overlapping consensus and would have authored an adequately just
constitution. Thereafter, it would have made itself redundant and would have gone out
of existence (cf. Rawls 1996: 400-402).
Both limit-situations of bloody war and perfect social harmony tend also to wipe out
plurality in the public sphere, the plurality which gives rise to political interaction,
contest and deliberation, and is the defining mark of politics in Arendt’s and Mouffe’s
sense. Under an enduring and extensive consensus in a political community, the many
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fuse into One over a substantial range of economic, social, ethical, cultural etc. issues,
and the scope for argument and decision among alternatives narrows down
accordingly. In the event of warfare, plurality is undercut both outwards, in the
relationship with the rivals that are targeted for extermination, and inwards. Armies
are usually more effective when they are unified into a coherent war machine under
centralized, top-down command, and the space of political debate among warriors
over different courses of action tends to reduce to null, especially at most critical
moments.
This location of the political in a continuum between the two extremes of war and
peace does not only carve out ample political space for both antagonism and the quest
for consensus at variable moments of the continuum, before reaching the endpoints of
war and peace where the political dissolves. It also grinds the critical edges of the
political, pleading against barbaric, unfettered violence and a single-mindedly pacifist
and consensual moralism. Moreover, within this template of thought, the two faces of
the political, fight or power/hegemony and agreement or common freedom, are not
simply set side by side in a happy, but bland and unreflective marriage or alternation.
Their conjunction turns agonistic insofar as the tensions running among them are fully
acknowledged. But the possibility of their synthesis is also effectively rescued and
affirmed, since both struggle and consensus are de-absolutized. They are kept at a
civil distance from total war or peace, and they are subsumed under an enlarged sense
of the political, which is not elided with either struggle or consensus in an exclusive
manner. This relativization of the two valences of the political allows not only for a
context-sensitive political choice among them, but also for their productive
coalescence on two sides of the same political activity, as the case of recent
democratic movements can illustrate.
All in all, rendering ‘the political’ as (a) social practice which deliberately acts on
social relations and structures so as to question, to reconstruct or to preserve them,
and (b) takes place at diverse locations between the endpoints of all-out war and peace
can deliver a capacitating and inclusionary interpretation of what politics means,
which is also plausible and well-attested. This notion of the political adduces an
appropriate criterion for identifying distinctly political qualities and for getting hold of
political phenomena so as to debate them, to appraise them or to imagine them
differently. But it can also shore up the marked openness and plurality of the political,
the variable, unpredictable particular forms that it can take on, its amenability to
change and its variable appearances in multiple sites and guises, from the formal
political system to the informal micro-politics of daily interactions and the making of
subjectivities.
Through these political lenses, we can track and evaluate political activities outside
the box and the official arenas of politics without losing sight of the concentration of
political power in the states and international agencies, and without predetermining
the relative weight of institutional apparatuses or molecular infrapolitics. Political
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innovation and transformative potential can be traced thereby not only in big ‘acts of
hegemonic institution,’ but also in small-scale ordinary exchanges and processes,
while their broader import remains up for discussion. Finally, contention, power
structures, action in concert and agreement are all taken on board as different facets of
the political within the bounds of civility and plurality. As a result, an enhanced
awareness of power relations, the will to combat them and the freedom to dissent can
go along with a preference for free collective consensus and a disposition to minimize
exclusion and repression.
So, when it is cast as deliberate action on the social, which unrolls between the
extremes of war and full harmony, the political joins the common by turning out to be
a widespread, everyday common practice occurring at multiple time- and spacescales. This perspective commons the political by blurring rigid dichotomies in
thinking politics: formal/informal, micro/macro, hegemonic institution (or ‘the
political’)/ordinary management (or ‘politics’), consensus/dissensus. The proper locus
of the political is not decided ex ante. Politics can be improper, unsettling, queer,
hybrid, ground-breaking, innovative. As a result, attention can shift to any site to
assess its political clout with an open mind. Lay activities of daily resistance, dispute,
negotiation, creative initiative and defence of the status quo in local micro-contexts
are brought within the ambit of the political and they are valorized as such. At the
same time, states, formal institutions and international power centers remain in place
as key sites of political action and struggle which should be transfigured to yield to
the equal power of common people.
Likewise, the value of disparate forms of political practice remains subject to contextsensitive appraisal. Mutations on the plane of subjectivities and face-to-face
intercourse, systemic ruptures, large-scale collective organization and processes of
social preservation can be all registered and evaluated in terms of their political
efficacy for common freedom (contrast this with Mouffe’s conflation of ‘the political’
with hegemonic acts of instituting society). Such an expanded concept of the political
clears the way for a counter-hegemonic politics of the commons by refusing to tie the
political to any single, fixed essence, be it hegemony or full and direct consensus. It
is, thus, plural, sensitive and flexible enough to embrace novel political experiments
on any level, endorsing practices of egalitarian, collective self-government and
counter-hegemonic massive alliances against the prevailing neoliberal order.
1.7. Mapping out another politics, alter-politics
contemporary political theory and practice

or

heteropolitics

in

After clearing and watering the conceptual soil by setting out an idea of the political
which is both tenable and makes room for plural innovative action, this section will
delve more specifically into alternative politics (alter-politics) –or other politics or
heteropolitics in Greek, all of which will be employed alternately as synonyms. Alterpolitics bodies forth or resonates with the different politics of the commons in our
times. The political logic of the commons which the Heteropolitics project
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foregrounds and excavates –the collective management, production and sharing of
collective goods on terms of equality, freedom, fairness, openness, diversity and
sustainability (see Report 2. The Common)- projects an alternative to mainstream
politics in both its statist and its activist or antagonistic instances. The other politics of
the commons breaks with top-down, hierarchical, centralized and ‘ideological’ modes
of political activity and organization, which often sway state politics of the
government or the party. But it also departs from those habits of conventional
activism or contestation which are bent on protest and demands from the state, they
are locked up in insularity, they cleave to ideological dogmas or they step forward as
a vanguard.
This section will chart counter-currents of contemporary thought on emancipatory and
egalitarian other politics in order to illuminate a web of shared themes, concerns,
questions and practical orientations of political alterity in our times. These span
beyond the domain of the commons narrowly defined, but they overlap and bear
intimate affinities with it. The objective of this analysis is to situate the alter-politics
of the commons in a wider landscape of heterodox politics carrying transformative
potentials. Second, to thereby contextualize and to shine light on both the politics and
the otherness of the commons by showing how they fall within a broader paradigmshift in democratic political reflection and action today. Third, to amplify and forward
the heteropolitics of the commons by associating it with broader tendencies,
dynamics, questions, challenges, strategies and promising ideas of kindred political
explorations, which may help it to gain greater plausibility, to weave extended
alliances, to grow and proliferate.
The present section will seek thus to elucidate and amplify the political in the
commons through an inquiry into values, arts, practices, logics and orientations of
political activity which likewise tends to deeper democratic change. Later sections
will speak to the ‘lack of the political’ (of political strategizing, alliance-building, a
sharp perception of power relations and conflict) in commons theories and practices
by thinking through alternative strategies of social transformation in our time (for the
‘lack of the political’ in the commons, see Report 2. The Common).
Through the prism of critical anthropology, Ghassan Hage (2015) has noted the rise in
recent times of a new ‘radical imaginary,’ which harbors different vistas of the world
and subjective investments in this alterity (Hage 2015: 57). Starting from the growing
salience of ecological questions and the feminist notion that ‘the personal is political,’
this trend reached a point of culmination in the 2011-2012 Indignados and Occupy
politics.
it is very clear that today we are increasingly moving into an era in where the
radical imaginary is starting to be as dominated by the problematic of the
‘alternative’ as it is with the problematic of the opposition –as ‘alter’ as it is ‘anti’
(Hage 2015: 59).
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‘Alter-politics’ points to the actual possibilities of being other to ourselves and lays
the groundwork for alternative realities. The invention of a new radical –‘alterpolitical’- imaginary is
the product of both a social imperative –emerging social spaces that lie outside the
existing order of governmentality and intelligibility and requiring an imaginative
politics that can think them in their difference- and a political imperative: existing
struggles that have generated an endless stalemate are increasingly requiring a new
politics that comes from outside the existing space of conventional political
possibilities (Hage 2015: 61).
A paramount activity of contemporary ‘alter-politics’ is the crafting of other spheres
of experience and belonging outside prevalent relations of power, offering different
human potentialities. By exploring these spaces we may build up our capabilities to
act differently on the dominant regimes of power and to supersede them (Hage 2015:
219). Historically, critical anthropology has brought out the existence of cultural
otherness, and it has then brought this otherness to bear on us, disclosing alterity and
the possibility of becoming other among us. By driving home the lesson that there are
people who live differently from the way we live, it takes us culturally outside
ourselves. Anthropology invites us, thus, to see that we can be other than what we are;
that otherness is residing in us and that there is more to us that we think. Through this
window, other ways of being in the world can be glimpsed not as pure acts of
imagination, which are disconnected from the real, but as actually existing realities or
alternative spaces, which are minor and overshadowed by dominant forms: intense
modes of social solidarity, non-instrumental relations to nature, and so on (Hage
2015: 54, 202).
The alter-political imaginary of our times devises and inhabits spaces which drift
outside not only conventional institutional politics but also the typical modes of
resistance and mobilization. Their qualitative difference can be discerned in the
importance of occupying and dwelling in central spaces, in the case of Occupy and the
square movements of 2011, in their diverse internal politics and the care they display
for an intimate connection between ends and means (Hage 2015: 59-60). Hage
outlines thus nodal points of present-day alter-politics: the conjunction of opposition
with proposition; the emphasis on constituting other spaces and relations here and
now; the prefiguration of ends through the means that we deploy to reach them; the
cultivation of feminist and ecological sensibilities; the formation of alternatives to
both mainstream and oppositional politics of the past and the present. But this sketch
needs to be filled out with more detail to allow us to probe the substance of alter- or
heteropolitics in the present.
Chris Dixon (2014) has delivered one of the most comprehensive and insightful
narrations of the new spirit of radicalism which has been surfacing since the turn of
the century and has animated diverse anti-authoritarian, anti-oppression, anti-capitalist
and anti-imperialist politics (-the four anti’s; Dixon 2014: 63). Diving into various
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non-sectarian, autonomist etc. streams in collective action and organization in the U.S.
and Canada over the last twenty years, his study fathoms how ‘activists and
organizers are working to make something other -‘‘another politics’’ ’ (Dixon 2014:
5). This is a contemporary turn cutting across a wide spectrum of social movements in
North America, from Strike Debt to Occupy Wall Street, but it has a longer and
complex lineage. ‘Another Politics’ was the name of a workshop track in the 2007
U.S. Social Forum, which echoed the Otra Campana [Another Campaign] of the
Zapatistas movement. The ideas of another politics had already grown out of the
convergence between three older North American movements -anti-racist feminist,
prison abolitionism and reconfigured anarchism- and the articulation of antiauthoritarian activism with popular struggles (Dixon 2014: 5, 55).
‘Another politics’ intends to make up a political space which is other than that of the
liberal, social democratic or Leninist parties. It is unlike, also, non-profit agencies in
‘civil society’ which are constrained by public or private funding and are usually
narrowly focussed on particular issues and the provision of services. But it diverges
from typical activism, too, insofar as the latter evinces an aversion to strategy,
structure and majoritarian outreach (Dixon 2014: 5). Another politics strives to
fashion an alternative politics which is both contentious and transformative, adhering
to the following core principles (Dixon 2014: 4-7, 223-233).
1. Opposition (the ‘enemy’):
Contest and struggle to dismantle all forms of domination, oppression and
exploitation, from racism and colonialism to hetero-patriarchy, neoliberal capitalism
and statist, bureaucratic, top-down rule, both in society at large and within social
movements themselves. Power relations are intertwined, and they need to be
challenged across broader systems of domination, day-to-day lives and inside social
movements or political organizations (Dixon 2014: 73-4).
2. Proposition (the ‘friend’):
a. Shape new social relations and models of organization in the process of struggling
itself, which are non-hierarchical and non-vanguardist, they bridge means with ends,
and they prefigure in the modes of resistance themselves the egalitarian, deeply
democratic world this politics envisions. ‘Alter-politics’ is inherently, thus, a politics
of creative freedom which brings into being alternative patterns of co-existince and
interaction. The politics of prefiguration ranges from new lifestyles to running
counter-institutions, such as food and housing coops, and horizontal organizations or
egalitarian movements, which are governed by general assemblies and consensual
decision-making (Dixon 2014: 85-87).
b. A concerted endeavor to win a new world combines prefiguration with mass action,
the construction of broad-based organizations, enduring movements and counterinstitutions, which act strategically for systemic transformation on larger scales and in
greater depths. Prefigurative practices do not suffice to fundamentally reorder
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dominant relations controlled by the ruling forces in society at large, no matter how
well we treat each other in existing social movements. Moreover, action in our
muddled world cannot afford to be absolutist and puritan. Pragmatic compromises and
failures are to be expected, and ongoing experimentation with new practices and
modes of organization is always in order (Dixon 2014: 95, 102-3).
c. Τhe primacy accorded to principles over political projects, the fetishization of
particular tactics and a mode of organizing which is mobilized in response to
emergencies alone (a ‘crisis mode of organizing’) orients critical politics towards
either futurism or short-term presentism, that is, towards longings for a distant future
world or towards immediate action. Hence, scant attention is paid to framing strategy
which embraces both principles and plans, linking immediate activities with long-term
hopes. Strategic plans are rejoinders to the quandary of how visionary aspirations will
effectively translate into large-scale realities in the coming months and years, based
on the specific diagnosis of particular socio-historical contexts of action (Dixon 2014:
111-115).
Strategic interventions in the space in-between stand to benefit also from a shift of
attention from (set) forms to features of political organization and mobilization.
Organizational forms, such as affinity groups, general assemblies or existing political
parties, may turn out to be more or less apt and productive for game-changing
purposes according to the context at hand. Emphasizing features, such as horizontality
and bottom-up power, allows actors to fulfill principles through diverse schemes
which will be selected by standards of contextual appropriateness and efficacy (Dixon
2014: 210-211).
d. Strategies of far-reaching social renewal through massive action need to appeal to
the people. Connect humbly and substantially with larger numbers of society, ordinary
people, actual social concerns, and popular resistances emerging from present-day
antagonisms. Strive to put together broad-based movements by welding them together
in transversal alliances, which pursue action of wide scope and significance.
e. To this end, straddle the reform or revolution divide. Defensive struggles or
reformist fights which strain to limit the worst effects of ruling institutions may drill
openings for broader mobilizations and historical changes (Dixon 2014: 117-121,
127-129). Hence, political activity should get involved with everyday people’s
initiatives and demands, even around specific measures and reforms, and work to
satisfy everyday needs and pressing issues (debt, health crises, precarious
immigration, evictions etc.). But all these engagements should be bound up with longterm visions and strategies of remaking society at large. Strategies of new social
construction should crucially consist in accumulating and circulating counter-power
by building alternative institutions, such as producer and consumer cooperatives or
digital networks. These activate people, and they put in place the infrastructure of
another world by meeting survival needs and knitting new social relations. Alternative
institutions and practices can reduce the material dependence of social majorities on
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prevalent regimes for everyday sustenance and flourishing, and they can realign thus
the dominant balance of forces (Dixon 2014: 137-140, 147; see also Kaufman 2016:
109-114, Zibechi 2017).
But political initiative should also launch struggles and processes through which
systems of domination are challenged, state and corporate power are confronted, and
state infrastructures, such as schools and health services, are gradually reordered and
allied with movements of transformation (Dixon 2014: 153). Small-scale changes are
mutually reinforced by large-scale struggles to reshuffle the decks of power and to
attract broad-based support for historical renovation (Kaufman 2016: 114).
Blurring the binary ‘reform or revolution’ has been a signal gesture of feminist
politics, among others. Feminism values specific, even individual, day-to-day
struggles and interventions to impugn patriarchal practices in sexual life, the
workplace, media, political organizations and so on. Such feminist politics targets the
system of patriarchy as a set of practices that can be unsettled and supplanted through
small, everyday fights and reforms that spread widely and on a broad scale. Feminism
along these lines does not face male domination as a structure which is unified around
an ultimate ground, which must be first overthrown by a grand revolution in order to
effectively advance gender equality and freedom (Kaufman 2016: 107-108).
The point is, however, that this is not an either-or. Everyday work and contestation of
the relations and institutions people inhabit in their daily routines along with step-bystep institutional reforms should be coupled with, rather than opposed to, radical
contention, massive action and organization agitating for deep-going transformation.
Long periods of slow social re-institution, which comes about as an aggregate effect
of everyday pressures and interventions, through subtle and persistent labor, alternate
in history with dramatic and large-scale upheavals. The two modalities of
transformative agency can feed into each other, triggering, preparing, energizing,
accelerating and deepening historical shifts (Kaufman 2016: 292-293).
f. To pair prefiguration with massive fronts and people’s empowerment, political
actors should organize in grassroots and bottom-up ways, which bring people
together in communities and workplaces and empower them to make decisions for
themselves on a footing of equality. Such counter-institutions and political
organizations help people to exercise their political skills and to enhance their selfconfidence in order to contend with oppressive structures on their own initiative.
g. To band together many forces, to embed everyday improvements in emancipatory
education and projects, and to push forward social change, it is crucial to nourish also
another political logic and ethic. Resist dogmatism, sectarianism, purism, and selfindulgent insularity from society. Renounce the idea of a single best way of acting and
organizing. Become eager to learn, to practice relentless, open-ended reflection and to
experiment. Tarry with complexity, diversity, messiness and contradiction,
recognizing the lack of easy fixes to daunting challenges and strategic choices:
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But is a complete disengagement from the voting booth viable when millions of
people are energized through such campaigns, and when a denial of the vote has
been a key means to sustain oppression and marginalization…?
How should anti-authoritarians relate to liberal, social democratic, Leninist, and
other left political currents? (Dixon 2014: 232)
The Zapatistas pressed home the lesson that dogmatism, the tight embrace of an
ideology or a model which transcend history and the decisions of present-day people
embodies in fact a conservatism which divides and disempowers (Dixon 2014: 61).
We don’t build movements…by hitting people over the head with our
predetermined ‘correct’ politics, but rather by engaging together in collective
struggles around common aspirations… This is the basis of the synthetic political
approach in the anti-authoritarian current (Dixon 2014: 60-1).
This synthetic disposition thrives also on another ethic which practices relations of
critical respect, generosity, openness, dialogue with different positions, affective
solidarity and care across difference, in shared experiences of fighting injustice.
Affective politics draws its bearings from the feminist critique of the macho
revolutionary and self-sacrifice. Ιt seeks to deliberately cultivate attitudes of care for
one another in common struggles (Dixon 2014: 63, 90-1). At the same time, in order
to not lose sight of our ideals, we need to strengthen intentionality through
commitment and deliberate efforts to bridge what exists with what we long for.
All these practices, logics and inclinations could be assembled under two rubrics: act
‘against-and-beyond,’ and be ‘in this world but not necessarily in it.’ The first formula
enjoins us to pair opposition with proposition, assailing all structures of domination
while, at the same time, constructing new modes of relation and organization which
incarnate emancipatory visions. The second calls on people to realistically anchor
radical initiatives in actually existing social circumstances and power balances while
holding on to ideals of a better world and working towards them. The challenge
becomes, then, how to link up the two and how to transition from one to the other,
carefully laboring in the specific space that hovers between relevant interventions in
actual conditions and grander aspirations (Dixon 2014: 8).
‘Another politics’ is rooted in older and more recent cycles of contention and the
ensuing lessons. It draws inspiration from them in order to consciously conduct ‘an
increasingly sophisticated politics with powerful implications’ (Dixon 2014: 7). While
it holds together opposition with proposition, ‘another politics’ can be also seen as the
tension-ridden combination of action with question. This would wed a political pole a collective agency and alliance, which acts on its principles to bring into life another
world- to an open political space, in which the principles raise questions and instigate
a recurrent debate, making up a shared space of uncertainties and recurrent reflection.
This uneasy interweaving can instil reflexivity and dynamism into transformative
action (Dixon 2014: 221-222).
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The notion of ‘another politics’ is not peculiar to certain movements in the North
American context. On the contrary, it bespeaks an alter-political Zeitgeist of
democratic contestation and reconstruction in our times, which profoundly reimagines democratic politics ingraining openness, diversity, elasticity, inclusivity,
grassroots autonomy, participation, assemblies, process, horizontality, prefiguration,
work in everyday reality, networking and action over fixed ideologies and closed
identities (see e.g. Fominaya 2015, Funke & Wolfson 2017, Ordóñez et al. 2018,
Kaldor & Selchow 2013). Its lineaments can be traced also in the Zapatistas, whose
insurrection marked a turning point in the gestation of alternative democratic politics
in our times. They have ‘given an original impulse to the emerging global movement’
(Lynd & Grubacic 2008: 157), carrying universal lessons and principles for
contemporary hetero-politics (Rojas 2009: 114) and adumbrating a ‘place-based
globalism’ (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxi). At the core of their alter-politics lies the
‘disarticulation of inherited historical dilemmas’ (Lynd & Grubacic 2008: 157), such
as reform or revolution, organization or spontaneity, seizure of state power or
exodus/full autonomy from the state, direct or representative democracy, small-scale
prefigurative action or large-scale mobilization and coalition-building, opposition or
proposition. In the place of dogmatic and rigid antitheses, new compositions are the
order of the day. Live tensions are worked through in a pragmatic, non-dogmatic,
reflective and constructive spirit which engages in new world making.
The Zapatistas are indigenous people inhabiting Chiapas, the southernmost state of
Mexico, who rose up in 1994 against the Mexican state and neoliberal corporate
forces exploiting their area. Since then, they have gained control over a large territory
in Chiapas where they installed institutions of indigenous self-government. Reference
to ‘other politics,’ ‘other government,’ ‘other campaign’ has been the centerpiece of
their discourse and practice from early on, as they carried out new practices of
resistance, political action and organization. Tellingly, their leader Subcomandante
Marcos stated in an interview in 1999 that their aim is to configure ‘another form of
doing politics [otra forma de hacer politica] which has to do with the form of power’
(Aguirre Rojas 2009: 65; see also Jung 2008: 7). In 2006, the Zapatistas initiated La
otra campaña (The other campaign) in an attempt to rally together several Mexican
groups, from trade unions to feminist actors, students, environmentalists etc., in a
united force which would stand up against neoliberalism and would put pressure on
the Mexican state to amend the constitution.
The ‘other politics’ of Zapatistas anticipates and affirms core constituents of the
Dixon’s ‘another politics,’ but with a twist. It places a distinct accent on ‘other
government,’ which derives from a political activity that extends beyond mobilization
and struggle, introducing processes of alternative self-government in local
communities and on a regional level. Opposition to neoliberal capitalism, the
oppressive policies and the top-down power of the Mexican state is joined to
proposition, prefiguration and counter-power, that is, the arduous invention of other
modes of democratic self-government and political mobilization, and the endeavor to
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build here and now, in the mountains of South-western Mexico, a popular counterpower from the grassroots and a non-capitalist society. This conjunction entails in
their case a composition of insurgency and struggle to radically restructure the state
with the formation of counter-powers and counter-institutions by autonomous
movements. It also implies observing an ethical criterion, according to which the
instruments of contestation and change conform to the principles of egalitarian and
plural democracy and foreshadow their realization in another society to-come
(Aguirre Rojas 2009: 16-17, 43, 131).
The Zapatista ‘other way of doing politics’ pivots crucially around the form of power.
Its cornerstone is the direct self-government of the people, the ordinary indigenous
population, in ways which serve the ‘direct protagonism of the masses’ (Aguirre
Rojas 2009: 64-65). In effect, the ‘new democracy’ of the neo-Zapatistas is a
complex blend of direct indigenous democracy with later processes of democratizing
citizenship from the grassroots, the conquest of human rights and the institution of
another representative democracy (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 27, 111). This democracy
embeds the general Assembly of all the people as the supreme authority and the
decisive locus of power. The Assembly enables an ample and free deliberation of all,
and it takes the fundamental decisions on all central problems of the community
(Aguirre Rojas 2009: 45). Yet, the idea of autonomous self-government which
enlivens it is not reducible to direct civic participation. ‘Fundamental to the concept of
autonomy is the power to control our own lives, to be the subject of our history and
our destiny…[to] define the future that we want to construct’ (indigenous feminist
quoted in Jung 2008: 212).
An assembly-based direct democracy is conjoined with structures of representative
governance, whereby elected representatives fulfil everyday administrative tasks. But
this constitutes ‘another government’ (‘otro gobierno’), at odds with the typical forms
of representative democracy in Western modernity, in which representatives exert
power over the represented and they are institutionally separated from them during
their term in office. By contrast, in the Zapatista ‘other government,’ political
representatives and ‘functionaries’ are subordinated to the popular will and the
communities who elected them. The general assembly is the forum which makes
fundamental decisions and draws the general directions of policymaking. The task of
selected representatives is to truly represent their constituencies by simply
transmitting and defending the viewpoints of their communities on higher scales, e.g.
as instructed delegates in regional gatherings. They are permanently subject to recall,
they rotate in offices, and they are bound to always give account to their communities
for their choices and actions. On a symbolic plane, they are seen as ‘common people’
equal to all others (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 27-29, Lynd & Grubacic 2008: 5-6).
The principles of this ‘other government’ call on representatives and leaders ‘to obey
and not to command;’ ‘to represent and not to supplant;’ ‘to construct and not to
destroy;’ ‘to unite and not to divide;’ ‘to serve and not to self-serve themselves;’ ‘to
bow and not to raise themselves;’ ‘to propose and not to impose.’ The Zapatista ‘other
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logic’ of representative governance and leadership is summed up in the motto
‘mandar obedeciendo’ -‘to command by obeying’ (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 29, 64; my
translation). This contrasts sharply with the traditional politics of liberal representative
democracies, in which rules are disconnected and separated from laypeople (Aguirre
Rojas 2009: 42).
Τhe Otra Política stands thus for another idea and practice of democracy which is
‘direct, really representative, qualitative and always open and attentive to the
complex diversity and plurality that today characterize all types of collectives’
(Aguirre Rojas 2009: 45; emphasis in the original; my translation). This ‘really
representative’ democracy is constituted around the ‘equality of hierarchies,’
horizontality, flexibility, collective and inclusive decision-making, respect for the
diversity of people and their distinct capacities (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 43, 45, 64-65). It
contests any exclusive cultural dominance, even of indigenous culture over others. It
longs for a ‘World in which many worlds fit’ and one hundred different flowers
flourish simultaneously, coming together in free, open and dialogical interconnections
(Aguirre Rojas 2009: 105).
This alter-politics, which rallies together people subject to exclusion and exploitation,
has struck also since 2003 a complex, dialectic path towards state power, the
transnational regimes of (neoliberal) rule and the effective transformation of power.
The Zapatistas have put in place their own counter-institutions of self-government
with a view to erecting a new power that will also eventually ‘take power’ on the level
of the state. The aim is not to seize state power as it actually is, by electoral or
military means, but to reorder dominant power relations across society from below, to
dismantle the ruling state power and to radically reconstitute it so that the government
obeys what the people command (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 15, 42, 117, 127-129). Hence,
the ‘other politics’ of Zapatistas is not blind to state power and does not shun
everyday confrontation with the neoliberal state. But it foreswears the ‘two-step’ logic
of first taking state power and then revolutionizing the world. By contrast, they
purport to reconstruct the ruling state from the grassroots in accord with their own
practice of ‘other government,’ while safeguarding their autonomy as a movement,
amassing counter-power and breeding their counter-hegemonic drive to bring forth
another world of equality, plurality, justice and fraternity. Moreover, they take issue
with the very logic of a political actor who acts as a sovereign, imposing his own
point of view. Hence, they discard the position of the vanguard (Aguirre Rojas 2009:
56-7, 117-119, 125, 131, Lynd & Grubacic 2008: 7-9).
Finally, the Zapatistas subscribe to a ‘place-based globalism,’ which is vested in local
power, but it starts out from local grounds to navigate the larger world and attain a
global outreach. They transmit messages and pictures from their alter-politics. They
have partaken in global dialogues, network-building and transnational coalitions, so as
to bring together diverse forces that take on neoliberal rule and look out for
constructive alternatives (Gibson-Graham 2006: xx-xxi). This global diffusion of
localized bottom-up power sketches a distinctive scheme of ‘glocal’ politics, which is
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the signal mark of the municipalist movements in very recent years (see also Avelino
2018).
All in all, Zapatistas’ ‘other political’ ethic embraces tolerance, plurality, hybridity,
synthetic-dialectic praxis, horizontality, creativity, critique, reflexivity, nondogmatism, pragmatism, radicalism, openness, diversity and playfulness (Aguirre
Rojas 2009: 64, 70). Crucially, moreover, this alter-politics has made common cause
with feminism and the women’s rights movement, foregrounding women’s oppression
within Indigenous communities themselves (Jung 2008: 186, 209; see also Zibechi
2017). Equally important, Zapatistas’ ‘other politics’ encompasses ‘another economy’
and another relation to ‘Mother Earth.’ The general source of life deserves respect,
protection and care. It calls for a deep rupture with the modern ideology of man the
master of the planet, who treats natural resources as objects to be exploited and
commodified. So, an ecological politics of sustainability, mutual nourishment and
care between humanity and earth becomes a central pillar of ‘other politics’ in the
manner of Zapatistas (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 80-87).
Last but not least, its distinct collective self-activity spans the spaces of work, life,
conviviality and all simple and elementary social relations of everyday life,
fermenting small gestations and displacements that may set off larger collective
actions. The Otra Política is a politics contemplated and practiced from below, from
the standpoint of subaltern classes and antisystemic social movements, as a quotidian
and permanent activity which can and should be carried out by anyone in their
everyday life and social intercourse (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 41, 130). So, the Zapatista
‘other politics’ is a political disposition that commons politics, turning it into an affair
of common people in their ordinary life, from the streets to work and the school. This
‘other politics’ also insribes pluralism, openness, horizontality, collaboration, direct
participation, care for earth, sustainability, feminism, pragmatism, hybridity and
synthetic logics, reflexivity and creativity into a different pedagogy of common
praxis.
Since the turn of the century, Zapatistas’ Otra Política has found deep, transnational
and transversal resonances in ways which are rarely an effect of direct influences.
They signal, rather, global socio-political, economic and cultural trends, and they
attest to the world-wide expanse of an alter-politics carrying the same features. From
the Global Justice Movement to the 2011 Arab Spring, the 15M civic insurrection in
Spain, the square movements in Greece and the Occupy in North America, we have
witnessed recurrent waves of a democratic other politics, which share a core of
common practices, values, logics and dispositions, diversified according to contextual
specificities. Even the vocabulary is near-universal, testifying to an awareness that a
different politics is being born. To illustrate, here is Ada Colau, an emblematic figure
of new activism in Spain, the former spokesperson of the anti-eviction movement
(PAH) since 2009, and the incumbent mayor of Barcelona, who was first elected in
2015 through the civic municipalist platform Barcelona en Comú:
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As a citizen, I will be glad to support and participate in ample processes which lead
to a true change in the forms of doing politics [‘un verdadero cambio en las formas
de hacer política’]. Let us hope we are capable of creating new mechanisms
[dispositivos] that allow us to reappropriate the institutions so that they truly serve
again the common good (Ada Colau quoted in Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 27; my
translation).
Taking stock of all these emergent patterns of contention, Simon Tormey (2015: 9196) has identified three cardinal global shifts: a) from mediated forms of political
action to immediate forms; b) from doctrinal or ideological politics attached to
absolute truths and fixed ends to a pragmatic politics centered on action, process,
everyday resistances, networks, experimentation and creativity, through which
citizens recuperate power to deal with injustices directly. This process-based,
experimental politics draws sustenance from openness, pluralism, uncertainty,
ongoing reflection and flexible decision-making about strategic and other questions
(Feenstra et al. 2017: 21-22); c) from ‘hierarchical forms of organization to looser,
flatter forms of organizing, such as alliances, coalitions, networks, affinity
groups…swarms, crowds…Horizontal organizations see themselves as above all
participatory and collaborative’ (Tormey 2015: 94; emphasis added).
The sections 1.18 -1.22 on ‘Populism 2.0’ will track the manifestations of these alterpolitics in the 2011 democratic mobilizations, notably in the Spanish 15M, to show
how they refashion the ‘politics of the people for the people’ in our times. Although
the present report will not look into alter-politics outside Europe and the Americas, it
is worth pausing here to consider cognate transformations in the Muslim Middle East,
which have been captured in some depth by Asef Bayat in his Life as Politics (2013).
Bayat sheds light on the logic of practice underlying late ‘non-movements’ in
authoritarian Middle Eastern regimes. In these political contexts, free association and
communication are suppressed. Public dissent and organized mass mobilization are
repressed by police states, and governments also fail dramatically to cater to the
material and social needs of popular majorities. Plunging into a wide range of alteractivism, from Iranian women’s movement since the late 1990s till the 2011 Arab
Spring in Egypt and Tunisia, he lays out how large swathes of people act to subvert
ruling norms and laws, infringing on property and public power, by means of common
practices which are acted out in their everyday life, in a fragmented, individual way.
Big numbers can countervail power and alter society by doing at the same time
similar contentious things, such as women working in public and asserting their public
presence, or poor people building their homes on land they do not own. In the flow of
day-to-day life, they normalize and legitimize hitherto illegitimate acts. The
transformative power of nonmovements resides largely in the compound effects of
similar practices, which are simultaneously pursued by big numbers (Bayat 2013: 2021, 27).
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The politics of nonmovements are (1) action- rather than ideology-driven. (2) Their
actors practice directly what they demand, facing up to actual or potential state
sanctions. (3) They are merged into ordinary, common activities of everyday life,
which are conducted by big numbers of people. (4) They are not induced and directed
by leaders or structured organizations. Their solidarities are woven in public spaces
through the mutual recognition of common features, shared predicaments and
individual interventions. This happens, e.g., when Iranian women appear on the
streets ‘improperly’ dressed and see each other (Bayat 2013: 20-23). Such alterpolitics performs ‘the art of presence –the courage and creativity to assert a collective
will in spite of all odds, to circumvent constraints, utilizing what is available and
discovering new spaces within which to make oneself heard, seen, felt, and realized’
(Bayat 2013: 28).
The art of presence is the active citizenship of a mass of ordinary citizens who act
individually and on small scale, but in large numbers, to assert their rights, to modify
prevailing norms (about genders, generations etc.), to spread alternative ideas and
practices and to trigger changes in social sensibilities and normativities. By affirming
values of solidarity, inclusion, social justice and more freedom in their immediate
domains, from classrooms and stadiums to workplaces, streets and home, they
undermine the state’s ability to govern. And by establishing new facts on the ground
of the everyday, in modes of conduct, relationships, and so own, active citizenry may
force states to recognize and to minimally tend to popular desires (Bayat 2013: 313316). So, despite differences in context, form and, perhaps, aspiration, this Middle
Eastern politics of late years is alter-political in the foregoing sense. It is political
insofar as its actions leave their imprint on social relations, norms and state
institutions. It is alternative to both state and typical movement politics. And it is
collective, participatory, leaderless, self-directed, practical, everyday, common,
carrying democracy forward from the grassroots.
1.8. Alter-political vision, logics, ethics and affectivity
To tease out the interplay of vision, alternative rationalities, ethics and affectivities in
present-day alter-politics, Romand Coles’ account of ‘visionary pragmatism’ of
‘radical and ecological democracy in neoliberal times’ (Coles 2016) offers an apt
starting point as it shines more light on the nexus of opposition-and-proposition that is
built into the hetero-politics of recent years. Furthermore, ‘visionary pragmatism’
brings out the ethico-logical sensibilities which help to instigate and enlarge gamechanging politics in a radical democratic vein. It illuminates thus how alternative
common politics harbors a queer commonality that twists and bursts through the
dominant common sense.
Visionary pragmatism refuses the choice between a ‘realism’ which would remain
enclosed within the bounds of the present seen us fixed and unmovable, and a
‘disconnected utopianism,’ whose dreams break any ties with the present and its
pathways to other possible futures. The pragmatic side works actively and reflectively
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on the present. It intends to test the limits of the present, pushing up against its bounds
and inciting new motions and relations that meet existing needs and bring about
desirable changes in our lived realities. But it also ‘maintains an intransigent practice
of peering underneath, above, around, through and beyond the cracks of the
destructive walls of and mainstream ruts of this world’ (Coles 2016: 19). Maurizio
Lazzarato (2017: 147) has nicely rendered this marriage of pragmatism and vision as
an articulation of ‘the ‘‘prosaic’’ (questions of wages, incomes, and social services)
with the ‘‘poetic’’ (the contents and the meaning of life and activity, the conversion of
subjectivity on the basis of another type of ‘‘production’’….)’.
Its visionary spirit and soul carry ideas and longings which transcend the hegemonic
common sense, attending to currents, forces, whispers and poets that disclose
possibilities beyond the presumed boundaries of the present. So, visionary
pragmatism gives rise to ways of acting, thinking and working in this world, which
are inspired by other-worldly dreams, prompting us to do new things that foment
‘democratic possibilities, ecological flourishing, and complex commonwealth’ (Coles
2016: 176). Doing new things may kindle new visions in a self-regenerating
dynamics, which invigorates the emergent features of game-transformative practices
and prevents their ossification into forms that are functional for the dominant order
(Coles 2016: 19).
This realistic utopianism feeds on educated sensibilities, which energize specific
dispositions and political arts. First, they cultivate a radical receptivity and a
responsive creativity in the face of…challenges and unfamiliar opportunities….
learning to pay full-bodied attention…exercise hospitality, dwell with patience,
and potentially shift our being at very deep levels in the midst of others, events and
barely emergent possibilities that may be unwonted…and disturbing because they
trouble our more stubborn obtuseness, misperceptions and assumptions about
order, justice and power (Coles 2016: 34).
These arts and habits are exercised in practical engagements, interactions, bodily
comportments, spiritual dispositions and affective intensities, which ferment in
experiences of intense effort to question and imagine basic alternatives, in journeys
into unknown places, in performances with artwork, dancing and music, which throw
up new horizons and ways of being. All such experiences of ‘affective resonance’ can
work at a deep bodily and visceral level to intensify a sense of ourselves as pregnant
with the ‘not yet,’ enhancing our capacities to hear, to feel and to see the ‘not yet’ in
present initiatives and practices (Coles 2016: 52-53). They can breed democratic
solidarities and collaborative work by stretching our self receptively across
differences and across emergent phenomena to search for possibilities of coalescence
and alignment. Receptive generosity is a political virtue which enables people to
interact and to connect beyond the limits of their isolation, fixed hierarchies and quick
dismissals, shaping transformative configurations with emergent properties (Coles
2016: 34-35, 39, 127).
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Second, these much-needed sensibilities should activate two-way circuits and
resonances between evanescent, dramatic upsurges of political energy -such as the
‘Battle of Seattle’ in 1999, the Occupy movement in North America, the ‘shock
politics’ of street protests, general strikes, blockades- and everyday political practice such as community organizing, advocacy, neighborhood associations, cooperatives
and other ‘consequentialist’ forms of democratic work. To generate feedback loops
between the two, it is useful to attend to how both ‘shock politics’ and daily,
continuous praxis are teeming with ‘natality’ that gives birth to the new, and how they
can both expand our sense of the possible beyond the frontiers of the status quo.
Events which beget new or transgressive situations, when e.g. a massive popular
assembly on a central square performatively reclaims decision-making by the people
for the people, are akin to everyday democratic action which engenders new civic
capacities, opens new vistas of communal life or wins small victories against the
establishment (Coles 2016: 168-175).
Interweaving the politics of dramatic ‘shocks’ with everyday activity can sharpen and
dilate our understanding of possibility, our transformative desires and our energies for
both everyday work and further democratic countershocks (Coles 2016: 163, 171172). When they are diffused, role experimentations, organizational activities and
transformative engagements with institutions can make a difference on their own, and
they may set the stage for massive participation in larger political action. The
accumulation of everyday activism, pressure on institutions and inroads into electoral
politics may prepare the ground for the eruption of a massive event, which can in turn
spark movements reaching down into role experimentations and up to public action
(Connolly 2013: 184, 192). Such interconnections can coalesce in alternating currents
that catalyze further transfigurative action by reciprocally fueling evental and
quotidian politics in an upward moving and expanding spiral of world-changing
action.
Within the agentic fabric of everyday politics there are nurtured calls (energies,
aspirations, visions, voices, enactments) for more dramatic and transformative
natality, to which more evanescent political actions are frequently amplificatory
and transfigurative responses (consider the visceral relays of emergent disclosure
and agency that run through Rosa Parks in her journey between Highlander Folk
School and the Montgomery Bus Boycott). In turn…quotidian politics serves as a
resonant sound chamber that carries echoes and overtones (Coles 2016: 172).
When they take hold, regular processes of resonance and communication among
diverse initiatives and political practices can inter-animate both transient upsurges and
long-term organizing and work in an amplifying autocatalytic dynamic, which charges
both types of political agency with energies and initiatives that break with hegemonic
grooves (Coles 2016: 172). They can also help political actors for change to learn
from others, to hybridize and modulate their action, by appreciating the achievements
and shortcomings of different approaches in different settings, steering away from
these twin pitfalls: a quotidian patience that turns into complacency, and a politics of
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evanescent intensity that falls in love with itself, becoming self-righteous and isolated.
Such visionary pragmatism nurtures reflective understanding and dynamic uses of a
greater toolbox that augments radical democratic power (Coles 2016: 137, 172).
The pairing of political events, street politics and protests with everyday praxis ties in
with another synthesis, which is pivotal to the alter-politics of visionary pragmatism.
The focus of new materialist movements on local, regional and translocal practices
and flows (e.g. of urban food justice, climate movements) as the primary sites of
agency is joined to a political work on formal structures of political power, which are
approached as enablers of citizen action rather than as the primary locus of agency.
Hence, programs emerging within ministries of agriculture that are designed to boost
alternative food initiatives indicate how synergies between new materialist action and
state-level policies could proliferate another circulatory politics, reorienting state
powers towards alternative circuits of radical and ecological democracy (Coles 2016:
91). Shifts in electoral politics or social pressure on strategic institutions may reorder
their priorities, which can in turn provide resources, energies and opportunities for
grassroots mobilization to reshape social relations and circumstances (Connolly 2013:
188-9).
Finally, following in the footsteps of Gibson-Graham (2006), among others, Coles
contributes to visionary pragmatism by bringing to the fore a social-theoretical
linchpin of alter-politics, the vision of society as open, internally diverse and
transformable formation. He takes his cues from the contemporary theory of complex
systems to drive home the point that societies are not closed totalities or totally
implacable orders but complex assemblages of diverse processes. Societies interface
with a multitude of ecological and social systems in disruptive relations and
contingent arrangements. They are permeated thus by new autocatalytic dynamics,
which draw certain elements and dynamics in other directions, skewing systems
towards alternative equilibriums and new patterns (Coles 2016: 25, 123, 146-148).
In light of this understanding, antidemocratic structures of political economy may
become again a target of game-changing energies instead of being accepted as
objective forces beyond our reach. And we may consider linking certain radical
dynamics to non-democratic systems in order to co-opt them in ways which amplify
our powers. Efforts that open cracks in dominant orders can stir transformative
practices and aspirations. Thereby, they can fire emergent possibilities which
strengthen ecological democratic agency, fueling self-amplifying processes (Coles
2016: 158-9).
A subsequent section will explore the ontologies of the social which underpin and
energize hetero-political thinking and action. The present discussion will round out
the study of democratic alter-politics in our times by further spelling out the distinct
logic and affectivity which course through it. We will then offer a summary account
of its most salient and distinctive features.
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Gibson-Graham have drawn inspiration from second-wave feminism and more recent
projects of economic transformation to uncover the logic of a ‘politics of possibility in
the here and now’ and the ‘emerging political imaginary’ which accompanies and
inspires it (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxiv). The actors of this ‘politics of possibility’
think power, places and subjects in ways that highlight the ever-present opportunity
for local transformations, which do not presuppose (although they benefit from and
advance) larger change. The ‘politics of possibility’ expands the field of effectivity by
eschewing representations of global apparatuses that must be confronted and torn
apart before local transformative activities can get going or multiply. Their intuition
refuses to root everyday problems in ultimate origins which must be first uprooted
before effective action is initiated. Change is envisaged as a continuous endeavor to
alter subjects, places and conditions of life under circumstances of strain, crisis and
uncertainty. Power is seen as unevenly negotiable and available to be skirted, affected
or redirected through active interventions. Places are experienced as sites of becoming
and the ground of a global politics of local mutations. And subjects are held to be
central and capable of self-transformative activity, which is nursed by ethical
practices of self-cultivation (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxiv-xxvii).
Such a way of thinking politically persuades actors to recognize dominant forces as
‘contingent outcomes of ethical decisions, political projects, and sedimented localized
practices, continually pushed and pulled by other determinations’ (Gibson-Graham
2006: xxxi). This logic underlies a ‘reading for contingency’ and a ‘reading for
difference,’ which can bring into visibility and interconnect alternative practices,
tendencies and potentialities which are already existing or gestating (Gibson-Graham
2006: xxxiv-xxxi). The ‘other rationality’ of the ‘politics of possibility’ holds that
the world is not governed by some abstract, commanding force or global form of
sovereignty. This does not preclude recognizing sedimentations of practice that
have an aura of durability and the look of ‘structures’...It is, rather, to question the
claims of truth and universality that accompany any ontological rigidity and to
render these claims projects for empirical investigation and theoretical re-visioning
(Gibson-Graham 2006: xxxiii).
Finally, the ‘other logic’ in question is also a logic of ongoing self-scrutiny and
reflexivity that grapples with complexity and handles the risks that alter-politics
assumes by working through messiness and by renouncing ideological rigidity and
‘cleanliness.’ Hence, alter-political initiatives may consort with dominant forces.
Τhey may accept funding from governments and foundations, and they may
collaborate with partners who do not share their values. They take thus the risk of cooptation, which they strive to ward off through ‘vigilant exercises of self-scrutiny and
self-cultivation’ (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxvi).
The alternative mode of reasoning which ponders political possibility is intertwined
with another affectivity, which contemporary movement politics takes to heart: ‘alterpolitics must also be an alter-politics of affect’ (Massumi 2015: 113). After the
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affective turn, another affective disposition towards events, conditions, power and
collectives is integral to strategies which ‘help us act differently, think more actively
and feel more thinkingly’ (Massumi 2015: 113). This affectivity speaks particularly to
conditions of systemic complexity, diversity and uncertainty –our conditions of
political action. Under these, the challenge is how to feel that there are apertures in
which we can experiment, that the present is an open threshold of potential, so as to
consider which next step to take rather than how to reach a far-off utopia.
Affect is a way of handling that margin of maneuver. It can be construed in Spinoza’s
and Deleuze’s terms as a capacity of the body for affecting and for being affected,
through which one experiences a change of intensity and the passing of a threshold
(Massumi 2015: 2-4). An alter-politics of affect empowers us to contend with the new
modulations of power in which affects –such as fear and insecurity amplified by
media- can carry more weight for social control and the reproduction of the status quo
than old-style ideology (Massumi 2015: 32-35). The hold of dominant power regimes
–from neoliberal capital to masculinity- becomes increasingly affective insofar as it
infuses our emotions and desires, inciting feelings of fear, dependence, insecurity,
impotence and sadness. Power curtails thereby our capacities to affect and be affected
and makes the present feel inevitable (Montgomery & Bergman 2017: 51, 53).
In such circumstances, the ‘micropolitical’ question is how to live more fully and
intensely; how to heighten our powers of existence within often desperate situations,
so that we find ways to hold up, to reconnect with processes of emergence and to pass
this reconnection forward. The micropolitics of affect senses potentials which have
not been actualized, it brings out new possibilities and it lives
in that moveable environment of potential. If you manage to, you will avoid the
paralysis of hopelessness. Neither hope nor hopelessness –a pragmatics of
potential. You have to live it at every level. In the way you relate to your partner,
and even your cat (Massumi 2015: 80).
By inhabiting this ambience and by experiencing punctual events and incipient
stirrings, we can nurture affective inclinations through which high-energy happenings
and breakthroughs tie in with the day-to-day in our routines, revitalizing our powers
of existence and underpropping conditions of inventiveness in which new solutions
can crop up. Such micro-political affective dispositions can help to enact the
unimaginable and to multiply energies and innovations that scale up to induce or to
animate and sustain macro-transformations (Massumi 2015: 80-82). Modifying
situations which are complex, diverse and uncertain cannot come about from a
position of mastery and full knowledge.
Rather than full optimism or pessimism, which tend to provide a sense of comfort at
the expense of openness, uncertainty is where we begin from. Uncertainty allows for
wiggle room, for experiment and for diverse fights to do things otherwise, without
knowing how our efforts will turn out (Montgomery & Bergman 2017: 33). But to
make an impact and to produce some desirable effects under such circumstances of
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complexity and incertitude, we need to remain attuned to how the field is affecting us
as we are affecting it, adventuring in partial points of entry where a tweaking can
disseminate effects, in a heuristic and experimental mood (Massumi 2015: 124). This
other affectiveness underpins also effectiveness by helping actors to learn to fully
inhabit a process of change, rather than seek to control it from above (Montgomery &
Bergman 2017: 238-239).
Furthermore, to empower people and galvanize democracy, it is important to learn
affective techniques of thinking-feeling which stimulate improvisation, maintain a
mutual relational attunement of people in collective becomings and allow collectives
to inflect unfolding events towards certain directions. These techniques involve a
differential disposition of thinking-feeling bodies, which opens them to events and
other bodies, engendering inclusive field conditions in which formerly exclusive
differences or contrasts come together, affirming their differences and becoming compossible. The com-position of potentials requires care, a coming out of ourselves and
into concern for each other. Through care, the interaction of different perspectives and
desires brings forth new angles of vision and new paths of action which spring from
the field and would not have arisen from individuals separately. The invention of
fields of mutual inclusion, in which differences are not reconciled or overcome but
they tune-in affectively and they become-together, can intensify these fields,
enhancing life-energies and powers. By holding together contrasting alternatives, by
making felt different forms of life without immediately imposing a solution, we can
trigger new emergences through they cross-fertilization of capacities and we can try to
modulate tensions into a proliferation of differentiations, which allow for symbiotic
relations with each other (Massumi 2015: 96-101, 199-201).
To craft a more capable ‘we’ and to re-invent worlds that are more intense and alive, a
‘new conception of militancy, which is already stirring in many movements today’
commends itself. ‘To be militant about joy means being attuned to situations or
relationships and learning how to participate in and support the transformation rather
than directing or controlling it’ (Montgomery & Bergman 2017: 48).
Joy is an active passion, an inclination to new affects and ideas, and the growth of our
capacity to do and feel new things. Joyful militancy bolsters both struggle and care,
both combativeness and love, both resistance and the unlocking of collective
capacities. It disowns the traditional figure of a ruthless, zealous, rigid, dogmatic, selfsacrificing, controlling, fully disciplined and masculine militant. When you are
militant in a joyful manner, you do not assume a ‘more-radical-than-you’ attitude that
occupies a fixed position, sees lack everywhere and claims to know the single best
way forward. Instead, you trust people’s capacities to walk their way forward together
and you are willing to openly participate in the flow. You are in touch with the
situation, you allow things to spring up in their complexity and messiness, and you
prioritize relationships over abstract commitments and ideologies. You are curious
and generous. You relate to ambivalence. You read affirmatively. You see that
openings are already happening. You try out new ideas. You seek out potentials. You
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value plurality and the pluralization of forms of life (Montgomery & Bergman 2017:
60-61, 68, 79, 105, 176, 202, 228-230).
Sad militancy comes from setting goals that you cannot achieve, so that the
outcome is always out of reach… ‘Sad politics’ is also defining your struggle in
purely oppositional terms…A joyful politics is a politics that is constructive and
prefigurative…that changes your life for the better in the present… I see that many
young militants today are recognizing the importance of building community, of
organizing activities that are pleasurable, that build trust and affective relations,
like eating together, for instance (Silvia Federeci quoted in Montgomery &
Bergman 2017: 244-245).
As Asef Bayat has pointed out, the ‘anti-fun ethics’ of activists, leaders and
movements is a particular tactic of power, which seeks to shield authority by attaching
it to ‘sacrosancts’ that should not be doubted or trivialized. The anxiety of sad and
rigid militants stems from the fear that fun and happiness may come in between
authority, doctrine and commitment, diverting people’s devotion. Anti-fun ethics is
inflamed by the fear of deviation from the set paradigm and the doctrine which
solidify faith and particular figures of authority. The instant and spontaneous
fulfilment of fun undercuts discipline, monopolies of truth, rigid dogmas, exclusive
ideologies, and references to the hereafter, such as a future revolutionized society, for
which militants should sacrifice themselves in the present (Bayat 2013: 146-149).
Joyful militancy takes nourishment from ‘common notions: shared values and
sensibilities that are flexible and based in relationships with human and non-human
others’ (Montgomery & Bergman 2017: 132). Common notions are woven in local
fields of encounter between bodies, in concrete situations in which people figure out
together what carries transformation forward and revise their views as they go on,
immersed in a tangle of transformative movements (Montgomery & Bergman 2017:
132-133, 164). Common notions are tied to conviviality, creative relationships and
affinities, which thrive on trust and responsibility. Conviviality, however, is not about
experiencing alternatives with your group alone, in isolation. It is about connecting to
other movements and forms of life (Montgomery & Bergman 2017: 140-141, 147,
178).
1.9. Situating heteropolitics in the present: post-democracy2
The scheme of other politics we have been outlining - collective, participatory, selfdirected, practical and pragmatic, horizontal, plural, open, creative, experimental,
caring, both small and large scale, common, powered by a distinct logic of possibility,
vision and convivial affectivity- is the broader figure in which the alternative
paradigm of the commons is embedded. Alternative commons pertain, more
specifically, to the collective co-creation of common goods through direct selfmanagement, which is pursued on terms of equality, participation, sharing, fairness,
2

Parts of this section draw on Kioupkiolis 2014.
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sustainability, openness and diversity, in the best cases (see Report 2. The Common).
The wider heteropolitical trend we have fathomed in the foregoing has not been
conjured out of thin air. It carries long genealogies from the past, which have been
renewed in the present. Its reactivation and renovation do not spring only from
imagination and a sheer desire for creativity and deviation. Contemporary alterpolitics is a strained and ambivalent, but optimistic response to a stretched-out present
of felt impasse.
In our present state, liberal representative democracy has been hollowed out and
popular power has been depleted. Environmental degradation is pregnant with present
disasters and future hells for humanity, while increasing global migration flows fan
the flames of racism, nationalism and xenophobia. The enduring rule of neoliberal
capital, which pervades all this landscape of crisis, has given rise to steep inequalities,
global poverty, massive vulnerabilities, and growing infrastructural pressures for
survival across most sectors of the population worldwide. To seize the meaning and
the value of heteropolitical praxis, we will situate it here in the settings of the crisis of
contemporary representative regimes and the effects of neoliberal hegemony on
freedom and equality, the normative core of democratic politics.
The quest for more participatory modes of civic engagement, which empower people
but are also pragmatic and tend to vital social needs, has been largely motivated by
the widespread popular disaffection with liberal democracy, particularly in Europe
and the Americas, the worsening economic conditions for many social sectors, and the
dismantling of the welfare state (see e.g. Mouffe 2000, Crouch 2004, Stoker 2006,
Mair 2013, Tormey 2015, Brown 2015, Honig 2017). Massive disenchantment with
representative democracies has been put down, in large part, to the rule of neoliberal
politics. Neoliberalism undermines civic interest in public policies. It diffuses the
sense that elected governments do not deliver for the people, being weak or
incompetent and corrupt. Neoliberal governmentality depoliticizes the public sector
by privatizing public enterprises and services, and by cutting public services and
redistributive policies. On top of it, governments bound to neoliberal policies have
repeatedly failed to manage financial crises in ways which answer to majoritarian
interests (Tormey 2015: 67-68, Harvey 2007: 70-81, 159-164, Dardot & Laval 2013).
The wave of democratic insurgencies which unfurled in 2011-2012, from the Arab
Spring, the Spanish Indignados and the Greek squares to the Occupy, marked a point
of culmination in the popular discontent with existing democratic representation by
performing another, popular democracy (Prentoulis & Thomassen 2013, Hardt &
Negri 2012, Kaldor & Selchow 2013).
The term ‘post-democracy’ has been coined in contemporary political theory and
science as a way of portraying an impoverished figure of liberal democracy which has
surfaced across a variety of constitutional regimes from the late 1980s, under the
impact of neoliberal rule (Rancière 1995, Crouch 2004, Mouffe 2005). According to
Colin Crouch (2004), in a post-democratic condition, the formal shell of liberal and
democratic institutions is still in place. But sovereign power slips into the hands of
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corporate and political elites with little or no democratic legitimation, as it happens in
non-democratic polities. Material and political inequalities rise to the detriment of
ordinary people and in favor of large corporations, rich oligarchs and establishment
politicians. Popular alienation from the political system is on the rise, but social
discontent cannot find its way through formal, political institutions (Mouffe 2005: 4851, Crouch 2004: 4, 59-60, 103).
Post-democracy is the government practice and conceptual legitimation of a
democracy after the demos, a democracy that has eliminated the appearance,
miscount and dispute of the people and is thereby reducible to the sole interplay
of state mechanisms and combinations of social energies and interests.
(Rancière quoted in Mouffe 2005: 29).
In a post-democratic regime, popular participation in party politics, mass
mobilizations, trade-unions and so on is scarce and on a chronic decline. The
consumerist, a-political individualism of a critical mass of the citizenry is the flipside
of the shared allegiance of ruling parties to the neoliberal doctrine as the only game in
town (Mouffe 2005: 48-51, Crouch 2004: 4, 59-60, 103, Brown 2015). The near
erasure of the divide between left and right in the political mainstream; the ensuing
eclipse of programmatic differences and deep antagonisms; the translation of political
issues into technical questions concerning the most efficient pursuit of fixed general
policies and aims; the growing role of ‘experts’ and techno-managerial dispositifs in
political and economic governance; the increasing irresponsiveness of political elites
and institutions to social demands; widespread corruption and ‘revolving doors’
between political and corporate elites: these are all signature symptoms of the same,
eviscerated form of democratic politics.
In post-democracy, fundamental decisions about economic and social policies are no
longer subject to debate. Social antagonisms are obscured and disavowed. The terrain
of the political and collective decision-making are reduced to the art of public
management. Popular involvement in political matters is minimal. Substantive
democratic controversies have given way to a spectacular, mediatic contest for power
between contenders with little, if any political differences (Crouch 2004, Mouffe
2005, Rancière 1995, Swyngedouw 2018: xv). These pronounced tendencies, which
pervade the post-democratic depletion of post-war democracies, can be attested in the
most varied liberal democracies across the globe, from the UK, Austria and Spain to
Greece (Crouch 2004; Mouffe 2000; 2005, Kioupkiolis 2016).
Τhis corrosion of democracy becomes more acute in conditions of financial crises,
which manifest themselves often as sovereign debt crises. Managed by ruling elites
which push for harsher austerity cuts, debt crises further alienate citizens from their
former party loyalties. They delegitimize more radically the formal systems of
representation, prompting citizens to revolt. As increasingly distressed majorities no
longer assent to the brutal destruction of their socio-economic condition, rulers resort
to authoritarian practices in an ever broader range of fields, from the discourse of the
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government and the exercise of legislative power to the violent use of the state
repressive apparatus. According to Maurizio Lazzarato (2011: 85), the ‘repressive
turn’ of contemporary liberal democracies is a consequence of the financial crisis and
the attendant failures of neoliberal governmentality, which leaned on individual
creativity, private enrichment and consumerist hype. Among others, Greece and Spain
after 2010 can illustrate this deterioration of post-democracies into non-responsive
oligarchic regimes, which are ready to take recourse to repressive measures when
needed (Sampedro & Lobera 2014, Monedero et al. 2014, Kioupkiolis 2014).
The Greek case can offer a magnifying glass into these authoritarian inclinations of
post-democratic politics. From 2010 onwards, under the state of exception proclaimed
due to the acute sovereign debt crisis in Greece, the commitment of ruling parties to
the same policy coordinates (private market economics, Eurozone) enforced recession
policies and an upward redistribution of wealth, under the monetarist policies of EU,
the European Central Bank and the IMF who dictated the terms of the ‘bailout.’ The
policies implemented in 2009-2012 were enacted in a state of exception. The
executive suspended laws and procedures which restricted its action, and it evoked an
emergency situation, which called for exceptional measures to ‘save the country’ from
a lethal threat. In this timespan, the actual style of state governance in Greece has
staged a nearly paradigmatic example of Agamben’s account of sovereign power and
the state of exception. Supposedly provisional measures turned into a technique of
government, which relied on a permanent state of emergency that is not technically
declared as such (Agamben 2005: 2). The executive raised the spectre of a disastrous
state bankruptcy in order to pass into law international treaties of dubious
constitutional legality. Legislation altered continuously and erratically in line with the
new ‘Memorandums’ and the evermore anti-popular demands of the state’s foreign
lenders. The parliament was relegated to an accessory, cosmetic role. Government by
executive decrees became routine (Katrougkalos 2012, Kasimatis 2012, Venetsanos
2012).
The social-democratic PASOK government, which won an electoral majority in the
2009 polls, went on immediately to execute a program of cruel austerity that clashed
head-on with the ticket on which it was voted. It enforced sweeping reforms in social
and economic policies, which profoundly unsettled the status-quo, dissolving the basis
of social consensus of the last thirty years. State repression and police brutality were
deployed to impose the will of the new government on massively dissenting citizens.
And, in November 2011, it finally handed over power to an unelected technocrat
banker and a new coalition government, without calling elections. During this period,
citizens lost numerous social rights -social benefits, welfare rights, protection from
unemployment, labor rights- and their political liberties were effectively trumped
(Mouriki et al. 2012, Balourdos 2011). The growing crowd of homeless people
roaming in the cities, whose number rose to many thousands at that time, was merely
the most telling symptom of a process whereby society as a whole starts falling into
the state of bare life, shorn of rights and vying for survival. The vast majority of the
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population suffered repeated shockwaves of cutbacks in their income and their
welfare. They became unemployed or they worked in precarious, badly paid jobs, and
they increasingly faced the spectre of unemployment (Balourdos 2011, Wall 2012).
This regime can be described as a system of post-political biopower (Žižek 2008a:
40). This mode of rule tends to abolish even formalities of post-democracy, violating
standard procedures of liberal democracy and evincing little concern for popular
consent and democratic legitimation. It is a machine of political power which
combines a post-political technocratic ‘pragmatism,’ the state of exception and its
sovereign rule, with a biopower which exerts itself directly on the naked body and
soul of society. Governance is post-political insofar as it is being entrusted to
unelected technocrats who convert government into an ‘expert administration’ that
negates the autonomy of political decision-making. Political authority is thereby
subordinated to international centers of power and economic force. It does not shape
the coordinates of fundamental policies and social relations through its independent
decisions. Rather, it seeks to manage and manipulate social ‘data’ in the service of
pregiven aims and predefined recipes, which are not subject to public contest and
debate.
At the root of the post-democratic, oligarchic and potentially authoritarian drift of
liberal democracies lies an institutional structure that authorizes governments to
effectively separate themselves from popular majorities and to act independently of,
or even against, the popular will: representation. According to Hanna F. Pitkin’s
(1972: 8-9; original emphasis) seminal analysis, ‘representation, taken generally,
means the making present in some sense of something which is nevertheless not
present literally or in fact.’ Political representatives stand for the subjects they
represent in a variety of ways, which may range from purely symbolic, when e.g. a
party leader becomes a point of identification for his party, to more active and
politically consequential, when representatives speak and act on behalf of their
constituents, making decisions for them (Pitkin 1972: 38-111). In this particular sense,
which is historically associated with modern representative democracies,
representation operates ‘a disjunctive synthesis between the representatives and the
represented.... [a] separation of the representatives from the represented’ (Hardt &
Negri 2009: 305).
This separation may entail different degrees of independence of the representative
rulers from their constituents, which vary from full sovereign autonomy to strictly
mandated representation controlled by the represented (Pitkin 1972: 17-20, 38, 55-57,
145). In the reality of modern democracies, the independence of representative
deputies and governments lies somewhere in between these two extremes. Political
representatives make decisions and policies for their citizens, but they are elected by
the latter and remain somewhat accountable to voters through regular elections.
Regardless of the actual degree of accountability, hοwever, what structurally defines
representative democracies is the consolidation of a ‘permanent and institutionalised
power base’ (Alford 1985: 305). This buttresses the separation of political
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representatives from the represented and it releases representatives from the
immediate pressures of their constituencies by endowing them with securely tenured
office (Alford 1985, Brennan & Hamlin 1999, Manin 1997: 9). It is this institutional
foundation, which comprises the parliament and the entire governmental machine of
modern democratic states, that gives rise to a ‘standing division’ between citizens and
the government and substantially fortifies the sovereign power of representatives over
the represented. This type of representation can be designated as ‘sovereign’ or
‘hegemonic’ insofar as governments are selected by the people, but they act as
sovereign rulers during their term in office.
The notable ‘innovation’ of recent popular insurrections against oligarchic and
repressive aberrations of liberal representative democracies (2010-2012) is that they
display an awareness of the causal connections between this institutional design and
elitist rule which trumps the popular will. As a result, they take issue precisely with
the form of representation, counterpoising alternative modes of democratic politics.
Hence the rise of alter-politics in a participatory, collective and practical key, which
becomes not only pertinent but almost necessary in order to reclaim the democratic
power of social majorities over and against political elites. In the Greek example, the
spring and the summer of 2011 witnessed thus an unprecedented upsurge of
grassroots democratic agency on many streets and squares across the country (see
Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011, Aslanidis 2015).
The singular feature of this collective movement, which brought together hundreds of
thousands of people in its heydays from May to July, was that a large multiplicity of
citizens did not simply protest, or press demands on the political establishment. By
contrast, they affirmed themselves as the collective subject of a real and direct
democracy to be practiced here and now and to spread across the entire country in
order to institute a real alternative to a defunct political system in chronic malaise.
This was an uprising of lower- and middle-class citizens hardly hit by the austerity
measures and disaffected with mainstream parties, of young workers in precarious
jobs, of students and unemployed graduates. A socially and ideologically
heterogeneous crowd made it loud and clear that they did not expect anything from
‘the politicians,’ and they proclaimed that the solution to the crisis would come from
themselves, in an assertive and performative statement of demos’ self-reliance. They
devised institutions of popular self-rule through regular open assemblies that were
held in central squares across Greece, with Syntagma Square in Athens being the
largest and pivotal. And they set about debating new national policies and productive
ways to diffuse the ‘squares’ movement’ in popular urban neighborhoods, workplaces
and other key sites of everyday life, in an attempt to install an entire network of
alternative power structures (see Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011, Aslanidis 2015,
Kioupkiolis & Katsambekis 2014).
Far from seeking to resurrect obsolete models of democracy, this collective gesture
showed promise by staging new forms of collective subjectivity and self-governance.
Walking in the footsteps of numerous other resistances against neoliberal
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globalization, up to the Spanish Indignados and the later OWS, it was a leaderless and
self-organized initiative of common citizens. Its make-up was socially and politically
diverse. Its organization was fluid and open. It lacked any pre-fixed program or
ideology. And it was committed to the collective deliberation of the multitude as the
final authority which set the open-ended agenda of the movement and directed its
political action. Furthermore, its logic of democratic action wedded reterritorialization
to deterritorialization in a way that is apt to both recapture democratic agency from its
transnational neoliberal usurpers and to further democratic pluralism, openness and
cross-national solidarity. The return of democratic politics to massive assemblies in
urban squares and local neighborhoods signalled the intention to recover an effective
popular sovereignty, which had been transferred upwards and then got dispersed and
lost on the continental level of international institutions and across the impersonal,
chaotic network of global financial markets. Yet, this was not a relapse to closed local
communities of exclusion and isolation. The newly created assemblies issued forth as
moments and nodes in an ongoing international spiral of popular democratic
resurgence, which extended at the time from the countries of the Arab Spring to the
Spanish and other European ‘Indignants.’ Despite their anchorage in specific public
sites, the assemblies themselves were nomadic as their membership was diverse, fluid,
variable and avoided exclusions (Dhaliwal 2012, Hardt & Negri 2012).
Finally, the ‘squares’ movement’ saw the stirrings of a new ethos of political
engagement among parts of the organized left and lay people (Giovanopoulos &
Mitropoulos 2011: 27-29, 46-7, 175, 249, 298, Kioupkiolis 2011). This emerging
attitude entwined self-assertion with an ‘agonistic respect’ for different outlooks on
strategy, ideology and political direction. It endeavored to work in and through
differences, by way of debates, contest, deliberation, mutual revisions, respect and
compromise, in order to enable collective action by a heterogeneous, conflictual
multiplicity that sought to promote collective interests.
Τhe parallels with the vicissitudes of liberal democracy in Spain, among others, are
striking despite the disparities of size, economy, history and culture between the two
countries. Since 2008-9, Spanish society was likewise afflicted by a severe crisis of
the liberal-democratic consensus that had prevailed in the previous two decades. The
regime that was put in place after the fall of Franco’s dictatorship in 1978 and its socalled ‘Transition culture,’ has undergone the same ‘post-democratic’ unravelling that
beset Greek politics. The alternation of a center-left and a center-right party in power,
the demobilization of citizens, the avoidance of deep political conflicts, clientelism
and revolving doors between administrations and corporations marked the ‘1978
regime.’ But this has witnessed since the ‘90s a further ‘post-democratic’ turn of the
screw, through the programmatic convergence of mainstream parties on
neoliberalism, the gradual ossification of institutions, the growing irresponsiveness of
political elites to social demands, the widespread corruption, and the rising
disaffection of popular majorities with formal representative democracy and the entire
’78 settlement. Popular discontent was dramatically exacerbated in recent years as a
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consequence of the way ruling elites have managed the economic crisis since 2008.
Austerity measures and budget cuts worsened the financial condition of citizens who
were heavily indebted (crucially through mortgage) and faced the downturn of the
Spanish economy with rising unemployment and precarity. Repressive legislation and
police action was the response of the state to social protests (Sampedro & Lobera
2014, Buendía & Molero-Simarro 2018, Observatorio Metropolitano 2014: 99-109,
139-141).
The popular ‘15 M’ movement, which sprawled across Spain in May 2011, voiced
thus the widespread sentiment of asphyxiation and collective outrage at the depletion
of democracy and material impoverishment. But it also convened citizens’ assemblies
on central squares and debated participatory democratic alternatives to neoliberalism
and the 1978 regime. 15 M cried out ‘no nos representan’ and demanded, instead, true
popular control over democratic government in order to accede to a ‘real democracy.’
15M performed this demand through its organized efforts to implicate ‘normal and
common people’ in political deliberation and decision-making. The hallmark of its
collective action was the popular assemblies held in encampments in public squares
across Spain. These put together participatory spaces of collective decision-making,
opening political power to all ordinary citizens and contesting the rule of money and
professional political classes. Occupied squares were redesigned as ‘spaces to do
politics without politicians...spaces without money, leaders and merchants’ (Dhaliwal
2012: 263) available to citizens, poor, non-experts and socially marginalized people.
Inclusion of all people beyond differences was promoted, furthermore, by the
dismissal of ideological closures, programmatic definitions, fixed identities and
divides, such as the dichotomy left/right (Dhaliwal 2012: 265, Sitrin & Azzellini
2014: 130, 134-135, 138-139, Feenstra et al. 2017: 10, 17, Nez 2012: 132-134, Lorey
2014: 50-55, Castells 2012: 125-133).
This cycle of contention and the alternative political strategy it delineated will be
scrutinized in greater depth and detail in following sections. The point to take away
from these brief forays into two moments of the 2011 wave of civic insurgency is that
it displays the core attributes we have imputed to heteropolitics: collective
participation and action, horizontality, plurality, openness, creativity, the direct
political involvement of common people, the conjunction of opposition with
proposition, enactment and prefiguration. These alter-political mobilizations were
impelled by urgent material needs and the waning of liberal democracies, to which
they sought an alternative, a ‘real’ democracy. So, the alter-political quest at stake
here is not a carefree experimentation. It answers to a multifaceted social, economic
and political dislocation. This response seeks to satisfy pressing social needs and to
reclaim people’s power through modes of political engagement which aspire to an
effective social empowerment over and against economic and political elites. The
‘reinvention of politics’ by means of direct civic agency, the rise of ‘new subterranean
politics’ (Tormey 2015: 25) are thus intimately tied up with the decline of mainstream
representative politics and the search for ways to galvanize people to be actors in their
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own right over and against the unresponsiveness, the impotence and the elitism of
elected politicians.
Yet, the 2011 massive outbreaks of alter-political agency were far from returning
fully-fledged, adequate and effective answers to the radical democratic quests they
embodied. 15 M, which was later dispersed and channelled into local assemblies and
new massive protests in defence of public goods, enjoyed for many years majoritarian
cross-sectional support among Spanish citizens. The movement left a strong imprint
on political culture, diffusing its sharp critique of the status quo and aggravating the
crisis of political legitimation, projecting lay people as the sovereign agent and
communicating the will to popular participation. 15 M and its follow-up mobilizations
in 2011-2014 failed, however, to substantially restructure the social structure of
power, to gain leverage on government and to set off a new democratic institutionality
on sustainable terms. Institutions have remained largely impervious to the demands
for popular sovereignty, the downward redistribution of wealth and the protection of
welfare rights and political liberties (see Sampedro & Lobera 2014, Monedero et al.
2014, Observatorio Metropolitano 2014: 99-109, 139-141, Forti & Russo Spena 2019:
21-22, 29).
Likewise, in Greece, the ‘squares’ movement’ faded away by the end of August 2011,
lending apparently credit to claims that such re-enactments of demotic self-rule are
unviable today, or that the neoliberal empire is deeply entrenched and allencompassing. Hence, an adequate political strategy to propel a transition towards
another polity remains a desideratum, whose fulfilment stands to learn from late
grassroots alter-political praxis. The need for strategic thinking and action closely
parallels and replicates the lack of a potent political strategy which plagues the
different tacks to the commons, mainly the ‘digital commons’ and the ‘anti-capitalist’
currents in commons theory and praxis. This ‘strategic deficit’ is one of the main
findings of the sister Report 2. The Common.
1.10. Situating heteropolitics in the present: the neoliberal way of the world
Before taking on the strategic question, the motors and the historical relevance of
democratic hetero-politics should be more fully elucidated by turning our gaze at the
‘elephant in the room,’ the major hegemonic formation they strive to contest, of which
post-democracy is only a prong and a symptom: neoliberalism. This is the name of a
cluster of well-known economic policies –privatizations, the shrinking of the welfare
state and the public sector, the deregulation of the markets, notably of the banking
system and the labor market, the global expansion of free markets, competition and
the turbo-charged financialization of the economy. It is, furthermore, a new ‘way of
the world’ as Dardot and Laval (2013: 3) have put it. Neoliberalism has cast its nets
across the globe, and it tends to totalize, that is, to invade and integrate all social
spheres, fabricating a world in its own image (Dardot & Laval 2013: 3, Brown 2015:
21).
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More specifically, neoliberalism can be broached as the contemporary form of the
capitalist mode of production (Dardot & Laval 2013, Brown 2015). It encompasses a
set of practices, apparatuses and discourses which are ruled by a particular rationality
and governmentality that organize the conduct of both rulers and ruled. The governing
principles of neoliberal rationality are ‘the generalization of competition as a
behavioural norm and of the enterprise as a model of subjectivation’ (Dardot & Laval
2013: 4). Neoliberalism constitutes an entire ‘new world.’ It is bent on universalizing
the model of the enterprise and the logic of competition in all social spheres, beyond
the economy itself, transfiguring social relations, the state -from health to education
and security-, the modes of government, and subjectivity itself (Dardot & Laval 2013,
Brown 2015: 30-37).
In contrast to classical liberalism, the neoliberal reason grasps the markets as a
constructed reality, which demands active state intervention, organization and
legislation. The state is not merely a ‘night-watchman’ of free markets and of private
property rights. It lays down the regulatory framework of markets in accord with the
ruling principle of competition, guaranteeing the rule of law and overseeing the proper
function of the market. Moreover, the state is itself subject to the norm of competition.
It should operate as an enterprise both domestically and internationally, observing
quantitative criteria of efficiency and profitability. Finally, the generalization of
competition oversteps the boundaries of the market, the state and social relations. It
reaches the very core of subjectivity, the relation of the self to the self, who is called
upon to become an enterprise, a set of human resources to be efficiently managed and
valorized (Dardot & Laval 2013: 301-303, 274, Harvey 2007: 69-71).
Underlying these historical mutations from the late 70’s has been the worldwide
prevalence of free market logics in the realm of finance, which has been accompanied
by the gradual financialization of most economic activities in capitalist societies. As a
result, financial capital became hegemonic over other forms of capital, and over
society and politics at large (Crouch, 2011: 97-100, Roubini, 2011: 33, 268, Harvey,
2010: 16-25, Sassen 2014: 9-11, 117-120). This switch came about through the
deregulation of banking activities since the late 1970s, the spread of uncontrolled
financial exchanges across the globe, the making of a single capital market and a
tightly interconnected global financial system, a wave of ongoing innovations in
financial services and complex instruments, advances in electronic networks, and the
rise of shadow, completely unregulated markets in opaque financial products (credit
swaps, currency derivatives, securities etc.). The construction of global finance was
motivated at the beginning by the need of several states to finance public deficits. But
it has made further headways by means of the new digital technologies and financial
creations.
Over the last decades, the empire of financial markets has produced excessive
concentrations of wealth and power, oligopolies, egregious social and political
disparities, catastrophic crises, both economic and ecological, resulting overall in a
glaringly irrational and unviable economic system (Harvey 2007: 88-89, 118-119,
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Crouch, 2011: 100-101, Picketty 2017). The accumulation of private and sovereign
debt has been a key motor of these processes. The exponential growth of money
markets and their opening to private consumers and states hungry for cheap credit is a
facet of financialization itself. But it has served more specifically to sustain demand
and the realization of profit in the face of increasing cutbacks in public services,
expenditures and wages. More recently, since 2008, it has helped to fund the bailout
of crumbling banking institutions, which were on the verge of collapse due to their
own risky operations, but they were too big-to-fail on account of their sheer size, their
systematic interconnections and the increasing dependence of all economic activity on
them (Roubini 2011: 210, Crouch 2011: 101, 124, Harvey 2010: 112, Sassen 2014).
More credit moneys from international financial markets has thrown up more
opportunities for speculative gains by way of trading debt itself and various
derivatives, which have knitted a lethal trap for states and individuals. This trap tends
to dispossess states and people of their resources, reducing them to debt peonage
(Harvey 2007: 161-2, Marazzi 2011: 119-121). Through money trade and the
extraction mechanisms of debt, financial capital sucks value out of social relations, of
affects, knowledge, ideas and programs which are generated in social life, outside
directly productive capitalist enterprises (Marazzi 2011: 61-64). In effect, rising debt
is one of three mechanisms which are mutually reinforcing and long-term, marking
the crisis-prone era of neoliberal capitalism; declining growth and growing inequality
are the other two. Low growth fuels distributional conflict and contributes to
inequality, which inhibits growth by diminishing effective demand and increasing
indebtedness. The upshot is an overgrown and powerful financial sector, which
further steepens inequality (Streeck 2017: 17).
However, the ascendancy of financial powers is not the outcome of a spontaneous
working-out of economic laws, systemic tendencies, technological advances, free
exchanges and uncoordinated transactions. It is known to be the upshot of a
transnational hegemonic project (Harvey, 2007: 19, 40-42, Harvey 2010: 1-39, Klein,
2007: 6-20, Crouch, 2011: 95, 111). ‘Project of hegemony’ is intended here in Chantal
Mouffe’s sense (2005: 17-18, 25, 33). It consists in a forceful and wide-ranging
political enterprise, which is out to profoundly reconstitute established social orders
by instituting different social relations and practices through struggle, dynamic
interventions, the diffusion of new discourses and the transformation of power
relations.
A hegemonic venture is not an entirely cohesive and fully coordinated enterprise,
which is directed by a unique center. In the case of neoliberalism, too, the hegemonic
realignment of the post-war arrangement in the West and beyond –which featured
social democratic consensus, Keynesian regulation, public spending and
redistribution, a Fordist industrial model of production- has issued from a multiplicity
of factors and a combative engagement of various actors, mainly economic and
political elites. In the course of this confrontation, these actors converged gradually
around certain norms, ideas and policies. The rallying points cohered to some extent,
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generalizing themselves and imparting a sense of overall direction (Dardot & Laval
2013: 149-150).
The nexus of multiple and eventually confluent causalities implicated, first, global
conditions and crises, from the oil shocks and economic crises of the ‘70s to the
demise of the Soviet bloc in the ‘80s-90s. Second, new economic and social policies
which were drawn up by governments around the world, promoting privatizations,
competitiveness, welfare cutbacks and market deregulation. The main article of faith
professed that the freedom of private actors, who know market conditions and are
motivated by private interests under competitive conditions, is more efficient than
state intervention. This political swerve was inaugurated by Chile’s dictatorship, M.
Thatcher’s government in the UK and R. Reagan’s presidency in the U.S. in the ‘80s.
Their administrations trumpeted the virtues of ‘free market economics,’ the supposed
panacea that would remedy economic conditions of declining profitability, stagnation,
inflation and high unemployment in the late ‘60s and the ‘70s. The pressures of
corporate elites to restore profitability and to curb labor’s power in the ‘70s were a
further catalyst. The increasing interventions of international organizations, such as
the IMF and the World Bank, which imposed globally the neoliberal prescriptions in
return for financial aid, were another engine in the neoliberal machine. The active
circulation of specific discourses steered and oiled this mechanism by lending
legitimacy to the neoliberal policies. The discourses echoed the work of the Austrians
von Mises and Friedrich Hayek to the Mont Pelerin Society, Milton Friedman’s
doctrine and the Chicago School (see Harvey 2007: 19-45, Crouch 2011: 111-113,
Klein 2007: 14-15, 140-141, Dardot & Laval 2013: 49-143; 151-153).
Over the years, neoliberal class rule has also taken advantage of financial crises, and,
more specifically of debt crises. This opportunity was widely seized already in the
‘80s, when the straitjacket of ‘structural adjustment’ was forced upon numerous states
in exchange for foreign loans or debt rescheduling (Harvey 2007: 29, 75). After its
worldwide extension and entrenchment, the neoliberal venture can exploit today a
vicious circularity that strengthens and broadens its grip. Financial crises are now an
offshoot of global neoliberal practices and policies themselves. But they are re-used
by money markets, neoliberal institutions and politicians internationally to inflict new
radical measures of deregulation, marketization and cutbacks in welfare expenses,
raising material, social and political inequalities (Crouch 2011: viii, 118, Sassen 2014:
24, Klein 2007: 159-161, 405, 444).
Neoliberal hegemony has radiated effects of ‘de-democratization’ along many axes, in
the state, society and subjectivity (Brown 2015, Hardt & Negri 2012: 10-30).
Beginning with the state, governments are submitted to the power of global financial
markets and the ‘Washington Consensus,’ which ordain budgetary discipline, market
deregulation, trade liberalization, enhanced protection of property rights etc. This
world-wide regime was set up by governments of the North and the South since the
late 1970s, in an attempt to increase the national state’s share in global markets and to
attract foreign investment. To this end, governments set out to create the most
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favorable conditions for profit maximization, compressing wages, eroding labor
rights, reducing taxes and public expenditure. When the global competitive order was
firmly installed, states became not only actors but also objects in it. They are now
compelled by a race to the bottom among multiple states, in conditions of free capital
movement, which also allows national capital to flee ‘inflexible’ labor markets and to
escape ‘expensive’ welfare states that are funded by high taxation. Capital has utilized
its enhanced mobility to press for lower taxes, less regulation and further cutbacks in
the welfare state. Since the 1980s, Latin American and other states facing debt crises
were forced to implement neoliberal ‘structural adjustment’ programs as they
appealed to the IMF and the World Bank for financial aid. But the same pressures
exert themselves now on all states, which have increasingly turned to international
money markets for credit and for managing public deficits that have been aggravated
by lower corporate taxation. Global money markets and ‘rating agencies’ monitor the
compliance of governments to the neoliberal doctrine and punish deviants with high
interest rates (Dardot & Laval 2013: 153-155, Harvey 2007: 69-71, Sassen 2014: 2023, Streeck 2017: 22).
states are construed on the model of contemporary firm…[they] are expected to
comport themselves in ways that maximize their capital value in the present and
enhance their future value…through practices of entrepreneurialism, selfinvestment and/or attracting investors. Any regime pursuing another course faces
fiscal crises, downgraded credit, currency or bond ratings, and lost legitimacy at
the least, bankruptcy and dissolution at the extreme (Brown 2015: 22).
The global neoliberal disciplines tamper with the core principles of democracy, the
freedom of citizens and their governments to make their own decisions and to frame
autonomously their policies on fundamental matters of public services, wealth
creation and redistribution. They largely account for the post-democratic drift, the
confluence of center-right and center-left ruling parties on the same neoliberal policies
and the disaffection of popular majorities with governments. Politicians in power fail
to tend to the common good and to assist people in critical conditions, prioritizing
instead the construction of an ‘investment friendly’ environment (Brown 2015: 2627), or simply appearing impotent and irrelevant.
After an initial ‘militant’ period of Thatcher’s and Reagan’s governments in the 1980s
and the demise of state socialism, the neoliberal dogma has become ingrained as ‘the
way of the world.’ It poses as the sole possible reality and as non-ideological,
objective ‘reason’ itself (Dardot & Laval 2013: 190-193, Brown 2015: 221). The
‘objectification’ of neoliberal policies shrinks decision-making by eliminating
alternative public choices on key policy areas. It entails thus a depletion of democratic
political freedom. Sovereignty is whittled down to ‘governance,’ a mode of
government which transfers the rules, the logics and, often, the very agents of private
management in firms to the public sector. Governance enjoins ‘best practices’ of
public management, which excel in executing the neoliberal instructions by
conforming to set norms of efficiency, competitiveness, technocratic administration,
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performance indicators and quantitative measuring. As a result, public administration
becomes a ‘technical issue,’ which eschews qualitative judgement, collective choices
and public debate about the principles directing the polity. The constant quantitative
evaluation of results according to homogenized standards enforces powerful
mechanisms of control over public administration and services. It squeezes thus the
autonomy of public services, and it disregards the non-quantifiable dimensions of
their interaction with citizens (Dardot & Laval 2013: 218-231, 247-251, 303, Brown
2015: 122-142, 207, Harvey 2007: 76-81, Tormey 2015: 130).
In sum, governance disseminates a depoliticizing epistemology, ontology, and set
of practices. Soft, inclusive, and technical in orientation, governance buries
contestable norms and structural striations (such as class) … In public life,
governance displaces liberal democratic-justice concerns with technical
formulations of problems, questions of right with questions of efficiency (Brown
2015: 131).
This reduction of the political to governance is only exacerbated by extensive
privatizations, public-private partnerships and various schemes which delegate the
management of health services, social insurance etc. to private firms. In this way,
privatizations and similar policies remove former public domains from the public
sector and from political decision-making by elected governments and citizens. In the
administration of public goods, equal treatment, justice, inclusion and the universality
of benefits are undermined by the tendencies of neoliberal ‘public management’ to
individualize provision, to advertize a consumerist approach to public services and to
propagate the ideology that individuals are not citizens entitled to public goods and
social protection but entrepreneurial subjects who should assume responsibility for
their personal destiny. Neoliberal reforms of state functions inflict thus direct damage
on the democratic logic of social citizenship. By heightening social inequality in the
distribution of service provision and access to resources in employment, health and
education, they strengthen ‘social logics of exclusion that manufacture a growing
number of ‘‘sub-citizens’’ and ‘‘non-citizens’’ ’ (Dardot & Laval 2013: 304; see also
Brown 2015: 42-43, Harvey 2007: 69-71).
The very shrinkage of the public domain takes a toll on democratic collectivity and
citizenship. Public things, ranging from parks and schools to public water and other
infrastructure, bring people together, both symbolically and materially. They act as
symbols of a republic. They drive individuals to experience themselves as part of a
collective, conveying a sense of shared responsibility and agency. Democracy
involves the inauguration, the care for and the contestation of public things, which
may interpellate individuals as citizens to preserve them, to augment them or to
question them. The depletion of public things thins out the common world they put
together, evacuating the public sphere in which we encounter others and we act in
concert in relation to shared things (Honig 2017: 15-17, 36). Moreover, by sponsoring
public-private partnerships and by subcontracting public services to private firms, the
neoliberal state only broadens the scope for dubious interferences of private interests
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with governments. Firms are incentivized to mobilize their resources to intervene in
politicians in order to secure contracts and other favorable economic outcomes
(Crouch 2011: 96).
Last, but not least, the crass and spiraling economic inequalities occasioned by
neoliberal rule worldwide (Harvey 2007, 88-89, 118-119; 159-162; 2010: 10-18,
Crouch, 2011: 42, 100-101, Sassen 2014: 13-14; 20-43, Piketty 2013) undercut the
equal freedom of citizens, which sits at the normative core of democracy. The
survival struggle for meeting basic needs under conditions of impoverishment,
insecurity and universalized competition impedes the political engagement of citizens.
At the same time, the dependence of governments on global financial forces and
corporations vests the latter with grossly disproportionate political clout, trampling on
the fundamental democratic principle of political equality in decision-making (Brown
2015: 42-43). Moreover, large corporations can convert high concentrations of wealth
into political sway by way of lobbying, the funding of electoral campaigns, media
ownership, and others. But they can also marshal a capacity for strategy and political
action which accrues to them through their size and organization (Crouch 2011: 70).
The upshot of the wide-ranging restructuring of nation states and liberal democracies
under neoliberal globalization is thus:
 the loss of the sense of ‘sovereignty’ –or the capacity of states to govern
themselves;
 the loss of the aura of national politicians able to make policy in
accordance with commitments made to the electorate at election time;
 the loss of the sense of being represented by politicians;
 an overall sense of loss of power, loss of control, waning influence and
the erosion of democracy (Tormey 2015: 130).
The remodeling of the state after the enterprise parallels the entrepreneurial
reconstruction of the self (Rose 1999, Dean 1999). Neoliberal discourse, as illustrated
in the new management literature, and the disciplines foisted upon individuals by a
precarious and highly competitive labor market in complicity with shrinking incomes,
call upon the self to make the most of its potential. The self must incessantly increase
its efficiency and its market value, taking risks and responsibility for failure. Neomanagement in private business and, more widely, the dissolution of social security
nets woven by the welfare state, the corrosion of labor rights, the diffusion of
precarious work and the compression of wages have forcefully compelled large
sectors of the population to continuously ‘work on themselves’ so as to shore up their
competitiveness on the market against other self-entrepreneurs. The human is figured
as an ensemble of investment capital, which strives always for more qualifications.
Individual human capital must perfect itself by means of lifelong learning, it must
maximize efficiency in production and flexibility by adapting to never-ending
changes. The individual must seize opportunities for profit and outcompete others in
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the market or in market situations manufactured in the public sector and civil society.
The person itself becomes an object of production, investment, cost-calculation and
marketing, which is in line with the profit-maximizing logics of capital accumulation
(Dardot & Laval 2013: 103, 259-263, Brown 2015: 33-37, Harvey 2007: 76, 80,
Tormey 2015: 75-77).
The transition to more casual, unstable and individualized forms of labor (Standing
2011: 58), whereby employment is based on individual contracts and it is evaluated
according to individual performance, has nearly erased those aspects of ‘traditional’
work in Fordist regimes which fomented collective belongings and identities. Under
Fordism, people would expect to live and work in the same place for most of their
life. They identified with their jobs and they would collaborate with the same coworkers over long spans of time, forging shared interests, collective ties and action.
The forced individualization and flexibilization of labor dissolved active class
identities and the foundations of solidarity and collective identities, which buttressed
20th century labor and politics (Tormey 2015: 69-71).
The neoliberal entrepreneurial self is an ambivalent and two-sided creature. On the
one side, it is a subject of creative undertakings and self-surpassing. It is also a subject
of desire and pleasure drawn from consumerism and performance itself. Performance
rewards the self through market value but also through ‘fulfilling’ creative work,
achievement, success and victory over others (Dardot & Laval 2013: 288-289, 295298). On the dark side of it, the entrepreneurial individual is subject to manifold
power mechanisms and modes of control: incessant evaluation and monitoring for its
performance, heavy surveillance for ‘security reasons,’ precarity, impoverishment,
traceability in digital networks, and, notably, debt (Lazzarato 2011, Harvey 2007:
159-162, Brown 2015: 35, Hardt & Νegri 2012: 10-30).
The rolling back of the welfare state, the privatization of health, education, water,
energy, speculation in the housing market along with squeezed wages have pushed
growing swathes of working- and middle-class people to seek credit to make ends
meet. They were encouraged by financial institutions awash with credit, by
developers, other businesses and politicians who wanted to tackle the demand
problem (Harvey 2010: 17-19). At the pivot of the subject in debt lies a particular
morality of responsibility, fear and eventually guilt, which is inscribed in the mind
and the body along with an entrepreneurial ethos (Lazzarato 2011: 28, 42, 74, 97,
Hardt & Negri 2012: 10-14). The entrepreneurship in question does not consist mainly
in an exuberant and rewarding release of one’s innovative creativity in cognitive
capitalism. The state externalizes now onto citizens the costs of social reproduction,
financial bailouts and flexible labor markets. Hence, the entrepreneurship at issue is
rather about coping with poverty and the lack of social benefits, about managing one’s
increasing debts and assuring one’s employability in the face of job insecurity and
rising unemployment (Lazzarato 2011: 41-43). This process accentuates the
tendencies of neoliberal governance to raise ‘responsible individuals’ who take full
charge of their lives without relying on social services and the redistribution of wealth
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(Rose 1999, Dean 1999). Through debt, finance can act as a potent instrument of
power which assumes control of the time of action and its future possibilities by
enclosing them in a predefined framework. This sets the terms and the obligations of
future activity (Lazzarato 2011: 39, 57).
The aggressive inroads of individualism, in both its hype, performing and consuming
aspects, and in its undersides of continuous monitoring, insecurity, indebtedness and
competitive struggle, undo collective ties, solidarities, reciprocities, loyalties, values,
goods, commitments and projects. They impel individuals to recoil upon themselves.
Individuals strive to upgrade their performance, their qualifications and their
employability. They take on private responsibility for life success, for failure and their
accidents under conditions where there are scant social security nets, and access to
common goods of health and education is limited (Tormey 2015: 69-71, Brown 2015:
37). By the same token, neoliberal individualism turns the self against others for
merely surviving in a wildly competitive market, or for outperforming others (Dardot
& Laval 2013: 277-278).
Competition of all against all combines with an experience of social crises as an
individual failure or fate. Both undercut the will to act in concert, to collectively
agitate, to bond and display solidarity. Furthermore, the heightened precarization of
labor induces a growing incapacity to think long-term and, hence, to commit oneself
to far-reaching political projects. Precarity also brews feelings of anxiety, anger and
alienation due to insecurity, personal frustration at blocked avenues for a fulfilling
life, and inability to build ties with particular forms of work. All these affective states
incline people towards political deactivation, cynicism and apathy. They alienate the
self from society. They incite a permanent concern with one’s own survival and they
disable collective bonding. Fear and frustration inflame also intolerance and
aggression. Groups in imperilled positions can lash it out at imagined causes of their
lot, blaming other groups for their vulnerability and their distress (Standing 2011: 1925).
Civic deactivation and disengagement feed into, and are fed by, processes of dedemocratization and depoliticization, which result from the removal policies and
domains from the arena of political contest and decision-making. These potent antipolitical trends are only compounded by the systematicity of neoliberal hegemony.
They are further consolidated by neoliberal discourses, ‘forever associated with Mrs
Thatcher in the 1980s’ (Robinson 2013), which instill the mindset of historical
inevitability. ‘There is no alternative’ to the neoliberal way of the world.
Financialized market economies are fabricated by global actors and institutions in
places out of sight and in ways out of reach for ordinary citizens. As they grow hypercomplex and opaque, they congeal into a global market system that appears as a given
and impersonal interplay of global forces, which is not commanded by any single
locus of decision. All these phenomena serve to ingrain in everyday experience the
sense of an objective order, which lies beyond the pale of collective control and
political recalibration (Sassen 2014: 211-222, Dardot & Laval 2013: 289-290). To cap
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it all, since market values have become the overriding values, there remain thin
normative grounds in the public sphere on which to question market inequalities and
capitalist modes of domination in the name of other, democratic principles (Brown
2015: 208).
Massive political activation and contestation are also blocked by affective and
imaginary bonds. The impoverishment of the middle and working classes is a
structural, abiding tendency of the last decades across the world. In the U.S. alone, the
middle, lower middle and lowest strata saw decreases in their wealth from 1983 to
2009. The median household wealth declined sharply after the financial crisis to
13.5% less than 1983 levels (Sassen 2014: 34-35). At the same time, we witness a
global tendency for inequalities to soar dramatically, for wealth to concentrate at the
top 1-5%, for middle class indebtedness to explode, for access to essential services to
diminish for many households (Sassen 2014: 24-26, 30-32, 50-54). All these
developments intensify under conditions of fiscal crisis and austerity, while
‘recoveries’ largely by-pass social majorities. Yet, much of this massive destitution is
hidden behind a veil of prosperity in urban centers, from Paris to Buenos Aires, and
the nice houses which middle classes may still inhabit.
These very households may have sold valuables to afford payments. They are often
deep into debt and they may be still living together with grown-up children (Sassen
2014: 24-29). But they remain mostly hostage to relations of ‘cruel optimism.’ The
object of middle-class attachment, a good life of the old days in a socio-economic
arrangement which offered relative security, prosperity, socio-political equality and
opportunities of upward mobility, obstructs the attainment of its very aim (Berlant
2011: 1-3). ‘[O]ptimism is cruel when the object/scene that ignites a sense of
possibility actually makes it impossible to attain the expansive transformation for
which a person or a people risks striving’ (Berlant 2011: 2). Fantasies of subsisting
possibility in a landfill of crises kindle an ongoing investment of desire in the
dominant order of things, feeding thus socio-political conservatism, maintaining
worlds in crisis and ‘scavenging for survival that absorbs increasingly more people’s
lives’ (Berlant 2011: 262). They prevent thereby an effective confrontation with social
blockages, impasses and life impediments.
An objective system of global competition, thin ties of reciprocity, a restructured
neoliberal state, diffused discourses of ‘no-alternative,’ compounded by a profound
refiguration of the subjectivity itself, which tie it to the ruling neoliberal regime in
phantasmatic and affective knots, add up to a disabling nexus of factors. This accounts
for the historical pertinence of alter-political praxis along the lines described above. In
the words of the critical sociologist Wolfgang Streeck (2017: 225; emphasis in the
original):
a politics of liberalization conceived as progressive removal of boundaries of all
sorts [leads] towards a final triumph of collectively irresponsible individual
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interests. Preventing this requires a non-capitalist politics capable of defining and
enforcing general interests in the sustainability of human society…
The ‘other political’ instances of struggle, collaboration, solidarity, community,
sharing, reciprocity, care for others and the planet, equality, horizontality and codecision disclose their meaning and their value when they are counterpoised to the
neoliberal regime. Alter-politics stands opposed to generalized competition, narrowminded individualism, a privatized state, dramatic inequalities, elite power, the
exhaustion of natural resources and the ruin of living ecosystems for profit, an
impoverished democracy and political inertia or impotence, indebtedness, insecurity,
guilt and surveillance. Moreover, by coupling opposition and contest with proposition,
the collective building of alternative worlds, such alter-politics resists rising
inequalities and elite rule while also seeking to fulfil pressing social needs. By the
same token, it refutes in practice the sense of impossibility and ‘no alternative’
(Ancelovici et al. 2016).
Furthermore, the coalescence of people to collectively refashion life conditions and to
knit new relations and solidarities counter in practice the forces of individual
isolation, fragmentation and impoverishment. Grassroots egalitarian mobilizations and
co-determination of action recover, also, democracy as a collective endeavor and as
the power of ordinary people on a footing of equality. Finally, heteropolitical practice,
collectivity and vision help to re-situate subjectivity along the tracks of solidarity,
collaboration, co-activity, horizontality and political participation. Heteropolitical
spheres of being can detach subjects from waning fantasies of the good life. They can
recalibrate the structure of attachment, desire and affect, furnishing the affective
energies for new commitments by means of positive interaction and reciprocal
empowerment. They can also nurture new collective ties to other people and new
worlds, aspirations, senses, logics and sources of enjoyment.
…Europe and the United States…have been forced to adjust emotionally to the
process of living with the political depression produced by brutal relations of
ownership, control, security and their fantasmatic justifications in liberal political
economies…Lateral politics…the return of DIY practices…emerges from the hope
that changing the white noise of politics into something alive right now can
magnetize people to induce images of the good life amidst the exhausting
pragmatics of the ordinary’s ‘new normal’ (Berlant 2011: 261).
As Dardot and Laval (2013: 319-321) have argued, if the neoliberal status quo is not
only an external order but also an ingrained mode of reasoning and figure of
subjectivity, then resistance to it calls for a double refusal
to function as a personal enterprise…and a refusal to line up in the race for
performance [which] can only practically occur on condition of establishing
cooperative relations with others, sharing and pooling….The practices of
‘communization’ of knowledge, mutual aid and cooperative work can delineate the
features of a different world reason. Such an alternative reason cannot be better
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designated than by the term reason of the commons (Dardot & Laval 2013: 321;
emphasis in the original).
The ‘other political’ reason of the commons, pleading for collaboration, sharing,
equality, social empowerment, collective self-government, openness, diversity,
solidarity and care for the environment, is now historically meaningful, if not
imperative. The grounds are not only normative or ethical. Ιts cultivation and eventual
prevalence promises to face up to two historical challenges for humanity which
neoliberal reason is unable to meet in ways which minimally cater to the needs of
social majorities: climate and technological change.
Even if environmental technologies and infrastructures containing climate change
could yield vast amounts of private profit, the spirit of competition, individualism,
unlimited growth, private profit-seeking and a minimal security state run counter to
the kinds of relation, social practice and politics that can effectively halt global
warming and environmental degradation. These other modes of relation and practice
would feed on enhanced collaboration, prioritized concern for nature, frugality and
sustainable economies with low ecological footprint. ‘Local power’ that springs from
renewable energy collectives and resistance to corporate extraction and pollution
should be combined with large-scale public policies, which would make massive
public investments in infrastructure to protect populations from climate disasters and
to facilitate the transition to sustainable, circular economies. Likewise, new digital
technologies which step up automation globally, in all sectors of the economy, are
likely to issue in massive losses of jobs and the generalization of precarious labor
without generating new domains of production that could absorb the masses of the
unemployed. The ensuing marginalization and exclusion of vast social sectors can
beget intense levels of social conflict and instability (see Wright 2018: 49-50, Klein
2014: 96-97, 364-365).
Of course, a militarized authoritarian state that will guard privileged minorities in
gated communities may prevail in response to these crises. But a more collaborative
and ecological democracy could be an alternative response in the interests of the many
and the planet. This world-historical dilemma defines the global existential context in
which the heteropolitical horizon of possibility is deeply rooted and assumes its full
significance.
1.11. The sociological underpinnings of heteropolitics in the present:
contingency, creativity and complexity
1.11.1. Contingency
If we want to give sway to a ‘different world reason,’ which would be oriented by the
principles of alternative commons and democratic heteropolitics -openness, diversity,
horizontality, collaboration, reciprocity, bottom-up democratic power and care for
earth-, the question of political strategy rises to prominence. The pervasiveness and
persistence of the neoliberal order, the fragmentation and impotence of social
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majorities, corrosive individualism and sticky phantasmatic attachments, the actual
failures of massive civic contention in recent years, all point to the centrality of the
strategic issue. This bears on how we can assemble potent collective actors, on sociopolitical organization, and on the proper ways of dealing with the market and the
state. Strategy for heteropolitics will form the key topic in the next sections of this
report.
Before embarking on an extensive exploration of strategy, it is important to lay out the
picture of the social which undergirds the kind of alter-politics we figured above.
Different conceptions of social structure enable or disable different kinds of politics.
Radical democratic alter-politics, which gets started here and now, it is small scale but
it is also expansive and aims at systemic upheaval, is enlivened by a view of society
as a contingent formation, which is not fully predetermined and remains amenable to
change in various directions. Moreover, an anatomy of contemporary social structures
in terms of complex systems serves as a compass for action and strategy by bringing
out both the possibilities and the challenges raised by social contexts in which
multiple scales of time, space and power intermesh and interact, resulting in
unpredictable outcomes, in disasters and new emergences.
The core assumption underpinning heteropolitics is social contingency, the possibility
that social relations and conditions can become other than they currently are, and that
the directions of transformation are open so that radically new, unforeseen social
forms can come into being. The accent that they place on social contingency and
openness is a leitmotiv of much ‘radical thought’ and most theories of radical
democracy today. It provides a point of convergence for the otherwise disparate social
ontologies and angles on political emancipation set forth by Ernesto Laclau (1990),
Chantal Mouffe (2000), Roberto Unger (2001), Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri
(2001), Erik Olin Wright (2018), Alain Badiou (2013) and Slavoj Žižek (2008b). We
will pause to consider those bodies of thought which both help to tease out the idea of
contingency from different standpoints and feed into other strands of the present
argument. Hence the initial attention to the thought of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal
Mouffe, whose theory of late modern hegemony will occupy center stage in the
discussion of political strategy.
Laclau and Mouffe (1985) updated Gramscian hegemony for a politics that could
band together a multiplicity of democratic struggles, accruing support for a political
project which would radicalize liberal democracy and would rearticulate social
relations in the direction of anti-authoritarianism, deeper freedom and equality. A
substantial part of their effort to renovate the hegemonic strategy is devoted to
working out another ontology of society and politics as discourse, which would
prompt us to think hegemony outside the determinist mold and in tune with the
conditions of the present. They purport, thus, to eliminate Marxist economism and
classism, according to which only a fundamental class, preconstituted by the
economic base, can venture into a hegemonic reconstruction of society, and every
social configuration is focussed around a single hegemonic center (Laclau & Mouffe
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1985: 138). Their starting point, moored in the historical present, is ampler social
complexity, diversity and fragmentation ‘as the very condition of political struggle
and…the basis for a democratic practice of politics, compatible with a plurality of
historical subjects’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 69).
In their 1985 manifesto of post-Marxist theory, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985), the ‘open, unsutured character of the social,’ ‘plurality and
indeterminacy’ become for them the ‘fundamental bases from which a new political
imaginary can be constructed, radically libertarian and infinitely more ambitious in its
objectives than that of the classic left’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 192, 152). The
dispersion of power, the autonomy of social movements, the diversity of political
spaces and antagonisms come to the fore, both as contemporary conditions and as the
values throbbing at the heart of a radical democratic project (Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
137-140, 178-185, 190; see also Laclau 1990: xiv-xv).
To release hegemony from economism and determinism, more broadly, Laclau and
Mouffe make two key moves. They set out a conception of society as a terrain of
contingency or indeterminacy, and they demote the base/superstructure model by
redescribing social structure in terms of a discursive formation (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 3). For Laclau and Mouffe, society is a domain of contingency and plurality
criss-crossed by antagonisms, which lend themselves to hegemonic interventions.
Articulation, discourse, plurality and antagonism become the linchpins of social
ontology.
The cardinal notion of contingency runs counter to the logics of historical, economic,
technological etc. determinism. It sets its face against the TINA dogma by holding on
to the always present possibility of historical change. And it calls on us to dispense
with any historical assurances, such as technological innovation triggering social
transformation, and to ponder how to organize and initiate political action so as to
bring on the wished-for transformation. Finally, the idea of contingency bolsters
democratic alter-politics as it upholds the possibility of autonomous self-organization
against any predetermination of action. It nurses plurality and openness to the new
and the different, against any preconceived model which makes universal pretences.
For Laclau and Mouffe, then, all social orders, relations and identities are contingent,
that is, precarious, mutable, non-necessary, incomplete and politically negotiable.
They could have been otherwise, and they remain amenable to open-ended change as
society is not a totality subject to necessary laws (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 96, 104).
There is ‘no single underlying principle fixing –and hence constituting- the whole
field of differences…necessity exists as a partial limitation of the field of
contingency’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 111). Any contingent social formation is, more
specifically, the outcome of an activity of articulation, which constitutes and
organizes social relations by working on dispersed social elements in a primary sense,
without being governed by other necessary processes or laws (Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
96, 109).
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we will call articulation any practice establishing a relation among elements such
that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice. The structured
totality resulting from the articulatory practice, we will call discourse. The
differential positions, insofar as they appear articulated within a discourse, we will
call moments. By contrast, we will call element any difference that is not
discursively articulated (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 105; emphasis in the original).
So, articulation is the decisive and open-ended activity which composes and
recomposes social relations, identities and positions by stitching together diverse
social elements, which include language, institutions, techniques, modes of
production, objects, subjects within institutions, and so on (Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
107). The resulting social formation, which consists in a regular set of relations and
differential positions (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 106), is called discourse or ‘discursive
formation’ to underline that all social links, practices, objects and subjects are
meaningful. But discourses are material, embodied practices and institutions, rather
than mental or linguistic entities alone (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 108). Discourse
theory also discards the base/superstructure model, in which the ‘superstructure’ of
ideas, law and politics is determined ‘in the last instance’ by the material base of
production (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 109; see also Laclau & Mouffe 1987: 97-132).
Hence, discourse is fundamentally a complex of differing elements, in which the
relations between them constitute their identities, their positions and their meaning.
Any discursive totality of relations is pierced by contingency; it is only partially and
precariously fixed. No specific identity and no particular connection within a
particular discourse can become completely and finally settled as it remains exposed
to ‘a discursive exterior that deforms and prevents it becoming fully sutured. Both the
identities and the relations lose their necessary character’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
111). In an indeterminate and plural reality, any social system could be otherwise. It is
nested in a wider field of differences, antagonisms and polysemy, which subvert its
particular construction of objects and subjects, exposing to different interpretations
and articulations by other historico-discursive formations. A ‘system only exists as a
partial limitation of a ‘‘surplus of meaning’’ which subverts it…this ‘‘surplus’’ is the
necessary terrain for the constitution of every social practice. We will call it the field
of discursivity’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 111).
This ontological condition of contingency and multiplicity becomes conspicuous and
acutely felt in modern times, when social relations are reproduced under constantly
shifting circumstances and any social identity is crossed by a diversity of articulatory
practices which often clash with each other (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 138).
So, articulation names an attempt to implement a partial fixation, to cut out instituted
and intelligible forms of society from a flow of differences which could not be fully
mastered and arrested. The articulatory practice strives to do so by installing centers
of meaning, power and institution … ‘nodal points which partially fix meaning; and
the partial character of this fixation proceeds from the openness of the social’ (Laclau
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& Mouffe 1985: 113). Ηegemony lies primarily in this process of articulation, which
takes place in a contingent terrain. It endeavors to limit and control the flow of
differences. Hegemony ventures out to configure an organized system out of
disaggregated elements by instituting nodal points (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 134-135).
In addition to contingent articulation, antagonism marks out the terrain of the social
and accounts for its contingency. The struggle to imprint one’s forms on social
complexity occurs through a confrontation between contending articulatory operations
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 114, 136). Antagonism is considered ‘constitutive’ in Laclau
and Mouffe’s thought. It is not simply a relation of physical opposition or of logical
contradiction between two forces. Antagonism entails, rather, the impossibility to
fashion relations and identities, the failure of structures and beings, the negation of my
being by the other and the negation of the other’s being by me. In the case of
antagonism, ‘the presence of the ‘‘Other’’ prevents me from being totally myself…it
is because a peasant cannot be a peasant that an antagonism exists with the landowner
expelling him from his land’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 125; emphasis in the original).
Antagonism discloses the failure of differences to relate to each other as differences
and to form an objective relation or a totality. Accordingly, antagonism reveals the
impossibility of a stable identity, its ultimate contingency. Antagonism shows, thus,
the limit of any objectivity, its inability to fully stabilize and constitute itself (Laclau
& Mouffe 1985: 122, 125; see also Laclau 1990: 20-21).
In Laclau and Mouffe’s social ontology, antagonism is a final or primary ‘ground.’ It
is not governed by any broader system, in which the antagonistic forces would simply
occupy two different positions and would be controlled by underlying positive forces
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 126). Negativity is radical, and the outcome of the conflict is
not preordained. For Mouffe, more specifically, antagonism is an ever-present
possibility, which can destabilize any socio-political formation and cannot be
eradicated. According to her argument laid out above, the we/they distinction is the
condition for the construction of political identities. Only such a division, which
draws a frontier between ‘us’ and ‘them’ and demarcates a community through its
distinction from ‘them,’ can give rise to a specific ‘people,’ a democratic political
community (Mouffe 2000: 43). If all political identities turn on a we/they division,
they can always become the site of an antagonism. This ‘means that the possibility of
antagonism can never be eliminated. It is therefore an illusion to believe in the advent
of a society from which antagonism would have been eradicated….’ (Mouffe 2005:
16).
1.11.2. Contingency, the creation of the new and constituent power
Laclau and Mouffe’s ontology of the social brings to the fore the indeterminacy of
social orders and their susceptibility to change. To illuminate the possibilities of
historical invention in the present, it should be further drawn out in one respect –
social complexity and diversity-, and a twist should be put on the notion of
contingency. Laclau and Mouffe bring into sight the indeterminacy of social orders,
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their possibility of being otherwise, by uncovering radical antagonisms, blockages and
tensions among competing logics, the incompletion and subversion of stable
identities, polysemy, or the undecidability of social structures, which allows subjects
to decide among different possibilities at play. But antagonisms which contest
existing social forms are not necessarily the effect of newly emergent powers nor do
they necessarily issue in new social creations. ‘Undecidability’ can result from the copresence of different options (see e.g. Laclau 1990: 29-31; 1996: 92-93). Yet,
competing options could compose a closed and predefined set of possibilities.
Polysemy may likewise imply a dispersion of different meanings and alternatives,
which does not feature any novel elements. ‘Articulation,’ the ‘establishment of
equivalential chains,’ ‘hegemonic formations’ and equivalent formulas which
populate Laclau’s discourse on social construction can equally refer to recombinations
of a closed set of forms and elements (see Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 105-147).
What is lacking or remains submerged in all these formulations is the political in the
guise of creative action and the rise of the radically new, which does not fully preexist in history or nature. Praxis which originates the new and sparks historical
innovation is what infinitely widens the ambit of contingency or indeterminacy,
beyond any closed number of given possibilities, demonstrating a capacity to escape
any historical closure and to bring into life new, unprecedented worlds, which
instantiate real alternatives to the present. Original invention enables thus agents to
transcend given conditions and alternatives by summoning something new into
existence. The same practice of freedom can help to institute freer and more equal
relations. Among others, feminists and gay liberation movements can illustrate that,
when all available options are overly restrictive or rooted in relations of domination,
the real access to freedom may call for of new values, modes of life and types of
relationship (see Zerilli 2005: 61-63, 99-103, 162, Connell 1995: 229-230). Hence,
the power to initiate the new underlies the more propositional, visionary and
experimental forces of heteropolitics.
The intent to rethink historical ruptures through the eruption of the new is central to
certain quarters of contemporary political theory, with the work of Slavoj Žižek and
Alain Badiou being perhaps the paradigmatic examples. 3 There is an obvious reason
for this concern in the thought of theorists who aspire to radical transformation. As
Žižek (2008b: 361) has put it, ‘[T]he situation is ‘‘completely hopeless,’’ with no
clear ‘‘realistic’’ revolutionary perspective...One has thus to sustain a minimum of
anti-determinism...There is always a space to be created for an act’ (Žižek 2008b:
361; emphasis in the original). ‘[W]e should be open to a kind of miracle…a
miraculous event in the sense that something can emerge out of nowhere. We cannot
predict anything. Political miracles give me hope’ (Žižek 2013: 98-99; emphasis in
the original).’

3

Other examples include Unger 2001, Hardt & Negri 2004, Connolly 2013.
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Žižek and Badiou construe the new as ‘unconditioned,’ that is, as a break which is
irreducible to the conditions of the present and the whole of possibilities and
alternatives that the present holds in store. Žižek and Badiou reaffirm thus that radical
change, the surging forth of new possibilities and conditions beyond the present, is
historically possible in the face of actual circumstances which suggest otherwise and
discourses which affirm impossibility. These ideas can help thus to rescue hope and
belief in the possibility of epochal shifts. However, to spell out the notion of new
creation and the difference it makes to social contingency and change, we will turn
here to the thought of Cornelius Castoriadis, whose reflections on historical newness
are arguably free of the implausible decisionism, absolutism or paradoxical passivism
that plague Žižek’s and Badiou’s reflections on innovative political agency. 4
The original creation of the new lies at the core of Cornelius Castoriadis’ ontology of
social ‘non-determinacy.’ Societies are non-necessary artefacts of an ‘imaginary
institution.’ That is, they consist of multiple institutions which have been invented by
the ‘social imaginary,’ an anonymous collective agency which brings into being
creations without precedent: social forms, relations, practices and ‘imaginary
significations’ –the guiding meanings of life (Castoriadis 1987).
Castoriadis (1997: 393) conceives of new figuration as ‘the position of a form neither
producible nor deducible from other forms….by a set of determinate transformations
(‘laws’).’ By ‘production’ he intends here the causal effect of prior conditions which
operate according to prefixed laws, while ‘deduction’ is the analysis of a particular
creation into a different assortment of available elements, in accord with preestablished rules. Hence, ‘radically new’ creations display features which were neither
already available in prior circumstances nor causally compelled by antecedent
conditions (Castoriadis 1994: 332-333). Consider the rise of democratic regimes in
Ancient Greece, the emergence of capitalist societies, the Soviet Union. They were
conditioned by pre-existing situations and they responded, partly, to the demands that
particular states of affairs pressed on different communities. But these social orders
originated new elements, figures and principles –from political equality and
participatory power to profit-making as the principal motive of economy and societywhose occurrence was not causally preordained (Castoriadis 1987: 112, 185).
Individual and collective agents bear a radical and a social imaginary, respectively.
This is a capacity for new beginnings and original figuration (Castoriadis 1987: 197199, 264). But human invention cannot beget something new out of whole cloth
(Castoriadis 1994: 320, 333-334). Novelty is contingent upon uncountable natural and
historical preconditions. What is originally fabricated is a particular composition or
structure, which is new inasmuch as its specific form is without precedent. The wheel
was a radically new invention, because the singular order of things that make it up did
For this argument in favor of Castoriadis’s philosophy of the new, see Kioupkiolis 2017a. For
criticisms questioning Badiou and Žižek see e.g. Hallward 2003: 267-268, 286-289, Bosteels 2011: xi,
146, 168, Stavrakakis 2010.
4
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not pre-exist in nature, although its materials themselves and the laws that govern its
motion were already operative. Reflective and generative action ‘produces by means
of a material and in relation to needs and ideas, all of which are themselves mixtures
of what it has already found there before it and what it has produced itself’
(Castoriadis 1987: 105-106). Accordingly, there is no level of new creation that would
be fully original, unconstrained and clean from the ‘muck of ages.’ Historical
societies cannot create a blank slate out of their past, and social structures evince a
measure of relative stability and objective obduracy. So, the prospects of new social
invention are historically conditioned, albeit not fully pre-empted. Seeing things
social as a knot of contingency/fluidity/innovation and necessity/determinacy/
stability gives an impetus to the freedom to think and act differently. This picture of
the social world registers the strength of constraints and conditions, while it allows for
new guiding principles and regimes, and it does not fully anticipate the directions of
vision and change (Castoriadis 1987: 108-110, 114, 146, 372).
To sharpen and broaden this view of contingency and politics, we should note, first,
that the political activity of new creation is integral to our conception of the political
in terms of a social practice which deliberately acts on social relations and structures
so as to question, to reconstruct or to preserve them. In effect, the politics of
innovative intervention is pivotal to our notion of contemporary democratic
heteropolitics or alter-politics, which denotes political activity that reconfigures
dominant social forms, practices and subjectivities along egalitarian and emancipatory
lines.
Furthermore, contingency as an effect of inventive political action should be related
also to the modern idea of revolution and the different modalities of constituent
power, the power to frame a new constitution in the wider sense of a social regime
and its fundamental laws (Negri 1999). Hannah Arendt has famously argued that the
modern revolutionary form of constituent power makes an absolute beginning, which
discontinues existing forms of society and brings forth a new set of principles and
socio-political figures in the manner e.g. of the American and the French Revolution
(Arendt 1990: 18-20; see also Arendt 1998: 198-203, Wenman 2013: 9). From this
perspective, we can differentiate between two modes of constituent power, according
to Mark Wenman’s (2013: 9, 65-67) Arendtian thought: revolution and augmentation.
Constituent power is the power to institute and to amend the basic coordinates of
social life. This can take on the form of a revolutionary rupture, which initiates new
social processes, principles and structures. Alternatively, it can assume the form of an
‘augmentation,’ which preserves and amplifies an existing constitution by troubling,
modifying or supplementing established norms within the same fundamental
framework. Agonistic democracy in the style of Chantal Mouffe (2000, 2005), James
Tully (2008), William Connolly (1995, 2005) and Bonnie Honig (2009) revolves
around the practice of augmenting actual liberal constitutions, obscuring or explicitly
disavowing the possibility of radical initiative and revolutionary historical change. By
contrast, Žižek and Badiou foreground the revolutionary events of the ‘radically new’
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in order to hold open the possibility of a profound renovation in the dominant social
paradigm. This event would lay the foundations for a new social order, and it would
break with the multiple hierarchies and exclusions, the structural inequalities and the
destructive forces of capitalist society (Wenman 2013: 9-15, 65-67, 92, 158, 164165).
Yet, revolutionary creation and augmentation are not only two manifestations of
constituent power and the human ability to start something new. They are, and they
should be, intimately intertwined in practice. In the contemporary cosmos,
transnational social movements may deliver original forms and principles, which are
then taken up, acted upon and transformed into lived experience by a wide range of
actors who enact them on multiple institutional planes, above, below, within and
across nation-states. Revolutionary new beginnings may thus disclose new universals,
which are realized through their ‘augmentation’ in many different times and spaces
(Wenman 2013: 294). On the other hand, cumulative ‘augmentations’ which refashion
many specific norms over time may culminate into more comprehensive
transformations. In a parallel fashion, the invention of new fundamental principles and
contexts of being will be conditioned by existing historical circumstances and the
weight of instituted forms.
1.11.3. Social complexity
Ordinary and extra-ordinary metamorphoses, in which motion and stasis, novelty and
reproduction of the same are entangled, are a prime factor of the diverse complexity
which pervades things social, both hindering and facilitating innovative interventions.
Although they fastened on hegemonic formations, that is, on how social relations are
ruled by particular agents and structuring logics, Laclau and Mouffe (1985: 111) made
the case that in contemporary societies there is ‘no single underlying principle fixing –
and hence constituting- the whole field of differences.’ Hence, it is not possible to
hold on to the notion of a single ‘nodal point’ in a social order. In any social context,
there can be various hegemonic nodal points, although some of them may be highly
overdetermined and decisive for a broad range of social relations (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 139). Accordingly, societies are not tightly knit systems, structured by allpowerful and pervasive forces, classes, institutions, logics and values. As already
mentioned, Gibson-Graham have dwelled on this point, making the most of the
relative ‘looseness’ of sovereign power and the heterogeneity of social orders for the
purposes of a ‘politics of (alternative) economic possibility.’ Their idea of social
formations has been informed by second-wave feminism, whose local, decentralized
and un-coordinated grassroots action instigated wide-ranging social shifts by
beginning in the here and now, without a prior large-scale systemic revolution
(Gibson-Graham 2006: xxiv). As they explain from the outset,
a politics of possibility rests on an enlarged space of decision and a vision that
the world is not governed by some abstract, commanding force or global form
of sovereignty. This does not preclude recognizing sedimentations of practice
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that have an aura of durability and the look of ‘structures’…..It is, rather, to
question the claims of truth and universality that accompany any ontological
rigidity and to render these claims projects for empirical investigation and
theoretical re-visioning (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxxiii).
Graham-Gibson sketch out thus a specific picture of social configurations which
vouches for an alternative politics of possibility. The dominant structural forces
themselves are contingent outcomes of action, which are pushed and pulled by other
forces, logics and determinations (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxiii-xxxi). The economy is
not a singular and uniform capitalist empire. It is rather a complex of ‘diverse
economies,’ a zone of cohabitation and contention among different economic forms of
transaction, labor, production and enterprise. These range from ‘mainstream
capitalist’ private corporations to ‘alternative market’ public companies, communal
cooperatives and non-profits (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxi-xxii, 60, 65, 73, 87). To
illustrate, the child-care sector, among others, encompasses today a domestic service
and business market, which employs hired housekeepers and workers in corporate
child-care centers, child-care offered through local exchange systems and coops,
barter through equivalent exchange of child-care hours among families, parents
sharing child-care, and families or friends offering free baby-sitting (Gibson-Graham
2006: 73).
‘Noncapitalist’ or non-mainstream capitalist practices, which typically ‘languish on
the margins of economic representation,’ cohabit dominant capitalist economies and
puncture holes in them. They engender thus internally diverse economic contexts
(Gibson-Graham 2006: xxxii) or ‘hybrid economic structure[s] within which
capitalism is the predominant way of organizing economic activity’ (Wright 2010:
125). This diagnosis of contemporary society holds that our world is hegemonized by
neoliberal capitalism and states, but it is not fully swayed by their structures of power
and remains riddled with contradictions, plurality, rifts and openings for intervention.
In this complex and plural, albeit overdetermined cosmos, there is an ‘ever-present
opportunity for local transformation that does not require (though it does not preclude
and indeed promotes) transformation at larger scales’ (Gibson-Graham 2006: xxiv).
Possibilities multiply along with uncertainties. By shaking up the assumption that
there is an all-encompassing and omnipotent system of power which must be
confronted and demolished before local transformative action occurs and gains
traction, ‘other practices,’ from solidarity economy initiatives to social and political
commons, become conceivable and potentially feasible here and now. Let’s try and
see. This outlook offers a potential leverage for broader economic and social change
(Gibson-Graham 2006: xxx-xxxi).
Erik Olin Wright has likewise submitted that social systems are unlike organisms
which consist of well-articulated parts that fulfil interconnected functions. Social
systems operate more like ecological systems in which
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there are systematically interconnected causal relations among the component
parts, and some of these may have the character of functional connections and
feedback processes, but they are not governed by a coherent logic and there are no
necessary functional relations that smoothly integrate the whole (Wright 2010:
323).
Societies are thus ‘loosely coupled’ systems, in which a prevalent structure or logic
organizes the whole. But this predominant force is not fully coherent and integrated.
As a result, its power relations do not command and control all activities taking place
within the system (Wright 2010: 322-323). The state, the economy and civil society
are not fully unified wholes. They are rather heterogeneous assemblages of
apparatuses, conflicting interests and ideologies, sites of struggle and compromise, all
unevenly integrated into a loosely coupled ensemble. Economic systems, more
specifically, are always hybrid and complex constellations of capitalist, statist and
socialist forms, in which one –e.g. capitalist- is usually the ruling structure (Wright
2010: 336, 367).
There are at least four factors which beget contradictions, limits and gaps in the
systems of social reproduction, curtailing their cohesion and efficacy and opening up
space for transformative action. First, there are several requirements for the stable
reproduction of social systems, particularly when they are constituted around deep
cleavages and inequalities. There is little reason to believe that these terms are met
effectively and in fully consistent ways. For instance, capitalist markets stand in need
of protection and regulation by states. But insofar as states build capacities for
effective intervention, the economy risks being further politicized. The ensuing
equilibrium between capitalist state power and economy tends to be unstable and
problematic (Wright 2010: 292).
Second, the institutions which secure social reproduction are not the result of a free
rational design by powerful actors, who would possess a full knowledge of intended
and unintended consequences. They are rather the upshot of struggles and
compromises among elites and between elites and social majorities. Hence, the
resulting institutions are unlikely to be a finely tuned, optimal machine able to block
all attempts at change. Third, institutions tend to become rigid over time due to the
interests which are vested in them and on account of the internal mechanisms of selfperpetuation that they fashion. Rigidity reduces the capacity of institutions to respond
adequately to new circumstances. Finally, the openness and unpredictability of
socioeconomic and political changes further strain established institutions and their
ability to learn, to respond and to smoothly adjust themselves to new conditions.
Accordingly, although apparatuses of coercion, ideology, vested interests and
entrenched institutions enable existing social systems to recycle themselves,
weathering challenges and disruptions, the foregoing components proliferate cracks,
contradictions and apertures for innovative actions and strategies (Wright 2010: 290298).
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In recent years, ‘complexity theory’ (Byrne & Callaghan 2014, Johnson 2009) has
weaved her way through complex social systems and the grounds of indeterminacy in
social reality itself. Nonlinearity and emergence are core properties of complex
systems, which host a collection of many interacting ‘agents.’ In a linear system, the
effect of the combined action of different causes is only the ‘superposition’ of the
effects of each cause taken separately. In nonlinear systems, by contrast, the
combination of two or more elementary actions can give rise to new effects, events
and unexpected structures. These depart from the underlying laws and the initial
properties of the constituent elements. New phenomena reflect the cooperation, the
interaction and the feedback loops between the different components. Memory or
information or things happening at one location affect what is occurring at another.
Hence, emergent phenomena arise from the intercourse among components of a
system, which interact both with each other and with the whole to which they belong,
without the mediation of an ‘invisible hand’ or a central controller. As a result, new
emergent properties cannot be fully predicted and captured in terms of the properties
of their constituents (Byrne & Callaghan 2014: 21-22, Johnson 2009: 13-15).
Complexity and, thus, nonlinearity and emergence are heightened in social systems,
because social systems bear multiple and interconnected causal sets: many agents,
both individual and collective, purposeful action and unintended consequences of
agency, and a variety of systems and sub-systems, both social and environmental,
which interreact with each other on diverse scales of space and time, across history
(Byrne & Callaghan 2014: 106, 142-149, 190).
In effect, according to the complexity view of the world, our globalized, technological
and climate-changing cosmos is a scene in which a multiplicity of heterogeneous,
interacting ensembles with different capacities for self-organization, operate on
various scales of time, space, creativity, speed and agency. Human and non-human
processes intermesh across these systems, making them more interdependent, volatile
and unpredictable (Connolly 2013: 25).
Feedback loops between established schemes of interpretation, new social
movements, new social movements, markets, state and interstate organization,
nonhuman force fields, and novel modes of role experimentation all attain
significant standing in this image (Connolly 2013: 27).
The complex web of late capitalism pulls the rug from under any certainty about the
immutability of any particular structure, power, and social constellation which may
appear solid and immovable. Uncertainty feeds on complexity, diversity, multiple
dynamic interdependencies, emergent phenomena and critical imbalances. Systemic
uncertainty clears the way for contestation and can spur experimental action on
apparently entrenched structures and ruling forces. Recent economic meltdowns and
critical movements, from the Arab Spring to Occupy, are some late occurrences which
disclose emergences, cracks and leakages in ‘the system.’ The threefold crises of
ecology, economics and politics in our times reveal how systems which were
supposed to be fundamentally firm and self-correcting –a relatively stable climate and
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a docile planet that could be subjected to human domination, the spontaneous
equilibriums of the market, constitutional liberal democracies enjoying the support of
the majority- are unsteady, highly stressed and prone to collapse (Purdy 2015: 17-18).
Actual challenges, interventions and systemic upheavals, with the aid of critical
analyses, can test the recalcitrance of specific institutions and social forces. Thereby,
they can shine light on vulnerabilities, lines of flight and possibilities for alteration,
which were invisible or inconceivable before interventions and transformative
ventures were started (Connolly 2013: 37).
Moreover, the systemic entanglement of our cosmos indicates that ‘exodus’ to small,
isolated communities is not a real option for those longing for new social lives. In the
very least, people who exit cannot be exempt from the effects of climate change and
ecosystemic degradation. Action should extend across several systems on all sites –
the market, the state, cultural and other institutions, neighborhoods, municipalities, the
environment, the self- and on all scales of time and space –short, middle and long
term, local, regional, national, interstate, continental, global- to instigate epochal
swings and broad-ranging renovation (Connolly 2013: 40-41, Klein 2014: 405-406).
Finally, the unforeseeable consequences of action within complex systems entail that
we do not know either the bounds of historical possibility or the best pathway to
deeper democracy and sustainable life on the planet.
The best we do, then, is treat the struggle to move forward on the pathways of
social empowerment as an experimental process in which we continually test and
retest the limits of possibility and try, as best as we can, to create new institutions
which will expand those limits themselves (Wright 2010: 373).
With regard to systems of nature, which are inextricably intertwined with social
systems in our era of global warming, the complexity view commends, more
specifically, an attitude of caution, self-restraint and humility. The biosphere is a
player of its own, which can react in unforeseeable ways to human intervention.
Nature itself is contingent, fragile, irregular, creative and unpredictable. Hence, the
earth can ‘go wild’ in response to hubristic attempts at ‘geoengineering,’ which would
purportedly resolve the crises caused by climate change. Socio-natural loops call for
radical shifts in prevailing attitudes. We should undo linear, one-way relationships of
human ‘domination’ and maximum exploitation of other living organisms and
materials, which run a brutal roughshod over human-nature interdependencies,
systemic fragility and human finitude. Attitudes and practices of human ‘mastery’
over nature reduce ‘things to bland substances that can be manipulated at will without
regard to unintended consequences’ (Mοrton 2016: 52). But the ‘intrusive
transcendence’ of Earth has rendered today ridiculous all epic, masterful narratives of
human history. We should knit, instead, synergistic, reciprocal and metabolic bonds
with natural systems, other species and landscapes, which recycle energy, minimize
extraction, and replenish resources and life on the planet (Morton 2016: 6-7, 37, 58116

59, 159-162, Purdy 2015: 236-237, 282, Danowski & Viveiros de Castro 2017: 117,
Klein 2014: 267, 446-447).
Ecological awareness forces us to think and feel at multiple scales, scales that
disorient normative concepts such as ‘present,’ ‘life,’ ‘human,’ ‘nature,’ ‘thought,’
and ‘logic’….ecognosis involves realizing that nonhumans are installed at
profound levels of the human…Coexisting with these nonhumans is ecological
thought, art, ethics, and politics (Morton 2016: 159).
An alter-politics for our age of intricate intertwinements, contingency and looming
catastrophe must be future-oriented and comprehensive. It must hold together
questions of natural conservation or regeneration with questions of justice. Ecological
disasters, from coastal flooding to crises of food and water shortage, are likely to
intensify in the near future, and they are bound to be unequally distributed,
devastating firstly the poor (Purdy 2015: 6). The overarching objective for democratic
other politics would be, then, to turn eco-social crises into occasions of common
responsibility, which merge self-run, egalitarian commons and commitments to global
justice with the politics of solicitude for life on earth. ‘Nature’ itself is not a stable
entity and reference. A return to a fictional, benign earlier condition is either
impossible or a politically reactionary desire. Hence, the aim is an ‘egalitarian and
democratic production of socio-ecological commons’ (Swyngedouw 2018: 164).
The political challenge of the ‘Anthropocene,’ in which human activity co-shapes
nature, lies thus in ‘the need for limits that give the world some definite shape, some
stability in its climate and seasons, some diversity in species and habitats and
landscapes’ (Purdy 2015: 268), while meeting concerns of global justice. Narrowing
the scope of human appetites should be the object of a planet-wide politics of selfrestraint, which transforms the ‘mastery of oneself…into a collective project of recivilization….a technology of slowing down, a diseconomy no longer mesmerized by
the hallucination of continuous growth, a cultural insurrection…against the
zombiefication of the citizen-consumer’ (Danowski & Viveiros de Castro 2017: 9798; emphasis in the original). This an ‘ontological politics,’ which reshapes our being
human and brings into life a new people, who believe in the world and compose with
Earth.
An ontological alter-politics for our times can be either authoritarian or democratic
and collectively decided, reasserting democracy as the politics of making the world
together and of taking collective responsibility. This is the epochal predicament for
contemporary politics. Hence, political action for systemic democratic change and
sustainable existence turns out to be an inherently agonistic, experimental, open,
reflexive, humble, cautious, regenerative, synergistic and plural undertaking.
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1.12. Political strategies for expansive heteropolitics: a) the three-faced Dionysus
to govern the common
Social complexity and contingency under a neoliberal global order/disorder set the
scene in which the question of political strategy should be rigorously thought through
with a view to broadening the spheres of a heteropolitical construction of ‘real’
democracy –of commons, collaboration, solidarity, political equality, civic
participation and self-rule, diversity, openness and concern for the earth. As we
stressed above, when they intend to sway the balance of power in favor of such
heteropolitics in our present context, game-changing strategies come up against
formidable hurdles and challenges. Among them, we can list entrenched
individualism, social fragmentation, phantasmatic and affective attachments to the
status quo and its promises of happiness, a global order of competition, restructured
neoliberal states, widespread discourses of ‘no-alternative,’ the actual failures of
oppositional parties, governments and movements in recent years, from Latin
America to Southern Europe, elite power, an impoverished democracy and political
inertia, precarization, disempowerment, indebtedness, insecurity, and surveillance.
Despite all alter-political inventions, energies and insurgencies since the 1990s, it is a
common place to point out that democratic resistances and mobilizations leave a lot to
be desired. Even the massive 2011 cycle of contention against austerity and (non-)
representative rule in Southern Europe, from the Spanish 15 M to the Greek square
movements, has failed to effect a true reshuffling of power and democratic
institutional reform. Neoliberal capitalism, steepening inequalities, massive discontent
with representative politics, rising xenophobia and unwillingness to tackle climate
change are still the ruling game in town.
there is a sense among many that the radical democratic capacities manifest in
these movements…remain far short of what will be needed to radically transform
neoliberal capitalist trajectories that are rapidly dismantling democracy…the ‘No!’
is much more audible and articulate than the ‘Yes!’ The prefigurative enactments
are often problematic. The powers of durability are not yet terribly impressive. The
connections to broader organizing efforts tend to be weak, and the capacity to
translate discontents into systemic political economic transformation remains to be
seen (Coles 2016: 193).
Τhe present section will begin a foray into the strategic question from the angle of
heteropolitical social renewal, the alternative of the commons and the actual strategic
deficit in commons theories and practices (see Report 2. The Common). It will start
out from two critical inquiries into the paths which may conduce to new forms of
government, economy and social relations, which have been undertaken in the latest
works of Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri and the missed Erik Olin Wright. The
subsequent sections will come to grips with the strategy of hegemony (and posthegemony) for the formation of collective actors who can carry out transformative
projects. They will speak also to issues of political organization and will delve into the
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most recent developments in new city –or ‘municipalist’- politics, which plot
potentially promising strategies for the reordering of established institutions.
Ηardt and Negri’s Declaration (2012) is devoted to thinking historical transition,
political strategy and the building of counter-hegemony alliances. This short treatise
puts forward a present-day theory for the political construction of collective subjects
and constituent powers that would institute a ‘democracy of the multitude,’ taking its
bearings from the democratic struggles of 2011. According to Hardt and Negri’s
(2012: 45-46) reading of the 2011 cycle of struggles, this introduced constituent
processes which would lead to a free and equal democracy and they can cultivate the
types of subjectivity that will live up to such a democracy.
The democratic insurgencies of 2011-2012 mobilized agents who turned their backs
on centralised leadership, closed ideologies and representation by political parties,
trying to win back effective self-government. The insurgents were organized
horizontally through networks that subvert hierarchies. They convened assemblies of
direct collective decision-making, which engendered new social truths and affects.
Collective deliberation attended to minorities and embraced singular differences. It
did so by adhering to plural procedures that were open to conflicts and by making
decisions that blended divergent views in contingent ways. Provisional majorities
were not uniform and univocal bodies, but a ‘concatenation of differences’ (Hardt &
Negri 2012: 64). Following the lead of such innovations, the legislative, the executive
and the judiciary could be reconstituted along federalist lines, which would tie
together an extensive variety of interacting forces and assemblies in which people rule
directly themselves. These political agencies would multiply horizontally across
social fields, and they would deliberate with each other without being subsumed under
any overarching, centralized authority (Hardt & Negri 2012: 89-90).
The Indignados and Occupy movements took aim, moreover, at the rule of both
private and public property, cherishing the prospects of a collective free access to
resources which are held in common and are managed in concert. They conducted,
moreover, sedentary slow-time politics, which were rooted in local conditions. But
they also communicated with each other across national borders and they responded
to global concerns (Hardt & Negri 2012: 5-7, 39-40, 63-64).
Accordingly, for Hardt and Negri, democratic renewal is premised on a political
endeavor to compose collective subjects and constituent powers. New modes of
production and new democratic mobilizations have prepared the ground and they have
drafted some guidelines. But they have not delivered any definite, fully-fledged
solutions (Hardt & Negri 2012: 101-104). New collective action has also drawn the
contours of another strategy, but it has not attained yet any enduring results. The
‘constituent processes’ set in motion by the 2011 civic insurgencies remain incipient
gestures or very broad orientations which need to be filled out with more specific
content.
In this direction, Hardt and Negri in their Declaration (2012) make three further
points about strategy, which need to be worked out more fully. First, raising the
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question (Hardt & Negri 2012: 56): ‘What good is a beautiful constituent process
when people are suffering now? What if, by the time we create a perfect democratic
society, the earth is already degraded beyond repair?,’ they rejoin that constituent
powers must be equipped with a set of democratic ‘counterpowers.’ These will take
immediate action in order to prevent further environmental degradation and to meet
basic human necessities (food, shelter, health etc.). Counterpowers will enlist legal
means and ‘weapons of coercion’ so as to ‘force the corporations and the nation-states
to open access to the common’ and to halt natural and social destruction (Hardt &
Negri 2012: 59). Hardt and Negri (2012: 101-103) stress, moreover, that the rich will
not give away their property, and the powerful will not let the reins of power fall of
their own free will. Hence, to overthrow the ruling powers we will need collective
force. We should prepare, thus, for an event that will ‘completely reshuffle the decks
of political powers and possibility’ (Hardt & Negri 2012: 102).
What is at issue, then, is a new balance of power that can be attained through the
forceful assertion of the multitude in an event of rupture. As the next section will
explain, this realignment of the balance of power lies at the core of any hegemonic
démarche on its most classic, Gramscian conception (Gramsci 1971: 57-58, 109, 172,
404). Contradicting a sharp divide between hegemony and the politics of autonomy
that he posited in the works co-authored with Michael Hardt (see e.g. Hardt & Negri
2009: 169, 305; 2012: 83), Negri has explicitly conceded the need for a ‘hegemony of
one pole…the common of the multitude…that has been subordinated over another
which has been dominant until now’ (Curcio & Ozselçuk 2010: 322).
On a second note, Hardt and Negri hold that a democratic society, which would be
grounded in the open sharing and self-management of the ‘commons,’ will have to
weld together coalitions between the defenders of such a project and a variety of
groups in struggle: workers, unemployed, poor, students, and others (Hardt & Negri
2012: 106-107). Furthermore, such blocs of forces should converge in alliances, in
which autonomous singularities interact with each other, transform themselves
through their exchanges, and recognize themselves as ‘part of a common project’
(Hardt & Negri 2012: 107).
Finally, Hardt and Negri (2012: 82-83) trace out a certain dialectic between
movements and recent ‘progressive governments’ in Latin America. They earmark
this dialectic as an exemplary instance of the ‘institutionality of the common,’ which
puts in place institutions for collective goods governed in common for the common
benefit. In this type of ‘institutionality,’ democratic decision-making takes place in
plural processes of transparent and flexible governance, which ally effective
counterpowers with autonomous, long-term political developments and the ethicopolitical elaboration of a new democratic constitution. Radical egalitarian movements
hold on to their organisational and ideological autonomy. They entertain cooperative
and antagonistic relations with governments which champion programmatically the
same project. They wage common battles against various hierarchies. But they turn
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against their allies in state administration and in ruling parties when the latter regress
into old practices of domination.
This type of bond between movements and parties-governments accomplishes a form
of disjunctive conjunction, that is, of partial alliance and critical independence,
between movements and government (Hardt & Negri 2012: 81, 83). The interplay
between autonomous collective action and institutions of government dilutes
sovereign power into a complex plurality of deliberative moments and consensual
law-making initiatives. Hardt and Negri (2012: 82) claim, however, that it preserves
‘a deep political coherence of the governmental process’ which results in a consistent
‘institutionality of the common,’ conducting a common fight ‘against national
oligarchies, international corporations, or racist elites’ (Hardt & Negri 2012: 81-82).
However, beyond an idealized account of the ‘disjunctive conjunction’ which would
dissolve and disperse sovereign power, Hardt and Negri fail to tarry with the tensions
coursing through autonomous grassroots mobilization, top-down direction and
institutional inertia. They do not elaborate on the specific relations and relays between
these poles, and the needed reforms of state power or the party organization, which
can unleash a permanent movement in favor of broader access and equal power in
collective self-governance, privileging participatory democracy and demoting
sovereign leaders. The strains in question became glaringly apparent in the case of
Chávez’s rule in Venezuela, among others. The concentration of power in the person
of the leader and Chávez’s authoritative direction of the forces assembled around him
undermined social self-organization and an egalitarian empowerment of the people.
The clash between top-down rule, personalism, centralism and autonomous grassroots
mobilization has been deemed, indeed, the contradiction of Chavista populism (López
Maya 2015: 386-397, Philip & Panizza 2011: 96-97, Azzellini 2015).
The project of instating ‘Consejos Comunales,’ the vanguard of Chávez’s ‘statesponsored participatory democracy,’ illustrates the frictions. A grassroots initiative to
radicalize democracy was taken over and sponsored by Chávez’s leadership and the
state. They officially funded ‘participatory democracy’ and they set out to
institutionalize it (Azzellini 2015: 133-298, Ciccariello-Maher 2013: 243-249). State
sponsorship and incorporation did not completely stifle grassroots autonomy.
However, bureaucrats, the local administration and other actors in the Chavista
political apparatus frequently interfered with Communal Councils to block their plans,
to control them, and to rein in the expansion of direct democratic self-governance
(Azzellini 2015: 186-199, Robertson 2014). In the communities themselves, the tight
entanglement with the state bred also clientelist relationships and a growing
dependence on the state and the leader, which undercut the growth of self-reliance and
self-rule (see Stavrakakis et al. 2016).
In their 2017 Assembly, Hardt and Negri take their strategic thinking some steps
forward by mapping out three primary roads towards new forms of rule and
governance. They lay out their potentials and perils and they plead for a variable
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amalgamation of the three. The first strategy is ‘exodus.’ Groups and individuals
taking this route seek to exit from dominant institutions in order to contrive in
miniature new social relations, new ways of living, sharing, producing and
reproducing. Intentional ‘utopian’ communities, which set foot in remote places,
isolated from larger societies, and ‘prefigurative’ politics unfolding in present-day
activism are two stellar practices of exodus. Prefigurative action may take place in
urban spaces or massive mobilizations, such as the 15 M in Spain, in which actors act
here and now on the values –equality, co-decision, sharing goods, care, plurality,
horizontality- they hope to diffuse in larger social fields or the world in general.
Prefiguration does not only anticipate a future better society. It shows performatively
its feasibility and its desirability, hoping to energize experimentation and wider
displacements in prevalent values (Hardt & Negri 2017: 274-275).
On the other hand, utopian and prefigurative communities command little power to
make an impact on ruling institutions and to draw forth large-scale social
reconstruction. They tend to stay at a remove from wider social milieus, or their
members remain dependent on ruling social structures for their reproduction. More
crucially, they lack the means and the will to engage with ruling institutions and to
reorder broader social constellations (Hardt & Negri 2017: 275-276). To these
considerations, we could add that communities bent on prefiguration tend to be
absorbed in their internal lifeworld, precisely because they set out to craft a desirable
future in it, relegating thus broader socio-political issues to the margins and
eschewing contestation in the larger social realm of power, social structures and
politics.
This helps explain how a group’s internal processes can come to stand in for a
strategy; how ‘tactics’ can become valued more for their self-expressive and
group-affirming capacities than for their instrumentality; how a would-be-political
group can gravitate toward self-referential rituals and rhetoric….Because this
utopian space is what fills our lack, the achievement of the space can be exalted
over what the space achieves; the life of the group over the group’s capacity to act
as a vehicle for change (Smucker 2017: 116-117; emphasis in the original).
By contrast, the second path which can issue in a new mode of governance according
to Hardt and Negri’s analysis, ‘antagonistic reformism,’ wrestles with existing
institutions from within, striving to substantially restructure them. It undertakes an
internal struggle against the dominant order, a ‘long march through the institutions,’
which can assume the form of electoral contests or legal projects which, for instance,
tamper with established regimes of property in order to reduce exclusions and
inequalities or to gain more space for workers’ rights. While ‘collaborative
reformism’ seeks mainly to alleviate the ills of the system for social majorities or the
subaltern, antagonistic reformism is intent on fundamental change. To meet this
objective, it fashions counterinstitutions or it allies itself with counterpowers, closing
ranks with autonomous movements which agitate for similar purposes. The principal
limitation of antagonistic reformism derives from institutional constraints and inertia,
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which are often forceful enough to change the subjects who intend to change them
(Hardt & Negri 2017: 276-277).
The third main road is called by Hardt and Negri ‘hegemony,’ which they render as a
strategy targeting the large scale and society in its entirety. This strategy purports to
directly refound society as a whole by pulling down existing institutions through a
‘destituent’ enterprise and by putting then new institutions in their place, so as to
constitute a new order of power. The first and the second path follow slow
temporalities, in which thoroughgoing social change is projected onto the future while
present activity occupies itself with alternative small communities or gradual reforms.
In contrast, the third path proceeds through the abrupt, immediate temporality of the
‘event,’ which aspires to bring on a swift total transformation. In reality, thus, what
Hardt & Negri designate here idiosyncratically as ‘hegemony’ is another name for the
modern concept of revolution. As they go on to recognize (Hardt & Negri 2017: 279),
in the thought of its principal theorist in the early 20th century, Antonio Gramsci,
hegemony captures a more nuanced socio-political logic which exceeds the binary
bounds of revolutionary rupture and ‘taking power’ alone.
Hardt and Negri trace the defects of a revolutionary conquest of power back to
sovereignty. The aim should be to reconstruct power itself rather than ‘take it’ as it is.
Modern structures of power are governed by the logic of sovereignty, whereby the
sovereign rules over their subjects and wields the ultimate power to make decisions as
the bearer of an exclusive right to political authority. Hence, sovereign power is
inherently a relationship of inequality and domination, which subordinates the
multitude and functions as an engine of ‘absolute’ power concentration.
Representation is a core component of this apparatus of sovereignty (Hardt & Negri
2017: 25-26, 31, 39, 277-278). Second, today the constraints foisted on those who
take power by a host of external and internal forces, from global capital and
competition to international institutions of power, dominant nation-states, domestic
capital and the media, have drastically narrowed the scope for initiative which is
actually available to any political agency or government (Hardt & Negri 2017: 278).
Hardt and Negri offer two rejoinders to the pitfalls of the three strategies they identify.
The first is the recognition of their complementarity. They should be seen as a ‘threefaced Dionysus to govern the common’ (Hardt & Negri 2017 274, 278). Today, it is
no longer –if it ever was- a matter of deciding among the three, but of deploying them
together, variably and intelligibly according to the circumstances, so as to unleash
transformative effects of the greatest amplitude. The three orientations should be
recalibrated to serve one another. Taking power in this way should aim at opening up
space for long-term institutional reforms and for autonomous self-organization,
experiment and prefiguration by civic movements. The overall objective should be to
orchestrate a real ‘dualism of power,’ which intervenes within, against and beyond the
ruling regime (Hardt & Negri 2017: 39, 278).
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Key to this dualism and the confluence of the three strategies is the institution of
‘counterpowers.’ These powers are antagonistic formations situated within and
against the state, like the community councils of self-government set up by the
Zapatistas, which can exert pressures on the ruling order and can force it to reform
itself. Counterpowers should be plural and linked in networks. They should struggle
to subvert capitalist sovereignty and to eventually destroy transcendent sovereign
power, which is vested with the right to act over society in the last instance. The
counterpowers attain the desired synthesis because they are prefigurative and partly
external to established regimes, fabricating the new here and now, ‘in the ruins,’
before the demolition of the dominant regime. But they are also forces pushing for the
‘antagonistic reform’ of the state and the economy. Finally, they can initiate processes
for framing a new, revolutionary constitution. They enable us to break with the old
‘sovereignist’ concept of revolution, whereby a social power topples the ruling order
and introduces a new sovereign rule. Such counterpowers show, thus, how we can
effectively straddle the divide ‘reform or revolution’ (Hardt & Negri 2017: 256-257).
Their second, ‘more profound,’ response is that political agency should be rooted in
and organically tied up with the social. To grasp how we can subject leaders to the
strategies of the multitude, and how we can devise nonsovereign institutions of
democratic decision-making, we should turn to the social terrain in order to recognize
and build up existing capacities for organization and collaboration. Democratic
agency and governance call for the reinstitution of social relations around the
common and the principles of freedom and equality. The growth of the common, of
common goods and social wealth which are shared, produced and administered
collectively on a footing of equality for the common benefit, should override the rule
of private property, which exacerbates inequalities and impedes the participation of
the many. The actual ability of the people to organize collaboratively their productive
lives already demonstrates their political competence for self-government around the
common. Organization and the networks of democratic decision-making should be at
once social and political, building on the cooperative structures which already inform
the production and reproduction of social life. Finally, in both its political and
productive organization, the multitude should safeguard its autonomy from capitalist
institutions of production and political command (Hardt & Negri 2017: 39-42, 85-105,
239, 278-279).
The two co-authors note that the ‘superposition’ of the social and the political in the
strategies for restructuring society is akin to Gramsci’s notion of hegemony. This
comprises both a moment of constructing political subjectivity and agency (through
the new Prince of the Party) and a moment of social class struggle, which refigures
social relations and subjectivities based on innovations in productive processes (Hardt
& Negri 2017: 279).
Τhese two general guidelines are supplemented with three further strategic counsels,
which touch also on issues of political organization. First, the subject of strategic
capacity should be the ‘multitude,’ an ‘irreducible internal multiplicity,’ the ‘many’ as
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a ‘swarm’ (Hardt & Negri 2017: 292), rather than individual leaders or parties.
Leadership should be reduced to a tactical deployment for specific purposes and on
special occasions, e.g. when there is a need for swift action or special expertise, and it
should be bound by limited mandates. The multitude should hone its own capacity to
be the main strategist, seeing far in the future and across the social field, weighing the
balance of forces, scrutinizing the structures of domination in all their guises,
amassing counterpowers, planning for the future and reweaving social bonds (Hardt &
Negri 2017: 18-19, 279-280).
Second, we should take our lead from ‘the plural ontology’ of contemporary social
movements, from the 2011 encampments to the Black Lives Matter protests since
2014, which are symptoms of a ‘deeper social reality’ located in the circuits of social
production and reproduction. These movements act out similar organizational scripts
by making public space common, that is openly accessible to all and collectively
managed, and by collectively deciding rules of self-management in assemblies.
Crucially, plurality, networks, federalist articulation and constitutive action are the
pivots of these socio-political interventions and their agency. A wide plurality of
groups and subjectivities, with different traditions and objectives, coalesce in
powerful networks which follow federalist patterns of association (Hardt & Negri
2017: 68-69). Their aspiration is to ‘create a model of constituent democracy in which
differences are able to interact and together create new institutions: against global
capital…for access to and self-management of the common’ (Hardt & Negri 2017:
69). Hardt and Negri call on contemporary movements to engage in constituent action
and to work out new institutions of democratic self-government, which transcend the
traditional mechanisms of representation and sovereign power by adopting the
common as their foundation and telos (Hardt & Negri 2017: 67-71, 239). In this
process, a renewed figure of social unionism will provide a catalyst. Labor organizing
and social movements should converge around the common, posing equal access and
the collective self-management of social resources as the ground for any refoundation
of democracy (Hardt & Negri 2017: 147-150).
Third, the multitude should take power differently, by designing nonsovereign
institutions of democratic governance, which would administer collectively the
common without structures of representation and rule over others. The multitude
should not simply occupy the existing offices of domination by appointing better
leaders. It should profoundly modify the structures and operations of power itself,
inventing new modalities of power and government which burst through the capitalist
orders of command and sovereignty (Hardt & Negri 2017: 39, 71-72).
All these are pertinent, but rather general and sketchy summons and propositions,
which broadly reflect the alter-political spirit of contemporary democratic praxis
teased out by Dixon (2014), Coles (2016) and others (see here above, sections 1.7,
1.8). Beyond them, however, Hardt and Negri fail to deliver a rigorous and more
detailed answer to the questions:
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a) which type of organization could hatch and realize these strategies?
b) which type of structure, practice and organization could constructively negotiate
the tensions between the ‘three paths,’ mainly between the statist and top-down logics
of ‘antagonistic reform’ and ‘hegemony,’ on the one hand, and the non-statist or antistatist, bottom-up logics of ‘exodus’ or ‘prefiguration’ and counterpower informing
grassroots actors and communities?
c) how could we assemble a collective agent who would commit itself to a large-scale
project of social renewal and would implement the three strategies?
They explicitly grant that ‘Our response is thus not yet a substantive proposal but
rather a methodological guideline,’ and that ‘multitude designates a radical diversity
of social subjectivities that…require a political project to organize,’ about which we
learn preciously little (Hardt & Negri 2017: 41, 69; emphasis in the original. For their
failure to take on the three questions in some depth, see also Hardt & Negri 2017: 23,
66-68, 227-239, 290-293).
The third question (c) stands out as the strategic question when we are alive to the fact
that bringing off larger democratic alternatives requires agency; that collective actors
who would strive for them are today either missing or they are fleeting, small and
dispersed minorities; and that social fragmentation, heterogeneity, precarization,
individualism and massive disaffection with politics are pervasive forces perpetuating
the status quo and standing in the way of collective action (see e.g. De Angelis 2010).
As E. O. Wright (2018: 56) has put it
In some ways, the most vexing problem for the strategic vision of eroding
capitalism is how to create collective actors with sufficient coherence and capacity
for struggle to sustain over time the project of challenging capitalism. It is not
enough to have a solid diagnosis and critique of the world as it is.... It is not even
enough to map the strategies that would move us in the right directions. For those
alternatives to actually be achievable, there must be political agents of
transformation capable of bringing them about using those strategies. So, where are
these collective actors?
Ernesto Laclau (2001; 2005a: 239-244) had already objected to Hardt and Negri’s
(2004) theory of the ‘multitude’ that they lack any theory of political articulation that
would engineer a ‘collective will’ out of particular struggles and the ‘multitude’ of
differences, which can potentially clash with each other. In history and politics
nothing guarantees that the objectives of particular mobilizations will not contradict
each other and will converge in an effective force of change. Communities are not a
gift of nature. They are the offshoot of political construction out of a primary diversity
and division.
This critique, which takes issue with the absence in the thought of Hardt and Negri of
a theory about how we can politically articulate a collective will, remains apt and
relevant to their later work –the Assembly (2017). They affirm that ‘we should not
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seek to reduce that plurality of subjectivities [of the multitude] into a single subject
but instead create mechanisms of articulation that allow the multitude, in all its
multiplicity, to act politically and make political decisions’ (Hardt & Negri 2017: 292293). They state, moreover, that the multitude, rather than being simply a collection of
identities, is firmly anchored in the terrain of coalition politics, which links together
movements of resistance and production in transversal coalitions (Hardt & Negri
2017: 203, 263). The common, plurality, networks, federalist articulation and
constitutive action are the compasses of collective organization and agency. In the
same vein, they reckon that we should hammer out ‘democratic structures and
institutional frameworks in which leaders are truly servants’ (Hardt & Negri 2017:
291) and they counsel that the multitude should take power differently (Hardt & Negri
2017: 39, 71-72). But they do not elaborate on more specific practices of political
articulation and coalition-making, nor do they lay out the structures and norms which
would subject leaders to the multitude and would enable the multitude to wield power
in a different way.
There is a fundamental reason for this absence of an adequate theory of political
subjectivation and organization, which should be put down to their ontology of the
present. In a nutshell, the collective subject and structure in question are already
almost active in the field of production itself, so there is little need to concern
ourselves with their political configuration.
The common is increasingly today both the foundation and primary result of social
production. We rely…on shared knowledges, languages, relationships, and circuits
of cooperation along with shared access to resources in order to produce, and what
we produce tends (at least potentially) to be common, that is, shared and managed
socially (Hardt & Negri 2017: xvi).
In the contemporary circuits of social production…cooperation is formed
increasingly without the direct imposition of capitalist control. More and more
schemes of productive and reproductive cooperation are invented and regulated by
the producers themselves in communicative and social networks…Today, in fact,
subjectivities operate increasingly according to a logic of assemblage (Hardt &
Nergi 2017: 292, 295).
The ability of people to organize together their productive lives and to plan and
innovate future forms of cooperation demonstrates the necessary political
capacities. And in the biopolitical context, social organization always spills over
into political organization (Hardt & Negri 2017: 279).
We can verify the potential of the multitude to organize itself, to set the terms for
how we cooperate, and to make decisions together only by investigating what
people are already doing, what are their talents and capacities, in the field of social
production (Hardt & Negri 2017: xv).
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This whole strand of argument is shaky and contestable on two different, but
interconnected levels. The question is posed, first, whether the ‘common’ and social
cooperation in the sphere of production are, indeed, powerful and independent enough
to bind together potent and autonomous webs of social self-organization and to
compose, hence, collective subjects. Second, whether we can verify that ‘in the
biopolitical context’ social organization ‘always spills over’ into political
organization. Only if both propositions hold true could we rely on new developments
and processes in ‘biopolitical’ production to figure the collective actors of change
who are missing or call for active articulation. Hardt and Negri (2017: xvi, 292)
contend that the common and the self-organization of the multitude are increasingly
the ground and the outcome of social production. Is this so? And if it is, does
‘increasingly’ imply that ‘the common’ and its circuits of cooperation are already
powerful and extensive enough to generate collective agency? Hardt and Negri
apparently hold that this is the case. Hence, they repeatedly enjoin us to turn our gaze
from the political to the social terrain, which ‘allows us to grasp…the widespread
capacities for organizing social cooperation’ (Hardt & Negri 2017: 278; see also
2017: xv, 290-295).
In their 2017 Assembly, but also in their earlier Multitude (2004) and Commonwealth
(2009), the thesis that the common and the self-organized multitude which produces it
are increasingly hegemonic and considerably potent today is an assertion which lacks
more specific and empirical substantiation (see e.g. Hardt & Negri 2017: 107-123). In
effect, this contention has come in for heavy criticism by several theorists and
analysts. The Marxist proponents of the commons Massimo De Angelis (2007: 3-10)
and George Caffentzis (2013: 66-81), among others, have castigated the idea of an
already organized ‘multitude,’ disputing the importance of the swerve towards
‘immaterial labor’ across the world. They counter that the political force of struggle
for the commons remains yet to be properly constructed, as the laboring strata of the
population are still deeply caught up in capital’s regimes of domination and
exploitation. Hence, Hardt and Negri’s narrative entails pacifying, depoliticizing
effects. It suggests that no sustained, big efforts will be required to self-organize, to
modify ideas, relations and practices and to combat the rule of neoliberal capital (De
Angelis 2007: 3-4, 9-10, Caffentzis 2013: 81).
Dardot and Laval (2014: 131-135, 226-227) have dismissed the claim that neoliberal
capitalism is parasitic and external to the common. Neoliberal capital is not merely a
force that encloses and exploits the commons, which would be self-created by a
multitude capable of emancipating itself simply by shattering the repressive shell of
capitalism. Neoliberal capital is a force that organizes production directly, deeply and
in an all-encompassing manner. Capital manufactures new modes of exploitation and
domination in contemporary enterprises, and it readjusts all social fields in line with
its competitive ethos. The political conclusion follows suit. The commons do not
spring ‘naturally’ from social life and cooperation. They must be actively built and
instituted. The same goes for the collective subject of change, which could not come
into being without a drastic reformation of dominant logics, sentiments and values
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among the vast majority. Such a re-education of spirits and habits can occur only
through a self-transformative involvement in new commons (Dardot & Laval 2014:
226-227, 397).
The point that the common and the organization of the commoners are not yet
adequately constituted and solid has been conceded even by advocates of ‘commonsbased peer production’ (Bauwens, Kostakis & Pazaitis 2019), who avow that the latter
remains only ‘a prefigurative prototype’ which cannot yet fully reproduce itself
outside of its relation of mutual dependence with capitalism. ‘[A]s long as peer
producers of commoners cannot engage in their self-reproduction outside of capital
accumulation, commons-based peer production remains a proto-mode of production,
not a full one’ (Bauwens, Kostakis & Pazaitis 2019: 6).
The second plank of Hardt and Negri’s argument –that in biopolitical production
social organization ‘spills over’ into political organization- is equally debatable and
no strong case is made for it in their work. There is, indeed, a vast literature which
documents the impact of new digital networks on political mobilization and
organization (see e.g. Castells 2012, Feenstra et al. 2017, Morel 2012, Gerbaudo
2012; 2017; 2018). It is argued, thus, that digital media upgrade the communicative
power of people to speak for themselves and to take political initiatives. New digital
technologies make more room for personal difference and autonomy within collective
action, while dispensing with the need for centralized organization and ideological
convergence. New social software and distribution systems have sparked an
autonomous formation of social networks. They have increased connectivity in our
societies, and they have enabled leaderless and horizontal, non-hierarchical
movements to get off the ground, to coordinate themselves and proliferate. However,
most political action immersed in the digital commons has been short-lived. It has not
crystallized in any enduring forms and it has not attained systemic socio-political
effects, as Hardt and Negri themselves (2017: xiii, 3) aver. Even ‘digital parties’
(Gerbaudo 2018) do not seem to escape the conventional molds and limits of 20th
century parties (see e.g. Kioupkiolis 2016 on Podemos).
Moreover, between social organization in production and political organization that
carries forward a conscious political project there is no automatic and unmediated
passage. Revolutionary Marxists and other radicals at the turn of the 20th century,
including Vladimir Lenin, Rosa Luxemburg and Antonio Gramsci, were alert to the
gaps between the two and the partially autonomous logics and structures of political
forms. The thrust of Lenin’s argument in ‘What Is to Be Done?’ (1902) is precisely
that the types of social organization which crop up in production and proletarian
struggle –the trade unions- do not transform themselves directly into revolutionary
collective actors. Hence, a distinct political organization –the revolutionary party- is
needed for such action.
Hardt and Negri contend that in biopolitical production -in which collective
intelligence, knowledge, affects and relations are primary- social circuits and
interaction convert themselves more readily in political organization than in preceding
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modes of capitalist production. This is so because biopolitical production configures
new social relations and subjectivities grounded in autonomous collaboration (Hardt
& Negri 2017: xix, 94, 115-123). But all modes of production engender their own
relations of production and the attendant subjectivities. In the face of the foregoing
critiques and everyday experience in precarious, dependent and disempowered labor,
Hardt and Negri hardly establish that biopolitical relations are freer, more equal and
self-organizing.
1.13. Political strategies for expansive heteropolitics and new commons: b)
eroding the hegemonic system
In recent years, Erik Olin Wright has also ventured into a rigorous strategic thinking
from the perspective of radical social renewal which yearns for deeper democracy and
the advancement of community and solidarity economies (Wright 2010; 2018). His
reflections partly converge and overlap with Hardt and Negri and the common ‘other
political’ doxa, which thread together prefiguration and counterpowers with
institutional and power engagements, embedding all of them in a larger strategy for
historical transformation (see here above, sections 1.7, 1.8; see also Smucker 2017:
116-117, 122). Like them, he puts forth a multipronged and multilayered approach to
game-changing action. He also draws attention to new ‘peer-to-peer’ technologies
which facilitate sharing and collaboration (Wright 2018: 66). But he parts way with
Hardt and Negri insofar as he entertains the value of ‘symbiotic’ reformism, he
bundles together the different modes of social reconstruction under a general umbrella
of ‘eroding capitalism’ –rather than ‘smashing’ it (Wright 2018: 26-30)-, and he is
acutely alert to the need to convene a collective actor of struggle and change who is
missing.
E. O. Wright (2010: 303) has pinned down ‘three basic logics of transformation
through which new institutions of social empowerment might potentially be built:
ruptural, interstitial and symbiotic.’ The first one envisions a sharp rupture with
ruling institutions and the establishment of new institutions after a direct confrontation
with the status quo and the destruction of the core institutions of state and capitalism.
This is a war-like process, which intervenes on the level of the nature of the social
game and struggles to radically overturn it (Wright 2010: 203, 206-207; 2018: 24-25).
The revolutionary transition to socialism has been historically the iconic instance of a
ruptural logic, which corresponds thus to the strategy of revolution or ‘hegemony’ in
Hardt and Negri’s lexicon (Wright 2010: 308). The option of an insurrectionary
assault and overthrow of the state and of capitalist institutions commands little social
support today. More deeply, it could hardly succeed in bringing forth a more
egalitarian democracy in countries with developed market economies and
representative institutions (Wright 2010: 315-318).
Any radical rupture with capitalist markets will prompt capital flight and
disinvestment. It will also disrupt the information and incentive structures that
animate economic activity, supply chains, circuits of distribution, pricing systems etc.
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Eventually, production and distribution may recover and improve material conditions
for popular majorities. But the length and the size of the ‘transition trough’ raises
vexing challenges. In the midst of the transition, economic conditions are likely to
decline. Hence, the political coalition backing a democratic rupture –a broad alliance
between the middle and the working class- will become strained as the transition is
prolonged. The transition will also affect differently the various members of the
coalition, taking a heavier toll on the middle class if the revolutionary government
adheres to egalitarian principles. If the revolutionary insurrection does not discontinue
also majoritarian democracy and democratic elections, the government is likely to
face electoral defeats in subsequent elections. If the rupture violates democratic
principles of collective choice during the transition, it is unlikely to introduce and
cultivate institutions of egalitarian democracy, and it will degenerate into some form
of authoritarian statism (Wright 2010: 315-318).
the concentration of power and unaccountability that accompanies the abrogation
of multi-party representative democracy and the ‘rule of law’ generates new rules
of the game and institutional forms in which ruthlessness is rewarded, democratic
values are marginalized, dissent is dealt with repressively, and the kinds of
autonomous capacities for collective action in civil society needed for democracy
are destroyed (Wright 2010: 318).
The
other
two
logics
foresee
a
course
of
ongoing
‘metamorphosis’ without any single moment of system-wide upheaval and
discontinuity. Interstitial transformations, which belong to Hardt and Negri’s ‘exodus’
and ‘prefiguration’ and have been historically associated with certain strands of
anarchism, seek to sculpt new forms of social empowerment in the margins, the gaps
and the contradictions of dominant social systems. They largely by-pass the state and
they shun frontal attacks on state power. They deliberately put together alternative
institutions –social cooperatives, self-organized education, civic environmental
councils, community-based services etc.- which are not governed by prevalent social
relations and principles but do not pose, either, a direct threat to dominant elites and
structures. They make moves within existing rules of the game. Cumulatively, they
could make a real difference in the lives of people, and they could buttress and
catalyze broader processes to reconstitute societies by progressively widening the
spaces of social empowerment (Wright 2010: 303-307; 2018: 24-25).
A wide, self-sustaining network of alternative economic activities which tend to
popular needs, through workers’ cooperatives, collective associations regulating
markets etc., would strengthen struggles with economic elites and would make any
transition less damaging and risky. Herein lies precisely the value of Hardt and
Negri’s ‘counterpowers.’ An extensive mesh of alternative grassroots institutions can
empower society by meeting its needs, augmenting its effective capacities of selforganization and laying the groundwork for any democratic systemic shift. Without it,
revolutionary ruptures are likely to result in centralizing and authoritarian policies to
manage dislocated societies. Moreover, alternative civic practices can contribute to
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piecing together a new collective will by demonstrating the possibility of other worlds
and by re-educating subjectivities in collaboration, self-government, reciprocity and
respect for difference. The vision of transformation underlying interstitial logics is
that of a complex ecological system, in which a new kind of organism gains a niche
and it eventually gains more ground and becomes dominant. Capitalism itself is
considered to have arisen in a similar way, by making inroads in the interstices of
feudal society (Wright 2010: 303-307, 322-336).
Symbiotic metamorphosis, which is another name for reformism, both ‘antagonistic’
and ‘collaborative,’ enlarges institutional schemes of democratic empowerment while
it also strengthens ruling systems by helping them to solve practical problems and
challenges in what amounts to be a strategy of partial collaboration with hegemonic
elites. The democratization of the state and the development of the welfare state in the
20th century stabilized capitalist regimes in the West, while also amplifying social
power. Symbiotic transformation acts on the level of the rules of the game, which it
seeks to reframe in order to make the game run more smoothly but also to secure
more space for subsequent changes. It places its strategic wager on the idea that
advances in bottom-up empowerment and innovation will become more solid and
defendable if they also serve interests of dominant groups and can become thus
institutionalized in state policies and legislation. The implicit notion of reform is that
of a gradual evolution, in which progressive adaptations may eventually add up to a
new system. However, the historical record illustrates that symbiotic strategies are
inadequate to occasion systemic change as they tend to solidify hegemonic structures.
This was the case with the welfare state until, eventually, economic forces took
advantage of crises and dislocations to retract their concessions (Wright 2010: 303307, 337, 361; 2018: 24-25).
Wright (2010: 321, 363, 371) acknowledges that power struggles, confrontation and
rupture will be vital in any emancipatory innovation which assails inequalities,
domination, injustice and privilege. Only when popular forces are empowered and
organized do ruling elites and classes opt for the second-best equilibrium of social
compromise. Moreover, institutional breaks, partial ruptures and deep innovations
may be possible, especially under conditions of severe socio-economic and political
crisis. Hence, ruptural logics are still pertinent, particularly in the form of
confrontation and struggle. However, the overall strategic objective should be the
cumulative attainment of a qualitative systemic switch through incremental
modifications, rather than an abrupt system-wide dislocation (Wright 2010: 321).
Μοreover, interstitial strategies may be able to effectively broaden the scope of
bottom-up power and autonomy. But beyond a certain limit, the rise of social,
political and economic power in civil society is likely to face opposition from
predominant forces whose interests and privileges are considerably jeopardized.
Hence, dynamic political mobilizations and confrontations will be still needed for
interstitial initiatives to grow. Furthermore, interstitial transformations could hardly
erode by themselves the power of the state and prevailing market forces over social
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infrastructures, let alone gain control over these infrastructures –from health to water,
energy, digital networks and education- to manage them democratically for the
common good. Consequently, simply spurning any engagement with state institutions
is a strategic error. Interstitial logics should be wedded to an involvement with state
institutions, inspired by the intuition that the state is not a monolith, but a loose
assemblage of heterogeneous apparatuses which allow leeway for effective
interventions and can become sites of struggle (Wright 2010: 335-336, 371).
struggles for emancipatory transformation should not simply ignore the state as
envisioned by evolutionary interstitial strategies, nor can they realistically smash
the state…. Social emancipation must involve, in one way or another, engaging the
state, using it to further the process of emancipatory social transformation. This is
the central idea of symbiotic transformation (Wright 2010: 336).
Hence, he joins the ranks of Hardt and Negri (2017), Coles (2016) and Dixon (2014),
among others. A long-term project of emancipatory social reconstruction should
cobble together components of all three strategies according to different contexts and
conjunctures, although the different strategic logics may actually clash with each
other on the ground (Wright 2010: 307). Interstitial tendencies may nurture popular
ideas about alternative possibilities and may shore up social power. Symbiotic
practices may secure more space for interstitial interventions or help to consolidate
them. And the compound effect of institutional reform and alternative institutionbuilding could be a historical rupture at some point of the processes (Wright 2010:
365). As in the case of Hardt and Negri, this raises a core strategic question as to the
appropriate ways of negotiating conflicts and contradictions between the diverse
strategic logics and practices.
Wright contributes an insight to this broader inquiry. Confrontations, breaks and
disruptions should be integrated in an overarching project of qualitative systemic
transition over time rather than take the upper hand in a practice that would give
prominence to frontal attack, total destruction and the rapid foundation of new
institutions.
In his latest work, Wright (2018) makes three further moves. First, he enriches this
register of strategic orientations by associating them with five strategic logics. He
spells out, then, the logic of ‘eroding capitalism’ in a way which illuminates his
proposed blend of strategic approaches. Finally, and crucially, he comes to grips with
the strategic conundrum of the collective actor of transitional politics, whom Wright
sees as a lacking subject that should be actively assembled under conditions of
fragmentation, diversity and complexity. His reflections on the subject remain sketchy
and scant, motivating thus a turn to other politico-theoretical resources in order to fill
in this strategic lack.
‘Smashing’ capitalism (1) is the logic of revolutionary rupture which starts off with
the destruction of core state and market institutions ‘Dismantling’ capitalism (2)
names the politics of state-directed reforms which tend gradually to erect another
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social order, while ‘escaping’ capitalism (3) redescribes the logic of interstitial
renewal and counterpower. To these already considered strategies, Wright now
conjoins, first, ‘taming’ capitalism, which utilizes state policies to alleviate the worst
harms engendered by capitalist economies but does not aim at a new social order.
Second, ‘resisting’ capitalism is after the same objective of alleviation through
protests, strikes and other practices which are intended to affect elites. ‘Resisting’
does not operate through the state, but it emanates from civil society, grassroots
activists and social networks of solidarity across class, gender, ethnic, racial and other
lines (Wright 2018: 17-24). Finally, ‘eroding’ capitalism is a strategic schema that has
surfaced at the turn of the 21st century. It brings together ‘dismantling,’ ‘taming,’
‘escaping’ and ‘resisting’ by allying ‘progressive’ governments, which carry out statelevel reforms, with grassroots movements, which put up resistance and frame
alternative institutions or counterpowers (Wright 2018: 26-27).
Underwriting this strategic constellation is the assumption of that contemporary social
systems make up hybrid formations, in which different games (e.g. capitalist, noncapitalist cooperation and solidarity, anti-capitalist contest and alternatives) are played
out at the same time, meshing and colliding with each other under the dominance of
one. In the contradictions and the fissures cracking this diversified ensemble,
alternative activities, which embody democratic, egalitarian, solidary and pluralistic
relations, subsist, gestate and can be further cultivated. They can grow over time as a
result of both spontaneous and deliberate, strategic action. They represent usually
social practices or new initiatives launched from below, or they can be championed
and protected by the state, if a supportive government is at the helm. Collective
resistances and mobilizations in society and the state can defend these ‘other’ social
spaces or they can explore new possibilities. Sometimes, movements and struggles
step up and set out to amend critical rules of the game. ‘Eroding’ the ruling regime of
power is thus an interplay between reconstructive processes from below and
displacements or modulations on the plane of the state and other macro-institutions,
which may restructure the prevalent configuration over time, through the proliferation
of other institutions and relations. Capitalism has apparently surged forth in a similar
fashion from within the womb of feudal society (Wright 2018: 26-28).
The main path in this trajectory towards systemic renovation lies in the new relations
and institutions under construction, or in the reconstitution of existing news, which is
guided by the ‘common’ principles of grassroots participation, equality, reciprocity,
openness and plurality. The diffusion of peer production, the solidarity and the
cooperative economy, aided by new digital technologies, are pivotal to a radical reorganization of social life in this sense. Resistance, contestation and action against
countervailing forces in the current social order accompany and vitalize these building
blocks of a new society within the old. State interventions and reforms are also
catalysts which can sprawl the space available for innovation, including peer
production and the solidarity economy, or they can refashion ruling institutions by
introducing, for instance, a more collective government of public resources and
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infrastructure for the common good. They can help, moreover, to override the
immense power of corporations and the resistances put up by powerful elites whose
interests are harmed. But the venture of alter-creation maintains its autonomy and can
go on even when the holders of state power are uncongenial or antagonistic. This
long-running labor is the primary focus, rather than the immediate demolition of
dominant institutions, although moments of rupture and upheaval can punctuate the
process, affirm it, strengthen and speed it up (Wright 2018: 27-28, 66).
Wright (2018: 28) argues that in order to put more flesh on the bones of this ‘eroding’
strategy, we should, first, enact concrete alternative practices which form the ground
and the motor of systemic innovation. A universal basic income, an extensive
cooperative economy, with worker, consumer, energy, housing etc. cooperatives, the
democratization of private firms, the promotion of peer-to-peer production leaning
upon new technologies and the knowledge commons could all be part of a cluster of
specific proposals, policies and practices which would instigate deep democratic
renewal.
Second, we should face up to the challenge of redesigning the state to make it more
responsive to civic power, more congenial to initiatives from below and less hostage
to elite interests or rigid bureaucracies. The deeper democratization of all state
apparatuses, from the central to the regional and the local ones, is central to the
endeavor to bring the state around to widening spaces of alternative democratic
praxis, to sponsoring the solidarity economy, to authorizing participatory decisionmaking on local scales etc. Institutional innovations in this direction would gain
traction through decentralization policies, which would devolve not only authority and
responsibilities but also resources to regional and local governments, and would
enhance civic participation in government. Two further relevant reforms would be
participatory budgeting on the municipal level and civic oversight or direct
administration of public authorities (Wright 2018: 27-28).
Third, the decisive strategic question which is brought to the spotlight in the end by
Wright (2018: 55) bears on collective agency: who is going to initiate new
institutional creation and social renovation, who will also rise up against powerful
actors who oppose egalitarian self-organization and solidarity across many social
fields, who would exercise pressures on state mechanisms to reconstruct themselves
so as to serve social empowerment?
The biggest puzzle in this argument for the strategy of eroding capitalism is in the
creation of collective actors capable of acting politically to challenge and change
the rules of the game in a progressive direction (Wright 2018: 57).
He avows that he cannot provide a real answer. He only sheds light on the task ahead
(Wright 2018: 56). But the question is paramount. Emancipatory social change that
better realizes the values of equal freedom, collaboration, solidarity, justice, openness
and diversity cannot be a random cumulative effect of unintended consequences of
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action, which is another major factor of systemic mutations in tandem with deliberate
activity (Wright 2018: 58).
Wright points out that the collective agency in question will consist of a web of
diverse but interconnected actors and organizations, who would be anchored in both
civil society and the state and would be committed to the political project of ‘eroding.’
Community activists steeped in the social and solidarity economy, community
organizations and collectives working for change in health, education etc., labor
unions, political activists and movements wrestling with state institutions, social
movements and parties could be all parts of this complex ecology (Wright 2018: 57).
He also makes the case that particular attention should be accorded to identities,
values and interests as these yield the ground for the formation of collective actors.
Identities shared across gender, class, race, nation etc. lines are vital for cementing
solidarities, particularly if they are rooted in structures of inequality and domination.
Interests in things that would better people’s lives, along a dimension that matters to
them, inform the objectives of action. Values or beliefs about what is good can prop
up alliances among diverse interests and identities (Wright 2018: 58, 60-61).
However, these precipitants of collective action do not take effect spontaneously or
uniformly. They form, rather, a terrain of struggle and active intervention. Collective
actors need to bend them in particular directions, by construing them in relevant ways,
often in competition with other actors who articulate the identities, interests and
values of the same people in antagonistic ways (Wright 2018: 62).
To recruit sizable sectors of society to the project of eroding the dominant regimes of
inequality and thin democracy, political actors will have to work on those pillars of
mobilization. And they will need to contend with three major obstacles to the rise of
common identities committed to the cause: privatized lives and the diffused ethos of
competitive individualism; diverse, criss-crossing and often conflicting forms of
identity (race, gender, class, ethnicity; exclusionary nationalism, racism, consumerism
etc.); fragmented and complex class structures, which do not allow for any easy and
solid unification around class identity, on the basis of shared conditions of work,
everyday life and fate (Wright 2018: 62-64). Wright contests Marx’s hypothesis that
class structure under advanced capitalism will manifest a gradual simplification, and
society will be split into two main, antagonistic classes –the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat. He also disputes Hardt and Negri’s image of a nearly unified, already
existing global multitude. Against them, Wright (2018: 63) makes the case that in late
modern capitalism
the lived experiences of workers vary enormously in terms of level of security of
earnings; precariousness of employment; autonomy with work; skill levels and
education required within work; the opportunities for creativity; and so on.
People may experience class as a salient identity. But contemporary class experiences
give rise to divergent interests regarding the rules of the game and different moves
within these rules. Hence, class is far from supplying a universalizing basis for
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collective solidarity (Wright 2018: 63). The vast majority of people in contemporary
capitalist societies do not own means of production, if we hold such ownership to be
the fundamental criterion for class division. But the social majority of employees are
divided along several dimensions, including their relationship to authority within
work and their differential possession of skills or expertise. Managers, for instance,
and high-skilled professions take up a privileged location in the labor market, even if
they are not directly owners of the means of production. Adding only these two
further dimensions results in a scheme of six to twelve class locations in class
relations, which bear varying outlooks and interests (Wright 1997: 17-25; 1997: 45-90
adduces empirical evidence for this mapping of class structure in several western
countries in 1980-1990). Taking into account other relevant differences in terms of
employment, such as security of earnings, degree of autonomy in work, and the
intersection of class with gender, race and nation, increases exponentially the
complexity of the picture.
Hence, in sharp contrast to Hardt and Negri, Wright brings into focus the diverse
complexity and fragmentation of social identities to press home the need for an active
political constitution of a collective subject. He suggests that this subject will consist
of an interconnected network of different political actors, ranging from labor unions to
social movements and parties (Wright 2018: 57). He acknowledges that such an
assemblage will be faced with multiple conflicts, dilemmas and strategic questions
bearing on the type of ties that should be woven between parties and movements, the
organization and the structure of political parties that could become a component of
this bloc of forces, the proper scale on which they should primarily operate –local,
regional or national (Wright 2018: 65-66).
He concludes that no general formula can be concocted to deal with these questions,
which should be treated concretely and variably in different contexts. But he sketches
out some guidelines for welding together a collective actor under such conditions.
First, the rallying point should lie in the values of equality/fairness,
democracy/freedom, community/solidarity, which could become an effective glue
sticking together divergent class interests and other identities, according primacy to
deeper democracy, which is widespread in post-democratic times. Second, the values
should be acted upon and propagated in practice, through the spread of social
solidarity networks, the cooperative economy and peer-production technologies.
Interstitial transformation is the hinge point of the strategy of ‘eroding,’ which also
backs up resistance and contributes to ‘dismantling’ the prevalent rules of the game
through state reform policies, which are likewise part of the larger equation (Wright
2018: 66).
To take stock of all the foregoing reflections on strategy, Hardt and Negri and E. O.
Wright converge with the ‘alter-political’ theory laid out above (in sections 1.7, 1.8).
A synthetic view is the most apt for our times, bringing together (a) opposition,
insurrection and rupture with (b) state reforms and (c) the building of new social
relations and practices here and now, laying the foundations for a different future.
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Such social innovation should provide the epicenter of transformative activity, and it
should underprop resistance, ruptures and work on the state to reconfigure state
institutions and policies by forging counterpowers and counterinstitutions. Uprisings,
breaks and ‘taking power’ should be grounded in the egalitarian relations and the
practices of collective self-government pursued in the ‘other society,’ which is
gestating in the womb of the old. The model of the ‘grand revolutionary events’ of
modernity should be partly discarded. Revolutions of this kind lack majoritarian
appeal in most established liberal democracies. Crucially, they re-enact the logic of
sovereignty, an authoritarian exercise of power which thwarts progress towards the
equal rule of all. Concrete proposals and activities of social renovation reaching out to
social majorities are more than ever required to refute the prevalent fatalism by
demonstrating that another, better world is indeed possible and by realigning the
dominant forms of subjectivity which are bound to the neoliberal hegemony.
There are at least three areas which beg for further reflection and action to amend the
counter-hegemonic strategies which could further democratic alter-politics in our
times. First, political agency and its relation to socio-economic change. A residual
economism vitiates the thought of E. O. Wright and Hardt and Negri, among others,
giving precedence to transformations in the technological and socio-economic ‘base’
over political events which are supposedly conditioned by these material mutations
and come to ratify or to rationalize them (see Wright 2018: 26-28, Hardt & Negri
2017: xix, 94, 115-123; see also Benkler 2006, Bauwens 2011, De Angelis 2012).
This slant fails to see politics in a wider horizon as social action upon existing social
relations and interactions, which is not confined to the narrower sphere of the
‘political system’ of government or the state and can take place in any social field and
on any scale. Importantly, it deflects attention away from the conscious political
activity that must unfold within any social space, including the economy and
technology, to reconstitute subjectivities, relations and practices so as to effectively
veer them towards deeper democracy and game-changing objectives. Without such
political engagement it is unlikely that subjectivities, economic practices, relations
and technologies, which remain embedded in hegemonic structures and beholden to
ruling values and ideas (see e.g. Caffentzis 2013: 66-81, Dardot & Laval 2014: 131135, 226-227, 397), will ‘spontaneously’ act to erode and reshape hegemonic systems.
Second, strategic thought should flesh out the specific modes of political organization
and articulation which can constructively handle the multiple tensions among the
three logics -of prefiguration/real utopian creation (a), state reforms through
government (b), resistance and insurrection (c)-, and among the diverse actors -from
social movements to labor unions, community activists, non-organized people and
political parties-, who will coalesce in a pluralistic assemblage to act in concert for
emancipatory social change. The main challenge lies in how to negotiate the conflicts
between the vertical, top-down logics of state government and parties, and the
horizontal, bottom-up power of autonomous commons in a way that the latter
effectively lead political agency and strategy.
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Hardt and Negri have offered several hints, from the notion of ‘disjunctive
conjunction’ between governments and movements, to counterpowers, plurality,
networks, federalist articulation and constituent action as the hinges of alternative
socio-political agency and creation in recent years. These insights should be further
worked out and amplified by following another counsel of Hardt and Negri –to take
our cues from the ‘plural ontology’ of contemporary social movements and their
inventions- and by setting our sights on the objective that should govern choices about
organization and the formation of collective actors. Power should emanate from
below, and all plural political processes, including party politics and government,
should be steered from grassroots, self-governing and egalitarian communities.
Otherwise, hierarchies, autocratic and personalist leaders, elites and bureaucrats will
trample again the democratic self-direction of the people and will stall its expansion.
Third, and paramount, a robust theory of collective subject construction is in order. E.
O. Wright, P. Dardot and C. Laval, G. Caffentzis (2013) and M. de Angelis (2010),
among others, have turned the spotlight on social fragmentation, heterogeneity and the
pervasiveness of individualist, consumerist and a-political or conservative values,
which stand in the way of aggregating majoritarian social blocs and alliances that can
act to transcend the present hegemonic order. They have also called attention to
identities, interests and values, which furnish the props or the cohesive glue of such an
internally heterogeneous coalition. But identities, interests and values are neither
given nor unambiguous and cast in stone. They are sites of struggle and objects of
contending interpretations, which strive to tweak existing materials along different
routes. Hence, what is called for is a forceful theory about the constitution of
collective subjects and the making of collective identities. Hegemony as put forth by
Antonio Gramsci and, from 1985 onwards, by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe is
the name of a pertinent theory for both. This broadly shares our enlarged take on the
political and the multipronged approach to social change advocated by alter-political
perspectives, Hardt and Negri, and E. O. Wright, but fills in the strategic gaps in their
thinking.
The subsequent sections of this report on the political and democratic heteropolitics in
our times will venture into these three areas, which invite further elaboration. They
will start out from an extended and critical reconstruction of the notion of hegemony
and counter-hegemony in Gramsci and Laclau and Mouffe. But the subsequent
sections will go on to revisit and renew their theorization by drawing mainly on the
political innovations of contemporary social movements, up to and including the new
municipalist politics. The aim is to chart a more vigorous and empowering strategy
for collective action that initiates radical democratic change.
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1.14. Gramsci on hegemony and counter-hegemony5
Gramsci (1971: 12-13) glossed hegemony as a general analytic category which can
give us a handle on the prevailing power structures in modern societies (Anderson
2017: 19, Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 65-69). But the main political object of his
reflections on hegemony was to capture the historical ‘transformation of the
subordinate group into a dominant one’ (Gramsci 1971: 160). It was to elucidate the
proper political process of counter-hegemony, through which intellectual and moral
reform come about and a ‘national-popular collective will’ issues forth and moves
‘towards the realisation of a superior, total form of modern civilization’ (Gramsci
1971: 133). In particular, his guiding concern was to ‘elaborate a political theory
which would be adequate to give expression to –and…to shape and guide- the popular
and subaltern classes’ attempts to…assume social and political leadership’ (Thomas
2013: 159).
‘Hegemony’ signifies leadership by a ruling group, which is exercised throughout the
state and society, and more specifically civil society that is home to all ‘private’
organizations outside the state itself. Hegemony rests on the ‘spontaneous’ consent
which the great masses of society extend to ‘the general direction imposed on social
life by the dominant fundamental group; this consent is ‘‘historically’’ caused by the
prestige…which the dominant group enjoys because of its position and function in the
world of production’ (Gramsci 1971: 12). By contrast, the state, or ‘political society’
in a narrower sense, exerts domination directly through its coercive apparatus, which
‘legally’ enforces discipline when subordinate groups withdraw their apparent or
spontaneous consent, most often in moments of crisis (Gramsci 1971: 12-13).
However, in its ‘integral’ meaning, the state encompasses both ‘dictatorship’ through
legitimate violence and hegemony in civil society. The state consists, thus, in the
whole complex of theoretical and practical activities through which the ruling class
wins over the active consent of subordinate classes, consolidating and justifying its
dominance (Gramsci 1971: 239, 244, 263; see also Filippini 2017: 46-47). This
‘integral state,’ which does not stand apart from a partly autonomous ‘civil society’
but is deeply invested in it, is a historical invention of bourgeois modernity. In this
form, the state ‘had become the network of social relations for the production of
consent, for the integration of the subaltern classes into the expansive project of
historical development of the leading social group’ (Thomas 2013: 143). The ‘normal’
function of hegemony in a parliamentary regime is characterized, thus, by a mix of
force and consent. Force must appear to be grounded in the consent of the majority,
which is manifested in elections, organs of public opinion etc. (Gramsci 1971: 80).
Yet, it is possible to differentiate between hegemony as the leadership that a social
group commands over allied social forces and the domination forced by this group on
the opponents of its alliance. As a result, hegemony is dialectically integrated with
The ensuing sections on Gramsci’s and Laclau and Mouffe’s theory of hegemony are based on work
first published in Kioupkiolis 2019a, which built on the unpublished Litterature Review (September
2017) of the Heteropolitics project.
5
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domination. But the ‘normal exercise’ of hegemony is marked by a balanced
combination of consent and force (Thomas 2013: 163-164).
Gramsci’s construal of hegemony provides an analytic lens on how collectives or
movements can connect with other existing social sectors and circumstances, alter
themselves, assemble a broad-based collective will, and weld together a new
majoritarian coalition of forces in society and the political system, which can summon
into existence a new social order. Crucially, he grapples with the questions of political
coordination and organization under conditions of social differentiation and the
pervasive hold of a dominant worldview, which closely parallel our condition.
In order to distil from Gramsci’s thought political ideas that can empower a bloc of
forces directed from below, we should remove from his reflections on political action
not only the residues of economism and class determinism, as Laclau and Mouffe
(1985: 69) have done, but also a particular figure of the ‘modern prince,’ which for
Gramsci (1971: 253) is the political party with its centralized command structure.
A first, pivotal insight of Gramsci, which is already present in contemporary alterpolitical strategy, is that concrete and many-sided political action holds the key to a
new social formation. This political action should also take on the state, but it should
be firmly rooted in civil society and begin from there. In this respect, Gramsci
displays close affinities with E. O. Wright’s and Hardt and Negri’s focus on socioeconomic transformations, but with a crucial twist. In addition to new economic
practices and technologies in civil society, a properly political agency is essential,
which will skew social activity towards a broader horizon of radical change, will
coordinate dispersed, heterogeneous forces and initiatives and will fashion a broadbased socio-political front by shaping new inclusive collective identities. In all these
respects, Gramsci’s strategic reasoning can address the lacunae of strategic thought
brought out above.
The theory of hegemony was set forth by Gramsci in response to the particular sociopolitical circumstances of Western societies in the 20th century, which diverged
significantly from the conditions of both the French-Jacobin and the Russian
revolution. In the former, ‘permanent revolution’ from 1789 onwards was suited for a
rudimentary state apparatus and a meagre and fluid civil society, which lacked major
trade unions and mass political parties. After 1870, however, the texture of both the
state and civil society became thicker, all-encompassing and more complicated
(Gramsci 1971: 242). In ‘the West, there was a proper relation between State and civil
society…The State was only an outer ditch, behind which there stood a powerful
system of fortresses and earthworks’ (Gramsci 1971: 238). This is why, for Gramsci,
the historical formula of revolution must extend to ‘civil hegemony,’ which intervenes
in social relations and realigns the balance of forces in a multiplicity of social spaces
before taking state power. In these dense and multilayered social structures, the
morality and the worldview of hegemonic groups have deeply suffused the values and
the common sense of subaltern social strata.
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Our historical condition, in which societies are highly complex and populations
adversely affected by neoliberal hegemony are fragmented, atomized, captive to fear,
precarity and neoliberal values, is akin to the circumstances under which Gramsci
thought through his politics of hegemony. Hence, his theory can speak to radical
democratic politics for our times. ‘The Gramscian theory of hegemony…accepts
social complexity as the very condition of political struggle and…sets the basis for a
democratic practice of politics, compatible with a plurality of historical subjects’
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 71).
According to Gramsci, then, in socio-historical contexts of increased differentiation
under a hegemonic structure, a bloc of social forces can topple the status quo and set
in motion a process of radical reconstitution only by becoming first the moral and
intellectual leader of kindred and allied groups, before gaining governmental and
coercive power. Social ‘leadership’ is given prominence over state power in the
politics of hegemony, which puts in place a new social formation by combining force
with generalized consent. ‘Civil’ hegemony federates social forces into a massive
political power, giving them direction in civil society, and acceding thus to a nascent
political hegemony before seizing state power (Thomas 2013: 194). Consequently,
hegemony is a composite strategy for revolution in which rupture is subsumed under a
long-term process of contention, opposition, ongoing social reformation and the
organization of counterpower. Hegemony is not fixated primarily on a grand
revolutionary event and the conquest of state power. As Laclau and Mouffe (1985:
70) have put it, Gramsci initiates in communist militancy a ‘transition to a nonmilitary conception of politics.’
A social group can, and indeed must, already exercise ‘leadership’ before
winning governmental power (this indeed is one of the principal conditions for
the winning of such power); it specifically becomes dominant when it exercises
power, but even if it holds it firmly in its grasp, it must continue to ‘lead’ as well
(Gramsci 1971: 57).
More specifically, a certain social group can gain the upper hand and start
reorganizing society in accord with its worldview only when it breaks through the
‘corporate limits of the purely economic class’ (Gramsci 1971: 181). A group aspiring
to hegemony generalizes its interests so as to enrol other subaltern groups, to bind
together a massive force and to forge a collective will which tends ‘to become
universal and total’ (Gramsci 1971: 129). This is the starting point of the hegemonic
struggle and the ‘most purely political phase’ (Gramsci 1971: 181). At this moment,
the ideology of the aspiring hegemon must be disseminated throughout society and
must accomplish a unity not only of economic and political objectives, but also of
morality and ideas, ‘posing all the questions around which the struggle rages not on a
corporate but on a ‘‘universal’’ plane, and thus creating the hegemony of a
fundamental social group over a series of subordinate groups’ (Gramsci 1971: 182).
As opposed to ‘domination’ and ‘dictatorship,’ hegemony practices a mode of
leadership whereby certain ‘nuclei…concord their interests and aspirations with the
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interests and aspirations of other groups’ (Gramsci 1971: 104-105; see also 1971:
106). This is Gramsci’s hegemonic theory of collective identity formation.
The new collective will that a hegemonic actor should carve, should not be an
artificial collage of distinct objectives and values around the particular interests of the
leader. It should be, rather, a true, active creation, which reforms and blends together
different social interests beyond any narrow corporate perspective (Gramsci 1971:
130, 189; Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 66-67). This collective will operates as ‘the motor
force of a universal expansion, of a development of all ‘‘national’’ energies’ (Gramsci
1971: 182). The bourgeois class has been paradigmatic in this respect. It has posed
itself as a perpetually moving organism, which can assimilate the entire society and
can raise other social classes to its own material and cultural level (Gramsci 1971:
260).
Hence, for Gramsci, intellectual and moral reform, the diffusion of new ideas and
values, prepares the ground for the surge of a national-popular, or majoritarian,
collective will, which can beget a new modern civilization, a novel social order.
Under conditions of heightened social differentiation and entrenched powers,
structural reconstruction can come about when a certain political forum steps forward
and functions as a decisive center which coordinates dispersed social actors, stitching
together a sizeable alliance of social movements and individuals against the ruling
regime. It achieves this convergence of different groups by synthesizing their
grievances and aspirations into a coherent alternative discourse, vision and program,
that is, by fashioning an effective collective identity, and by coordinating their
activity. Intellectual and moral innovation and building the collective will are two
main tasks of a hegemonic contender in Gramsci’s politics. The hegemonic actor
crafts a ‘cultural-social’ unity, through which dispersed wills with heterogeneous aims
coalesce around a single aim, moored in a common conception of the world (Thomas
2013: 432).
These operations should be buttressed by a program of economic improvements in the
material position of allied social groups. The economic program is, in effect, the
concrete form in which the moral and intellectual reform casts itself. Gramsci’s
hegemony is ethico-political, but it must also be economic, based on the decisive role
of the hegemonic contestant in core economic activities (Gramsci 1971: 161).
However, he proclaims overtly that the ‘two basic points –the formation of a nationalpopular collective will…and intellectual and moral reform- should structure the entire
work’ of the modern Prince (Gramsci 1971: 133). Hence, hegemony implies at the
same time a certain primacy of political agency and an endeavor to deeply and
consciously politicize economic relations, infrastructures and processes for the
purposes of social emancipation.
Like Hardt and Negri and E. O. Wright, Gramsci holds that politics is born on the
organic ground of economic life and draws sustenance from an economic plan. But in
contrast to all three, Gramsci assigned a leading and irreducible part to hegemonic
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politics, which not only exceeds the terrain of the economy, but also permeates this
field, and sets out to remodel it, to activate it politically and to incorporate it in a
broader, politically fashioned hegemonic project. The proper function of hegemonic
politics is permanent action, political organization and the making of collective
identities. Politics must bring into play passions and aspirations which overflow any
narrow calculus of profit (Gramsci 1971: 139-140) and compose a ‘national-popular
collective will towards the realisation of a superior, total form of modern civilization’
(Gramsci 1971: 133). The concept of hegemony and its corollary theory of the
political party are set forth in explicit opposition to economism and in clear
recognition of the material force of popular beliefs (Gramsci 1971: 165). Hence
Gramsci’s concern with the politics of ideology, which provides a motor and a glue
for counter-hegemonic contestation.
Ideology is intended in the sense of a worldview that imbues manifold social and
individual activities, from art to material production. This world-picture can become
the theoretical premise and the engine of a collective practical activity, bringing
together an entire social bloc (Gramsci 1971: 328). The dominant worldview or
ideology, which is inherited from the past and suffuses the theoretical consciousness
of the masses, ‘is not without consequences. It holds together a specific social group,
it influences moral conduct and the direction of will, with varying efficacy…’
(Gramsci 1971: 333). So, diffusing an alternative philosophy of the world is, for
Gramsci, a cornerstone of the political enterprise which strives to put up an extensive
alliance of social forces against the powers that be. A ‘political ideology’ which
inspires a ‘concrete phantasy…acts on a dispersed and shattered people to arouse and
organise its collective will’ (Gramsci 1971: 126).
To this end, political actors should not conjure up figments or truths of their own.
They should rather interact creatively with common sense, with practical values and
conceptions which are widely spread among the many (Gramsci 1971: 324-325, 346).
An ‘organic relation’ and intercourse with society is the backbone of Gramci’s
hegemonic politics, which labors for a new majoritarian alignment that can overturn
the establishment.
In their economic and other practical activities, common people work with a sense of
their practice and certain ideas about the world, which are often a response to specific
problems or constraints posed by reality. Pictures of the world are socially
differentiated, ambiguous and contradictory. They harbor both historical prejudices
and intuitions of a future ‘universal’ philosophy of ‘humanity’ (Gramsci 1971: 324).
The task for a transformative politics which assails the ruling hegemony is to pick out
progressive popular notions and feelings, to discern the seeds of new counterhegemonic narratives that arise from subaltern classes, to circulate in discourse
oppositional sentiments which hover in the air, to critically finesse all these elements
and to tie them together into a systematic and creative vision that can connect a
multiplicity of differences. By fleshing out the ethics and the politics of such a critical
and innovative popular sense, political actors and ‘intellectuals’ can form a dynamic
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common will, which orchestrates and stimulates collective action. Common sense
becomes, thus, a primary battleground for the hegemonic struggle (Gramsci 1971:
324, 334-335, Chodor 2014: 492-493, Johnson 2007: 99-101, Crehan 2016: 47-51,
163-175).
In Gramsci’s terms, a ‘philosophy of praxis’ must mine common sense, select among
its components, throw off its regressive contents and unravel its progressive, novel
and emancipatory elements, which may lie submerged in subaltern experience. Yet,
this critical initiative is a re-elaboration of common sense and the outcome of a
dialogue with subaltern classes, which inflects and sharpens existing modes of
thought, passions and practices in order to propound a new common sense and a
higher vision of life that resonates with the many (Gramsci 1971: 324, 330-333, 346,
418, Crehan 2016: 55-58).
the philosophy of praxis can only be conceived in a polemical form and in the form
of a perpetual struggle. None the less the starting point must always be that
common sense which is the spontaneous philosophy of the multitude and which
has to be made ideologically coherent (Gramsci 1971: 421).
Creating a new culture does not only mean one’s own individual ‘original’
discoveries. It also, and most particularly, means the diffusion in a critical form of
truths already discovered, their ‘socialisation’ as it were, and even making them the
basis of vital action, an element of coordination and intellectual and moral order
(Gramsci 1971: 325).
A counter-hegemonic actor picks out potentially antagonistic and emancipatory
strands in the complex and contradictory agglomerate of common sense. These may
lie concealed under hegemonic notions and values. Or they may be the first stirrings
of a new common sense which are fermenting in contemporary subaltern experiences
and occasionally manifest themselves in action, in momentary flashes. An
illuminating recent example is the Occupy Wall Street movement, which erupted in
North America in 2011-2012.
In the wake of the Great Recession, which began in 2007, steepening inequalities and
the waning prospects of upward mobility became a solid everyday reality for large
sectors of US society, running counter to hegemonic narratives of opportunity and
prosperity. A popular sentiment of injustice drew force from long-standing threads in
American common sense, which are critical of unfettered capitalism. The sense of
injustice was aroused by a core component of common sense in this country, the
American Dream of opportunity for all, which people feel is dying in present-day
conditions. Occupy brought to the fore a long-subdued concern with rising inequality.
Its rallying cry -‘We are the 99 percent’- confronted the many with the very few –the
1%- who have concentrated all wealth and privileges in their hands. This slogan
framed the economic crisis in the form of a common sense truth, which made an open
call to all those who fall outside the minority of the elite at the top and feel exploited
or oppressed by it, naming a sentiment that hovered in the air. The slogan combined
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reason and passion, providing the rudiments of a critical, progressive common sense,
an embryonic subaltern conception of the world. A counter-hegemonic political
agency should get hold of it, enrich it with further ideas, analyses, and projects, hone
and advance it in a radical democratic sense (Crehan 2016: 146-155, 163, 181).
Only on this condition can ‘philosophical innovations…demonstrate themselves to be
‘‘historically true’’ to the extent that they become concretely –i.e. historically and
socially- universal’ (Gramsci 1971: 348). The universalization and realization of
novel political worldviews is premised on their resonance with popular gut feelings,
understandings and experiences.
Herein lies the role of the hopeful hegemon, the political actor who bands together an
emancipatory collective subject. In order to assemble such a massive front, the
aspiring hegemon should not foist one’s own doctrines on the masses, but should help
to veer the constellation of popular ideas in an emancipatory direction, to draw them
together into a systemic whole, to work out the corresponding ethics and politics, and
to circulate widely these progressive revisions or displacements of common beliefs
and passions (Gramsci 1971: 334-335, 339-341). Democratic popular alliances are
forged by means of configuring collective identities, values, worldviews and concrete
ends of action in ways which chime with critical sentiments, innovative ideas and
intuitions widespread among the people, particularly among the subaltern.
Among many others, the example of the Spanish political party Podemos and its
meteoric rise in 2014, immediately after its creation, illustrates how political actors
can take their cues from common sense, realign it in a critical sense and stitch
together a popular front (see Kioupkiolis 2016). Echoing the 15M movement and its
new discourse, which took issue with non-representative government, financial elites,
and their collusion, Podemos advanced a diagnosis for the present crisis and
advocated policy alternatives. Podemos did so by uttering a plain language to which
people could easily relate. It employed terms which were not those of conventional
leftist terminology but were spread across large social strata and appealed to electoral
majorities hit by austerity policies. In line with contemporary social movements,
Podemos refused to define itself on the basis of a particular ideology. Its activists
presented themselves as ‘ordinary people like you,’ ‘who understand the needs of
ordinary citizens and are open to taking their lead from them through a participatory
process’ (Fominaya 2014).
This was is an attempt to rise to political prominence not by trumpeting dogmatic
truths in an authoritative manner, but in a deliberative and collaborative fashion, by
working in and through the actually existing community of feelings and ideas held by
ordinary people who are disaffected with the status quo (Iglesias 2014, Errejón 2014).
In confronting ‘la gente’ with the ‘casta,’ in defending public goods, in demanding
accountability and people’s power in democratic governance, in blaming political and
financial elites for the crisis and corruption, the endeavor of Podemos’ discourse has
been to follow recent drifts in political culture and to rearticulate common conscience
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in ways that both engage majorities and further democratic change, navigating a
course beyond reactionary conservatism and extreme radicalism (Errejón 2014,
Fominaya 2014). As Pablo Iglesias (2014) has put it, ‘The key is to succeed in making
“common sense” go in a direction of change.’ Hence, conversing with common sense
in this way is another mode of ‘commoning politics,’ as it speaks to and with common
ideas, common discourse and ‘ordinary citizens.’
Gramsci made the case that such ‘common politics,’ which he dubbed ‘organic,’ is
key to a successful counter-hegemonic project. Collective identities can attract large
sectors of the population and consolidate gradually a massive adhesion only when the
political catalysts cultivate an ‘organic’ connection with their social milieu, through a
‘continual adaptation of the organization to the real movement…a continuous
insertion of elements thrown up from the depths of the rank and file into the solid
framework of the leadership apparatus’ (Gramsci 1971: 189). ‘Organicity’ requires
hegemonic actors to be always in touch with the national-popular ‘masses.’ They
should give voice to massive social demands and they should formulate ‘collective
doctrines,’ in the manner of a collective thinker who critically expresses and refines
elements of the common sense of their times (Gramsci 1971: 340-341, 346, Johnson
2007: 99-101). The
organic coalescence [of mass parties] with the intimate…life of the masses
themselves…is acquired by the collective organism through ‘active and conscious
co-participation,’ through…the experience of immediate particulars (Gramsci
1971: 429).
In sum, for Gramsci, a hegemonic politics, which intends to radically reorder the
status quo, is rooted in a massive aggregation of different groups and individuals. This
demands the construction of a collective identity, a ‘moral’ and ‘intellectual’ unity
pivoting around a common will and a shared political project. The entire process is
kicked into motion and pushed forward by a committed political agency, which must
liaise organically with society at large in order to generate the required unity and
historical innovation. However, in Gramsci’s politics, hegemony as the bonding of
social differences into a collective front does not consist only in the enunciation of a
discourse which ties together popular notions and demands. In addition to the
economic program that we mentioned above, counter-hegemonic politics turns also on
two further core operations: political organization and strategies of struggle and
change. For Gramsci, the primary function of political organization is carried out by
the political party, ‘the modern prince’ (Gramsci 1971: 129), while the two strategies
are war of position and war of manoeuvre.
As Filippini (2017: 100) puts it, ‘Gramsci identified one element he believed to be key
to allowing an antagonistic subject to develop and impose itself in a crisis. The
element in question is organization, the most important weapon an antagonistic force
may deploy… .’ Yet, Gramsci’s specific scheme of organization -the party- is no
model for horizontal alter-politics on account of its hierarchical, top-down,
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centralizing discipline which is imposed by a group of army ‘generals’ (Gramsci
1971: 152-153). Gramsci himself, as he comments on Machiavelli, is ‘a man wholly
of his period; his political science represents the philosophy of the time’ (Gramsci
1971: 140).
Gramsci’s party consists of three components. It comprises a massive grassroots base,
an intermediary level of rank-and-file, and the party ‘generals,’ who are vested with
‘great cohesive, centralising and disciplinary powers; also…with the power of
innovation (innovation, be it understood, in a certain direction…)’ (Gramsci 1971:
152). This militaristic and hierarchical architecture should be disowned in
contemporary politics of democratic empowerment and emancipation. First, because a
centralizing, top-down leadership could hardly foster an egalitarian emancipation of
the many, as it reproduces subject positions of subordination and guidance from the
top, failing to educate people in self-direction on a footing of equality. Leaders
themselves, driven by egotistic motives or their habits and experience in leadership,
tend to perpetuate their position rather than act as mediators and ‘midwives’ who
vanish gradually to empower people to rule themselves autonomously. Second,
because today the many, particularly the younger generations, are better educated and
creative. The many need no enlightened leaders to shepherd them based on a
‘scientific’ analysis of politics, society, the march of history and the intricacies of
political strategy.
Nevertheless, it is still true that a high-intensity and broad-based political engagement,
such as an ongoing squares’ movement always self-present in public spaces, cannot be
permanently sustained. So, a cohesive pattern of political organization is still in order,
so as to hold disparate forces together around a common project, to plot a concrete
political strategy and to maintain a core of collective agency at a time of declining
mass activity. Gramsci’s hierarchical party is a non-starter for egalitarian alterpolitics. But his still valid insight is precisely that a ‘mass element, composed of
ordinary, average men’ can constitute a potent collective agent as long as there is also
a
cohesive element, which…renders effective and powerful a complex of forces
which left to themselves would count for little or nothing…In the absence of this
cohesive force, they would scatter into an impotent diaspora and vanish into
nothing (Gramsci 1971: 152).
This node of coordination acts upon the social forces which it brings together,
bolstering and universalizing their political interventions (Gramsci 1971: 227). For
Gramsci, the political party consists primarily of a group of ‘intellectuals’ who
organize a political orientation and utter a political discourse with universal address.
Beyond the party itself, ‘What matters is the function, which is directive and
organisational, i.e. educative, i.e. intellectual’ (Gramsci 1971: 16). A cardinal aspect
of this function is to put together, by working through common sense and actual
alternative or antagonistic practices,
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a theory that, coinciding and identifying itself with the decisive elements of the
same practice, may accelerate the historical process taking place, rendering
practice more…coherent, efficient in all of its elements, strengthening it to the
maximum (Gramsci quoted in Thomas 2013: 380).
This operation of political articulation, ‘theoretical’ political labor, enduring activity,
collective deliberation, political program and action in concert remains decisive.
Therefore, new schemes of political convergence and direction need to be devised in
order to fulfil it in an efficient manner.
Any modality of political agency today should nurture another core constituent of
Gramsci’s hegemon, ‘organic leadership’ (Gramsci 1971: 335) and the ‘organic’
bonding with ordinary people and social movements. The coordinating platform
should keep close contact with broader society ‘not only physically but also morally
and intellectually’ (Gramsci 1971: 153; see also 1971: 189). It is only through
dedicated efforts to steep itself into lived social experience and to remain intimately in
touch with social majorities that a political assemblage could gain ascendancy and
also boost the self-organization and self-government of the people (see Chodor 2014:
493).
At the same time, this ‘organic’ tie, which grounds political initiative in widespread
social desires, needs, ideas and powers, need not entail a conservative twist which
would skew political action towards hegemonic worldviews and the status quo.
‘Common sense’ is ambiguous, complex and contradictory. Social reality itself is a
relation of forces in perpetual motion. Emancipatory political action should put a
radical spin on common sense and it should intervene innovatively in reality, applying
its collective will to reach a new equilibrium, which transcends the current state of
affairs by relating to some of its most progressive forces (Gramsci 1971: 172, 189).
A linchpin of Gramsci’s organic hegemony is the strategy of ‘war of position’ that he
draws up. In his view of social complexity, the coercive and governmental apparatus
of the state is only one site of power among others. It is entwined with a far-reaching
chain of other holders of power in ‘civil society,’ a diverse array of institutions,
associations and private initiatives and groups in education, culture, the economy
(trade unions), religion, sports, and so on. All these may constitute centers of
collective force, propagating hegemonic ideas and values, steering political action and
preserving the status quo or putting up resistance against it. In circumstances of social
complexity and differentiation, a new socio-political coalition can eventually prevail
over the establishment only if it engages in a protracted and inventive struggle, which
wins positions of power in society. A counter-hegemonic ‘war of position’ sieges
existing institutions and associations, or it pioneers its own forms and centers of social
activity in order to gather together social forces, to lead social resistances, to infuse
different social sectors with its values and ideas (Gramsci 1971: 236-243, 258-261).
This strategy pairs contestation with prefiguration, incremental new social institution,
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the erection of counterpowers and even the reform of state institutions (Gramsci 1971:
238, 258-259).
For Gramsci, the war of position had become more critical than the ‘war of
manoeuvre,’ whereby a contending force wages a direct battle against the bastions of
its opponent (Gramsci 1971: 108-109, 120, 236-237, 243, Thomas 2013: 157). The
war of manoeuvre is more apt when power is concentrated in particular locations, in
the state or elsewhere, and the challenger can carry the day by seizing this fortress.
But the war of manoeuvre has limited efficacy when the state is only an outer ditch in
an entire net of strongholds and fortresses, which are scattered across society
(Gramsci 1971: 238). Schools, political groups and trade-union associations can host
‘private’ initiatives of the ruling class or its adversaries, educating individuals and
groups so that they consent to certain types of cultural hegemony and they rally in
favor of particular forms of socio-political hegemony (Gramsci 1971: 258-259). The
war of position addresses civil society on this level, in a long-term process of gradual,
‘molecular changes which in fact progressively modify the pre-existing composition
of forces, and hence become the matrix of new changes’ by staging sites of expansive
social renovation, prefiguration and counterpower in our lexicon (Gramsci 1971: 108;
see also Filippini 2017: 40-41).
The seizure of state power in the narrow sense only concludes the politics of
Gramscian hegemony, which ranges over a much broader, protracted, agonistic and
creative reconstruction of social relations in their multiplicity (Gramsci 1971: 57,
108). As in synthetic alter-politics and the strategies sketched by E. O. Wright, Hardt
and Negri, hegemonic politics starts out from the social ground and remains deeply
invested in it, designing new social institutions, new modes of production, new social
bonds and networks, or laboring to remake existing ones. But, in contrast to some of
the foregoing propositions, long-haul social invention, social resistances and battles
are properly politicized in Gramsci’s project of hegemony. They are coordinated
through a coherent political alliance, which strives to become majoritarian. They are
inspired by a conscious political program of paradigm shift and, third, they are
coupled with persistent efforts to make an impact on, to take over and to repurpose
state institutions.
This organized counter-hegemonic intervention is propelled by an acute awareness of
the persisting accumulation of force in the state. But Gramsci’s transformative politics
is also intensely conscious of the much broader remit of power relations, both within
and across social formations. And Gramscian hegemony subordinates the use of state,
top-down direction and coercion to a wide-ranging transformative praxis, which
actively vies for the consent of popular majorities. A strategic vision along such lines
seeks to wield common power from below, within the realm of the social, while it is
inflected by a keen perception of dominant power (im)balances across multiple layers.
As previous sections have made evident, in this respect Gramsci closes ranks with
several alter-political strategies in our times, which also bring together contestation,
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ruptures, state reformism and long-term social reconstruction ‘on the ground,’
according priority to the latter.
But the Gramscian strategy parts way with other alter-political propositions in three
specific and decisive ways. First, it dwells on collective identities which are far from
fixed and given. Second, it plots a concrete strategy for the formation of collective
identities and actors by working through common sense, existing social demands and
passions in organic, critical and creative ways. Finally, it fully politicizes socioeconomic prefiguration and new creation by deliberately embedding them in a
political alliance, subjectivity and project, imbuing them thereby with political
consciousness.
New, open and collaborative technologies of production, communities of solidarity,
self-organization and so on could bring forth a new social order only if they are
integrated in a larger political movement contesting hegemony: in a historical bloc
(Gramsci 1971: 137, 168, 366, 376-377). A fully-fledged hegemonic politics of
revolutionary change à la Gramsci is orchestrated by a wide-ranging alliance, which
weaves together a multiplicity of social resistances and political struggles; economic
projects and productive activities that tend to social needs; and a new collective
identity, a common political program, values and critical ideas. All these components
are articulated and coordinated through the cohesive force of a committed political
actor.
Organic links with large social sectors in their everyday life, popular outreach, a
cumulative ‘war of position’ in civil society and the state compose a hegemonic
strategy which bridges micro- and macro-politics. Political activity inhabits the microlevel of everyday social activities and groups, engaging directly with social relations
and subjectivities to remold them into a new collective identity, culture and political
orientation. At the same time, a common political alignment connects the multiplicity
of micro-political processes, draws up a coherent and comprehensive political plan
geared to an entire social formation, and wrestles with macro-structures and
institutions of the state, the economy, culture and so on.
No doubt, to harness a Gramscian strategy of hegemony for democratic alter-political
transformation, guiding threads of Gramsci’s thought should be pulled apart,
beginning with his Party and moving on to his class politics. Gramsci based
hegemonic politics on the economic foundation, the forces and relations of
production, which had given rise to two main social classes that could compete for
hegemony in modern societies, the ‘capitalist bourgeoisie’ and the ‘modern
proletariat’ (Gramsci 1971: 116, 157, 161, 180-181; see also Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
69). Class inequalities have, indeed, skyrocketed in our epoch of neoliberal
hegemony. While global wealth is amassed world-wide in the hands of few superrich,
middle classes are being increasingly impoverished in many western countries. And
the global expelled population –poor, workers, unemployed, precarious, dwellers of
shanty towns- who live at or below subsistence level is in the billions. Still, the
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‘working class’ does not constitute today a unified, massive category, which can
engender majoritiarian political identities and mobilization. Social differentiation and
fragmentation, the pervasiveness of (neo-)liberal individualist values and privatized
lives, intersecting non-class identities, the decline of industrial labor in developed
countries, the growth of precarious labor and the service sector are some of the causes
underlying the actual failure of working people across the globe to become politically
interpellated as ‘working class,’ to band together and to hit back as ‘workers’ in a
single country or internationally (see Crouch 2004, Dyer-Witherford 2015, Standing
2011, Wright 2018).
Moreover, Gramsci’s thesis that the political conceptions or ‘ideologies’ which
furnish the glue of a historical bloc are determined, since they are organically rooted
in certain modes of production, is a leftover of Marxism economism and determinism
(see Gramsci 1971: 341, 366-367, 376-377). Technologies and evolving patterns of
production could be twisted in different directions: neoliberal, social-democratic,
‘commonist’ or something else (see Wright, Levine & Sober 1992, Kostakis &
Bauwens 2014, Dyer-Witherford 2015). Finally, the other politics of radicalized
democracy and alternative commons needs to come up with new figures of powerful
political organization, which nourish diversity, openness, equal civic empowerment
and decision-making in common, forgoing the centralized, hierarchical and
homogenizing party.
1.15. Revisiting post-Marxist hegemony for democratic other politics
In their 1985 handbook of post-Marxist theory, Laclau and Mouffe revisited and
relaunched Gramsci’s hegemonic strategy in ways more finely attuned to plurality,
openness, the dispersion of power, the autonomy of social movements, the diversity of
political spaces and antagonisms. These come to occupy the forefront, both as the
historical context and as values reverberating in a radical democratic hegemony
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 137-140, 178-185, 190; see also Laclau 1990: xiv-xv). The
‘open, unsutured character of the social,’ ‘plurality and indeterminacy’ are the
matrices of a new, ‘radically libertarian’ political imaginary (Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
192, 152).
Their renewal of hegemonic politics in 1985 can respond, thus, directly and
powerfully to the strategic predicament of heteropolitics and the expansion of the
commons in our times: how to elicit an expansive convergence of social forces which
will throw off the neoliberal regimes, will stand up against entrenched power relations
across all social fields, and will found a new, egalitarian, participatory, plural and
sustainable order. Overall, their political thought revolves around the ‘creation,
reproduction and transformation’ of social structures, systems and relations (Laclau &
Mouffe 1985: 153, Howarth, Norval & Stavrakakis: 6). But, more specifically, the
‘first of political problems’ which Laclau and Mouffe (1985: 132) tackle in Hegemony
and Socialist Strategy is precisely ‘the constitution of the very identities which will
have to confront one another antagonistically,’ in circumstances in which social
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fragmentation and the proliferation of identities have dissolved the automatic unity of
social antagonisms around any single popular pole. Crucially, moreover, for an alterpolitical project of change, Laclau and Mouffe face up to this cardinal political
challenge in a way which instills plurality, openness, equality, autonomy, contestation
and new social movements in a vision of radical democracy.
This seminal breakthrough put in place the intellectual scaffoldings for a post-Marxist
approach to hegemonic struggle. The post- indicates, first, the negation of Marxist
economic determinism and classism. The post- points also, crucially for
heteropolitics, to a vocal rejection of state socialism, the ‘classical’ roads to socialism
under the direction of a centralized party, and the Jacobin imaginary itself (Laclau &
Mouffe 1985: 1-2). Jacobinism postulates a single, foundational moment of historical
rupture –Revolution with a capital ‘r’-, a unique place where political struggle and
power are to be concentrated, and a unitary collective will (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 2,
152). In all these respects, Laclau and Mouffe’s post-Marxism has paved the way for
another hegemonic strategy, which can nurse a pluralist, decentered, anti-hierarchical,
bottom-up and participatory politics. Τhey also anticipated what tends to become now
a common topos in critical theory which has Marxist leanings and longs for another,
freer and egalitarian society, including Hardt and Negri and E. O. Wright: the
rejection of a ‘sovereign’ revolutionary conquest of state power and the veering away
from a singular moment of rupture towards a multiplicity of breaks, upheavals and
events, which are subsumed under a wider, overarching process of long-term social
restructuring and institutional reconstruction.
These earlier lineaments of ‘another hegemony’ remain rather thin and abstract. They
should be thickened up, thus, with certain later elaborations of Laclau and Mouffe,
among others. However, their political thought after 1985 makes also regressive
moves towards statism, closure and vertical structures. It calls, therefore, for a critical
revision which will deliver post-Marxist hegemony from such accretions, aligning it
again with egalitarian politics, horizontalism and the commons. The creative
recalibration of post-Marxist hegemonic strategy to make it more congenial to
alternative democratic politics today will be taken up in the following sections, in the
light of contemporary movements and their political innovations.
In 1985, Laclau and Mouffe (1985: 65-71, 93-193) recover Gramscian hegemony for
an up-to-date progressive politics. This could link together a multiplicity of
democratic struggles and would gather support for a political program that would
radicalize liberal democracy in the direction of anti-authoritarianism, deeper freedom
and equality. To reset the politics of hegemony along these lines, they engage in a
critical genealogy of Marxist determinism and hegemony, they lay out a critical
diagnosis of the present, they set out a distinct interpretation of freedom, equality and
democracy, and they propose more specific political ends and practices for democratic
change.
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To renovate hegemony, they put a lot of effort, first, into figuring out another
ontology of society and politics as discourse. As we have noted, through discourse,
Laclau and Mouffe seek to eliminate the Marxist economism and classism that skew
also Gramsci’s thought, in which only a fundamental class, pre-constituted in the
economic base, can carry out a hegemonic reconstitution of society (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 138). According to the argument we derived above from the contemporary class
analysis of E. O. Wright, the simplicity of the class structure and the pre-given
constitution of a class-based political actor is emphatically not our present situation.
Hence, very aptly, Laclau and Mouffe set out from ampler social complexity,
diversity and fragmentation ‘as the very condition of political struggle and…the basis
for a democratic practice of politics, compatible with a plurality of historical subjects’
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 69). This context forces us to drop Gramsci’s presumption
that a majoritarian popular identity arises within a pre-given dichotomous political
space, which is split along predetermined class lines.
the proliferation of these political spaces, and the complexity and difficulty of their
articulation, are a central characteristic of advanced capitalist social formations…
We will therefore speak of democratic struggles where these imply a plurality of
political spaces… (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 139; emphasis in the original).
To release hegemony from economism and determinism, more broadly, Laclau and
Mouffe portray society as a terrain of contingency or indeterminacy, and they
substitute the notion of discursive formation for the base/superstructure model (Laclau
& Mouffe 1985: 3). Articulation, discourse, plurality and antagonism become the
cornerstones of a refurbished theoretical edifice which opens up an enlarged
perspective on the politics of hegemony.
Laclau and Mouffe’s conception of politics and society deeply resonates with alterpolitics. As explained in the foregoing, their ‘discourse theory’ fully embraces the
ontological presupposition of contemporary alter-politics –contingency-, which runs
counter to the logics of historical, economic, technological etc. determinism. This
accent on contingency subverts the TINA doctrine by highlighting the openness of
history to unforeseen change, and enjoins us to forswear any historical ‘guarantees,’
such as technological innovation and socio-economic changes as the mainspring of
larger social transformation. The assumption of contingency invites us, consequently,
to rigorously consider how to initiate and organize political action so as to bring on
the wished-for transformation. It also shores up democratic heteropolitics as it affirms
the possibility of autonomous self-organization against any predetermination of
action, underwriting plurality and creativity against preconceived universal models.
For Laclau and Mouffe, all social orders, relations and identities or structural
positions are contingent in the sense that they are precarious, mutable, non-necessary,
incomplete and politically negotiable. They could have been otherwise, and they
remain amenable to open-ended change. Society is not a totality ruled by necessary
laws (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 96, 104). The preceding section 1.11.1 has laid out
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Laclau and Mouffe’s theory of contingent social formations, which are, partly at least,
the upshot of an activity of articulation that formats social relations by stitching
together dispersed social elements in a primary sense, without being governed by
other necessary processes or laws (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 96, 109). The elements
which are pieced together include language, institutions, techniques, modes of
production, objects, subjects within institutions, and so on (Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
107). The resulting social formation, a regular set of relations and differential
positions, is called discourse to underscore that all social links, practices, objects and
subjects are meaningful (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 106, Howarth, Norval & Stavrakakis
2-4). But discourses are also material, embodied practices and institutions. Discourse
is fundamentally a complex of different elements, in which the relations between the
elements constitute their identities, their positions and their meaning (see also Laclau
2005a: 68). ‘Discourse’ does away with the determinist base/superstructure division,
in which the ‘superstructure’ of ideas, law and politics is fixed ‘in the last instance’ by
the material base of production (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 109; see also Laclau &
Mouffe 1987: 97-132).
Along with contingent articulation, antagonism and the instability of the frontiers
separating the antagonistic camps define the terrain of hegemonic politics proper. The
hegemonic struggle to imprint one’s forms on social complexity pits contending
operations of articulation against each other. Moreover, the frontiers dividing the rival
communities must be relatively fluid and under construction. Otherwise the identity of
the antagonistic forces would be immediately given, and there would no floating
elements to construe and to arrange in different ways (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 114,
136). Antagonism is constitutive in two senses. It is not rooted in any broader system
in which the antagonistic forces would simply occupy two different positions and
would be governed by underlying positive factors (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 126).
Negativity is radical, and the outcome of the struggle is not settled in advance.
Second, antagonism marks the limits of a certain social order by separating out all its
different elements, as a whole, from that which is beyond them, from that which they
are not (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 144).
The building blocks of Laclau and Mouffe’s theory of hegemony include, moreover:
an account of more specific logics of political articulation; a theory of the agent of
hegemony; an affirmation of positive, utopian projection; and the decentering of
hegemony.
Equivalence and difference are the two principal logics which shape the contours of
political spaces in Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse analysis. Through the first, different
objects and subjects become equivalent to each other insofar as they all stand opposed
to the same negative pole (or ‘enemy’) in an antagonistic relation. In millenarian
movements, for instance, all different elements of urban culture turn into equivalent
incarnations of the evil that must be annihilated. The logic of equivalence, which
undercuts positive differences by splitting the political space into two, is the primary
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logic of antagonism and, hence, of hegemonic struggle (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 127130).
The logic of difference, by contrast, seeks to absorb demands and protests into an
existing social system by treating them as different issues that can be handled
separately. Difference prevents, thereby, the emergence of equivalences between
diverse social grievances or it dissolves actual divisions. This has been the political
logic of the Welfare State (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 130). In sum,
the logic of equivalence is the logic of the simplification of political space, while
the logic of difference is a logic of its expansion and increasing complexity (Laclau
& Mouffe 1985: 130).
Both logics can play out across social fields. This poses the principal challenge for
radical democratic politics from 1980s onwards: how to bundle together extensive and
unified chains of equivalence among dispersed democratic struggles, grievances and
movements, such as feminism, antiracism, anticapitalism, political ecology, and so on.
The multiplication of points of rupture along various lines, the precariousness of
social identities, the instability and complex interdependences of social positions
inhibit the eruption of central confrontations and extended chains of equivalence.
According to their 1985 diagnosis, a sea change separates the conditions of political
antagonism in advanced capitalism from the 19th century politics of clear, stable and
pre-existing division (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 131-134, 151, 170-171). There is ‘no
politics without hegemony’ because the partition of the social into two antagonistic
camps is no longer a datum prior to hegemonic interventions. From the 19th century
onwards, political spaces, the identity of forces which confront each other, and their
dividing lines are fragile, ambiguous and subject to incessant shifts (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 151, 170).
From the turn of the 21 st century to-date, neoliberal capitalism seems to regress
towards earlier conditions of steep inequalities and social cleavages (Crouch 2004,
Streeck & Schäfer 2013, Sassen 2014, Picketty 2017), setting the stage for the
resurfacing of populist oppositions, which set the ‘1%’ against the ‘99%.’ However,
diffuse individualism, neoliberal hegemony, social exclusion, complex identities and
fragmentation still stand in the way of solid popular alliances with egalitarian
democratic yearnings. Hence, the need for hegemonic politics and strategies becomes
more urgent than ever.
The question of how to weld counter-hegemonic blocs hinges fundamentally on the
question of who can step up as a collective subject of hegemonic contestation or, more
precisely, how a collective subject, which is not already there, can take shape and act
in concert. Contra Marxism, for Laclau and Mouffe hegemonic subjects are not
always fundamental social classes, whose unity coheres around specific class interests
grounded in their position in production. In Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, the
category of the ‘subject’ pertains to ‘subject positions,’ that is, to specific positions
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within diverse discursive formations, which condition the subject’s political
experience and engagement (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 115, 118, 134).
Disowning the Subject as a universal and foundational agent leads to the idea of a
dispersion of subject positions across a multiplicity of social relations and punctual
fights in diverse fields. However, this dispersion does not unravel necessarily into a
total disaggregation. Antagonisms and subjects may be closely interlinked and
capable of coalescing in a common front. To illustrate, there are multiple subject
positions of ‘oppressed women,’ which are scattered across many social practices on
the level of legislation, the family, cultural stereotypes, work etc. Yet, there is also a
considerable degree of ‘overdetermination,’ i.e. of interaction and mutual
reinforcement among all of them, which tends to crystallize a systematic sexual
division and to subordinate the feminine to the masculine. Such elements of
commonality lay the groundwork for political convergence and action in common.
The open character of every discourse allows for the transformation of subject
positions, their coming out of themselves and together in broader collective actors
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 115, 117-118).
Hegemonic forces, the agents of articulatory practices, are partly exterior to what they
put together. But their exteriority is not that of a fully sovereign, independent Subject.
Hegemonic actors are themselves situated within certain discursive formations. Yet,
they strive to frame and combine external floating elements –objects and subjectswhich are situated outside their own formations and do not bear a fully fixed position
or meaning (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 134-135). This is another way of glossing
Gramsci’s insights about the vital hegemonic practice of working through a
heterogeneous common sense in order to sculpt a new, progressive common sense and
identity.
In a nutshell, thus, hegemony names a particular type of political relation and an
activity of articulation whereby existing social actors, such as a trade union or a
religious organization, move outside their particular struggles, identities and roles in
order to link up with other conflicts and actors by drawing chains of equivalence.
These chains are based on a common opposition and knit together differences –
different struggles, spaces and demands- around nodal points. Hegemonic actors take
on broader organizational functions in a community, they federate different groups
and people, and they assign wider meanings to social practices or resistances. ‘In this
sense, we could say that hegemony is basically metonymical: its effects always
emerge from a surplus of meaning which results from an operation of displacement’
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 141).
In this earlier revisiting of hegemonic strategy, positive collective identities, projects
and utopian projections offset negativity, antagonism and the ‘empty signifiers’ of
Laclau’s later lexicon. A counter-hegemonic alliance cannot come about through a
chain of equivalence which rests solely on the common antagonism of groups with the
same enemy. A hegemonic equivalence infuses also a new ‘common sense,’ which
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modifies the identities of the assembled forces so that their demands can accord with
and support each other. An ‘equivalence is always hegemonic insofar as it does not
simply establish an ‘‘alliance’’ between given interests, but modifies the very identity
of the forces engaging in that alliance’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 184).
Moreover, beyond ‘enclave politics,’ specific demands and negative protests against
the status quo, a winning hegemonic strategy installs nodal points of action,
organization and creation, from which a process of different, positive reconstitution of
social structures can set off and move forward. It is the capacity for positive direction
and renovation across a broad range of social spheres which underpins an effective
alter-politics of social change. Every hegemonic contest starts from negativity, the
negation of a given social order. But it can consolidate itself only insofar as it
manages to rebuild ‘the positivity of the social’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 189).
Furthermore, a hegemonic strategy for the ‘construction of a new order’ must
negotiate a delicate balancing act between a realistic reckoning with existing
structural limits to transformative processes –on the level of the state, the economy
etc.- and a utopian ambition to fully transcend the current state of affairs. The
hegemonic practices of a radical democratic politics must steer away from both
extremes of a managerial pragmatism without project and the totalitarian fiction of the
Ideal City with complete harmony and happiness. However, without ‘utopia,’ a set of
symbolic meanings and ideas which envision another social order beyond our present
ability to threaten the status quo, ‘there is no possibility at all of the constitution of a
radical imaginary’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 190).
Hence, Laclau and Mouffe’s counter-hegemonic logic holds together the two main
planks of the alter-political spirit we traced out above (in the sections 1.7, 1.8),
opposition and proposition, putting a distinct accent on vision and social innovation in
tandem with pragmatic dealings with institutions and structural constraints. ‘Visionary
pragmatism’, and the triplet (a) ruptures, (b) prefiguration-interstitial metamorphosiscounterpowers, (c) repurposing of the state through democratizing reforms are thus
anticipated in Laclau and Mouffe’s hegemonic strategy. However, Laclau and Mouffe
contribute strategic propositions about the constitution of collective identities and
actors, through practices of articulation, nodal points, chains of equivalence, social
actors coming out of themselves to take on hegemonic tasks, which are lacking in
alter-political scenarios of transformative strategies.
Finally, in the 1985 script, hegemony is externally and internally decentered. This
stands in marked contrast to the later stipulations of Laclau and Mouffe, which
overstretch the scope of hegemony to make it coincide with the political as such (see
e.g. Mouffe 2005: 8-9, 17, Laclau 2000a: 45-59). Back then, hegemony is simply one
political type of relation, ‘a form, if one so wishes, of politics’ (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 139; emphasis in the original), which unfolds alongside other political logics,
such as ‘autonomy,’ and is not elided with the essence of the social or the political.
‘[W]e reject the ontological plane, which would inscribe hegemony as center of the
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social and hence as its essence’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 139; emphasis in the
original). Laclau and Mouffe insist, moreover, that a variety of contingent political
logics give shape to society. ‘If society is not sutured by any single unitary and
positive logic, our understanding of it cannot provide that logic’ (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 143; emphasis in the original).
The internal decentering of hegemony is equally crucial, as it curbs the hegemonic
drive towards homogenization, the accumulation of force in a single center –a party, a
group of leaders etc.- and the ensuing vertical hierarchies, the direction of collective
action from a leadership on the top. Only such a decentered hegemony can ally itself
with horizontalist, egalitarian and pluralist alter-politics.
First of all, for Laclau and Mouffe in 1985, it is not possible to maintain the idea of a
single ‘nodal point’ in a social order. In any social formation, there can be various
hegemonic nodal points, although some of them may be highly overdetermined and
decisive for a wide array of social relations (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 139). More
importantly, on their view, a radical democratic politics must affirm plurality and
autonomy within a broader hegemonic intervention: ‘autonomy linked to the
pluralism required by the expansion of the new social movements…is not opposed to
hegemony, but is an internal moment of a wider hegemonic operation’ (Laclau &
Mouffe 1985: 140-141). The conjunction of hegemony and autonomy, equivalenceidentity and difference, equality and liberty, is actually the keystone and the main
predicament of their project of ‘radical and plural democracy,’ which aspires to
deepen both freedom and equality across all fields of the social (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 140-141, 167, 178-188).
The autonomy of particular spheres, spaces and communities is a result of articulatory
practices rather than a given condition or a structural effect of necessary processes. A
broader hegemonic intervention should tie together social movements and struggles,
such as anti-capitalism, anti-sexism and anti-racism, in an alliance which reinforces
them. Hegemonic action can connect autonomous communities in a network of
mutual support and collective defence of their liberties (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 140141). More specifically, an alternative hegemonic politics which walks along the path
of ‘radical and plural democracy’ seeks to prop up the real autonomy of groups and
identities on equal terms and dismisses any hierarchical ranking among the plurality
of identities, struggles, communities and spheres.
the project for a radical and plural democracy, in a primary sense, is nothing other
than the struggle for a maximum autonomization of spheres on the basis of the
generalization of the equivalential-egalitarian logic (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 167;
emphasis in the original).
The plurality and the opening which lie at the core of a radical democracy (Laclau &
Mouffe 1985: 178) are deeply at odds with centralized power and homogenization.
Radical democracy defends the autonomy of different fields of struggle and spawns a
multiplication of political spaces ‘which is incompatible with the concentration of
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power and knowledge that classic Jacobinism and its different social variants imply’
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 178). On the same grounds, the ‘classic’ idea of Revolution,
whereby a revolutionary act re-founds society by instituting a center of power, is
renounced. Radical change should be occasioned, rather, through a plural and ongoing
process, which may also involve an ‘overdetermination of a set of struggles in a point
of political rupture’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 177-178). As we paused to note above,
this process-based and pluralistic route to counter-hegemonic reconstruction, which is
not centered around a single moment of Rupture and forsakes the autocratic use of
state power to reinstitute society, is the common baseline of a variety of alter-political
strategies for deepening democracy. The latter envision historical transition in similar
terms of long-term transfiguration and diverse activities of collective renewal -social,
political, technological and economic.
Moreover, in Laclau and Mouffe’s scheme, both the sites and the means of hegemonic
contention become plural and open. The social surfaces in which democratic
antagonisms may break out and domination can be fought are diverse. They are
located both in the state and in civil society, and they are not a priori fixed. New
social spaces can be politicized into sites of strife and transformation. Counterhegemonic politics can take place on any level and in any field of the social.
Likewise, the political vehicles of change are plural and should be politically settled
according to variable circumstances. In some cases, for instance, the state can function
as an apparatus of bureaucratic oppression that should be torn apart, whereas in other
contexts state institutions could be enlisted against various structures of oppression in
civil society (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 179-181, 192).
By ditching any absolute political categories of the type ‘the Party,’ ‘the Class,’ ‘the
Revolution,’ Laclau and Mouffe’s recasting of hegemony affords ample room for the
signature alter-political virtues of experiment, diversification, sensitivity to context,
and the questioning of power effects in any political form (Laclau & Mouffe 1985:
179-181, 190).
More generally, a counter-hegemonic project of radical democracy should hold on to
the irreducible plurality of the social, setting out to institutionalize the ‘moment of
tension, of openness, which gives the social its essentially incomplete and precarious
character’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 190). This ‘nodal point’ of radical democracy sits
at the core of any politics of plural and equal freedom in common. Democratic
openness entails that institutions authorize a continuing contestation of novel or
subsisting modes of inequality. Institutions resist any attempt to implement a final
closure or fixation of social forms. They enshrine the freedom of citizens to question,
debate and remake their institutions. And they enable new differences to find their
public way to existence and flourishing.
However, in the hegemonic logic of Laclau and Mouffe, pluralism, liberty, equality,
openness and the decentering of the political are qualified. They should not unravel in
a total dispersion and fragmentation. Their expansion is premised on the convergence
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of democratic fights through chains of equivalence and ‘nodal points’ of unity, which
inevitably limit diversity and autonomy. But this is not a zero-sum game. The
synthesis of the political logics of hegemony/equivalence and autonomy/difference is
not, therefore, impossible. On the contrary, it is a prime object of political creativity,
compromise and challenge, which should remain in principle ongoing so that the
constraints foisted on autonomy and difference could be always countered and undone
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 184-189).
Between the logic of complete identity and that of pure difference, the experience
of democracy should consist of the recognition of the multiplicity of social logics
along with the necessity of their articulation. But this articulation should be
constantly re-created and renegotiated (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 188).
It must be stressed, finally, that the confluence of social forces and actors around
‘nodal points’ need not bring on effects of domination and vertical, top-down
leadership. In Laclau and Mouffe’s revisioning of hegemony in 1985, such foci of
political activity and coalescence are multiple, preventing the concentration of power
in one sovereign point (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 178, 188, 192). Moreover, they may
reside primarily in privileged sites of political confrontation and creation, common
points of reference and collective identities rather than in parties or individual Leaders
(Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 112-113, 139, 182-183, 188-190, 192).
Equipped with more specific tactics and strategies, which have been contrived by
contemporary alter-political mobilizations, this anti-determinist, flexible, pluralistic
and decentered version of hegemonic contest can meet the needs of political
composition and strategizing for another, more equal, free and diverse democracy. In
their later work, Laclau and Mouffe have introduced significant supplements to the
‘thin’ model of hegemonic politics they outline in their 1985 landmark. But they have
also walked increasingly along routes which undercut the pluralist, libertarian and
anti-authoritarian animus inspiring their earlier theorization, and need to be troubled
and set aside. Hegemony is elided with the (originally repudiated) essence of the
political, while centralized power, state sovereignty and exclusionary antagonisms are
reinstated in an unsurpassable horizon of ‘the political.’
1.16. Hegemony at the turn of the 21st century
Laclau’s later idea of hegemony crystallizes at the turn of the century. Hegemony is
now ‘the very terrain in which a political relation is actually constituted’ (Laclau
2000a: 44). It designates the political process par excellence, through which social
relations are instituted, communities and collective identities are constructed, and
social orders are set up through the contingent interventions of social actors and the
antagonistic collision between rival camps and possibilities (Laclau 2000a: 45-59).
Accordingly, the political is reduced to hegemony in a fundamental sense. ‘Hegemony
thus defines the essence of the political’ (Laclau 2005b: 258).
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Hegemony is built now around four main blocks: 1) a dialectic between particularity
and universality, whereby universality is partly incarnated in some particularity; 2)
uneven power; 3) ‘empty signifiers,’ through which particulars can assume the
representation of universals; 4) the generalization of relations of representation as the
condition for the constitution of social orders (Laclau 2000a: 53-59; 2000b: 207;
2000c: 302-306).
To these four pillars of hegemonic politics in Laclau’s later thought we should add the
populist turn, i.e. his association of hegemony and the political with ‘populist reason,’
and his stronger emphasis on rhetoric and psychoanalysis. The form of hegemonic
actions is conditioned by rhetoric operations: metaphor (equivalence), metonymy
(combination of differences) and catachresis (figural terms which cannot be
substituted by literal ones; see Laclau 2014: 53-125). The force of hegemony draws
energy from radical affective investments in a hegemonic discourse, which promises
to fill a social lack and becomes thus a source of jouissance. The libidinal
identification with a hegemonic formation is crucial for cementing social ties (Laclau
2005a: 115). Whereas the populist spin has a decisive impact on the verticalism and
centralization of Laclauian hegemony, rhetoric and libidinal investment do not affect
its substance and its vicissitudes (see also Thomassen 2016, Glynos & Stavrakakis
2004). The following survey of the four axes of hegemony à la Laclau will show how
they define more specifically the operations of a counter-hegemonic strategy, but it
will also explain how the drift towards concentration and top-down power is sparked
by Laclau’s specific construal of representation, power and populist hegemony.
1. In political antagonisms, a collective will can rise to prominence and successfully
contend with the ruling regime when the aims of a particular social sector, or a
constellation of particular sectors, come to present themselves as the aims of the entire
community or the ‘people’ itself. In this process, a particular force comes forward as
the agent of universal needs and ends. In other words, a particularity assumes the
function of universality. This lies at the root of hegemonic relations (Laclau 2000a:
54-56; 2000b: 210; 2005a: 226).
Κey to this dialectic are the chains of equivalence which are drawn among diverse
demands, conflicts and groups. Their equivalence is founded upon their common
opposition to the same enemy, who appears to be the obstacle that prevents society
from attaining happiness and fulfilment. The contents which enter into relations of
equivalence are internally split. They are particular, but they are also equivalent and
universal insofar as they represent general social grievances and aspirations. The
antagonistic equivalence of a plurality of groups and demands instantiates a pragmatic
and contingent version of the ‘general will.’ And a certain demand or ‘subject
position’ becomes political precisely when it experiences its own particularity as a
moment in a chain of equivalences that transcends the particular and generalizes it.
Hence Laclau’s quarrel with the category of ‘class struggle.’ It is only when a social
struggle comes out of its particular sector and its sectorial concerns that it can
aggregate a strong collective will (Laclau 2000a: 54-56; 2000b: 210).
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The ‘universality’ at stake is the common identity of a collective subject which tends
to reach out beyond itself, through a chain of equivalences which is indefinitely open
to other groups and demands. The universal –the community/the common good/the
social order- becomes thus an empty place, which can be partially filled in different
ways by rival forces (Laclau 1996: 55-60).
For the dialectic of the particular and the universal to generate counter-hegemonic
effects, the presence of equivalences is not enough. A concrete fight or a specific
demand could seem equivalent to others in their common opposition an enemy, but
these equivalences may not actually add up to a collective actor. Under the extreme
oppression of the late Tsarist regime, a workers’ strike for higher wages would be
seen from the start as a wider anti-system activity that is equivalent to anti-system
conflicts in other sectors. However, without the intervention of a certain particularity
which truly acts as the universal representative, the equivalence of meanings would
not have coalesced in a collective will (Laclau 2000c: 302-303; 2000b: 207-208).
This particular body is the hegemonic subject. In his later work, Laclau clarifies that
the force which performs a contingent articulation must be external to the elements it
weaves together. This externality derives from the radical undecidability or ‘original
lack’ of the structure; from the fact that social structures are not fully fixed and
determining as they are riddled with conflicts, disorder and relative openness.
Consequently, they are amenable to different (re)compositions through acts of
decision which are taken by hegemonic subjects. The hegemonic act is not the effect
of a pre-given rule or rationality. Rather, it is a radical construction. Structures may
condition actions by allowing for particular possibilities. And some discursive forms
need to be already at hand and ‘credible,’ that is, in line with the basic principles
which organize a certain society, in order to resonate more broadly, enabling actors to
garner collective power and to originate new social orders. But the structure makes
room for a choice among different alternatives, and hegemonic agents communicate
new discourses. The more dislocated a social structure is, the wider the scope it
affords for free decision and new creation (Laclau 1990: 29-30, 65-66; 1996: 92-93,
Howarth 2000: 109-111, 121-122).
2. Hence, the articulation of a ‘general will’ is contingent upon the presence of a
particular group which stands for the general representative. This actor must be in a
better position to do so than other groups ‘so that power is unevenly distributed
between various organisms and social sectors’ (Laclau 2000b: 208). The asymmetrical
distribution of power between the sectors who make up the ‘people’ against the
establishment, and the accumulation of power at the top are essential terms of a
counter-hegemonic agency in Laclau’s template.
This means, in effect, that a particular political actor must be able to soar above the
other allied forces and to exercise vertical, top-down leadership over them. Laclau has
nicely illustrated this vertical scheme of leadership, which he identifies with
hegemonic politics. He has drawn a pyramidal figure, which places the ‘general
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equivalent’ alone at the helm, above all different parties of the counter-hegemonic
operation (Laclau 2000c: 303).
The other face of power, which is equally necessary for emancipation, is the ‘radical
exclusion’ of the antagonistic force, of a social sector which is perceived as the cause
of general oppression or a general crime against society (Laclau 2000b: 206-207;
2000c: 302-303; 2000a: 54-55). The antagonistic pole must be fought and eventually
overwhelmed if a new hegemonic order is to be established.
3. A lever of hegemonic intervention which makes it possible for particular agencies
to take on the function of universality is the circulation of tendentially ‘empty
signifiers’ (Laclau 2000a: 57; 1996: 36-46). This is ‘the very condition of politics and
political change’ (Laclau 2000b: 185). Empty signifiers are akin to the earlier ‘nodal
points’ of a hegemonic discourse (Laclau 1996: 43). They are names and symbols –
such as ‘justice,’ ‘solidarity,’ ‘change,’ ‘democracy,’ ‘peace’ etc.- which are not
necessarily attached to precise contents and specific social actors. A hegemonic actor
who speaks in their name can appear thus to soar above her particular position, and
thereby she can win over broader swathes of the population. Several others may come
to identify with the ‘empty signifier’ of a common struggle by projecting their own
particular meanings –demands, grievances and aspirations- onto it. Hence, the name
or the aims of a particular member of the equivalential chain must be partly emptied
of their distinct content so as to allow this particularity to become a wider symbol that
represents and ties together the entire community of the different parties, pursuits and
movements (Laclau 2005a: 93, 96; 2000b: 210-211).
The contingent linking of empty signifiers with more specific contents is the outcome
of a hegemonic struggle (Laclau 2000b: 184; 1996: 44-45). The empty signifier can
bind together differences in an equivalential chain by referring to the ‘absent fullness’
of community, i.e. to what is lacking to the various parties that press particular
demands, such as ‘justice,’ ‘freedom,’ ‘democracy,’ providing thus the general
equivalent (Laclau 2000c: 305; 2000a: 96). The empty signifier is the anchoring point
of collective wills in the social imaginary, and it is the main vehicle which, through its
emptiness, can universalize a political discourse, making it the surface for the
inscription of an expanding plurality of social demands. Front Populaire, for instance,
in the France of 1930s, designated a particular alliance of forces. But it was also
‘empty’ enough, i.e. detached from its specific contents, to be able to associate itself
with a wider repertoire of social aspirations (Laclau 2000b: 210).
4. A direct corollary of all the above is that representation occupies the center of
hegemonic action. The ‘terrain in which [hegemony] expands is that of the
generalization of the relations of representation as the condition of the constitution of
a social order’ (Laclau 2000a: 57). In the most elementary sense, relations of
representation play out at the heart of the process whereby a partial social force, e.g. a
social-democratic party, comes to speak and to act in the name of a totality, the nation
or society at large, posing as the agent of general interests beyond its particular
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identity (Laclau 2000b: 207-212; 1996: 43, 54-57; 2005a: 226). ‘If a particular sector
has to incarnate the universal aims of the community, representation is essentially
inherent to the hegemonic link’ (Laclau 2000b: 211).
Laclau, however, holds representation to be ‘essential’ in a more specific sense, that
of political actors representing their constituencies in public institutions of power.
Representatives of this kind can, arguably, generalize the partial preferences of their
particular constituency and harmonize them with the interests of other constituencies
and society at large, through political interaction with other representatives. In the act
of doing so, political representatives reconfigure the collective will and the identity of
those they appear to represent (Laclau 2000b: 212; 1996: 98-100).
representation is always a double movement from represented to representative and
from representative to represented... The task of a representative in Parliament, for
instance, does not simply consist in transmitting the wishes of those he represents;
he will have to elaborate a new discourse which convinces the other Members…In
this way he inscribes those interests within a more universal discourse (Laclau
2000b: 212).
For Laclau, not simply ‘symbolic’ or discursive representation by a collective actor,
but effective or sovereign representation is integral to hegemonic politics. In the
sovereign version of representation, political actors make decisions for those they
claim to represent, molding the will and the identity of the represented as leaders and
decision-makers. According to Laclau, this mode of authoritative ‘representation’
becomes all the more decisive under conditions of globalization and increasing social
fragmentation. Now, the representative is the catalyst which bands together a
collective will out of dispersed differences and divided or marginalized social sectors.
The representative supplies a point of identification for the disconnected differences,
and s/he effectively composes their collective will and identity through the very
process of representation. Second, in contemporary societies, there is a proliferation
of points from which decisions are taken on the regional, the national and the
supranational level (Laclau 2005a: 158-161; 2000b: 212; 1996: 98-100).
Consequently, the ‘role of the ‘‘representatives’’ will be ever more central and
constitutive’ (Laclau 1996: 100).
Taken to its extremes, the reliance of heterogeneous differences on a general
representative leads to their identification with the ultimate form of singularity: ‘the
name of the leader’ as the ground of unity. The ‘symbolic unification of the group
around an individuality –and here I agree with Freud- is inherent to the formation of a
‘‘people’’ ’ (Laclau 2005a: 100).
No doubt, Laclau distinguishes between this symbolic unification around an
individual leader and ‘actual ruling.’ The case of Nelson Mandela illustrates how the
symbolic role of the leader can still allow for a considerable degree of pluralism
within his movement (Laclau 2005a: 100). But is the symbol devoid of material
efficacy? Does not the symbolic elevation of the leader authorize him to exercise
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‘actual ruling’ over his followers, leading them in a singular direction of his own
choosing? How can the identification of the ‘masses’ with the individual leader, and
the ensuing adoration of the leader and dependence on him, empower people to act
autonomously so as to steer their own course of political action from the bottom up?
Laclau fails to contemplate alternative forms of leadership and objects of
identification which can make collective formations stick together. Sara Ahmed
(2006: 118-119), among others, has produced an internal critique of Freud’s argument
that collective bonds lean on the transference of love to the leader. If a shared act of
transference of love is what engenders the ‘common quality’ of the group, then the
hinge of collective identification is this common act of transference towards ‘the same
object.’ The matter of the object does not matter, in a way, or it is not of primary
significance. It is a common and recurrent orientation towards ‘something’ that brings
into existence a collective (Ahmed 2006: 118-119). Hence, this ‘something’ need not
be the person of a leader. It could represent a common objective, a common vision, or
the group activity and co-existence itself.
The vertical and homogenizing inclinations of Laclau’s later formula of hegemony
have been exacerbated by the ‘populist turn’ of his thought from 2005 onwards (see
Laclau 2005a). This signals an increasing tendency to conflate the political not only
with hegemony but with ‘populist reason’ itself.
if heterogeneity is constitutive of the social bond, we are always going to have a
political dimension by which society –and the ‘people’- are constantly reinvented.
Does this mean that the political becomes synonymous with populism? Yes, in the
sense in which I conceive this last notion…. There is no political intervention
which is not populistic in some sense (Laclau 2005a: 154; see also 2005a: 18, 67,
225, 229-232; 2005b: 259-260).
Hence, the logic of populist politics encapsulates the logic of politics tout court. And,
for Laclau, populist reason is fundamentally a political discourse which splits the
social into two camps, the ‘people,’ a partiality which represents itself as the totality,
and the ‘establishment’ or the elites (Laclau 2005a: 18, 81, 154). Populist reason
denotes primarily a logic of ‘simplification of the political space (all singularities tend
to group themselves around one or the poles of the dichotomy)’ (Laclau 2005a: 18).
The more anti-establishment a certain politics is, the more populist it will be,
extending to the maximum the chain of equivalences which divide society into two
and aggregate a ‘global’ political subject out of a multiplicity of social demands. The
central historical actor will always be a people of sorts (Laclau 2005a: 81, 117, 154,
225, 239).
Populist politics homogenizes, thus, the socio-political space by separating it into a
global popular bloc, on the one side, and the evil establishment, the elites etc., on the
other. The exaltation of ‘popular struggles’ stands in marked contrast to the
prominence that Laclau and Mouffe (1985: 139) accorded earlier on to the decentered
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and pluralist ‘democratic struggles,’ which feature a diversity of political spaces and
movements. In 2005, Laclau contended that the historical conditions of ‘globalized
capitalism’ have multiplied social dislocations, they have proliferated new
antagonisms and they have compounded heterogeneity. Therefore, the definition of
the enemy and specific political objectives has become much more vexing. Under
such circumstances, the major political hurdle is how to draw equivalences between a
multiplicity of heterogeneous demands posed against a hard-to-determine global
target. As a result, populist reason and popular identities are now on the rise (Laclau
2005a: 229-231).
A compelling case has been made, indeed, for the diffusion of a ‘populist Zeitgeist’ at
the turn of the century (see Mudde 2004, Kaltwasser et al. 2017). But it is also the
case that populist politics is often at odds with alter-political pluralism, openness and
horizontal democracy. In Laclau’s own account, populism simplifies the political
space by dint of a global dichotomy, while it centers collective agency around a single
leader. Can we think and conduct popular antagonistic politics in ways which also
further pluralism, collective leadership, grassroots autonomy and openness to
difference? If yes, these ways are not to be found in the populist reason of the later
Laclau.
Mouffe’s post-1985 thought also conveys a set of valuable counsels for a counterhegemonic offensive. The first ones rehearse Gramsci’s theory and reaffirm a
widespread ‘other political’ doxa, which recommends the conjunction of struggle with
the reform of state institutions and social renewal in civil society. Taking a stand on
the debate over the most pertinent practices of radical politics against neoliberalism,
she submits that a hegemonic strategy enjoins a) an engagement with institutions,
including state institutions, and an assault on the various axes and pillars which
cement the hegemony of post-Fordist capitalism; b) a moment of re-articulation that
should join the dis-articulation of the current regime of power; c) hegemonic
confrontation in a multiplicity of fields, not only in the political system, but also in
‘civil society’ where the ‘common sense’ takes shape (Mouffe 2013: 71-75, 89).
Coming to grips with dominant institutions and centers of power, rather than
withdrawing from them, is pivotal to a broader process of reinstitution in societies in
which state and market institutions are powerful enough to block any substantial
change, and they command a critical mass of social resources and infrastructure, from
education to health, digital networks, water and energy supplies. In all these domains,
it is almost impossible to construct alternative resources and institutions, and it is
nonsensical or even disastrous to leave the wealth of available infrastructure and
resources in the hands of the state and the capitalist market. Of course, ‘engagement’
with dominant institutions could assume several forms, geared to different contexts
and political judgements. From the perspective of democratic heteropolitics, such
activity should issue from grassroots collective power and should avoid reasserting
the bureaucratic, top-down rule of the state or the profiteering logic of the market.
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If ‘disarticulation’ is the crisis of a hegemonic order, re-articulation entails cobbling
together a new common will out of diverse demands and grievances in order to frame
a new social order. Without a new socio-political creation, structural dislocations
could only wreak havoc and pave the way for reactionary forces to fill the vacuum.
Moreover, the collapse of the status quo does not suffice to bring into being a new
society of freedom and equality. Diverse struggles and aspirations may conflict with
each other, and mutually subvert one another.
Re-articulation lies in a protracted endeavor to figure new social relations, practices
and identities by way of ‘interstitial transformation,’ prefiguration and institutional
reforms. At the core of re-articulation lies the counter-hegemonic battle to reorient
desire and to nurture new modes of thinking, without which it is hardly possible to
detach a critical mass of people from the dominant regime and to rally it around a
different socio-cultural project. The ‘control of the soul,’ its habits of thought and its
desires, consolidates the ruling system of power (Mouffe 2013: 71-75). Hence, it is
paramount to devise new types of social bonding and to fashion a new ‘common
sense’ in quotidian life and interactions. Cultural and artistic practices, but also the
various commoning activities in digital products, infrastructures, care and
reproduction, provide the terrain for these operations of subjective transformation,
which are arduous but decisive. A heightened political consciousness and orientation
of these transformative processes can fortify them and advance, thus, the counterhegemonic struggle for another, reinvigorated democracy.
However, Mouffe’s distinct contribution to the renewal of hegemonic strategy can be
located in her democratic agonism (see Mouffe 2000; 2005; 2013), which could foster
the values of equal freedom, openness and plurality if it were applied to a counterhegemonic project for deeper democracy. Significantly, democratic agonism could
buttress another form of unity and convergence, which makes more room for
diversity, freedom and dissent by hemming in the drive of hegemonic politics towards
homogeneity and fusion.
Agonistic democracy instates a permanent political contest –‘agon’- over its laws,
relations, institutions and policies. It refuses to ‘neutralize’ its arrangements and to
insulate them from critique by deducing them from a higher authority of reason,
morality and so on. Agonistic democracy intensifies the contestability of its relations
and practices by attaching to them a stigma of ineliminable imperfection in realizing
equal liberties, by acknowledging that they result from political decisions, and by
opening up relations of power to regular, legitimate contest and transformation
(Mouffe 2000, 22, 32-34, 47-49, 77, 104-105; 2005, 17-18, 21, 121-122). Thereby,
agonistic democracy furthers equal freedom in two ways: by making it easier to
protest and transform relations of inequality, oppression and injustice; and by carving
more space for other, non-dominant perspectives and political horizons to break forth
and to vindicate their rights.
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Injecting this pluralist agonism in a counter-hegemonic assemblage of forces would
elicit the constitution of spaces in which differences are aired and the dominant
orientations, plans, practices and relations within the political alliance are subject to
mutual challenge, critique, political conflict and revision. Such an inflection of a
counter-hegemonic militancy could not only breed diversity, openness, flexibility and
creativity in its politics. It would enable a counter-hegemonic constellation to query
relations of inequality and exclusion within itself. It could also curb tendencies
towards exclusionary unity and domination that would feed on the pursuit of a fixed
and singular idea of democratic alter-politics, which identifies alter-political values –
equal freedom, openness, horizontality, plurality, social empowerment, collective selfgovernment, solidarity and sharing- with unique forms, contents, practices,
institutions, policies and strategies. By contrast, an agonistic logic would sustain
spaces of collaboration and contention among the members of the political
community. Members act in concert and share a baseline of values, directions and
affects. But they may dissent over specific strategies towards the state and the
capitalist market, and they may disagree over the institutions of another democracy. In
an agonistic community of struggle, a common horizon of political aspiration
encompasses contending interpretations and enactments. The common endeavor
should persist amidst difference and rivalry, tapping into an agonistic sense of the
common as a field of collaboration through conflict.
The virtue of such an agonistic-hegemonic strategy does not lie only in its capacity to
fight domination within collective action. It can also serve to hold in check ruinous
conflict and fragmentation in militant collectives, which would otherwise divide
themselves over the ‘true’ idea of ‘real democracy’ or the single, ‘best’ road to it. The
main political conundrum for a large-scale alliance for democratic heteropolitics is
precisely to persevere in the common contestation and construction despite internal
discord, by acknowledging the validity of plurality and dissent, and by upholding the
legitimacy of differences, a continuing debate over objectives, policies and strategies,
and the effective possibility to revisit the predominant strategic choices. Internal
division and strife should be experienced as a common good, the common good of
plurality, freedom, enduring contest, exploration and revision, which can help
collective action to become more creative, flexible, adaptable, and thereby effective.
An agonistic counter-hegemonic coalition could accede to a sufficient measure of
unity and convergence despite the persistence of internal difference and contention by
anchoring its community not in a thick identity of ideas and positions but in common
political practice. By taking part together in collective struggle, in transformative
praxis and in lasting debates and negotiations over the common project, people
acquire their shared identities and galvanize their sense of co-belonging to a political
association (see Tully 2008: 164). Even if their preferences do not carry the day,
dissenters may adhere to the common project and could cultivate mutual
understanding and trust with others as long as they are able to partake in open and fair
practices of contest and deliberation. Thereby, dissenters may come to appreciate the
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reasons and the different concerns on other sides. Moreover, they may become
attached to a community that authorizes them to voice their opposition and challenge
internal hegemony. In an agonistic community of struggle and creativity, which
actively pursues internal reflection, argument and revision, any dominant direction is
provisional. Minorities can win out it if they amass more political force, if they build
up larger alliances and if they are more convincing in the political debate (Tully 2008:
216, 316). Hence, disagreement can be negotiated more productively, reducing
conflict and sentiments of injustice by entitling dissenters to keep up the political fight
to shift the prevalent consensus (Tully 2008: 181-184, 214-215, 306-308).
A subsequent section will spell out how contemporary movements have taken steps in
such a direction of internally agonistic hegemony by embracing practices of collective
self-reflection, critique and debate. Importantly, however, they have crafted a richer
and more nuanced political ethos, which complicates and counterbalances agonism
with different political attitudes, such as a responsiveness to the other part -audi
alteram part-, solidarity and care beyond differences, even a qualified disposition for
consensus.
In Mouffe’s political agonism, the parties in dispute look on each other as legitimate
adversaries who are bound by the same fundamental principles. But their
disagreement is deep and irresolvable. Moreover, the overriding objective of each
party is to win the game of power and to entrench the hegemony of one’s own
political orientation (see Mouffe 2005: 20-21). Adversaries lack any political or
ethical disposition to care for their rivals’ concerns (White 2003: 211-213). Mouffe’s
agonistic ethos can consolidate also predominant political attitudes of powermongering, masculine competition, self-assertion and aggression. All these effects can
be deeply corrosive of the solidarity, the egalitarian principles and the collective
identity which should animate any massive bloc of forces aiming at ampler
democracy. That’s why it is desirable to cultivate a diversified, complex and queer
ethos, which combines agonism with critical responsiveness and care for the other coactors in the counterhegemonic contest, enlivened by a spirit of self-reflection,
openness, pragmatism, humility, the rejection of dogmatism and self-righteousness.
1.17. Clearing the way for a heteropolitical hegemony
Laclau and Mouffe’s relaunch of hegemonic politics in 1985 faces head-on the central
political predicament of another democratic politics today: how to bind together a
popular will for a socially empowered democracy and how to catalyse an expansive
convergence of social forces which will overhaul the rule of neoliberal capital and
will extend equal freedom, under circumstances of social fragmentation and
complexity which do not cohere around any given antagonism.
In line with the spirit of alter-politics and the commons, their rethinking of hegemony
starts out from the ‘open, unsutured character of the social,’ ‘plurality and
indeterminacy,’ the dispersion of power, the autonomy of social movements, the
diversity of political spaces and antagonisms (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 192, 152).
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They rid hegemony of Marxist determinism, the determining force of the economic
base and class. Their stress on social contingency brings to the foreground the always
present possibility of a historical turnaround against TINA. Doing away with any
historical assurances, e.g. technological innovation and networks as the motors of
epochal metamorphosis, they prompt us to think politically and to seriously ponder
how to organize political action so as to instigate the wished-for transformations.
Contingency holds out the possibility of autonomous self-organization against any
predetermination of action, and it holds up pluralism and openness to the new against
any preconceived models.
Walking in the footsteps of Gramsci, Laclau and Mouffe’s hegemonic strategy,
particularly in its 1985 version, weds opposition to proposition, highlights vision and
social reconstruction in the present, while it also gets to grips with institutions and
structural constraints in a pragmatic fashion. Hence, Laclau and Mouffe’s postMarxist hegemony is informed by the alter-political strategic wisdom of our times,
which advocates ‘visionary pragmatism’ and the triptych of (a) ruptures-insurrections,
(b) prefiguration-interstitial mutations-counterpowers, (c) reform of state institutions
through progressive democratization. However, Laclau and Mouffe’s singular input
lies in their full-fledged theorization of the processes through which collective
identities and actors are composed -by means of articulation, nodal points, chains of
equivalence, and existing social actors who come out of themselves to assume
hegemonic tasks. This is nearly absent in alter-political accounts of transformative
strategies.
Articulation, discourse, plurality and antagonism furnish the context and the
backbone of a post-Marxist politics of hegemony. Ηegemony is primarily an activity
of articulation which unfolds in a contingent terrain and strives to piece together an
organized system of relations out of disaggregated elements and differences by way of
implanting nodal points (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 134-135). Hegemonic composition,
the struggle to graft one’s forms on social complexity, is accomplished through a
confrontation between contending articulatory operations, while the frontiers dividing
the rival communities are relatively fluid and subject to re-drawing (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 114, 136). Equivalence and difference are the two key logics of politicalhegemonic articulation. Equivalence tends to simplify the political space by splitting
it into two. By contrast, the logic of difference tends to multiply the number of
positions that can enter into a relation of combination with each other (Laclau &
Mouffe 1985: 127-130).
Hegemony consists, then, in a particular type of political relation and practice
whereby a social force gets outside itself to join with other conflicts through chains of
equivalence. Social actors aspiring to hegemony go beyond their narrow identities and
take over broader organizational functions in a community, putting together coalitions
and imputing wider meanings to social practices or resistances (Laclau & Mouffe
1985: 134-135, 141).
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A hegemonic equivalence imbues the assembled forces with a new ‘common sense,’
modifying their identities so that their aims can become aligned with each other.
Furthermore, beyond specific demands or negative protests, a winning hegemonic
strategy implants nodal points from which a process of different, positive reordering
of social relations can get under way. A potent alter-politics of social transfiguration
draws sustenance from the capacity of subordinated groups to positively direct and
renovate a broad scope of social spheres. A hegemonic strategy for the ‘construction
of a new order’ must finally combine an understanding of existing structural
limitations –on the level of the state, the economy etc.- with a utopian vision for
another social order (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 184, 189 190).
As we have noted, this initial, thin skeleton of a pluralist and decentered hegemony
was given more flesh in Laclau and Mouffe’s later thought in both constructive and
regressive ways, which a pro-commons hegemonic politics should forswear. To begin
with the positive extensions, in Laclau’s post-1985 work, hegemony is broken down
now into four core operations: 1) a dialectic between particularity and universality; 2)
uneven power, a convergence of forces which can overwhelm the antagonistic pole; 3)
‘empty signifiers’ through which particulars can perform the representation of
universals; 4) the generalization of representation (Laclau 2000a: 53-59; 2000b: 207;
2000c: 302-306).
At the crux of the hegemonic process lies the activity of stitching together chains of
equivalence among diverse demands, antagonisms and groups, based on their
opposition to a common enemy. It is this antagonistic equivalence of a plurality of
particular groups and demands which can stage a pragmatic, contingent version of
universality or a ‘general will.’ And a certain demand or ‘subject position’ becomes
political precisely insofar as it experiences its own particularity as a link in a chain of
equivalences that transcends the particular (Laclau 2000a: 54-56; 2000b: 210; 2000c:
302-306).
In a general sense, all the four dimensions of Laclau’s later template of hegemony are,
indeed, pivotal to a mass-based political front which could overhaul the dominant
state of politics and the market and could enlarge the real ambit of democratic alterpolitics and commoning. The relative generalization of a partial force through ‘chains
of equivalence’ is intrinsic to the endeavor to assemble a collective will that can
attract massive support around it. ‘Empty signifiers,’ such as ‘change’ and ‘real
democracy’ can help to unroll equivalences around a collective actor. A certain
concentration of forces that can topple the status quo will be also needed, unless one
expects privileged minorities to give up on their privileges, their excessive wealth and
their positions of power of their own free will. Finally, an expansive, majoritarian
counter-power raises typically representative claims, through which a particular force
speaks in the name of the entire people and universal interests. A hegemonic subject
will undertake, thus, rhetoric operations. But its force will turn on its capacity to
induce a radical affective investment in the discourse and the politics of the
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hegemonic subject by promising to cover a social lack and to become thus a source of
jouissance (Laclau 2005a: 115; 2014: 53-125).
As argued above, Mouffe’s political theory after 1985 can be also of service to
counter-hegemonic politics for another democracy. An agonistic mode of hegemony
can contain ruinous conflict and fragmentation in militant groups committed to
democratic alter-politics. To keep in place a forceful broad alliance, we must persist in
the common fight and creation despite internal disagreement. The common is split and
agonistic, riven with strife and subject to ongoing dispute, renegotiation and
redefinition. The common horizon of principles, values and practices –plurality,
inclusion, openness, horizontality, pragmatism, grassroots empowerment and
participation- is, at the same time, a common field of diversity, endless debate and
internal battle for the common good.
On the contrary, five strands of Laclau’s hegemony which he has woven into the main
texture –the vertical distribution of power within the hegemonic alliance, individual
leadership, populist homogenization, sovereign representation and antagonistic
formation of the collective- should be problematized and overriden by alternative
forms of hegemonic agency which strive after a fuller democracy of the commons.
The distribution of power among the constituents of a collective counter-hegemonic
front should tend towards horizontality rather than towards vertical direction from one
particular group or person at the top. In one of its primary senses, leadership denotes
political initiative which opens the way. But such leadership could be collective and
distributed, rather than concentrated in the hands of a single individual or even a circle
of individuals. ‘Nodal points’ of unity and coordination could be discursive and
collective rather than identified with particular groups or individuals. A degree of
unity is called for in any powerful collective mobilization, but this could embrace
diversity and pluralism both inside and outside itself. Furthermore, decision-making
and the formation of collective wills could also be an open, participatory and
collective praxis rather than an affair of individual representatives.
Finally, political frontiers and the targeting of an enemy are part and parcel of any
transformative politics which requires dismantling the ruling regime. But it does not
follow that antagonism must be the central category in the constitution of a collective
identity and action, relegating consensus and inclusion to a secondary possibility and
foreclosing ‘a non-exclusive public sphere of rational argument,’ as Laclau & Mouffe
postulate (see Laclau & Mouffe 2001: xvii). Both dissensus and dialogical consensus
could be entertained as political options which are prioritized on different levels of
political initiative. Subsequent sections will map out more specific ways in which
contemporary movements can refigure and ‘commonify’ Laclau’s hegemony by
disrupting the vertical and centralizing drives of Laclau’s later theory, while holding
on to core components of hegemonic politics –the dialectic of
universality/particularity through equivalences, the accumulation of forces, empty
signifiers, collective representation- which are vital for a strong counter-power for
another democratic politics.
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A recasting of hegemony along these lines departs in a further way from Laclau’s
later thought, which is immersed in social-political ontology and the formalism of
‘empty signifiers’ to the detriment of creative action and ‘ontical’ concern with
specific political practices (see Howarth 2000: 117). Laclau has paid little attention to
how people act, to the praxial and alter-political face of (counter-)hegemonic politics,
which foregrounds grassroots self-organization, creative experiment with different
modes of action in concert, institutional innovation, and plural democratic enactments
that assign a concrete form to collective subjectivities (Frank 2017: 629-643).
As Lois McNay (2014) has argued, this fixation on ‘general ontology’ results in a
formulaic and ‘weightless’ notion of the political. The attachment to ontology at the
expense of contextual detail and creative praxis inclines thought towards essentialism,
the attribution of a universal and abiding essence to the political (in terms of
hegemony, coercion and antagonism). Ontological formalism and abstraction have
been only aggravated by the pre-eminence that Laclau has attributed to ‘empty
signifiers’ rather than to positive, utopian construction, which was considered key to
hegemonic interventions back in 1985 (see Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 190).
Section 1.4. here above has taken Mouffe to task for her essentialist pronouncements
after Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. These claims implausibly posit the state,
sovereignty, coercion and violence as inevitable aspects of the political and
hegemony. They accord primacy to antagonism or agonism, forcing out the politics of
consensus and pre-empting political judgement over its virtues under certain
conditions.
We have pointed out how the radical democratic assemblies of the 15 M movement in
Spain and Occupy blended a politics of dissensus outwards and against neoliberal
hegemony with a politics of consensus and inclusion inwards, carrying out forms of
egalitarian and consensual deliberation that were accessible to all, welcoming
diversity and permitting inclusive collaboration (see Tejerina & Perrugorίa 2012,
Lorey 2014, Graeber 2014).
By postulating the primordiality of conflict and the impossibility of a non-coercive
consensus, Mouffe’s reductive gloss on the political disables such plural games that
can be played with consent and dissent. Her conceptual radars are bound to miss or
misjudge, thus, heterodox forms of democratic politics, such as those enacted by
open, plural and egalitarian assemblies. To illustrate, Mouffe has voiced her serious
qualms about the Indignados and Occupiers’ ‘horizontal’ politics for the common,
which was bent on non-hierarchical, consensus-based participatory democracy. She
objects that these mobilizations lacked, ultimately, a real political strategy and that the
most ‘important development’ occurred after them, when trade unions and leftist
parties took over. She asserts that horizontalist practices have a limited capacity for
creating a more equal society, while their insistence on reaching a consensus among
heterogeneous views has resulted in an absence of systematic focus (Mouffe 2013:
110-119). The value assigned to diversity, consensus, non-hierarchical relations and
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anti-statism reveals, moreover, a convergence which the liberal mindset, which
prevents them from ‘apprehending the nature of the political’ (Mouffe 2013: 117).
The rejection of representative democracy by sectors of the Occupy and the
Indignados is said to express ‘a yearning for a society reconciled with itself through
direct democracy’ (Mouffe 2013: 111).
All these dismissive judgements are made in an offhand manner, without delving into
the alternative practices themselves and the political arguments of their advocates.
Horizontalist politics, which negates hierarchies of power and sovereign
representation, is faulted for being incapable of enhancing social empowerment and
equality in the present, as if the vertical politics of hierarchical parties and
organizations around the state had achieved this feat. Mouffe does not pause to
consider whether the ‘leftist parties,’ who took up where the movements left off,
plotted actually a coherent political strategy which enabled them to fulfil their radical
promises. The vicissitudes of the SYRIZA party in government from 2015 onwards –a
party that Mouffe (2013: 111) has evoked approvingly- speak volumes for the
contrary, and for the extent to which Mouffe’s political judgements are a priori,
predicated on the presumed ‘nature of the political.’ Her contention that those who
spurn liberal representative democracy crave ipso facto for a society reconciled with
itself intimates also an absence of political imagination in Mouffe’s theory of politics,
which remains captive to the dogmas of the past.
Hence, in addition to dismissing the five biases of Laclau’s hegemony, an alternative
hegemonic politics should also eschew the essentialist trap by holding hegemony to
be just one possible political logic among others, which itself can display different
shapes, structures and logics. An alternative political logic should overcome,
moreover, thin ontological abstraction by interacting more closely with the continuing
political practice of social movements and civic initiatives. By plunging into
collective activity and experiment on the ground, political thought can inspire and
revitalize democratic political theory, spurring it to envisage different modalities of
political representation, unity and leadership, and preventing its entrapment in fixed
molds of the political. The remaining sections will undertake precisely this work of
enlarging and refiguring Laclau and Mouffe’s hegemony in a democratic alterpolitical key, taking their lead from the other politics of contemporary social
movements, civic engagement and the commons.
A main predicament in this venture regards the ways in which we could politically
negotiate the tensions between the different ingredients of a complex hegemonic
strategy, which seeks to ally the autonomous building of new, radical democracy
relations and institutions by social movements (prefiguration, interstititial
metamorphosis, the social development of new institutions) with political initiative
which enters existing state institutions and labors to democratize their functions and
objectives. This strategic composition, which calls also for the convergence of a mix
of heterogeneous actors, from civic groups and social movements to broad-based
political organizations, has been propounded in recent years by Hardt and Negri, E. O.
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Wright, Coles and Laclau and Mouffe. The synthesis of hegemony and autonomy is
indeed the guiding aspiration of their ‘radical and plural democracy’ (Laclau &
Mouffe 1985: 140-141, 167, 178-188). Laclau and Mouffe have reaffirmed the
political efficacy and significance of this conjugation in our present conjuncture.
Laclau (2014: 9) concludes the introduction to his last book The Rhetorical
Foundations of Society with the following statement:
the horizontal dimension of autonomy will be incapable, left to itself, of bringing
about long-term historical change if it is not complemented by the vertical
dimension of ‘hegemony’ –that is, a radical transformation of the state. Autonomy
left to itself leads, sooner or later, to the exhaustion and dispersion of the
movements of protest. But hegemony not accompanied by mass action at the level
of civil society leads to a bureaucratism that will be easily colonized by the
corporative power of the forces of the status quo. To advance both in the directions
of autonomy and hegemony is the real challenge to those who aim for a democratic
future.
Mouffe (2013: 126-127; emphasis in the original) concurs:
the variety of extra-parliamentary struggles and the multiple forms of activism
outside traditional institutions are valuable for enriching democracy. Not only can
they raise important questions and bring to the fore issues that are neglected, they
can also lead to the emergence of new subjectivities and provide a terrain for the
cultivation of different social relations….What I contend, however, is that these
practices cannot provide a substitute for representative institutions and that it is
necessary to establish a synergy between different forms of intervention… If the
protest movements refuse to establish alliances with traditional channels…their
radical potential will be drastically weakened.
What is glossed over in these formulations, however, is the tension running between
horizontalist (autonomous, non-hierarchical, non-institutionalized) politics and
vertical (hierarchical, institutional, centralized) structures. The political naiveté of this
position disregards how vertical power clashes inherently with horizontal selforganization. The exercise of power from above is in principle at loggerheads with
egalitarian collective self-government, and it impedes societies from building up their
own capacities for self-determination.
Recent empirical research in organization studies and social movements has
corroborated that people’s motivation for action, their commitment and their political
capacity grow through participatory democracy, reciprocal relationships and
autonomous collective action, in which they exercise strategic self-direction. Mass
mobilization, civic energy, passion and commitment are nourished in ‘peoplepowered’ movements, which engage individuals in ways they feel that they are treated
as peers, they are enfrachized to act autonomously in areas that matter, they have coownership over the process, they are part of something ‘big,’ and their initiative
makes a difference within a broader collective project. Hence, participatory
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democracy, collective decision-making and distributed leadership scale up the
political capacity of ‘ordinary people.’ They ignite and expand mass mobilization,
they strategically multiply its political impact, and they bolster efforts to secure
institutional change (Han 2014: 16, 147, 169, McAlevey 2016: 192-194, Bond &
Exley 2016: 14-15, 90, 145-146; see also Polletta 2012).
According to Matthew Bolton, a contemporary, experienced grassroots organizer for
social change, the ‘Iron Rule’ of collective organization which empowers people ‘Never do for others what they can do for themselves’requires us to make people the authors of the change they want, which then breeds
confidence, agency and collaboration between people…for an invigoration of our
political culture…Otherwise we think we’re helping –but actually we’re just
prolonging their dependency on us…The Iron Rule means delegating, letting go,
challenging people to do things themselves and, crucially, focusing our efforts of
building other people’s capacity and leadership (Bolton 2017: 140-141).
Furthermore, the conjunction of horizontalism with verticalism is always a fragile
enterprise, which is fraught with risks. The balance between the two is hard to strike.
Imbalances tend to work at the expense of grassroots, egalitarian self-organization and
alternative institutions. The reason is that most horizontalist activities and groups are
weaker and less organized than concerted forces in the state or other centers of power,
which can easily overwhelm or co-opt them (Dangl 2010, Zibechi 2010). Moreover,
in every political process which combines grassroots participation with hierarchical
representatives and centers of decision-making from above, when conflicts break out
between the two directions of decision, the top-down and the bottom-up, the central
nodes of power and ‘vertical’ leaders can deploy their organized force or their
unabashed power politics. Thereby, they can easily win the game of power when they
confront a cacophonous and poorly coordinated multitude. This well-known drama
has been vividly replayed in the recent evolution of the Spanish party Podemos, if we
need to rehearse historical lessons (Lloriente 2014, Kioupkiolis 2016).
To prevent the suffocation of horizontalist alter-politics in massive counterhegemonic fronts with vertical components and dynamics, the tensions should be
thought through and skilfully navigated so that the balance is tilted in favor of
horizontalism, autonomy and plurality. Striking such an imbalance in support of
democratic alter-politics calls for new political practices, priorities and articulations
which move beyond the ‘hegemony of hegemony.’
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1.18. Movements towards ‘common’ hegemony and populism 2.0: reconfiguring
hegemonic politics for another horizontalist democracy and self-government in
common6
In a nutshell, hegemonic politics orchestrates broad-based political alliances which
aggregate their forces, coordinate their action around a common political plan and a
new collective identity, and make a concerted effort to reshuffle the decks of power so
as to restructure dominant social relations along with political and economic
institutions. We have made the case that this chief hegemonic strategy is
indispensable for attaining true progress towards another, stronger democracy, which
will be actually governed by the will of popular majorities through collective
decision-making,
diversity,
equality,
openness,
sharing,
solidarity, sustainability and care for earth.
On the reasonable assumption that entrenched interests, plutocrats and oligarchies will
not forsake voluntarily their power, their extreme wealth and their privileges, it will
be necessary, first, to practice counter-hegemonic politics. A bloc of antagonistic
forces should struggle to supplant the existing structure of power with a different
order that will minimize domination, hierarchies and exclusions. In this larger
contestation and social renovation, the project of another hegemony must both set up
new parallel or alternative institutions, counterpowers, ‘prefigurative’ spaces and
engage, as well, with established institutions and relations. As Smucker (2017: 21) has
put it,
When we do not contest the cultures, beliefs, symbols, narratives, and common
sense of –and from within- of the existing social institutions and social networks
we are part of, we also walk away from the resources and latent power embedded
within them. This is not a winning trajectory.
Moreover, a new collective identity and collective are needed in order, first, to
overcome the fragmentation of social forces and subjectivities. Second, they are
required to allow multiple resistances, struggles and civic initiatives to converge
towards an effective path of systemic transformation by averting mutually destructive
collisions or a sheer dispersion and differentiation that could hardly cohere
automatically to drive historical change in a specific direction.
Cornerstones of Laclau’s theoretical edifice remain decisive in this counterhegemonic struggle, such as the relative generalization of a partial force by drawing
‘chains of equivalence’ around ‘empty signifiers’ and utopian projects, and the
making of representative claims, through which a particular actor speaks in the name
of universal interests. But the hierarchical distribution of power within the counterhegemonic front, individual leadership, populist homogenization, sovereign
representation and the lopsided stress on antagonism go against the grain of
democratic other politics. By digging into the political praxis of contemporary social
6
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movements, the present and the two following sections will tease out potential ways
in which these regressive logics and practices of hegemonic politics can be
eliminated, recalibrated or considerably curtailed to make ampler room for
horizontality, egalitarian power from below and open plurality.
Overall, these modulations and realignments of the hegemonic mode of constituting
collective identities and agents of change amount to a break with the ‘hegemony of
hegemony’ (Day 2005: 14). By this we intend the notion that hegemony in Gramsci’s
or Laclau’s style is the single effective strategy for systemic reconstruction, that
hegemony is ‘the essence of the political’ (Laclau 2005b: 258), and, more broadly,
that an order of freedom and equality is premised on implementing a universal model
of social relations and institutions through state domination (Day 2005: 14, 18, 45,
65). In contrast, the present argument holds that hegemony is just one type of political
activity and organization among others, and the counter-hegemonic contestation itself
need not adhere to Gramsci’s or Laclau’s and Mouffe’s prescriptions. Hegemonic
politics can be diversified, renewed and refashioned along lines which cut against
vertical hierarchies, top-down leadership, populist homogenization and adversarial
contention as the sole horizon of democratic possibility.
Hence, in what follows we chart movements beyond conventional patterns of
hegemony and populism, which can be fathomed in contemporary democratic
mobilizations and initiatives. This is a politics of counter-hegemonic intervention,
which is attuned with the horizontalist, pluralist, pragmatic and open spirit of alterpolitics and the commons. It can be captured through labels such as ‘post-hegemony,’
‘populism 2.0,’ ‘post-populism’ and ‘common hegemony.’ If we opt for the last
designation, ‘common hegemony’ names a bottom-up initiative directed by the
agency of ‘common people’ through more egalitarian and horizontal relations.
‘Common hegemony’ is integral to the wider wager to ‘common’ politics by making
political decision-making and initiative accessible to ordinary people on a footing of
equality, turning thus politics into a common enterprise of common people. ‘Common
hegemony’connotes the counter-hegemonic contest and construction of alternative
commons, in which egalitarian and diverse communities self-govern themselves and
share collective resources, relations, practices and institutions. Hence, ‘common
hegemony’ stands in principle opposed to populist hegemonic politics, whereby the
‘masses’ are commanded from the top by individual leaders and their identity tends to
be homogenized and undifferentiated.
The modifications and displacements from standard hegemonic and populist strategies
revolve around three axes: (a) leadership; (b) popular unity; (c) representation. Two
further supplements are introduced: reflexivity and the feminization of politics.
Altogether, they sketch out the rudiments of another politics of counter-hegemony for
the commons, which aggregates forces, refashions subjectivities and commits itself to
common projects of structural renewal, but it resists centralization, direction from the
above, inequalities, uniformity and dogmatism.
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1.19. Movements towards ‘common’ hegemony and populism 2.0: (a) another
leadership
Beginning with leadership, ‘hegemony’ is in effect the ancient Greek word for it.
Leadership fills out thus the semantic core of hegemonic politics. In Greek,
‘hegemony’ used to denote a military league of city-states, in which members are in
principle equal but they raise one among their numbers to lead them for a certain
purpose (Anderson 2017: 1-3). The Greek term was taken up by the Russian
revolutionary ‘social democrats’ at the turn of the twentieth century. In this context, it
signified the political unity of all oppressed sectors of the Russian society, who took
on the Tsarist regime in an alliance led by the working class (Anderson 2017: 13-18).
It was Gramsci (1971) who broadened the meaning of hegemony to take in any stable
form of rule that rests on a blend of force and consent –the consent of the subordinate
social sectors to the ruling sector.
But Gramsci set forth, also, a fully-fledged political strategy, through which a
revolutionary class would band together a massive collective actor out of a variety of
subordinate classes and would wage an extended political battle in society and the
state in order to effect radical, progressive transformation. However, in both the ruling
regime and in counter-hegemonic contestants, hegemony posits always a vertical,
hierarchical relationship whereby a certain social group directs other social groups by
ruling over them (Gramsci 1971: 12, 57). Moreover, the modern Prince (or Hegemon)
who could lead the revolution for social emancipation was incarnated again in a
centralized, hierarchical party, which marches under the command of the ‘party
generals’ (Gramsci 1971: 152-153). In a similar vein, for Laclau, hegemony consists
fundamentally in a relation of ‘uneven power,’ in which a particular social force
appears and acts as universal by rising above all other allied actors and groups,
exercising top-down leadership over the other parties of the counter-hegemonic bloc
(Laclau 2000b: 208; 2000c: 303).
To perform ‘another leadership,’ which couples powerful agency with political
equality, decision-making by all and resistance to domination, it is crucial, first, to
differentiate between the meanings and modalities of leadership. Leadership can
signify both taking an initiative and exerting command, both leading by example and
ruling over others. Moreover, command itself, the direction of a collective by a person
or a group of persons, can be exercised in different ways, more or less authoritarian,
or responsive to the will of the many and accountable to it. Hence, enacting ‘another
leadership’ for alternative democratic politics need not amount to a full and straightahead erasure of all leadership functions. This is not desirable in some respects, while
it is challenging in other respects and demands a continued agon.
Leadership, in the most general sense of taking the lead to initiate action, is inherent
in a counter-hegemonic intervention which intends to unsettle and reorder dominant
relations and conventions. Second, leadership by particular individuals or groups
within diverse political formations can carry out operations which spearhead effective
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action and organization. Leaders introduce new practices. They mediate conflicts.
They hatch plans and common visions. They motivate and integrate groups by
articulating common values, goals and strategies. They engage others in achieving
purpose by navigating uncertainty. They step up to take action, encouraging others to
do the same. They commit themselves to activity in an association over time. As
opposed to random participants, they take responsibility for outcomes. They connect
with other organizations, and they reach out to broader audiences. The capacity to
carry out these vital functions is likely to be unevenly distributed at any given
moment within a collective actor. Different people may invest more time and devotion
to the common endeavor. They may accumulate thus more practical experience.
Moreover, in particular fields, some people may possess expert knowledge or other
unequally shared skills and capacities, from persuasion, planning, communication,
planning and technical skills to social capital (Dixon 2014: 175-179, Han 2014: 3334, della Porta & Rucht 2015: 222-229, Smucker 2017: 184-186).
Any counter-hegemonic subject that aims for reshaping the contours of society cannot
give up on leadership in the sense of initiative and intervention, nor on the
organizational and other dexterities of different persons. On account of these diverse
skills, experience and expertise, it is often apt to delegate specific tasks to different
people, vesting them with enhanced power in the organization of collective action in
certain domains. Furthermore, even if a political community objects to any unequal
allocation of political tasks and influence, it is likely that inequalities will persist or
resurface, cloaked perhaps under the absence of formal hierarchies and collective
declarations of full egalitarianism and leaderlessness. This has been critically noticed
in allegedly non-hierarchical groupings since the 1970s’ (Freeman 1972: 151-164; see
Smucker 2017: 105-108 for the workings of informal leadership in the purportedly
‘leaderless’ Occupy).
Consequently, the major conundrum for a counter-hegemonic alliance which values
horizontalism, equality and decision-making in common would be how leadership can
be truly collectivized, equally distributed and effectively steered by the many and
from below. To this end, directive roles and functions should be assumed in common
when possible. Any organizational or administrative tasks that are assigned to
particular subjects should be held in check and remain limited, accountable and
subject to rotation. In a nutshell, developing ‘another leadership’ involves essentially
a ‘growing attempt to be clear, conscious, and collective about leadership’ (Dixon
2014: 186; emphasis in the original; see also Dixon 2015: 175-198, della Porta &
Rucht 2015: 66-67, 223-229).
1.19.1. Another leadership through the assembly form
The key stratagem and organisational scheme through which contemporary collective
action sets out ‘to common’ political power and direction is decision-making in open
assemblies of the multitude. The 2011 democratic insurrections, from the Arab Spring
to the Occupy movements, through the Spanish and the Greek Indignant, illustrate the
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alter-political salience of the assembly form. The signal proto-institutions of these
mobilizations against neoliberal austerity politics and thinned-out democracy were
practices of egalitarian, consensual deliberation and decision-making, which were
held in public squares, were open to all and welcomed diversity (Thorburn 2017,
Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011, Castañeda 2012, Harcourt 2011, Tejerina &
Perrugorίa 2012, Lorey 2014, Graeber 2014).
The assembly is and can be the organizational mode and conceptual framework for
a politicised multitude, one with a strong commitment to class analysis that
simultaneously recognises the differing experiences of those interpolated into the
body of the…multitude…This base-building through action…makes the assembly
an institution of the common that can develop and maintain a circulation of
struggles long past the invocation of a revolutionary moment but throughout the
very core of a new common social future (Thorburn 2017: 99).
The 2011 movements aspired to exercise social leadership towards another, more
equal democracy which is responsive to social majorities. They strove to assemble
forces, to initiate action and to exert public pressure in this direction. However, the
specific political contents, tactics and strategies of this counter-hegemonic leadership,
were decided in common, in public assemblies of the multitude that sought to realize
horizontality and political equality. The assemblies can convert thus leadership from
an affair of elites and individual leaders who decree their decisions to the masses into
a common activity.
The popular assemblies convened in central public sites constituted participatory
spaces of collective decision-making, opening political power to all ordinary citizens
and contesting the rule of political and economic elites (Dhaliwal 2012: 265, 266). By
unfolding in assemblies which are transparent and freely accessible to any and all,
political rule is wrested from behind closed doors and it is relocated in common
platforms, which invite the participation of laypeople and transform governance into a
shared resource. Occupied squares were redesigned into ‘spaces to do politics without
politicians...spaces without money, leaders and merchants’ (Dhaliwal 2012: 263),
available to ordinary citizens, poor, non-experts and socially marginalized people
(Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011: 43-54, 221, Thorburn 2017: 91-92). Inclusive
openness to the multitude in its diversity was amplified, furthermore, by disowning
ideological closures and programmatic definitions. The assemblies enunciated thus a
spacious discourse hospitable to a wide range of differences, and they engendered
commonalities through collaborative efforts (Nez 2012: 131, Dhaliwal 2012: 265,
Thorburn 2017: 84).
In order to make political decision and initiative a collective endeavor of common
people, the 2011 assemblies of the 15M in Spain or the ‘Greek squares’ recognized
only individuals, and no groups, as equal participants in the procedures of political
deliberation. To the same end, they followed flexibly regulated, impersonal processes
of decision-making, which reached for consensus or majoritarian decisions after
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protracted internal debate. They laid down specific rules, roles and processes through
which they enhanced collective and consensual decision-making and they labored to
curtail actual asymmetries of power. Hence, they moderated discussions. They limited
the time of speaking. They used lot to allocate the time to speak. They facilitated the
transformation of preferences. They respected differences and they refrained from
overruling minorities. This ‘internal democracy’ was enlivened by a practical culture
and a spirit which favor symmetrical communication, transparency, consensus, and
respect for minorities and differences (Dhaliwal 2012: 262-3, Nez 2012: 132-134,
Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011: 52-66, 113, 333, Lorey 2014: 50-55, della Porta
& Rucht 2015: 225).
Insofar as common assemblies enfrachize equally all people in a community, in a
neighborhood, a city, a social sector, a labor organization etc., insofar as they strain
after a consensus of the multitude that agglutinates differences, and they offer time,
space and respect to individual dissent and minority views, each citizen can play an
equal part in political direction. General political orientations can reflect then the
considered preferences of all. This is the backbone of another, common hegemony of
the many in their difference and equality.
Assembly politics in the present context embodies, thus, a way of leading in common
the social struggle against hegemonic institutions and an attempt to practice another
democratic politics and society. Such common leadership is not only strategic but also
contestatory and performative or prefigurative. Coalescing in a multitudinous
collective agency, precarious individuals mutually empower themselves and
overcome isolation and fragmentation by acting in concert, in public spaces which
reclaim the power of democratic agency from ruling forces and norms. Through its
egalitarian decision-making, the counter-hegemony in the assembly key acts out and
foreshadows another democracy-to-come. But in those square politics which looked
after the basic requirements of the body, from the Occupy to Gezi Park in Istanbul, it
also realizes and projects other social relations of mutual vulnerability, precarity,
interdependence and collective care, which cater to the bodily needs of all by
providing food, shelter and support (Butler 2018: 9, 137, 182, 218).
No doubt, the assembly form is fraught with its own tensions, challenges and
limitations. It can be time- and energy-consuming, as hours can go by without
reaching any commonly accepted resolution. Time constraints entail often the
exclusion of working people and parents, unless these constraints are addressed
through institutional and other measures. Finally, the commitment to consensus can
afford undue power to minorities or even to a handful of individuals who block
decisions by exercizing their right to veto (Feenstra et al. 2017: 17-18).
1.19.2. Another leadership through technopolitics
In close interaction with street mobilizations and face-to-face convergence,
contemporary digital media have facilitated a technopolitics that ‘commons’
leadership by enabling ordinary people to kickstart, to communicate and to coordinate
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mass action independently of hierarchical formal organizations, top-down leadership
and traditional media. Digital means help to quickly spread mobilizations through the
mediatic diffusion of calls, news and images. In popular platforms, such as Twitter
and Facebook, ‘anonymous’ individuals and groups can easily publicize and
disseminate political messages, demands, calls for action and critical information.
They can overturn, thus, the mainstream media logic by employing social media to set
new, alternative and critical, bottom-up agendas. They can also participate in
collective debates, initiate and organize mass action (Castells 2012: 45, 120-121, Nez
2012: 128, Feenstra et al. 2017: 65-67, 88, Morell 2012, Gerbaudo 2012).
Hence, in contrast to modern patterns of political mobilization, which were
masterminded by centralized organizations and pressed for ideological identity, new
digital means can further another, common leadership by empowering laypeople to
self-organize and to take political initiatives, securing more space for personal
difference and autonomy. Digitally mediated organization can be both large-scale and
personalized, allowing for individualized frameworks of action which are governed by
the logic of ‘connective action.’ As a result, under late modern conditions of enhanced
individuation and diversification, the new media environment and inclusive
technologies can open channels of political activity, self-mediation and participation
in government to a multiplicity of ordinary citizens in their singularity, beyond the
confines of vertical organizations and professional politics. At the same time, they can
tackle some of the practical difficulties of the assembly model, such as the time
constraints of working people and caretakers (Castells 2012: 230, Bennett &
Segerberg 2011: 771-775, Bimber et al. 2015: 21-26, Feenstra et al. 2017: 18, 66).
New communicative technologies could underpin network and federative patterns of
political organization and governance, which can accede to a greater measure of
grassroots autonomy, diversity, horizontality and, possibly, collective decisionmaking. However, no technological fix can ensure a common leadership of the
people. The paradigmatic case of the Spanish party Podemos exemplifies the inherent
risks of digital media and their insufficiency to make leadership a common enterprise
on equal terms. These limits can be overcome only if digital instruments of
technopolitics closely interact with presentist collective deliberation, they are
inspirited by another political culture and they are embedded in functioning channels
of directive power which flows from the grassroots.
Podemos is a left populist party led by Pablo Iglesias and born in 2014, in the
aftermath of the 15M movement and amidst the diffusion of a new political culture of
participatory democracy and anti-austerity demands. Podemos scaled out digital
participation with new tools to an extent that remains without precedent in any
traditional or new party in Spain (Rubiño 2015, Pizarro & Labuske 2015). Through
Podemos’ own platforms and technologies, most notably, Plaza Podemos and an
innovative use of the software Reddit, thousands of members could ‘do politics’ in
their everyday life, from home or at work, by posting notices, texts and videos, by
submitting public proposals, by debating and by voting on party policies (Pizarro &
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Labuske 2015: 98-99). In this permanent online ‘agora’ all party members could think
and collaborate in the making of common policies and ideas. The various digital
technologies made possible an extensive political participation and sparked the
collective production of party policies and campaigns. They expanded already
existing procedures, such as elections, to reach thousands of citizens who do not take
physically part in the life of the party, but they also gave rise to previously impossible
levels of debate and interaction (Clavell 2015: 115).
Thanks to this technological breakthrough, thousands of people participated in
Podemos’ primaries for the May 2014 European elections and the Citizens’ Assembly
in November 2014, which decided the party’s structure, exceeding by far the limits of
‘presentist’ militancy (Pizarro & Labuske 2015: 101-102). An open multitude of
citizens could get involved thus in political action on different scales and in various
ways, which do not demand a constant physical presence and dedication. Party
politics and leadership could be reshaped thus into an ‘open source program,’ which is
being designed and redesigned by a community of volunteers with variable degrees of
commitment (Rubiño 2015: 91).
In effect, however, since the fall of 2014, technopolitics ushered in a
‘technopopulism’ of the most spectacular, personalist and plebiscitarian variant,
which gives pride of place to the person of the leader –Pablo Iglesias, in the case of
Podemos- and reaffirms hegemonic politics in Laclau’s style, personal leadership and
plebiscitarian populism. In Podemos’s constituent assembly in November 2014
(Vistalegre I), Iglesias and the faction around him prevailed over internal opponents
and alternative political projects by means of a plebiscitary relation between the
leader and his mass constituency. This directive power of the personal leader had been
enabled by the looseness of a political organization which lacks solid political
structures between the leaders, the rank and file and the broader electorate that could
mediate these relationships and hold the leaders to account. Party membership though
digital networks can recruit a mass of ‘virtual’ members and ‘clickactivists’ who are
separated from party militants and organized grassroots. Such digital followers tend to
be minimally implicated in party politics and debates. But they still participate by
means of online voting, ratifying thus the choices of the leaders and conferring on
them a semblance of plebiscitary democratic legitimacy. Moreover, reliance on digital
technologies for decision-making increases the risks of manipulation from the top,
especially when the software is run by a ‘technical’ group attached to the leadership
(see García 2015, Pérez 2014).
In the second national party conference (Vistalegre II, in February 2017), public
competition for positions of power in the party was still waged in front of a rather
passive mass of party ‘inscritos’ – the 450,000 people who had registered effortlessly
as party members without having any pre-existing connections or any active
participation afterwards. As a result, appearing in the media and accumulating
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followers in social networks was a strategic priority for any aspirant to higher party
positions and influence (Camargo 2017).
Yet, the enabling force of new communicative technologies cannot be overstated.
They prop up direct, self-organized massive action and they can help an ongoing
assembly-based organization to reach swift decisions and broader communication
while it continues its face-to-face interaction and debate. ‘It is this strategy of melding
the concrete and the virtual that operates to overcome…ephemerality and
temporality…and yet still permits the flexibility and spontaneity that were smothered
by inflexible party structures’ (Thorburn 2017: 100).
1.19.3. Another leadership through a) institutional rules, b) reflexivity, c) another
ethos
Ηοrizontalist collective action strives to ward off domination, to harness individual
influence and to widely distribute positions of power in three further ways: a) by
deploying institutional practices that are designed to hold any personal power
accountable and under control; by cultivating collective reflexivity and critique around
power relations and domination; by embodying another ethos of individual and group
leadership, as reflected in the Zapatista motto ‘mandar obedeciendo.’
a. Specific institutional devices and organizational practices can enforce ample
transparency and the constant accountability of leaders to their communities and their
general assemblies, which remain the fundamental sites of decision-making. Such
institutional norms include fixed and limited mandates, the use of lot and rotation in
the various tasks which need to be allocated, such as public speaking duties and
coordinating roles, the revocability of leaders and all those holding positions of power
(Dixon 2014: 186-188, 194, Dhaliwal 2012: 262-3, Nez 2012: 132-134,
Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011: 52-66, 113, 333, Lorey 2014: 50-55, Aguirre
Rojas 2009: 28).
Through alternation, leadership gets decentered and becomes widely shared and
distributed. ‘Distributed leadership’ consists in a fluid and emergent process, through
which every person can partake in decision-making, in responsible tasks, in peer
coaching, in knowledge creation and transfer, in the initiation of change and
organizational development. Multiple groups of individuals work jointly at guiding,
mobilizing, encouraging and coordinating. Leadership becomes a function which is
stretched over the doings of a multitude of people, who interact with each other.
Distributed leadership implies interdependence and the sharing of responsibilities,
which gives rise to a shared sense of purpose and mutual commitment (Harris 2003:
317-321). To develop ‘distributed leadership,’ organizers need to vest other people
with real responsibilities, to involve them in collective action, to train and coach
people in the skills and capacities that they need to attain their goals (Han 2014: 13).
And the ‘more responsibility is distributed to a wider network of organizers, the more
capacity the association has for mobilizing’ (Han 2014: 16).
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‘Distributed leadership’ is likewise practiced in the ‘network-systems’ of various
mobilizations today (Nunes 2014: 33-40). In these networks, particular ‘hubs’ of
actors and groups tend to occupy central positions as they are connected with more
nodes and they produce a widely felt impact. Yet leaders ‘are several, of different
kinds, at different scales and on different layers, at any given time; and in principle
anyone can occupy this position’ (Nunes 2014: 33). Distributed leadership can come
from anyone and from anywhere. Hubs can increase or decrease, and new nodes can
appear and ‘lead.’ Hence, contemporary network-movements are not fully flat. But
they can be more egalitarian and democratic when they allocate power more evenly
and they remain receptive to new initiatives and hubs (Nunes, 2014, pp. 35, 39). ‘The
model: many charismatic people; no Leader’ (White 2016: 126; emphasis added).
Permanent and effective accountability, revocability, full transparency, set and shortterm mandates, rotation, drawing lots to assign special posts and tasks, the primacy of
the general assembly, and distributed leadership are some old and new instruments in
a panoply of institutional safeguards which can firmly ground decisive power in the
grassroots. They can help to fend off authoritarianism and to prevent the
autonomization of leaders. They could effectively relegate personal or group
leadership to a tactical deployment for specific purposes and brief periods on special
occasions, e.g. when there is a need for swift action or for special expertise, as Hardt
& Negri counsel (2017: 18-19, 279-280).
b. Ιn a broader perspective, horizontalist movements and collectives in our times try to
combat and reduce asymmetries of power by insisting on clarity and reflectiveness
about leadership. Horizontalism is often inflected by a sharp awareness that unequal
influence is hard to eliminate in communities of action due to the uneven distribution
of capacities, the valuable functions that leadership roles can fulfil by empowering
collective processes, and the opacity of power relations, which escape recognition due
to habituation, the inculcation of norms which legitimate or naturalize unequal power
(Dixon, 2014: 186-187, della Porta & Rucht 2015: 222-229, Smucker 2017: 184-186).
As a result, contemporary action which tends to egalitarian leadership in common
does not regard this as a finally achieved condition in which hierarchies have been
fully eradicated. Horizontalism delineates, rather, a horizon and a regulative principle
for which egalitarian movements endlessly strive through critical reflection, political
processes and experiments that fight domination and work to minimize or, at least, to
hem in any concentration of power amidst their ranks.
The internal battle against inequality is galvanized in spaces of ongoing reflection in
which questions of domination and influence are openly debated and unwarranted
authority gets effectively challenged. Power asymmetries and exclusions from equal
participation and influence become a matter of common critical reflection and an
object of continuing contest (Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 135-136, Castells 2012: 144,
Νez 2012: 129-130, Dixon 2014: 72, della Porta & Rucht 2015: 225, 231).
Horizontality, i.e. fully equal power in the absence of vertical hierarchies, turns thus
agonistic, signaling a horizon towards which democratic politics tends through
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constant reflection, critique, fight and effort. This impure horizontalism, the flattening
of hierarchies and the pursuit of decentralization stand at the opposite end of
hierarchical, centralized leadership which is enshrined as a necessity or a virtue.
Hence, ‘agonistic horizontalism,’ which is lived and practiced as an endless striving
and aspiration, contrasts sharply with Gramscian and Laclauian logics of organization
which entrench centralization, top-down direction and asymmetrical power as
essential structures (see e.g. Laclau 1996: 54-57, 98-100, Gramsci 1971: 152-153,
181-182).
c. Finally, alter-democratic activism is bent on diffusing another ethos of leadership in
accord with the Zapatista formula ‘leading we obey’ (mandar obedeciendo). In the
Zapatista otra politica, the linchpin of this other pattern of leadership is the selfgovernment of society, which is rooted in the ultimate authority of the people’s
assembly. Leaders, who are elected in the Autonomous Councils and the Boards of
Good Government in the self-ruled municipalities of Chiapas in Mexico, function
only as intermediates who operationalize and execute the collective decisions reached
in popular assemblies. They lead by fulfilling these political tasks in ways which obey
and realize the collective will shaped in common (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 23-25).
The subordination of executive power to the popular will is secured through an
armoury of institutional rules and arrangements. To remove the incentive of financial
reward, self-interest and corruption, offices in the governing councils are unpaid. All
elected officers are permanently subject to revocation by the people. They regularly
give account to their constituents, and they are constantly supervised by the Popular
Committees of Vigilance. Moreover, unaccountable bureaucracy is curtailed, and the
structure and exercise of government are simplified to raise popular involvement and
supervision. As a result, political power is not delegated to elected authorities, but
remains firmly in the hands of the people, in their general assemblies and their
everyday life. The popular assemblies take the fundamental decisions. They set
political priorities, they draw the general lines of policy-making and they direct their
governing councils. Far from commanding sovereign power, elected representatives
mainly transmit and defend the viewpoints of the communities they represent (Aguirre
Rojas 2009: 25-29, 44-45, 130).
Yet, the ‘servant leadership’ of mandar obedeciendo does not repose solely upon
institutional mechanisms, however decisive these may be. The ‘promotion of the
ethical foundation of the work of government’ (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 29) invigorates
the vocation to serve the community and the people by fueling the desire to assist
others and to devote all personal capacities to the collective cause. This ethics
renounces self-affirmation, the feeling of higher prestige and symbolic capital,
subduing self-interest, individualism and egoism in office. It effectively desacralizes
all functions of leadership and enjoins all to treat leaders as common people and
‘comrades in arms’ (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 64). Leaders are divested thus of any
superior status and any pretention to be the vanguard, the illuminated subjects of
expert knowledge and revolutionary consciousness. They simply possess distinct
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capacities due to their personal histories. They place these capacities in the service of
the people, and they form always an organic part of the people, living side by side
with them. They remain always interlocutors with their constituents. They are
animated by an ethic of dialogue, proposing solutions and policies which they submit
to popular consent rather than dictating them from above as authorities (Aguirre Rojas
2009: 31-32, 64-65).
Hence, this other ethic of leadership induces humility and ‘reluctance’ in the style of
leadership. It motivates a commitment of ‘leaders’ with high skills and experience to
empower other people by involving them in tasks and activities of increasing
difficulty, through which more group members can acquire dexterities and
knowledge, building their sense of capacity (see also Dixon: 2014: 186-188, 194,
della Porta & Rucht 2015: 223, Harris 2003). Democratic, ‘humble’ and ‘servant’
leaders create opportunities for people to step up. They trust others to do valuable
work, they equip ordinary people with strategy and resources, they leave space for
more people to assume leading, they mentor others, and they encourage
experimentation while acting as a safety and support net. In all these ways, ‘servant’
leaders are intent on growing, diversifying and widely distributing leadership so as to
make themselves obsolete and to truly operate as ‘vanishing mediators,’ who propel
collective endeavors (Irving 2015: 3, Bond & Exley 2016: 149). Such alter-political
actors think long-term about the structures of power which suffuse their ecosystems of
action, and they invest in the leadership development of others.
You think about the system as a whole. Where are the leverage points, where
directing leadership energy will be especially effective? What is the educational
pathway for leadership skill building? What blocks people from stepping into
leadership roles? How can the culture be evolved to lower the barriers? You
implement systems for support, accountability, transparency, and continuous
improvement that can operate without your direct involvement. You critique
power on a systemic level…Are there imbalances in the demographics? What is
needed for all kinds of people with diverse skills and perspectives to come in,
stay in, and thrive? If the pathway to leadership isn’t accessible to everyone, it
means there are seeds left unsprouted (Irving 2015: 3; emphasis in the original)
‘Humble’ leadership has gained a wider currency in late modernity. The rising
complexity and unpredictability of the social systems in which actors are called upon
to operate has heightened uncertainty and has undercut any claims to authoritative
knowledge. Late modern scepticism towards authority and truth and the broader
diffusion of knowledge through education and the web have also helped to pull the
rug from under pretentious and dictatorial leadership (Owens & Heckman 2012: 787788, Beck 1992). Humble leaders avow the limits of their understanding and their
competence, renouncing the myth of the ‘great man.’ They are oriented towards
others, expecting to learn from them. They spotlight the strengths and potentials of
‘followers,’ inciting them to actively take on leadership functions. Humble leaders are
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typical listeners and receptive to new ideas. Moreover, they ‘model teachability’ by
learning together with followers, by inverting roles, prompting other members to learn
by fulfilling leadership tasks, by bolstering collaboration and by projecting the ‘we’
over the ‘I’ (Owens & Heckman 2012: 788-800).
humble leaders model how to grow to their followers. Rather than just talking
about the importance of continual learning...[they] transparently exemplify how to
develop by being honest about areas for improvement (i.e. acknowledging mistakes
and limitations), encouraging social learning by making salient the strengths of
those around them...and being anxious about listening, observing, and learning by
doing (modeling teachability) (Owens & Heckman 2012: 801; emphasis in the
original).
As a result, humble leadership invigorates a practice of mutual understanding,
recognition and emotional safety. It practices leadership as a collective process of
becoming, of fluidity, adaptability, shared decision-making, collaborative work and
incremental changes in organization. This ‘other leadership’ is informed by the
common recognition of limits, uncertainty and contingency (Owens & Heckman
2012: 801-808).
In the paradigmatic case of the Zapatistas, the ethic of another, humble and distributed
leadership is epitomized in the following principles:
obey and do not command;
represent and do not supplant;
construct and do not destroy;
unite and do not divide;
serve and do not self-serve;
go down and do not go up;
propose and do not impose (Aguirre Rojas 2009: 29).
Last, but not least, positions of leadership are increasingly accessible to women, who
have occupied strategic positions while asserting the right to be different (Aguirre
Rojas 2009: 94-95). The empowerment and inclusion of women in political leadership
is a cutting edge of the ‘feminization of politics,’ which inflects the alter-democratic
hegemony of contemporary social movements, as we will explore in greater detail
below.
The case of Ada Colau illuminates this alter-feminist way of leading in an actual
Southern European context of democratic crisis and opposition. Colau is the former
spokesperson of the Spanish anti-eviction organization PAH (Plataforma de Afectados
por la Hipoteca: Platform for People Affected by Mortgages, established in 2009).
She is currently (2020) the mayor of Barcelona (since 2015), heading the municipal
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platform Barcelona en Comú (set up in 2014). The figure of alter-hegemonic politics
embodied by Barcelona en Comú and Spanish municipalist confluences, more
broadly, will be portrayed in a later section. For present purposes, some hints about
Colau’s leadership can shine light on the possibilities of another ethos of political
direction which subscribes to the principle of mandar obedeciendo.
Βoth PAH and Barcelona en Comú are transversal, plural, heterogeneous and
networked assemblages. They are composed of ‘common people,’ from the middle
and the working class, who have been hit by neoliberal policies and who selforganized to reclaim their right to housing (PAH) and democratic rule by and for the
people (Barcelona en Comú). They are both non-hierarchical, decentralized,
horizontal organizations. They are assembly-based, and they consist of local nuclei,
which coordinate themselves on higher levels through assemblies, groups, networks
and digital media, without the direction of any ‘general secretary.’ Fundamental
decisions are made collectively, by all members on an equal footing (Forti & Russo
Spena 2019: 13-15, 31, 74-75, 99, Colau & Alemany 2013: 8, 81-84). In both,
however, Ada Colau has stood out as a leading figure with public prominence and an
intense mediatic presence (from 2009 till 2014 in PAH, since 2014 in Barcelona en
Comú; Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 16, 22, 26).
Her distinctive leadership skills lie in her communicative power, her capacity to attain
consensus among contending parties and the electorate, her serenity and her
understanding of institutions in conjunction with her firmness and intransigence, her
sense of diversity and complexity, her eventual popularity (Forti & Russo Spena
2019: 16, 38, 70-71, 148-151). In her television appearances, she displays confidence,
authenticity, eloquence and a firm, data-based knowledge of the questions at hand.
She is simple and persuasive (Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 70-71).
The signal feature of her other leadership, however, is that she keenly and consciously
puts her political charisma ‘in the service of the collective’ (Ada Colau quoted in Forti
& Russo Spena 2019: 70) and a collective political project. She is committed to the
collective will and to acting as ‘the megaphone of a multitudinous movement’ (Lucia
Delgado quoted in Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 16; my translation), who used her
popularity to reinforce itself in its historical struggles (Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 16).
Even when she joined the initiative to put together Guanyem Barcelona, which
eventually formed Barcelona en Comú with a view to ‘reappropriating the
institutions,’ her stated objective was to
support and participate in ample processes which conduce to a true change in
the forms of doing politics…to truly serve the common good…I have always
said this: I am here because I am useful for this project (Ada Colau quoted in
Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 27, 150; my translation).
In these quotes, the explicit reference to ‘un verdadero cambio en las formas de hacer
política’ [‘a true change in the forms of doing politics’] and to serving the ‘bien
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común’ resolutely echoes and celebrates the ‘otra política’ of the Zapatistas and their
principle of ‘mandar obedeciendo.’
The political platform which would contest power on the municipal level aspired to
‘new ethical contract between citizens and representatives’ and ‘a new authentic
metropolitan democracy, which obliges representatives to lead by obeying’ [‘mandar
obedeciendo’; manifesto of Guanyem Barcelona quoted in Forti & Russo Spena 2019:
28-29; my translation). The mainspring of this other ethic of political leadership is the
drive of leaders to serve the common good rather than their own interests. They
identify with common people rather than with elites –‘we, the people, the citizens…’
(Colau & Alemany 2013: 5). They are intent on fighting corruption and enhancing
transparency in the conduct of government. They are bound by a clear code of ethics.
Upper limits are set on the salaries of officers (2200 euros monthly), and the potential
duration of their mandate is fixed (up to two terms). They reach for consensus and
they intend to represent social majorities. Significantly, this alter-leadership purports
to enlarge civic participation in political decision-making on terms of mutual
recognition and solidarity. It is bent on empowering people themselves by making
them the main protagonists of their personal and collective histories (Forti & Russo
Spena 2019: 32, 37-39, 76, 133, 150-151, Colau & Alemany 2013: 47-49).
Crucially, the politics of Ada Colau and Barcelona en Comú puts a feminist spin on
alter-political ‘common’ leadership. This feminist inflection favors collective
leadership, horizontality, collaboration, dialogue and mutuality over political
competition. Feminized politics also places in the forefront the issues of care and
reproduction in everyday life. It focusses on proximity to the people in their
neighborhoods, connecting intimately with citizens in their quotidian realities. It
champions self-organization, and it privileges concrete action rather than ideology
(Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 98-99, 109, 150, Colau & Alemany 2013: 68). From
Colau’s perspective, feminist politics is closely intertwined with municipalism. Her
feminism aims for changes in everyday life, motivated by a profound concern with
matters of reproduction and care (‘the personal is political’). Her feminism is
inclusive, empathetic, antiracist, anticolonial and antihomophobia. Her objective is to
weld together different struggles around the question of justice, equality, freedom,
diversity human rights and participation in all sites of decision-making. The main
feminist longing is for a better life for all, both men and women (Colau, interview, in
Forti & Russo Spena 2019: 153).
1.20. Movements towards ‘common’ hegemony and populism 2.0: (b) another
popular unity
Coalescence and action together in a massive political front that is out to topple ruling
powers are premised also a certain degree of unity among different actors and forces.
Unity and the construction of a collective will are the second pillar of hegemonic
politics in Gramsci’s and Laclau’s scenario. In both versions, and in many historical
instances, collective unity is secured through centralized, vertical leadership and a
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common identity of ideas, beliefs, demands and orientations, which undercut both
diversity and political equality in the composition of a counter-hegemonic bloc.
For Gramsci, a new collective will is an active and unifying creation of the modern
Prince –the party- which reforms and binds together different social interests beyond
narrow corporate perspectives (Gramsci 1971: 130, 189). A decisive center
propagates new ideas, values and practices in order to shape a new national-popular
will. The party configures a collective identity by casting the demands and aspirations
of different groups into a coherent political discourse and program, and by
coordinating their action: ‘two basic points –the formation of a national-popular
collective will…and intellectual and moral reform- should structure the entire work’
of the modern Prince (Gramsci 1971: 133).
In Laclau’s scheme, the breeding ground of an emergent collective identity is the
common opposition of different demands, struggles and groups to the same enemy
(Laclau 2000a: 54-56; 2000b: 210). But a counter-hegemonic coalition cannot rest
only upon the shared antagonism of different groups with the same enemy. It must
also spawn a new ‘common sense,’ which reconstructs the identities of the aggregated
forces so that their demands and struggles can cohere with each other. An
‘equivalence is always hegemonic insofar as it does not simply establish an
‘‘alliance’’ between given interests, but modifies the very identity of the forces
engaging in that alliance’ (Laclau & Mouffe 1985: 184).
As we have noted, the transformation of an antagonistic chain of equivalence into a
‘collective will/subject’ is the work of a particular force within the chain, which rises
to become a ‘general representative’ of all equivalent struggles and demands, acting
as a nodal point of coordination and cohesion. To this end, it must cite wider symbols
that collectively represent and bind together the community of the differences. ‘Empty
signifiers,’ that is, words which are partly emptied of specific contents in order to
yield a surface of inscription for a diversity of demands and aspirations, are key to this
undertaking of the hegemonic force (Laclau 2005a: 93; 2000b: 207-212; 1996: 43, 5457). An empty signifier is linked thereafter to particular meanings by the hegemonic
actor (Laclau 2000b: 184; 1996: 44-45).
Hence, for Laclau, the constitution of a ‘general will’ is the outcoume of an initiative
taken by a particular actor who soars above other allied forces, occupies a higher
position of power (‘so that power is unevenly distributed between various organisms
and social sectors’; Laclau 2000b: 208) and leads the different parties of the counterhegemonic alliance in a top-down fashion (Laclau 2000c: 303). Accordingly, unity is
again an effect of vertical leadership and it is based on an antagonistic equivalence,
the vacuity of empty signifiers and a substantive common identity figured by the
leading force at the helm. In this template, there is little room for a form of unity
which is non-hierarchical and upholds a wide diversity of substantive differences.
The homogenizing and vertical/hierarchical inclinations of Laclau’s strategy of
hegemony have intensified since the ‘populist turn’ in his theorizing from 2005
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onwards (see Laclau 2005a). The name of the hegemonic subject is now the ‘people’
by definition (Laclau 2005a: 154, 239). In effect, Laclau (2005a: 18, 67, 154, 225,
229-232) has come to elide the logic of hegemony and the political with the logic of
populism. Populist politics simplifies differences and homogenizes ‘the people’ by
bringing about a ‘dichotomic division of society into two camps -one presenting itself
as a part which claims to be the whole,’ and ‘the construction of a global identity out
of the equivalence of a plurality of social demands’ (Laclau 2005a: 83).
Populist discourse splits society into two camps, the ‘people’ and the ‘establishment’
or the elites (Laclau 2005a: 18, 81, 154). Populist reason entails thus essentially the
‘simplification of the political space (all singularities tend to group themselves around
one or the poles of the dichotomy)’ (Laclau 2005a: 18). The more anti-establishment
politics is, the more populist it will be, extending to the maximum the chain of
equivalences which cut society into two. And the central counter-hegemonic actor
will always be a people of sorts (Laclau 2005a: 81, 117, 154, 225, 239). For Laclau,
this is even truer under the current circumstances of ‘globalized capitalism,’ multiple
social dislocations and amplified social heterogeneity (Laclau 2005a: 229-231). The
increased simplification of differences goes hand in hand with stronger centralization
and hierarchy in populist politics, since, according to Laclau (2005a: 100), ‘the
symbolic unification of the group around an individuality –and here I agree with
Freud- is inherent to the formation of a ‘‘people’’.’
In recent years, however, egalitarian movements, which have also embarked on
broader coalition-building and the making of collective identities, worked out new
patterns of popular unification and community that tip the scales in favor of
egalitarianism, horizontality, plurality and decentralization. The foregoing section
dwelled on horizontalist and egalitarian leadership in political communities of action.
The present one will draw out the ways in which popular unity can feed off and breed,
in turn, open plurality, countering tendencies towards homogenization, fusion, the
suppression of difference and dissent.
The Occupy Wall Street, the Spanish and the Greek Indignant, along with a
multiplicity of anti-authoritarian groups in the U.S. and elsewhere, have converged
around common ends, practices and signifiers (such as ‘the 99%’ and ‘the people’).
They have centered the coordination of action around certain ‘hubs’ (such as the
Puerta del Sol in Madrid or Zuccotti Park in New York). And they have tried to reach
out to broader sectors of the population affected by neoliberal governance, bringing
together a variety of actors (Prentoulis & Thomassen 2013, Dean 2012: 207-250,
Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011: 274-340, Fominaya 2015). But their manners of
coordination were inflected by a strong commitment to diversity, resisting
homogeneity and closure. Open pluralism has been persistently fostered through a
multiplicity of norms, ethical practices and organizational choices.
The construction of open spaces of convergence for collective deliberation and
coordination is a primary ground for the flourishing of diversity (Juris 2005, Nez
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2012: 131-134). Again, the Indignados and the Occupy in 2011 offer telling
examples. Their popular assemblies in squares and streets intended to function as ‘a
really big tent,’ where individuals and groups can intervene autonomously ‘while
being in solidarity with something much broader and far-reaching... [which] connects
all those struggles’ (Klein & Yalom 2012). Moreover, the assemblies forswore
ideologies and strict programmatic definitions in order to appeal to all citizens in their
diversity (Harcourt 2011, Dhaliwal 2012: 265).
Openness and plurality in communities of action are also bolstered by a certain
political culture, which is deliberately cultivated in anti-hierarchical organizations and
spaces of activism in our times. This culture nourishes tolerance, critical respect for
differences, civility, generosity, a relaxed atmosphere of debate, and an affective
politics which weaves relations of care and love among diverse people who struggle
in common despite their differences (Dixon 2014: 90, 228-229, della Porta & Rucht,
2015: 206, 211).
The network form, which is widespread among democratic militancy today, is also
crucial for shoring up diversity, openness and decentralization. Hardt and Negri have
made much of the ‘distributed network’ and its ability to coordinate action in concert
and sustain a political community without strong hierarchies and uniformity or
homogeneity. The distributed network is made up of different units which link up
with one another as nodes in a complex net. Connections unfold horizontally and
possess no center and no definite boundaries. All nodes can communicate directly
with each other, while new nodes can join in indefinitely. All differences retain their
singularity, yet they share similar conditions and they are nested in the same web of
communication. Commonality resides mainly in the dynamic collaboration and
interaction of differences. A networked multitude embodies a rhizomatic formation, in
which singularity and community become complementary through the horizontal
interaction of autonomous units, and singularities are not submerged in the single
identity of the people or the uniformity of the masses. Moreover, in such a networked
community, no principal actor rises vertically above other differences and partly
subsumes singularities under a particular identity in the hierarchical style of Gramsci
and Laclau’s hegemony. Hence, the common does not arise from the subordination of
differences to an overarching particularity or a centralized leadership; it is rooted in
interaction and cooperation among networked singularities (Hardt & Negri: 2004, xivxv, 106-107).
Hardt and Negri (2004: 337-340) evoked open-resource programming to illustrate an
effective decentralized procedure of biopolitical labor that can pull together a myriad
of independent actors and bring them to reach a collective outcome without a priori
exclusions and hierarchies. Each one freely contributes proposals and amendments to
a common pool, which develops continually and generates a tangible result that works
for all. There is no centralized command structure, only an irreducible plurality of
collaborating nodes. Seattle and later militant global justice actions in summit
conferences, Social Forums and internet communities have exemplified the horizontal
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workings of network mobilization (Hardt & Negri 2004: 86-87, 208-211, 217-218,
340).
Pace Hardt and Negri (2004: xii-xv, 288, 336-340), however, most actual network
formations are not fully horizontal. Usually, in extended networks a number of highly
connected ‘hubs’ is surrounded by long chains of other nodes with diminishing
connections and impact. Yet, distributed network-systems are not ruled by solid
hierarchies or a single leadership. They attain flexible, varying combinations of
dispersion and unification in different ways, such as swarming and diverse parallel
tactics. As hubs can increase and decrease and new hubs can appear, centralization
remains relative, distributed, contestable and mutable. Present-day organizations such
as the Plataforma de Afectados por la Hipoteca in Spain and the Movimento Passe
Livre in Brazil illuminate how a more coherent organizing core can tie up with a loose
group of diverse agents who participate in different degrees, coming together in an
open ‘network system’ which allows for plurality and resists strong centralization and
fixed hierarchies (Nunes 2014: 29, 31-33, 39, 43, Tormey 2015: 110-115).
Finally, in horizontalist patterns of collective confluence, pragmatism facilitates types
of convergence and common identity which nurse diversity and openness. A
heterogeneous assemblage of agents and practices can more easily cohere around
strategic wagers and practical objectives rather than around group identities and
definite political programs or ideologies. Collective action can eschew thereby both
the fragmentation of ‘identity politics’ and the conflicts which tend to break out
among closed identities that assert themselves. Moreover, sustained interaction which
advances shared objectives can beget a community of practice and, thus, a practical
identification which does not repose on common dogma or a collective tradition. Such
communities of action can help to minimize exclusions and to offset pressures
towards homogeneity (Hardt & Negri 2004: 86-87, 337-340, Nunes 2014: 42-44,
Haiven & Khasnabish 2014: 239-240).
The experiences of World Social Forums and Latin American radicalism over the last
two decades recommend a more specific spirit of pragmatism which can brew
‘depolarised pluralities.’ Constructive pragmatism involves here an understanding of
major political issues as complex and admitting of diverse practical responses.
Relevant actions and organizational forms should be equally complex, plural and
flexible enough to accommodate variation according to context and divergent
judgments. They are not therefore ‘susceptible to being reduced to a general principle
or recipe’ (de Sousa Santos 2008: 266). This pragmatic spirit handles big and divisive
issues, such as the relation between the state and grassroots movements, as open
questions which should be tackled contextually, variously and practically rather than
uniformly and abstractly. Recent history shows, for example, that confrontation or
collaboration with the state or maximum distance from it can variably constitute the
best option in different situations (de Sousa Santos 2008: 266-267, Haiven &
Khasnabish 2014: 81). Acceptance of empirical ‘messiness’ and hybridity, a flexible
approach geared to concrete problem-solving and a reluctance to take universal,
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dogmatic positions feed into a pragmatic outlook which can ‘depolarize’ strategic
choices, propping up broad plularist assemblages in the interests of the many.
This conscience and the ethos it enlivens seem to be spreading today among the ranks
of various ‘horizontal’ activists in Spain and elsewhere. An emerging political
subjectivity has come to acquire a taste for pragmatic hybrid politics, which employs
a heteroclite mix of tools, including participation in formal representative politics in
order to make sovereign institutions responsive to an unruly multitude outside them.
Hence the rise of new citizens’ parties and initiatives such as Party X, Podemos and
PAH (Tormey 2015: 110-119, 149, Amin & Thrift 2013: 150-153). Affirming
contamination, heterogeneity and complexity counters radically the trends towards
dogmatic closure and homogeneous unification, even unification around horizontal
practices as a singular strategy. The crux, however, is that if hybrid movements want
to ward off the ‘hegemony of hegemony,’ i.e. the prevalence of top-down hierarchies
forcing uniformity, the balance must remain firmly inclined towards grassroots selfdirection and open pluralism. This raises again the central and vexing challenge of
contriving an adequate organizational structure through which power remains truly
anchored in the bottom and horizontalist open plurality is upheld in a coherent
network or assemblage, which brings together diverse collective actors and political
engagements and enables them to implement a common political project of general
social innovation. The wild diversity that should be tamed and organized ranges from
grassroots activity, new institutions and counterpowers to participation in formal
politics and state institutions through party formations.
The encounters between horizontal activity and vertical formation spark multifarious
frictions and clashes, typically to the detriment of autonomous horizontality. To begin
with, most horizontalist and pluralist mobilizations today remain weak, tentative and
dispersed. At the same time, they are confronted with entrenched state institutions and
corporate or other systemic centers of power, which can easily overwhelm or co-opt
them (Dangl 2010, Zibechi 2010).
Besides, scaling-up and dealing with institutional power result often in centralization
and verticality. Generalized political activity and engagement with large-scale
institutions, such as big urban governments or national parliaments, demand a certain
convergence of discourse, activity and orientation among particular actors, and they
push for centralized functions of coordination. They prompt movements to fashion
organized and permanent structures staffed by members who possess a certain level of
specialization and expertise. These developments kindle tensions between the
singularity of autonomous parts and the needed confluence or coordination. They also
conduce to higher degrees of institutionalization, bureaucratization and centralization,
which are likely to divert the energies of activists towards institutional activity,
depleting autonomous mobilizations and local processes. Moreover, they split
collective formations into two levels of decision-making, the local grassroots and the
central formal structures, between which differences are likely to arise (Observatorio
Metropolitano 2014: 63, 68). In such conflicts, key nodes of power and ‘verticalist’
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leaders will be able to harness their organized force or their unabashed power politics,
or both. Thereby, they can easily win the game of power when they are faced with a
cacophonous, locally dispersed and poorly coordinated multiplicity.
The previous section on ‘another leadership’ has outlined several institutional rules
and logics, from constant accountability and rotation in political functions to the
primacy of the general assembly, through which power can remain firmly moored in
the grassroots and an open multitude. The present discussion contributed the logics of
pragmatism, the political culture of diversity and agonistic respect, the organizational
modes of open spaces of convergence and networks, which can also boost the bottomup direction of a pluralist counter-hegemonic bloc. In the following, all these
principles of horizontalist organization will be further drawn out and enhanced
through a reconfiguration of political representation. Finally, a subsequent section will
lay out the more specific forms of organization through which contemporary
municipalism has sought to enact some of the foregoing rules and logics of alterpolitics in order to prop up open pluralism in common and to keep power flowing
from below. Taken together, all these are the ways in which the present report
attempts to encircle and broach the paramount question of the modes of political
organization that can effectively realize another democratic leadership, which is the
common praxis of laypeople on a footing of equality and stems from the bottom-up.
1.21. Movements towards ‘common’ hegemony and populism 2.0: (c) another
representation and common democracy
Representation is the third centerpiece of hegemony in both Gramsci’s strategy, which
elevates the Party to the modern Hegemon, and Laclau’s politics, in which
‘particularities…, without ceasing to be particularities, assume a function of universal
representation’ (Laclau 2000a: 56). Hegemonic representation lies in the exercise of
unequal power over others (Laclau 2000b: 208).
Representation is arguably ‘the foundational idea of modern politics’ (Viera &
Runciman 2008: 60). In recent years, it has occupied the forefront in debates over the
malfunctions of established democratic regimes and the wide popular disenchantment
with them, both of which have been only exacerbated by the rise of corporate power
due to neoliberal globalization and the more recent financial crises in various
countries (Crouch 2004). The 2011 cycle of democratic contention, from the Arab
Spring and the Spanish Indignados to the Occupy movements, marked a point of
culmination in this contestation of democratic representation, which tried out new
schemes of collective participation (Prentoulis & Thomassen 2013, Hardt & Negri
2012).
This other logic of democratic representation, which has stirred in the contemporary
governance of the ‘digital commons’ (e.g. in the case of Wikipedia) and recent
democratic protests and initiatives, from the 15M and Occupy movements in 2011 to
municipal politics, introduces actually an alternative to both ‘hegemonic
representation,’ i.e. the rule of elites, and the mirage of popular full presence in
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democratic self-governance. The foremost difference of participatory democracy is
not that the body of citizens is permanently and fully present as a unified sovereign in
collective self-legislation and administration, but that political governance becomes a
common affair: a public process accessible to all members of a community on the
basis of equality. Such a democratic government is antagonistic to representative
democracies, where the assembled demos is excluded from any effective participation
in the everyday exercise of major political power, which is entrusted to experts,
bureaucracies and elected (or not) elites. But it also contrasts with direct democracy in
a wholly post-representative polity where the collective sovereign would be fully
present to itself, total and undivided. The alternative idea of political representation
that has been put in practice by digital commons and democratic mobilizations over
the last years offers to common people direct access to political representation and
governance and, thereby, it commons democracy.
According to Hanna F. Pitkin’s (1972: 8-9) seminal analysis, ‘representation, taken
generally, means the making present in some sense of something which is
nevertheless not present literally or in fact’ (Pitkin 1972: 8-9; emphasis in the
original). Political representatives stand for the subjects they represent in a variety of
ways, which may range from purely symbolic, when e.g. a party leader becomes a
point of identification for his party, to more active and politically consequential, when
representatives speak and act on behalf of their constituents, making decisions for
them (Pitkin 1972: 38-111).
Representation as ‘the making present’ of something which is ‘not present literally or
in fact’ remains operative in participatory or direct democracies. What effectively
marks off representative democracies is not merely the more extensive political role
conferred on representatives but the establishment of a ‘permanent and
institutionalised power base’ (Alford 1985: 305), which firmly separates political
representatives from the represented and releases the former from the immediate
pressures of their constituencies by providing them with securely tenured office
(Alford 1985, Brennan & Hamlin 1999, Manin 1997: 9). This institutional base,
which comprises the parliament and the entire governmental machine of modern
democratic states, produces a ‘standing division’ between citizens and the
government. As a result, it substantially augments the sovereign power of
representatives over the represented. This type of representation can be designated as
‘sovereign’ or ‘hegemonic’ insofar as governments are authorized by the people, but
they act as sovereign rulers during their term in office.
Ernesto Laclau has reaffirmed the hegemonic role of representation and has located it
at the core of hegemonic politics. The thrust of Laclau’s argument turns on the
relation between the ‘universal’ and the ‘particular.’ The unity of a collective front
that will vie for hegemony pivots around ‘empty signifiers,’ which represent a chain
of equivalent demands and, by the same token, configure a community out of
differences. The symbol of the unity (words, images, names of leaders, and so on) is a
particularity which is somewhat emptied of its particular meaning in order to function
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as a surface of inscription for many different demands and aspirations. This
particularity becomes the representative of the ‘universal,’ i.e. of the community of
struggle, and of society as a whole, when the chain of equivalences expands to
embrace broader social sectors in order to win the struggle and to set up new social
arrangements.
Social fragmentation and the dissolution of social bonds cannot be overcome without
any reference to universal demands, aims and identities, which enables the creation of
partial and contingent communities. But if there is no objective universality (principle,
human essence, needs etc.), a particular demand or project will need to pose as the
incarnation of that elusive universal, that is, of wider social needs and aspirations. The
hegemonic constitution of a community leans on a particularity which will re-present
a universality in Hannah Pitkin’s sense: this particular thing will make present
something (the universal) which is literally absent, and it is bound to remain so.
‘[P]articularities… assume a function of universal representation. This is what is at
the root of hegemonic relations’ (Laclau 2000a: 56).
In reality, however, Laclau’s construal of representation conflates the necessity of
‘universal representation’ by particular ‘empty signifiers’ with the distinct claim that
the representative function must be taken on by a particular social group which
possesses asymmetrical power over others: ‘the ability of a group to assume a
function of universal representation presupposes that it is in a better position than
other groups to assume this role, so that power is unevenly distributed between
various organisms and social sectors’ (Laclau 2000b: 208; see also Laclau 2005a:
158-164). Hence, ‘[u]nevenness of power is constitutive’ (Laclau 2000b: 207; see also
Laclau 1996: 144). It is obvious that the counter-hegemonic political front will need
to win the game of power against the ruling forces and, therefore, it will have to
marshal more power than the latter. But why are the same asymmetry and
concentration of force also required within the counter-hegemonic bloc? Could not the
interaction among the social sectors and groups that compose this bloc proceed in
horizontal, egalitarian ways which prevent the rise of leadership among them?
Laclau makes a plausible case for the necessity of representation at a discursive level,
whereby particular signifiers betoken essentially indeterminate universal values. But
he elides this discursive representation with hegemonic political representation,
whereby the building of collective formations around ‘empty signifiers’ is assumed by
particular leading forces which rule over other members of the community. Yet he
adduces no argument to refute the possibility or the desirability of a discursive
formation of collective identities and relations which is undertaken on equal terms
among peers.
Laclau (1996: 98) has also put forward a more specific line of reasoning in defense of
political representation. He glosses it as a relation between representatives and
represented, which is established when the identity of the represented is constituted in
a place A and decisions affecting it are taken in a place B. In this exchange, the
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representative will come to define the interests of the represented rather than merely
transmit a preconstituted interest. The terrain where representation takes place and
decisions are made involves negotiations with other forces and considerations, in a
context which exceeds the original perspective of the represented. ‘So, the
representative inscribes an interest in a complex reality different from that in which
the interest was originally formulated and, in doing so, he or she constructs and
transforms that interest’ (Laclau 1996: 98; emphasis in the original). In Laclau’s view,
this is always the case (Laclau 2005: 158-161).
Under the conditions of growing diversity and fragmentation in late modernity, social
agents bear multiple, loose and shifting identities. In an ever-larger array of issues, the
‘collective will’ of citizens is something to be fashioned or defined anew rather than a
pregiven objective reality to be discovered (Laclau 1996: 99). Accordingly, for
Laclau, ‘the need to ‘‘fill in the gaps’’ ...becomes a primary terrain. The constitutive
role of representation in the formation of the will...now becomes fully visible...the
role of the ‘‘representatives’’ will be ever more central and constitutive’ (Laclau
1996: 99-100; emphasis in the original).
This is ‘sovereign’ representation at its purest. The representative is raised to a
sovereign ruler, who does not simply make policies for her subjects, but determines
their social relations, identities, interests and will. In the spectrum between the
representative as an accountable, instructed delegate and the representative as an
independent, authorized Hobbesian sovereign (Pitkin 1972: 14-20, 55-59), we are
getting ever closer to the second extreme. There is no denying that late modern
circumstances unsettle any pre-given communal substance, and continuously throw up
new challenges which demand the figuration of collective identities and wills where
there were none. The open-ended, generative and antagonistic formation of the
collective will lies also at the heart of an empowered participatory democracy (see e.g.
Bohman & Rehg 1998, Barber 2004, Castoriadis 1983). What is in dispute is whether
hegemonic representatives, i.e. political leaders, are a necessary condition for
collective will creation.
One wonders why democratic citizens could not actively pursue the formulation or renegotiation of their interests and relations by themselves and they have to rely on
political rulers to perform this function in their stead. No doubt, it is arguably
impractical for all citizens to take part in collective deliberation in all the diverse
contexts which require political decisions in complex societies. But there is no reason
why democratic politics should not sponsor an enhanced interaction between
representatives and represented and should not multiply opportunities for an effective
political involvement of citizens. New communicative technologies may supply
facilitating infrastructures for increased civic engagement. Collective imagination can
also conjure up new participatory institutions adjusted to contemporary contexts, as
the discussion of the Indignados and Occupy movements will indicate. One would
argue, indeed, that civic empowerment along such lines is precisely what democratic
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societies should strive for if they seek to redeem the egalitarian promises of
democracy as the self-government of the people.
Laclau’s reasoning just eclipses this possibility and the democratic demand for
collective participation without offering any argument against them. He seems to just
presume that political representation can take only its conventional form, which
confines sovereign decision making and creative political agency to representatives.
His take on representation reproduces thus the elitist prejudice which is common to
both Leninist and liberal hegemonic politics. The people are an ‘amorphous mass’
which needs to be educated, molded and directed by enlightened leaders (Laclau
2005a: 159). Laclau holds that, unless it is led by political representatives, the
marginalized, weak and fragmented plebs could not configure a collective identity for
itself and struggle for its rightful inclusion in the community (Laclau 1996: 99).
In both theory and practice, contemporary democratic movements have taken issue
with hegemonic representation, which vests elected representatives with sovereign
authority, erecting oligopolies of power and nested hierarchies. There is a substantial
political difference to be noted between instructed delegates and representatives who
are entitled to make binding decisions, or between coordinators who are subject to
recall by general assemblies and contemporary governments with tenured office.
These distinctions are effectively obfuscated when the practices of representation
pursued by actual democratic movements are all subsumed under the same mantle of
vertical, hierarchical representation.
On the other hand, a full overcoming of political representation would be premised on
a complete and direct presence of the demos in the self-legislation of society ‘across
the entire social terrain’ (Hardt & Negri 2012: 92). The community of citizens would
constantly engage as a whole in collective self-management across multiple social
fields and it would be able to partly reconcile its differences. But on practical grounds,
such as the concerns of everyday life, and for political reasons, such as the right to
abstain from politics, a variable fraction of the citizenry will normally attend regular
assemblies and other fora of social self-governance. Hence, a part of the whole will be
usually present in the institutions of direct, popular self-rule and will make decisions
for a whole which is absent as such. In other words, a figure of sovereign political
representation will remain in place in most conceivable instances of an assemblybased democracy of the common.
Moreover, under conditions of historical contingency and in the absence of a
preconstituted universal reason or any other guarantor of general agreement, a partial
consensus among dissenting views and desires cannot be always anticipated with
certainty. When antagonistic divisions split the body politic, a part –preferably, the
majority- will again take decisions for the whole, acting thus as a sovereign political
representative of the entire community, even in the exceptional circumstances when
all its members are there at the moment of deliberation and decision-making. Hence,
the oligarchic grip on power in representative democracies could not be broken if the
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sole alternative is an unlikely politics of full presence of society to itself -the constant
involvement of all members of society in its self-governance, making decisions that
regularly attain a general consensus.
To escape the oligarchic bounds of representative democracy we would need to think
beyond the phantasms of both Rousseauean self-presence and actually existing
representation. Contemporary instances of collective self-rule do map out political
avenues beyond both hegemonic representation -the rule of elected oligarchies- and
the fantasy of popular full presence. Principles and practices of a counter-hegemonic
democracy which would be egalitarian, participatory and effectively representative at
the same time can be fathomed in contemporary digital ‘commons’ and in radical
democratic mobilizations. Despite their differences, these schemes can be all said to
make political power common, an equally shared good accessible to all and
sustainable over time. ‘Common representation’ and ‘common democracy’ are
grounded in an understanding of the ‘common’ as a shared good that is managed,
produced and distributed through collective participation on equal terms, which
eschew the logic of both private and state-public property (Ostrom 1990: 1-30, 90,
Benkler & Nissenbaum 2006: 394-396, Hardt & Negri 2012: 6, 69-80, 95).
The following examples illustrate an alternative logic of political representation which
underlies a process of ‘commoning’ representation and representative government and
can orient efforts to practice it more extensively. As against representative democracy,
‘common’ representative democracies forsake any standing division between the
rulers and the ruled, enabling anyone who so wishes to partake in political
deliberation, lawmaking, administration and law enforcement regarding collective
affairs. Collective self-governance becomes in principle an affair of common citizens,
of anyone. As distinct from Rousseauean democracy, however, sovereign power is not
exercised by the assembled demos in its unified totality. Divisions within the people
and between governors and governed remain in place, and the demos is never wholly
present at once in any single political institution. Only an alternating fraction of the
community participates normally in the various sites of self-management, as they
freely choose. Political representation is not eliminated. But institutional devices such
as lot, rotation in office, limited tenure, increased accountability and the casual
alternation of participants in collective assemblies cut against the consolidation of
lasting divides between rulers and ruled, expert governors and lay people.
This ‘other’ mode of representation is at play in the self-governance of the ‘digital
commons’ of open source peer production. Wikipedia, the free, Internet-based and
collectively written Encyclopedia, is a highly cited case in point. It is a public good
freely available to anyone and collectively manufactured by the autonomous inputs of
a multiplicity of volunteers without top-down command. It is also collectively selfmanaged by the community of its producers and users in ways that shore up the power
of anyone to participate in policymaking and enforcement according to their interests
and abilities.
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Wikipedia’s key innovation rests on its wikis technology, which makes websites
editable by anyone. The knowledge content of the encyclopedic articles is thus
provided and edited by any interested member from the potentially global community
of Internet users. The common good, the online encyclopedia, is freely produced and
consumed by an indefinite multiplicity of individuals through their cumulative,
decentralized and interacting contributions to each article, without a hierarchical
direction of the production process (Konieczny 2010). The communicational
architecture of the Wikis supports thus an ongoing collaboration among an open
social network, allowing an anonymous, shifting and infinitely extensible multitude to
take part in the evolving creation of a collective resource: ‘the design of the wiki
technology...provides equal and adequate speaking opportunity to anyone who wishes
to be part of the community discussion’ (Black et al. 2011: 606; emphasis added).
This holds also true for the governance of the ‘digital commons,’ as the policy pages
are equally editable by any registered user of Wikipedia. Publication policies come to
reflect thus a mutable consensus among editors and the slow evolution of conventions
(Konieczny 2010: 267-268). Wikis undergird here an open platform of decentralized,
horizontal and fluid collective self-governance available to any self-chosen party,
achieving a ‘high level of empowerment of individual Wikipedia editors with regard
to policy making’ (Konieczny 2009: 190).
A variety of mechanisms obstruct, moreover, the prevalence of cabals and oligarchic
rule amid this seeming chaos, whereby ‘anyone can edit’ the content and the rules of
the communal good. Wiki pages enhance transparency and collective monitoring by
operating as persistent public records and by allowing people to track changes in
content management. Articles and policy pages are then subject to constant control
and revision by any editor, and they are watched over by administrators, who are,
again, self-selected candidates elected by Wikipedia users. Admins and experienced
editors are formal and informal leaders, who are thinly and reversibly separated from
the community. Their rulings can be challenged. Any editor can accede to these
positions, and leaders rub shoulders with rank and file on an everyday basis as they
regularly collaborate in the making of the common good -the composition and
publication of articles. Furthermore, Wikipedia’s open-content license authorizes
anyone to copy the database and start up a competing project, cancelling out any
efforts to gain an authoritarian hold on the community (Konieczny 2009: 165, 178187, Konieczny 2010: 275-278, Viégas et al. 2007, Beschastnikh et al. 2008).
In this paradigm of digital commons, collective self-management does not hinge on
the simultaneous presence of all in the institutions of e-governance. A real representation of the collectivity is attained by providing anyone interested with equal
access to power (policy- and law-making, monitoring and rule-enforcement), while
distributing widely the capacities of surveillance, rule-enforcement and correction to
thwart the concentration of power. Pursuing the common means also pursuing a sort
of ‘holistic fusion’:
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participants in these projects seek a feeling of unity between their identities as
consumers and producers...their status as experts and amateurs...as leaders and
followers, between their activities of work and play, and between themselves and
their fellow participants in the project (O’Neil 2011: 6).
In short, the ‘common’ consists here in that government becomes equally an affair of
any average individual and it is integrated into everyday life. The common upsets thus
fixed identities and divisions, unrolling a fluid, ongoing process which harvests the
wisdom of the crowd.
The many appeals and democratic virtues of this scheme of representative governance
have stimulated enthusiastic attempts to translate it into systems of ‘wiki’ or ‘open’
government (Noveck 2009, Lathrop & Ruma 2010) directly applicable to
contemporary democratic states. However, the spatially bounded nature of political
associations, the many vital, scarce and degradable resources that they have to
manage (resources which are substantially different from universally usable,
inexhaustible and less-than-indispensable digital goods), the uneven distribution of
digital literacy and unequal access to e-sources are few of the impediments that stand
in the way of an immediate translation of wiki government into political institutions
for offline democratic communities. This is not to say that wiki technologies could not
be put to such uses. They could, but only if they were embedded in a wider sociopolitical frame and were incorporated in broader socio-political transformations.
Herein lies a part of the virtue of the 2011 democratic uprisings, from the Arab Spring
to the Occupy movements, through the Spanish 15M and Greek squares, which stood
up against material inequalities, debt, foreclosures and the economic system that
multiplies them exponentially in complicity with a representative government which
no longer represents the people. They took issue with political representation, party
partisanship, fixed ideologies and centralised leadership. They sought, instead, to
instate and to foreshadow new practices of self-governance which boost egalitarian,
consensual deliberation that is open to all, and knit horizontal, decentralised networks
which enable collaboration without suppressing the freedom of singularities
(Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011, Castañeda 2012, Harcourt 2011, Tejerina &
Perrugorίa 2012, Lorey 2014, Graeber 2014)
These civic practices can be seen as a massive endeavor to enact a political logic of
the common in central public sites. The popular assemblies which were held in public
squares carved out participatory spaces of collective decision-making, opening
political power to all ordinary citizens and challenging the rule of money and
professional political classes. Opposition to representative politics and the dominance
of the markets went hand in hand with an endeavor to implicate ‘normal and common
people’ (Dhaliwal 2012: 265), striking down informal and institutional barriers to
participation in the exercise of sovereign power and struggling to increase
‘community control’ over the entire social system (Dhaliwal 2012: 266).
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The evocation of ‘real’ or ‘direct’ democracy by the 2011 movements did not mean
that they eschewed any sense of representation. Mobilized participants addressed
other, non-present citizens in an attempt to enlist them. Hence, they raised
representative claims in their appeals: ‘We are the 99%’... ‘We are like you: people
who get up in the morning to study, to work, or to look for work....’ (Dhaliwal 2012:
265). The multitudes which held deliberative assemblies in Madrid’s Puerta de Sol or
in Athens’ Syntagma Square claimed thus to re-present the people in general, making
physically present what was actually absent as a whole.
Yet, a sea of difference set apart this mode of political representation from
institutionalized representation in liberal democracies. What is more, the difference
was not accidental, but deliberately and obstinately striven for by the ‘outraged’
democratic insurgencies in 2011. From this perspective, they initiated and illustrated a
process of ‘commoning’ political representation in collective self-rule.
The very choice of public squares and streets to call popular assemblies, in its sharp
contrast to decision-making behind closed doors, signals patently the will to publicity,
transparency and free accessibility of political power to any and all (Nez 2012: 131).
Political rule is thereby located in open platforms which invite the participation of
laypeople and transform governance into a shared pool resource. Inclusive openness
to the multitude in its diversity was amplified, furthermore, through the negation of
ideological closures and programmatic definitions (Dhaliwal 2012: 265; see also
Stavrides 2012). Occupied squares were redesigned into ‘spaces to do politics without
politicians...spaces without money, leaders and merchants’ (Dhaliwal 2012: 263)
accessible to ordinary citizens, poor, non-experts and socially marginalized people
(see also Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011: 43-54, 221).
The intent to make democratic representation common came into relief also in the
regulation of governance. The rules intended to enforce the rule of ‘whoever,
whenever s/he wishes’ against the hegemony of leaders, elites, sovereign
representatives and a homogeneous people bound to be present en masse in decisive
political functions. The 2011 popular assemblies implemented, thus, binding
mandates and alternation in the posts of spokespersons, discussion moderators and
special working-groups. They set strict time limits, and they used rotation and lot to
allocate the opportunity to speak in the assembly. They rolled out collective processes
of consensual decision-making and they held on to them as ‘the commons of
democratic government:’ a shared good that furnishes a mechanism of government
over and against the sovereign authority of any individual officer or closed body
(Dhaliwal 2012: 262-3, Stavrides 2012, Nez 2012: 132-134, Giovanopoulos &
Mitropoulos 2011: 52-66, 113, 333, Lorey 2014: 50-55).
In this context, in face-to-face interaction and urban spaces, we can properly situate
and appreciate the contribution of digital technologies to ‘commoning governance.’
Digital communication networks, internet communities and ‘social media’ are well
known to have catalyzed the 2011 democratic mobilizations, from the ‘Arab Spring’
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to the Indignant and the Occupy (Castells 2012, Gerbaudo 2012). Digital platforms,
such as Twitter and Facebook, made it possible for ‘anonymous’ individuals and
groups to act politically in self-organized ways. Through these widespread media, any
connected individual can originate and circulate political messages, call for action,
disseminate critical information, take part in collective discussion, stimulate and
organize mass action. By means of such popular, accessible and densely connected
webs of communication, ordinary citizens were able to rise up, to coordinate
themselves and to occupy public squares, bypassing not only state-controlled fora and
institutions but also corporate media and formal ‘representative’ organizations, such
as political parties and trade-unions (Castells 2012, Bennett & Segerberg 2011,
Bimber et al. 2015).
In contrast to modern mechanisms of political coordination, which were based on
centralized organizations and demanded ideological convergence, new digital media
shift the burden of coordination to individuals themselves, making more room for
personal differences and autonomy. Τhey buttress self-directed interaction between
individuals on both small and large scales, diminishing the importance of elites and
organizations. As a result, the new media environment is conducive to widespread
collective action under the late modern conditions of growing individuation and
diversification. It forwards the ‘commoning’ of politics by making political activity
available to a multitude of ordinary citizens in their differences, beyond the confines
of formal organizations and professional politics (Castells 2012: 230, Bennett &
Segerberg 2011: 771-775, Bimber et al. 2015: 21-26).
In sum, the digitally enabled ‘square movements’ of 2011 did not dispense with
representation either within their own operations or with regard to society large. They
spoke, they deliberated, and they made decisions in the name of a people who were
absent as a whole. But they introduced institutional artifices to avert the usurpation of
collective power by particular individuals or groups. Moreover, they enfrachized
anyone to take part in institutions of self-management, removing both gate-keeping
barriers and exclusionary conditions of full commitment. The occupied squares
installed thus common pools of representative self-governance, which anyone could
easily join according to their various degrees of resource availability and interest
(Morell 2012: 390).
A total eclipse of political representation would call for a people who would be fully
and permanently present in institutions of governance and would able to reach
consensus on all political questions that matter. In any inclusionary, participatory
democracy that exceeds the confines of a small and homogeneous community, it will
be normally only a fraction of the whole that will partake in decision-making on
different occasions and will assent to the decisions taken. It is crucial to recognize that
this part still re-presents a whole which is absent and to which the part should remain
responsible and accountable. Assuming that participatory collective self-governance
can do away with political representation as such risks obscuring the partiality of
actual presence and the need to hold the variable people who do participate
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accountable to the absent whole. Hence, in order to deepen and expand democracy,
collective efforts should focus on making political representation common, that is
accessible to all, inclusive, participatory and accountable.
1.22. Movements towards ‘common’ hegemony and populism 2.0: (d) posthegemony
The foregoing discussion lingered with the turnabouts and the displacements of
hegemonic strategy à la Laclau towards more egalitarian, horizontalist and pluralist
politics, in which power emanates from the common people. Taking stock of this
account of ‘common hegemony,’ which signals collective leadership and renders
representation available to laypeople in the horizontalist, participatory and pluralist
spirit of the ‘commons,’ we will situate it now within the debate around ‘posthegemony’ in order to draw out further the alternative idea of hegemony sketched in
the previous sections and to tease out its implications for collective action. In sum,
‘common hegemony’ is also ‘post-hegemony’ in a specific, but cogent sense of the
prefix post-, which denotes a movement beyond a certain state of things that also
retains features of this state. Hence, common hegemony offers a partial refutation of
contemporary theses about collective action which proclaim that we have left behind
the era of hegemonic politics in collective agency for social change. At the same time,
common hegemony qualifies Gramsci’s and Laclau’s take on hegemonic politics,
first, by making space for non-hegemonic politics insofar as it renounces Laclau’s
conflation of hegemony with politics tout court, and, more decisively, by recasting
hegemonic politics in a more egalitarian, horizontalist and pluralist key.
‘Post-hegemony’ has become a cri de guerre among theorists who take issue with the
modern politics of hierarchical organization, representation, unification, the state and
ideology: the politics of ‘hegemony’ (see e.g. Beasley-Murray 2010, Arditi 2007, Day
2005). The term ‘post-hegemony’ was intended, initially, to capture transformations
in both the dominant regimes of power and in various democratic resistances at the
turn of the century (Lash 2007, Beasley-Murray 2010, Arditi 2007). These mutations
seemed to spell the end of modalities of domination and organization which could be
grasped through the lenses of Gramsci’s (1971) and Laclau’s (2005a) theory of
hegemony.
‘Post-hegemony’ was introduced as the label of a new form of power taking hold at a
time when the era of hegemony is ‘beginning to draw to a close’ (Lash 2007: 55). The
theory of hegemony was framed mainly in the writings of Gramsci, Laclau and Stuart
Hall (Lash 2007: 56). Laclau’s conceptual elaborations provided the keynote
reference, in cultural studies at least (Beasley-Murray 2010: 40). ‘Hegemony’ pertains
to a regime of power which dominates by combining coercion and consent. It reposes
on discourse rather than ‘facts,’ and it is exercised ‘extensively’ over its subjects
rather than ‘intensively’ from within social relations (Lash 2007: 55-56).
Lash (2007: 60) drew also a link between post-hegemonic politics and the selfconstitution of ‘multitudes’ who cooperate in political action and contemporary labor.
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But it was the work of Jon Beasley-Murray (2010) and Benjamin Arditi (2007) which
popularized ‘post-hegemony’ as the name of a new pattern of resistance and collective
mobilization in our times. Others, including Hardt and Negri and Richard Day,
theorized the overcoming of hegemonic logics in the ‘multitude’ and new anarchist
currents, although they did not endorse the terminology of post-hegemony itself.
In all these bodies of thought, various figures of egalitarian activism and social
experiment are contrasted to a ‘hegemonic’ model of politics. The main antithesis
against which contemporary post-hegemony defines itself is Laclau’s reconstruction
of the Gramscian concept (Arditi 2007: 207-210; Beasley-Murray 2010: 40, Hardt &
Negri 2009: 175, 305, Day 2005: 8-13). As explained above, in Laclau’s theory,
hegemony brings together a unified political actor out of a plurality of autonomous
struggles by establishing ‘chains of equivalence’ through ‘empty signifiers’ and by
pitting a coalition of forces against a ruling regime (Laclau 2000b: 207). It turns
fundamentally on vertical relationships of leadership within the antagonistic alliance
and representation, since through it a particular force steps forward as the ‘general
representative’ of diverse antagonisms, demands and power struggles (Laclau 2000b:
207-212; 1996: 98-100).
In sharp contrast to this vision of transformative action, ‘[h]abit, affect, and the
multitude are the three components of a theory of posthegemony’ (Beasley-Murray
2010: x). The ‘multitude,’ a term derived from Spinoza via Hardt and Negri,
encompasses a heterogeneous collection of bodies, resistances and agencies. This
collectivity self-organizes, it cultivates new habits and it alters the course of history.
The immanent processes of the multitude ‘incarnate a logic from below that requires
neither representation nor direction from above’ (Beasley-Murray 2010: x). In its
recent appearances, such as the Zapatista insurrection in Mexico and the Argentinian
pickets and neighborhood assemblies in 2000-2001, the motley crew of the multitude
‘resisted authority, representation, or leadership’ (Beasley-Murray 2010: 7), realizing
principles which ‘break decisively with hegemony’ (Beasley-Murray 2010: 234, my
emphasis). Beasley-Murray does not simply posit a stark divide between the politics
of hegemony and post-hegemony. He stakes out also the sweeping claim that ‘There
is no hegemony and never has been. We live in cynical, posthegemonic times’
(Beasley-Murray 2010: ix).
The same absolute dichotomy between the (post-hegemonic) multitude and the
politics of hegemony has been asserted by Hardt and Negri in their common works
before 2017. Their ‘multitude’ names a new mode of social production, a collective
subject and a political logic that have cropped up in post-Fordist ‘biopolitical’ labor,
which brings forth new common knowledge, communication and social relationships
(Hardt & Negri 2004: 66, 109, 114-115, 198, 219). The multitude bodies forth a
distinctive form of collective organization, which structures not only biopolitical labor
but also contemporary resistances to imperial biopower from the Zapatistas onwards:
the distributed network. In it, no principal agent stands vertically above other
differences to represent the whole in the hierarchical manner of Gramsci and Laclau’s
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hegemony. Participation and collective decision-making take the place of
unaccountable representatives and leaders (Hardt & Negri 2004: 337-340). Hence,
‘the multitude is formed through articulations on the plane of immanence without
hegemony’ (Hardt & Negri 2009: 169).
Another strand of post-hegemonic theorising affirms the upsurge of politics outside
hegemony without assuming, however, that we have entered a new era in which
hegemonic politics is completely defunct. Taking his cues from Laclau, Benjamin
Arditi (2007: 211, 216) locates the essence of hegemony in the process which pieces
together an alliance between differences by welding chains of equivalence that
produce a ‘superordinate’ category of unity. Arditi (2007: 211-212) mounts the case,
then, that there is indeed politics ‘outside the hegemonic form.’ This is witnessed on
the level of the state and electoral contests, but most notably in diverse late modern
protests (as in the Argentinian crisis of 2001), in the post-Fordist ‘multitude,’ in
autonomous zones and self-managed communities which refuse institutional
representation, or in ‘viral’ politics of networked communication and hacktivism
(Arditi 2007: 212-224).
Here differences come together without any ‘supernumerary’ One, without an agency
that builds chains of equivalence or implements a central plan and masters a command
structure (Arditi 2007: 216-223). Arditi, however, parts ways with Beasley-Murray
and Hardt and Negri as he denies a Manichean choice between hegemony and its
outside. ‘It would be myopic…to propose that either there is hegemony or exodus…’
(Arditi 2007: 221). So, hegemony and post-hegemony constitute a clear binary, in
which the two poles are independent of each other. However, pace Beasley-Murray
and Hardt and Negri, they do not present us with an antagonistic alternative; they can
co-exist or combine in the same time and place. The era of hegemony is not definitely
past (Arditi 2007: 221-224).
Richard Day seems to subscribe to the same doctrine, although he was one of the first
to proclaim the ‘death’ of Gramsci and hegemony. This dying logic belongs to ‘the
politics of representation, recognition, and integration’ (Day 2005: 18). Hegemony is
impelled by the desire to realize a universal model of social transformation and it is
ready to enforce this model upon dissenters (Day 2005: 14, 45, 65). Day illuminates,
by contrast, a kaleidoscopic mix of tactics, organizations and initiatives which have
sprung up over the last decades in the landless peasants’ movement in Brazil (MST),
in indigenous communities in Latin America, in social centers across Europe and in
various other sites. These put in practice new schemes of communal life and political
interaction, which evince an affinity for ‘non-hierarchical, non-coercive relationships
based on mutual aid and shared ethical commitments’ (Day 2005: 9). They strive to
block, resist and render redundant both corporate and state power by contriving
minoritarian alternative spaces. They seek to configure open and horizontal
associations, which manage directly their affairs through consensus and decentralized
decision-making. They do not adhere to a master plan of social restructuring nor do
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they seek to forcibly generalize their values and schemes (Day 2005: 24-45, 156-157,
172, 186-197).
Day (2005: 215) does not advocate a ‘total rejection of reformist or revolutionary
programs in all cases.’ These remain relevant insofar as state and corporate power
weigh heavily on our lives. To rule out revolution and reform would be also a
paradoxical re-enactment of the ‘hegemony of hegemony,’ whereby the politics of
‘affinity for affinity’ would set out to ‘hegemonize the whole field’ of emancipatory
action today. Accordingly, within the post-hegemonic camp, Day takes sides with
Arditi against Beasley-Murray and Hardt and Negri. There are actual and promising
instances of politics ‘outside’ hegemony, but they can be contemporaneous with it.
Day takes, moreover, a hesitant further step as he starts to blur the clarity of the
binary. He oscillates as to whether ‘non-hegemonic’ politics can be completely pure
of any hegemonic residues within them. He contends that ‘while we might rid
ourselves of particular states, we can never rid ourselves of the state form’ (Day 2005:
140; emphasis added).
Critical ripostes to the post-hegemonic thesis do not deny that novel or alternative
patterns of multitudinous politics have come into light at the turn of the century. They
argue, rather, that hegemony and post-hegemony are not two self-standing, internally
pure and fully independent poles.
First, certain objectors claim that in order to secure transformative effects it is not
only possible but also necessary to ally horizontal, spontaneous and ‘nonrepresentational’ action with vertical, centralized and representative politics. For
instance, Stavrakakis (2014: 214) asserts that ‘a multitude of autonomous struggles
have historically become effective only when articulated within a common counterhegemonic horizon of representation.’ The examples of the Greek Aganaktismenoi in
2011 and the Argentinian piqueteros in the 2001 crisis illustrate how spontaneous
grassroots protests can trigger real socio-political change only when they morph into a
‘people’ who is represented in political institutions by an organized collective actor –
such as SYRIZA in Greece and the Kirchners’ presidency in Argentina. So,
multitudinous horizontalism and hegemonic verticalism are two complementary
moments in a single dialectic of progressive, democratic reform. When their ‘coimplication’ and ‘interpenetration’ fail to occur, democratic struggles stand few
chances of success (Stavrakakis 2014: 120-121).
The second line of critique reiterates partly the foregoing argument. Without a
Gramscian insistence on cohesion and engagement with the state, the ‘spontaneous’
multitude will be fragmented and impotent (Chodor 2014: 490, 496-497). What is
added now is the suggestion that Gramsci’s counter-hegemony anticipated posthegemony in various respects, before Laclau’s reformulation of hegemony. Like posthegemonic approaches, Gramsci’s script was sensitive to non-conscious, nondiscursive dimensions of power. Crucially, his ‘counter-hegemony’ valued plurality
within the counter-hegemonic bloc and it aimed at a collective will which would be
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molded through an equal interaction and a mutual transformation of all parties
involved rather than through the imposition of one subject upon the others (Chodor
2014: 493, 497-500, Johnson 2007: 97, 100).
The third critique is arguably the most provocative as it uncovers important ‘leftovers’
of hegemony within multitudinous networks, assemblies and actions. These leftovers
include representation, vertical, hierarchical relations and hubs of concentrated force.
Thomassen and Prentoulis (2013: 181), in their incisive discussion of political
representation in the ‘square’ movements of 2011, conclude that
there is a mutual contamination between horizontality and verticality because the
very realisation of equality is only possible through some representational space,
and such a space unavoidably involves some inequality and hierarchy. There is no
horizontality without verticality, and no equality without inequality. (emphasis in
the original)
Thomassen and Prentoulis (2013: 176-178) maintain that even those currents in the
Spanish Indignados and the Greek Aganaktismenoi which most stridently took aim at
political representation admitted that delegates from smaller assemblies and
coordinators of action are necessary and acceptable. Furthermore, in the relations
between various local assemblies in Spain and Greece, central assemblies occupied a
nodal position in the network, giving rise to new hierarchies.
Another instance of democratic self-activity in 2011-2012, the Occupy movement,
attests to the persistence of the signal marks of hegemony –representation and
unification around common identities- amidst horizontal practices and pluralist direct
democracy. As Jodi Dean (2012: 229) has noted, ‘Occupy Wall Street is not actually
the movement of the 99 percent of the population of the United States...It is a
movement mobilizing itself around an occupied Wall Street in the name of the 99
percent’ (emphasis in the original). In other words, it placed a representative claim at
the core of its activism. Moreover, the different Occupy assemblies and networks
coalesced around a collective identity. A multiplicity of subjectivities with diverse
ideas and demands were identified with the Occupy name, the 99% vs. 1% frame, a
common set of aims and practices and a common understanding of the enemy –the
economic system that places profits before people. In the style of Laclau’s hegemonic
politics, Occupy drew a chain of equivalence among different demands and struggles
by investing them with a supplementary common meaning, in the context of an
antagonism with a common rival, the 1% (Dean 2012: 207-250).
The argument of ‘common hegemony’ which the previous three sections unpacked
navigates a course between the post-hegemonic theses laid out above and the third
objection to them, which fails to take on board the innovations incubated by
contemporary social movements, such as 15 M and the Occupy, in those elements of
hegemonic strategy which they actually reproduce. In accord with Arditi (2007),
among others, and against Laclau, the strategic politics of ‘common hegemony’ does
not elide hegemony with politics itself. A variety of political activities, from electoral
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contests to dispersed protests, self-managed communities and the ‘viral’ politics of
networked communication and hacktivism, can remain outside the hegemonic mold
(Arditi 2007: 211-224).
Second, common hegemony is about leadership, unity and collective representation in
a larger transformative process. But it introduces practices which tend to ‘common’
hegemony, i.e. to spread collective, egalitarian and pluralist leadership assumed by
ordinary citizens, rather than simply replicating the top-down, centralized and
uniformizing style of rule that Gramsci and Laclau inscribed in the hegemonic
strategy. Hence, common hegemony is post-hegemonic, if the prefix post- is
deciphered as denoting both continuity and innovation rather than a full break with
hegemonic logics. Whether the contention is that hegemony is now dead and we have
entered a new era or that it survives along with other modes of politics, the collective
assumption of Beasley-Murray, Arditi, Hardt and Negri and, more hesitatingly, Day is
that hegemony and post-hegemony designate two options which are separate and
autonomous. But this gloss on the post- is at odds with its established uses in social
and political thought and, more crucially, with the hybridity of contemporary counterhegemonic mobilizations, which may both recycle and transfigure components of 20th
century hegemonic struggle.
To illustrate, François Lyotard (1984: 79) has famously defined the postmodern as ‘a
part of the modern…Postmodernism thus understood is not modernism at its end but
in the nascent state.’ The postmodern reinforces trends and dynamics of the modern
without fully overcoming it (Lyotard 1984: 37-41, 79-82). Colin Crouch (2004: 20)
spells out the meaning of the ‘post-’ in ‘post-industrial,’ ‘post-modern’ and his own
‘post-democracy’ as signifying ‘that something has come into existence to reduce the
importance of X by going beyond it in some sense…However, X will still have left its
mark; there will be strong traces of it still around.’ More recently, in his inquiry into
‘post-representation,’ Simon Tormey (2015: 9) construes the prefix as ‘indicating not
the redundancy of the object in question, so much as its querying…an incipient
problematization that evinces dissatisfaction but without presupposing the acceptance
of a clear break or alternative.’
Grasping the ‘post-’ in post-hegemony in this way effects a reversal of perspective in
the relevant debate. It turns out that those who announce a complete supersession of
hegemony or a clear-cut alternative to it deviate from the conventional usage of the
prefix in contemporary theory. There is political activity stirring outside the
hegemonic matrix. There are more conventional modes of (counter-)hegemonic
politics as in the aforementioned cases of Chavismo and Podemos. But there is also
contemporary collective action which displays both continuities and new inventions
or ruptures, inaugurating thus a movement post- hegemony towards a hegemony of
the multitude in common.
Parsing a thick texture of recent movements, from 15M and the Greek squares to PAH
and digital commons, the above sections have indicated how these instances of mass
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initiative have sought to join forces, to lead social action and to represent more
general demands and aspirations, while remodeling leadership, popular unity and
representation to render them more equally dispersed, participatory, bottom-up,
accessible to ordinary people, plural, flexible and networked. A panoply of
innovations, strategic and tactical choices, from the decisive function of open popular
assemblies, to networks, the demotion of doctrinaire ideologies, pragmatism, resort to
rotation and lot to assign influential posts for limited terms, have been enlisted to
skew counter-hegemonic agency beyond centralized, vertical leadership, homogeneity
and political representation by politicians who make decisions for the represented.
Contemporary hybrid forms of collective mobilization gesture effectively beyond
hegemony insofar as they endeavor to anchor collective power, social direction and
transformative processes in the grassroots, in common people, prefiguration and
autonomous mobilization. They do so by deploying an entire repertoire of institutional
practices and organizational patterns, which are inclined towards transparency,
openness, publicity, ongoing self-reflection, pragmatism, respect for differences,
humble leadership, commitment to principles and ethics, among others. Hence, the
objective of these strategies of ‘another politics’ and ‘common hegemony,’ which
blend horizontalism with verticalism, is to tilt the scales in favor of plurality,
egalitarianism, decentralization and the contestation of hierarchies within broad-based
alliances and massive popular alignments for social change. In that sense, they depart
significantly from Gramscian and Laclauian templates of hegemonic struggle, which
concentrate power at the top and tend towards simplification and uniformity.
Ιt is significant to dwell on the point that common hegemony is also post-hegemony
in that it does not simply conjugate vertical leadership and unity with horizontal civic
action, as Laclau and Mouffe’s hegemonic strategy also proclaimed to do (Laclau &
Mouffe: 140-141, 167, 178-188). Rather, common hegemony pushes beyond
hegemony in so far as it sets out to deeply revisit the logics of leadership, unity,
collective identity, the concentration of forces and representation so as to bind and
subordinate them to the politics logics of horizontality, egalitarianism, collective selfgovernment and plurality in common.
Now, the ultimate political predicament is whether incipient and inchoate tendencies
towards common and post-hegemony, which can be tracked in civic associations and
democratic collective action today, can actually win over huge swathes of the people,
scale up, endure and induce systemic transformation in the interests of an empowered,
open and plural democracy. This can be broken down into three, at least, more
specific questions in our present circumstances. How is it effectively possible today to
put together a massive subject and actor for democratic change who can counteract
massive trends towards xenophobia, nationalism and right-wing populism? Second,
what kind of institutional engagement and contest will allow an alter-political alliance
of forces to radically reorder the structure of power, democratizing existing
institutions and overriding the power of elites? Finally, which modes of political
organization could help to both keep up counter-hegemonic political activity over
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time and to effect institutional reconstruction in the direction of common democracy?
The closing sections will start tackling these vexing questions by tarrying with
contemporary populism and municipalism. These two actual patterns of political
agency and intervention could sketch some rudiments of an answer to the challenges
which face today an expansive ‘common hegemonic’ strategy for another politics of
democracy.
1.23. Movements towards ‘common’ hegemony and populism 2.0: (e) why
populism?
the central historical actor –which at some point could empirically be a
‘class’- will always be a ‘people’ of sorts (Laclau 2005a: 239).
Revolutionary movements do not succeed where only the workers are
mobilized, or only the peasants, or only the middle classes. They succeed
only when a critical mass of most or all of the major classes in the society is
mobilized in the revolutionary process [Thomas Greene quoted in White
2016: 35 with reference to Occupy Wall Street]
The thesis that an emancipatory counter-hegemonic force which rallies together
diverse social groups and demands against ruling elites will be a populist one is not
only a motto of Laclau’s late populist theory of hegemony (see Laclau 2005). It had
been already championed by Gramsci (1971: 133), for whom the proletariat should
lead the formation of a ‘national-popular collective will’ in order to become
hegemonic. Making ‘a people of sorts,’ rather than class or other identities and
structures, the ground of collective identity and political coalescence is currently the
choice and the proposition propounded not only by a wide range of leftist or radical
theorists, but also by social movements and activists (see e.g. Srnicek & Williams
2015: 155-174, Mouffe 2018, White 2016: 35, Occupy Wall Street 2011, Smucker
2017: 241-247).
There are several conjunctural and more general reasons motivating this strategic
orientation to populism and ‘the people’ as the agent of mass-based counterhegemonic cohesion. The ‘working class,’ which has been historically the radical
left’s favorite for this role, could hardly furnish today the foundation of cross-sectoral
social unity and power. We have already set out Wright’s cogent explanation of why
class could hardly stage a universalizing basis for collective solidarity. Fragmented
and complex class structures block a unification around class identity, which would be
founded upon common conditions of work, everyday life and fate (Wright 2018: 6264).
Refuting Marx’s prognosis of a gradual simplification of class structure under
advanced capitalism, Wright (2018: 63) counters that today ‘the lived experiences of
workers vary enormously in terms of level of security of earnings; precariousness of
employment; autonomy… skill levels and education… the opportunities for creativity;
and so on.’ This fragmentation of class identities is further amplified and complicated
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by their intersection with other salient identities, which are diverse, cross-cutting and
often in contention with each other: race, gender, class, ethnicity, exclusionary
nationalism, racism, consumerism etc. As a result, people may experience class as a
prominent identity. Βut the division, the complexity and the intersections of class
identities generate divergent interests regarding the rules of the game and moves
within these rules (Wright 2018: 63; see also Wallerstein 1991). In effect, moreover,
existing working-class solidarities have been largely dissolved by deindustrialization
in the West, the globalization of production, the rise of the service sector and the
expansion of precarious labor (Srnicek & Williams 2015: 157; see also Crouch 2004,
Standing 2011).
By contrast, ‘the people,’ or an equivalent in different languages, is a generic term and
a collective identity that is deeply ingrained in democracy and its histories. By its
etymology and its constitution, democracy signifies the rule of the people. ‘We, the
People’ can resonate thus broadly and powerfully to supply the backbone of collective
identification and solidarity in democratic regimes. Hence, ‘the people’ can name,
shelter and organize the cross-class alliances of lower with middle strata which can
accrue the required critical mass for deliberate historical shifts. Moreover, a certain
logic of populist politics, which splits society into two and sets a community of
different social forces against the same culprit, located in the ‘elites’ or ‘the
establishment,’ has also become widespread and active under the conditions of
diversity, fragmentation and complexity which permeate late modern societies (see
Laclau 1996: 99-100, Mouffe 2018, Srnick & Williams 2015: 158-161, Βοlton 2017:
6-7, Smucker 2017: 51, Kioupkiolis 2016, Mudde 2004). Through this divisive,
antagonistic populism, the fractured and diverse social classes, which are differently
but severely affected by neoliberal hegemony and the steepening inequalities it
enforces, can come together as the united people of the subaltern against a privileged
minority or elite.
Hence, several democratic activists and theorists propagate today the call to reclaim
‘the people’ and a certain populism in order to make them the foothold and the
adhesive force of collective agengy for democratic renewal:
despite the underlying commonality of proletarian experience, this provides only a
minimal cohesion, which can support a vast range of divergent experiences and
interests. The challenge facing a transformative politics is to articulate this series of
differences into a common project…Under these conditions, it is not surprise to see
that many of the most promising political struggles in recent years have identified
themselves as populist movements (Srnick & Williams 2015: 158-159).
It’s not the people we must fear but the increasing spread of disenfranchisement
and distrust. The worst thing that can happen now is for democrats to cede the idea
of a popular politics to demagogues…We need to reclaim populism. The Oxford
English Dictionary defines it as ‘support for the concerns of ordinary people.’ We
need more of that, not less. This book calls for a new populism: the mass
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participation of people in politics in pursuit of their interests…populism as
democracy, for the people by the people (Bolton 2017: 6-7).
‘Common hegemony,’ a political logic and praxis which set out to make counterhegemonic contestation an activity of common people themselves on a footing of
equal participation, horizontality and diversity, would seem to elicit intrinsically an
appeal to a ‘people of sorts’ as its concrete force of solidarity and coalescence. Yet,
the generic community implicit in ‘common hegemony’ could assume different forms,
contents and names in different contexts, which could be class-based, ethnic-based, or
other. Furthermore, the social contingency and the open political logic which underpin
common hegemony disallow an essentially fixed identification of the specific agent
who can attain massive cohesion and activation. Moreover, turning to the ‘people’
and, particularly, to ‘populism’ to obtain the mainstay of confluence and collective
action in contemporary societies is fraught with serious risks and downsides for an
alter-political democratic contention. The ‘people’ of actual populisms in several
European and other countries is interpellated in the terms of a closed, homogeneous
ethnic community, which confronts an ethno-cultural other (immigrants, foreigners
etc.; see Stavrakakis et al. 2017: 420-439).
The ‘populism 2.0’ argument that will we will advance in the following contends that
the ‘people’ and a reformed ‘populist reason’ can equip, indeed, a strategy of common
hegemony with a concrete engine of broad-based convergence and activation which
can be highly resonant and powerful in present conditions. But the specific choice of
the collective agent for common hegemony remains open and variable according to
the socio-historical context at hand. The ‘populism 2.0’ argument will seek to
establish, more specifically, that, first, the ‘people’ and ‘populism’ are politically
efficacious in the critical circumstances of late capitalism. Second, they are drastically
reimagined by contemporary collective mobilizations, figuring a people at odds with
closed, homogeneous masses led by strongmen, hence ‘populism 2.0.’ And, finally,
far from contradicting the plural and horizontalist spirit of common hegemony, the
‘other people’ of populism 2.0 is enlivened by this spirit, intensifying its reflexivity
and feminization. By plunging into a signal civic insurrection of the recent years, the
15 M movement in 2011 that spawled all over Spain and ramified into diverse other
political activities and projects in subsequent years, the following discussion will
illuminate a populist common hegemony and how this new populist logic and strategy
can both aggregate numerous social forces and inflect democratic action towards
plurality, horizontality, openness, civic participation, reflexivity, feminism and
agonistic political commons.
1.24. New movements towards populism 2.07
Whereas ‘populism’ in the vernacular and in academic jargon calls to mind
demagogic leaders who make popular promises to the ‘masses,’ by an interesting twist
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of fate recent years have also witnessed the (re-)emergence of populist social
movements with a broad social outreach. As Carlos de la Torre and Cas Mudde have
noted, among others,
Recent insurrections from the Arab Spring to the different Occupy movements
from Madrid to New York attest to the democratizing dreams of those who invoke
the ‘power of the people’ (de la Torre 2015b: 1-2)…populism has come in many
guises, from leaderless movements like the contemporary Tea Party to welldeveloped political parties…(Mudde 2017: 40)
Populist grassroots movements are no novelty. In effect, they are contemporaneous
with the nascence of modern populism in the 19th century, through the Russian
Narodniki and the U.S. People’s Party (see Morini 2013, Taggart 2000, Grattan
2016). Research in recent ‘bottom-up’ populism, most notably the ‘Arab Spring,’ the
Spanish 15M, the Greek ‘squares movement’ and the North American Occupy in
2011-2012, has been growing over the last years (Aslanidis 2017, Grattan 2016,
Gerbaudo 2017, de la Torre 2015a; see also Ciccariello-Maher 2013, for an account of
‘Chavismo’ from the grassroots). However, what remains scarcely scratched beyond
the surface is the difference that the new populist mobilizations have made to the
conventional notions and practices of populist politics; the innovations and
transformative effects they have unleashed, opening up new prospects of radical
democratization. Under the rubric ‘populism 2.0,’ the present analysis seeks to seize
this difference and to shed light on its democratic promises.
This label is not intended to convey the idea that the 2011 popular democratic
insurrections were ‘Internet’ revolutions or that communication through social media,
Twitter, YouTube uploads and cellphones was the hallmark that set them apart from
other modes of populist mobilization. The nub of the argument is, rather, that a certain
ethos broadly associated with ‘network society,’ the ‘Millennials’ and Web 2.0 –
openness, accessibility to laypeople, user-generated content, diversity, rejection of
hierarchies and fixed ideologies, transparency, pragmatism, fluidity, reflexivity- is
was truly marks them off not only from the typical, top-down populisms under a
strong personal leadership, but also from populist movements of the past. It is this
distinct ethos which harbors egalitarian, emancipatory and innovative potentials.
‘Open-source populism’ (Grattan 2016), which designates a populism of the
commons, or even ‘post-populism,’ could be employed interchangeably with
‘populism 2.0’ to transmit the same ideas.
As most talk of populism, any argument which mounts a case for the metamorphosis
of populist politics is bound to stumble upon the notorious elusiveness and
contestability of the concept (Stavrakakis & Jäger 2017: 2, Mudde & Kaltwasser
2017: 2, Laclau 2005a: 3-5). The present section grapples with this difficulty by
introducing three distinct definitions of populism which have gained wider currency
in contemporary scholarship, in an attempt to cover a broad array of the faces and the
nuances of populism: Cas Mudde’s ‘minimal’ and ‘ideational’ definition (Mudde
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2004), Ernesto Laclau’s ‘discursive’ and ‘hegemonic’ framing of populism (Laclau
2005a), and Kurt Weyland ‘political-strategic’ approach (2001; 2017).
All in all, the following discussion sketches out the outline of ‘another’ populism,
which can be as popular, antagonistic and a powerful force of change as populism can
be, but it is also more democratic, free, egalitarian, pro-commons and pluralist than
most known instances of populist agency.
1.24.1. The political logic of populism
Mudde (2004) seeks to get a handle on the ‘kernel’ of academic literature on
populism, beyond the vernacular associations of populism with demagogy and
opportunisms. He submits that most definitions of populism in the relevant
scholarship pivot around the polarity ‘elite’ and ‘people’ and an antagonistic relation
between the two. He construes thus populism as
an ideology that considers society to be ultimately separated into two
homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ versus ‘the corrupt elite,’
and which argues that politics should be an expression of the volonté générale (the
general will) of the people. Populism, so defined, has two opposites: elitism and
pluralism (Mudde 2004: 543).
Elitism is the obverse of populism, while pluralism is an outlook which sees society
as a heterogeneous collection of groups and individuals who often hold fundamentally
different beliefs and values (Mudde 2004: 544).
This definition is broad enough to register diverse recognized forms of populism,
from bottom-up populist movements to top-down populist leadership, both left- and
right-leaning (Mudde 2004: 544-545, Mudde & Kaltwasser 2017: 3-6, Mudde 2017).
But its nearly catch-all ambit is achieved at a cost of a ‘thinness’ of content (Mudde
2004: 544), which hinders us in identifying significant displacements and
discontinuities that differentiate older from present styles of populist agency. On the
other hand, the few ‘thick,’ specific features that it assigns to populism, namely
moralism and opposition to pluralism, invite controversy. Regarding moralism,
Stavrakakis and Jäger (2017: 13-15) rightly counter that moralistic discourse is not
specific to populism. Moralism colours even anti-populist discourses. It does not
stand out thus as a distinctive trait of populist politics. Regarding pluralism, the
ensuing analysis will argue that contemporary populist movements evince a distaste
for homogeneity and a strong affirmation of diversity and openness. In this respect,
the ‘thick’ moment of Mudde’s populism allows us to trace a shift towards ‘populism
2.0’ in recent instances of popular engagement.
Ernesto Laclau’s formal-structural theory of populism chimes with the crux of
Mudde’s ‘ideational’ approach, the antagonism between ‘the people’ and ‘the elite’
and the accent on discourse. By ‘discourse’ Laclau (2005a: 68) denotes ‘any complex
of elements in which relations play the constitutive role’ (emphasis in the original).
The elements at stake are words and actions which are endowed with meaning as a
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result of their differences from other signifying elements (Laclau 2005a: 68). As
shown in foregoing sections, Laclau’s theorization of populism goes beyond this
minimal core to mount a richer framework of conceptualization, which highlights key
affective, rhetoric and political aspects. The form of populist interventions turns on
rhetoric operations: metaphor, metonymy and catachresis (figural terms which cannot
be substituted by literal ones; see Laclau 2014: 53-125). The force of populist politics
leans on radical affective investments in a discursive and political formation which
promises to fill a social lack, becoming thus a source of jouissance. The libidinal
identification with a political actor is crucial in cementing social ties (Laclau 2005a:
110-117).
More significantly, however, populism on Laclau’s interpretation revolves around
four political and discursive axes, all of which are part and parcel of hegemony, the
central category in Laclau’s idea of politics. Indeed, in Laclau’s thought, hegemony,
populism and ‘the political,’ that is, ‘the moment of institution of the social’ (Laclau
2005a: 154), are equivalent, if not identical. Hegemony defines the essence of the
political (Laclau 2005b: 258). And the political is synonymous with populism,
because the construction of the people is ‘the political act par excellence’ (Laclau
2005a: 154; see also ibid. 69).
Populism consists primarily in (1) ‘the formation of an internal antagonistic frontier
separating the ‘‘people’’ from power’ (Laclau, 2005a: 74); (2) the establishment of a
chain of equivalence among popular demands which are left unsatisfied by those in
power. This equivalence is sealed by dint of common ‘empty signifiers’ which unify
and represent the chain of demands; and (3) the representation of the people of
populism as an excluded and underprivileged plebs, which claims to be the only
legitimate community of the people and the democratic sovereign (Laclau 2005a: 74,
81, 94, 98).
These defining traits of populism are also the building blocks of the politics of
hegemony, which sets in train a dialectic between universality and particularity and
weaves chains of equivalence around empty signifiers, based on uneven power and
representation (Laclau 2000b: 207). Both hegemonic politics and populism rest upon
the ‘dichotomic division of society into two camps -one presenting itself as a part
which claims to be the whole,’ and they presuppose ‘the construction of a global
identity out of the equivalence of a plurality of social demands’ (Laclau 2005a: 83).
Collective identity must cohere around some common signifiers –words or imageswhich refer to the chain of equivalences as such. To achieve this, the name or the aims
of a particular member of the equivalential chain must be partly divested of their
distinct content to become a wider symbol that represents and holds together the entire
community of differences (Laclau 2005a: 93, 96; 2000: 210-211). This empty
signifier (‘justice’, ‘change’, ‘Mandela’, ‘Peron’) stands for the whole series of
differences and names the ‘absent fullness’ of community, i.e. what is lacking to the
various parties that press particular demands. In this fashion, a particularity takes on
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the function of a universality, turning into a force that acts and speaks for a broader
collective of interests (Laclau 2005a: 96; 2000: 207-212; 1996: 43, 54-57).
As we have stressed, the politics of hegemony and, hence, populism in Laclau’s
account is premised upon an uneven distribution of power both in society at large and
within the counter-hegemonic alliance. The antagonistic pole –the elites, the
establishment etc.- must be excluded and eventually overwhelmed if a new social
order is to be founded (Laclau 2000b: 207-208). But unequal power is also in
operation within the community of struggles against the status quo. Its chain of
equivalence will converge into a ‘collective will/subject’ if a particular force within
the chain rises up to become a ‘general representative’ of all equivalent conflicts and
claims, acting as a nodal point of coordination and cohesion (2005a: 93). For Laclau
(2005a: 154, 239) the name of the hegemonic subject par excellence is the ‘people.’
He has also added that ‘the symbolic unification of the group around an individuality
–and here I agree with Freud- is inherent to the formation of a ‘‘people’’ ’ (Laclau
2005a: 100).
Finally, the practices of hegemony and populism are also intrinsically processes of
representation insofar as they mobilize a particularity which performs universal tasks
in the name of an entire community. In populist discourse, more specifically, a
plebeian sector of the people claims to be the only true people and seeks to function
as the totality of the community (Laclau 2005a: 81). In the context of populism,
Laclau (2005a: 158-159) has also contended that when society is not bound together
by internal mechanisms of combination and differentiation, heterogeneous differences
depend increasingly on a general representative to attain a minimal convergence. The
greater the heterogeneity, the more the ground of unity becomes a singularity. And the
extreme form of a singularity is ‘the name of the leader’ (Laclau 2005a: 100).
Interestingly enough, the focus on personal leadership singles out the ‘politicalstrategic approach,’ which poses as the main alternative to ideational and discursive
templates of populism (Wayland 2017: 48-72). For its main proponent, Kurt Weyland
(2001; 2017), it is preferable to discursive and ideology-centered notions, which cast
their net too broadly and cannot delimit adequately the concept of populism.
Moreover, they ‘distort’ its meaning as they fail to grasp how populism delegates
popular sovereignty to a personalistic leader who ends up disempowering the citizenry
(Weyland 2017: 53-54). By contrast, the strategic conception elucidates the ‘central
features and tendencies that scholars have long associated with populism and that
characterize its contemporary manifestations as well’ (Weyland 2017: 60). On the
strategic conception, populism lies in ‘a political strategy through which a
personalistic leader seeks or exercises government power based on direct,
unmediated, uninstitutionalized support from large numbers of mostly unorganized
followers’ (Weyland 2001: 14).
According to Weyland (2017: 54), the ‘people’ is a very broad, amorphous and
heterogeneous aggregate, which is largely unorganized and is inhibited from
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exercising effective agency by collective action dilemmas. The ‘essence of populism’
is, rather, a personal leader who claims to act on behalf of the people. Populism
cannot be, thus, a bottom-up mass movement, but only a top-down strategy ‘through
which a leader marshals plebiscitarian support for the goals that she determines on her
own’ (Weyland 2017: 54). Weyland grants that powerful mass movements are
possible, but these set up lasting organizations which can implement a reform strategy
in the long run. European Social Democracy is an example. By contrast, in populism,
mass support is amorphous and follows a personal leader who is intent on
concentrating power and staying in office through opportunist politics (Weyland
2017: 54).
This ‘organizational’ theory models populism after its historical paradigm in Latin
American. It can be called into question, thus, as parochial, unduly narrow and unable
to travel across contexts. The political-strategic view would not acknowledge, among
others, the original US Populist movement which designated itself as such (Mudde
2017: 28, 38-40, Mudde & Kaltwasser 2017: 8, 67). On the organizational definition,
mass popular movements, like the 2011 ‘squares movement’ in Greece and the
Spanish 15 M, would not pass muster as populist. The strategic-organizational
approach seems thus to be in principle at odds with the argument put forward here. To
get off the ground, the argument needs to reject, then, a full reduction of populism to
personal leadership. But it can admit the elective affinity of historical populism with
top-down leadership. In effect, it is this affinity which brings out the innovative
difference of contemporary populist movements compared to more conventional
patterns of populist mobilization.
1.24.2. People 2.0
‘Web 2.0’ labels, in a primary sense, an advanced stage of Internet development. It is
a name for the liquid social dynamics that unfold on open web platforms, wikis, blogs
and social networks, where people are free to share and reuse work. ‘Web 2.0
amounts to a worldview that celebrates open participation as a way to create valuable
collective resources’ (Bollier 2008: 133; emphasis added). Web 2.0 connotes
transparency, open participation, diverse collaboration, decentralized problem-solving
and open, collaborative leadership (Duval 2010: 121), all of which are also core
constituents of democratic alter-politics and the new commons in our times.
Signature technological trends attached to Web 2.0 feature wikis, open-source
software and major collaborative projects like Wikipedia, i.e. the digital commons,
along with peer-to-peer social networking sites, such as Facebook, and new tools like
YouTube and Twitter. All these novelties have been enabled by the proliferation of
personal computers, Internet and cell phones (Duval 2010: 116). Wikipedia is a
flagship of Web 2.0. Wikipedia is authored and edited on a shared, open technological
platform, the ‘wiki,’ which allows thousands of users to autonomously write, peerreview and re-edit its articles, conducting an open dialogue among participants
(Benkler & Nissenbaum 2006: 398-399).
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‘Peer production’ and ‘digital commons’ are two further catchwords and phenomena
intimately related to Web 2.0. The latest Internet technologies have built distributed
digital networks in which individuals can collaborate directly without passing through
obligatory nodes. These networks have occasioned the rise of an alternative mode of
collaboration, interaction and self-management among ‘strangers,’ which takes place
on a global scale (Benkler & Nissenbaum 2006: 394-396, Bollier 2008: 1-20,
Bauwens 2005). Through peer production, Web 2.0 brings together a wider diversity
of autonomous individuals who self-identify with the tasks they want to take on in a
collective enterprise, according to their individual capacities and desires. It makes
thus for enhanced personal autonomy, stimulating human creativity more efficiently
than market or state mechanisms (Benkler 2006: 111).
Peer production has given birth to new ‘digital’ commons of information and culture,
which body forth other figures of community: more open, free, diverse and egalitarian
(Bauwens 2005). No one owns the collective project, and nobody can ban others from
its use or its co-production. Several open source software projects, such as the
GNU/Linux operating system and the Apache web server, are telling in this respect.
Leaders may be present in the communities which design free software, but they
possess no formal power of command. They cannot restrict discussion or assign tasks
to others, nor can they prevent subgroups from branching off, if they disagree with the
direction of the project. The sole role of hierarchy is to initiate and maintain
autonomy-in-cooperation in all spheres of human endeavor (Bauwens 2005).
What is central to the ‘populism 2.0’ argument is that, at this particular stage of
Internet development, digital networks and production have cultivated a distinct mode
of subjectivity –personal ways of thinking, acting, feeling and associating- and new
schemes of sociality which extend beyond the Web itself. Various theorists and
researchers have set out to chart and conceptualize this broader social transformation
which is reflected in new forms of subjectivity.
To begin with, Duval (2010) has made the case that a new ‘Millennial’ generation has
been born, carrying its singular value system. This is interwoven with the principles
and the practices which inform the ‘open-source movement’ and digital commons, but
it infuses social activity at large, beyond online environments. The bedrock of this
value system lies in ‘opening up the opportunity to participate to all people- whether
that be the opportunity to write code or simply the opportunity to live and love the
way they wish’ (Duval 2010: 123).
Duval’s full list of the characteristics vested in the Millennial subject and its sociality
records most principles, values and practices which we will inscribe in ‘populism 2.0.’
So, the Millennial generation: 1) desires open avenues for participation; 2) cherishes
flatter hierarchies and decentralized networks; 3) demands transparency: process
matters; 4) is inclined towards cooperative and collaborative approaches; 5) thinks in
terms of systems; 6) has a global outlook and is open-minded and tolerant of
differences; 7) is familiar with digital communications mediums; 8) it is culturally and
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racially diverse; 9) seeks common ground and does not contain many culture warriors;
10) prefers a more active and collaborative government; 11) is politically active, with
high volunteerism rates; 12) is politically progressive; 12) is bearing the brunt of the
recession and it has accumulated high levels of debt (Duval 2010: 121).
Inspired by the 2011 ‘Arab Spring’ in North Africa and earlier actions since the turn
of the century, Paul Mason (2013) has put together a journalistic account which
explores how these social mutations translate into new types of popular protest. He
claims that there is ‘something new in the air’ of these struggles, which has to do with
technology, behavior, popular culture and the enhanced power of the individual
(Mason 2013: 65). At the center of this novelty sits the new sociological type of the
‘networked individual,’ who operates in multiple networks and favors flat hierarchies
and weak commitments. Individual autonomy in the Web motivates also an increased
autonomy from social rules and institutions (Mason 2013: 130-131). This mode of
subjectivity has fused with the ‘graduate with no future,’ who cannot get a decent job
and whose culture is young, mass and transnational. The hotbed of the new collective
actors is the global city (Mason 2013: 66-73). Although dominated by the networked
individual and the ‘graduate with no future,’ recent democratic movements bring
together a complex demography, which includes workers and the urban poor. Such
movements are inclined to occupy physical space for prolonged periods. They prefer
to be non-ideological, and, of course, they deploy social media to enhance their
actions, their information, their debates and their coordination (Mason 2013: 186,
265-269).
The socio-political effects of new networks cannot be exaggerated. Notably, they
nurture ‘weak ties,’ loose coalitions, experimental communities, multiple identities,
ironic attitudes, shifting commitments and ongoing negotiation. But they also foment
collaboration and a desire for freedom. New digital technologies underprop our
capacity to be simultaneously more individualistic and more collective in political
activity (Mason 2013: 74-85, 280-281).
In a more sociological key, Manuel Castells (2011, 2012) has likewise tracked
cultural mutations in our societies, which are intimately intertwined with the rise of
the Internet. The values of individuation, of individuals guiding their behavior through
self-defined projects, and of social autonomy, the self-determination of social action,
have originated in the social movements of the 1970s. Βut they have been widely
diffused in the following decades. The transition from individuation to autonomy has
been powered by the Internet, which was deliberately designed as a decentered
network from the outset. However, it was only in the first decade of the 21st century
that improvements in broadband, new social software and distribution systems have
led to an autonomous formation of social networks by users themselves. Moreover,
through social platforms, the Internet nurses also a culture of sharing (Castells 2012:
230-232). The Web and wireless networks boost large scale communication and
increased connectivity in our societies. Moreover, they empower leaderless
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movements to get off the ground, to coordinate themselves and expand (Castells 2012:
229, 233).
Finally, as we have seen, in political theory Hardt and Negri have tried to portray this
new form of subjectivity, which arises from digital networks and labor, through the
‘multitude’ (Hardt & Negri 2001: 287-294; 2004: 66, 109, 114-115, 198, 219).
Embedded in new digital technologies, expansive webs of communication,
information and knowledge knit closer ties among all those who work under the rule
of capital. In this ‘multitude’, there is no principal actor whο soars vertically above
other differences, stands in for the whole and partly subsumes singularities under a
particular identity. The swarm intelligence of the multitude can orchestrate action by
means of the autonomous input of its singularities. There is no centralized command
structure but an irreducible plurality of collaborating nodes which connect with each
other horizontally. Seattle and later militant actions in summit conferences, Social
Forums and internet communities have variously illustrated the horizontal workings
of network mobilization (Hardt & Negri 2004: 82-88, 208-211, 217-218, 336-340).
Hardt and Negri (2004: xiv-xv, 106-107) have opposed the multitude to the ‘people’
and Laclau’s politics of hegemony.
the organization of singularities required for political action and decision is not
immediate or spontaneous, but that does not mean that hegemony and unification,
the formation of a sovereign and unified power –whether it be a state, a party, or a
people- is the necessary condition for politics. Spontaneity and hegemony are not
the only alternatives. The multitude can develop the power to organise itself
through the conflictual and cooperative interactions of singularities in the common
(Hardt & Negri 2009: 175).
In their 2012 Declaration, they make the case that the 2011 movements, including the
Spanish Indignados and the Greek squares, ‘share their internal organization as a
multitude’ (Hardt & Negri 2012: 5) which is not a people (Hardt & Negri 2012: 1-8,
46). Manuel Castells concurs. He depicts the 15M insurgence in the terms of an
exemplary networked movement of the Internet era, which is not a populist action but
a ‘rhizomatic revolution’ (Castells 2012: 110-155).
By contrast, the burden of the present argument is that the 15M mobilizations (and the
Greek squares and Occupy in 2011, among others) were not different from, or
opposed to, the ‘people’ of populist politics. Rather, they emerge as a distinctive and
novel figure of populism. This displays affinities with more standard versions of topdown populisms and populist movements of the past, such as the US Populists and the
Narodniki. But it also departs from them in significant ways which hold out radical
democratic promise. This thesis is not exactly a common doxa of contemporary
political theory and research. It has gained, indeed, some currency in recent years, in
the writings of political analysts such as Gerbaudo (2012, 2017), Aslanidis (2015,
2017) and Grattan (2016) on Occupy (see also Prentoulis & Thomassen 2013;
Kioupkiolis & Katsambekis 2014, for cognate accounts). What differentiates the
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following argument is that it does not simply detect a populist frame in the 2011 cycle
of popular contention, but it seeks to spell out how this wave of collective action
transfigured and renovated populist politics in crucial respects, aligning them with
democratic heteropolitics and alternative commons.
In some sense, this is also the thesis set forth by Grattan (2016) and Gerbaudo (2012;
2017). Grattan (2016: 163-164) quotes Lowndes and Warren’s terminology of ‘opensource populism’ to spotlight aspects of the Occupy movement which sought to open
its rhetoric and practices of peopling to emerging actors and groups. Occupy was
suffused with an ‘open-source’ ethos, which helped forge horizontalist identifications
more broadly. But Grattan does not elaborate on this concept of open source
populism, and she attaches it mainly to the Internet and slogans, such as the 99 %,
which went viral.
Gerbaudo, on the other hand, argues at length that the Greek and Spanish Indignant
mixed neo-anarchism with democratic populism in a hybrid political culture, which he
dubs ‘citizenism’ (Gerbaudo 2017: 7). Citizenism is
an ‘anarcho-populism’ which articulates the neo-anarchist method of horizontality
and the populist demand for sovereignty, the mass ambition of populist
movements, with the high premium placed on individual participation and
creativity by neo-anarchism. Within this emerging ideology, ‘the citizen’ or ‘the
citizenry,’ as a sort of libertarian and individualist variation on the subject of
populism’s ‘the People,’ has become the new revolutionary subject (Gerbaudo
2017: 8; emphasis in the original).
Gerbaudo notes, furthermore, how this novel brand of populism diverges not only
from top-down populist mobilization under personal leaders but also from earlier
radical protests, such as the anti-globalization movement at the turn of the century.
Citizenism is a majoritarian, counter-hegemonic radical politics which aims at
systemic transformation. It strives to generate power from below with the view to
reclaiming all fields of society, including dominant institutions. So, citizenism signals
a paradigm shift in both collective mobilizations and contemporary populism. It
originates a more emancipatory and egalitarian version which veers away from the
xenophobia and the authoritarianism marring actual right-wing populism (Gerbaudo
2017: 9-10).
Our gloss on ‘populism 2.0’ dovetails with Gerbaudo (and Aslanidis and Grattan, in
the North American context), but it parts ways with Gerbaudo’s citizenism in a neopopulist key and it sides with horizontalism. Rather than seek to illuminate how the
populist strand affected and altered the ‘anarchist’ strand in the 2011 movements, the
remainder of this section seeks to elucidate how horizontalism inflected and refigured
populism, begetting a new schema of radical democratic grassroots populism or ‘postpopulism’ from the bottom-up. This is what the label ‘populism 2.0’ primarily
conveys.
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Gerbaudo’s discussion of anarcho-populism ends up criticizing the ‘cult of
participation’ (2017: 244). He then calls on ‘protest movements not to see
formalisation and leadership’ through the Podemos party, the SYRIZA government or
the Corbyn Labor leadership ‘as a betrayal…but rather as an organic process of
development, which is fundamental to the contribution protest movements make to
society at large’ (Gerbaudo 2017: 245). Τaking the opposite side, the argument here
insists on how the preponderance of vertical leadership hollows out the democratic
potential of ‘populism 2.0.’ The challenge remains how to effectively direct power
from below in ways which are participatory, egalitarian, massive, and reach out to
society at large. The ‘verticalist’ shortcut has been tried time and again. And it has
been more of a cut of emancipatory democracy than a timesaver or a necessary detour
towards the same destination. The breakthroughs of libertarian-egalitarian populism in
our times could help social movements to build upon them in order to invent new
political forms.
1.24.3. The populist soul of 15M
The populist face of the Spanish 15 M is unmistakable. ‘Democracia Real Ya’ was the
aggregation of groups and blocs which, in March 2011, made the public call on
people to take to the streets on the 15th of May 2011, the birthday of the Indignados.
Their summon makes the prototypical populist moves in Mudde’s and Laclau’s sense:
(a) they identify with the people, the democratic sovereign. This is represented as
excluded and repressed, reclaiming sovereign rights; (b) they draw an antagonistic
frontier between this people and elites, claiming that the elites have usurped popular
sovereignty; (c) they press a series of demands, which are made equivalent through
their association with people and democracy (see Laclau, 2005a: 74, 81, 94, 98,
Mudde 2004: 543).
(a) We are ordinary people [personas normales y corrientes]. We are like you:
people, who get up every morning to study, work or find a job, people who
have family and friends…. corruption among politicians, businessmen,
bankers, leaving us helpless, without a voice….But if we join forces, we can
change it…
(b) Democracy belongs to the people… However, in Spain most of the
political class does not even listen to us. Politicians should not… get rich and
prosper at our expense, attending only to the dictatorship of major economic
powers and holding them in power through a bipartidism headed by the
immovable acronym PP & PSOE.…. Citizens [Los ciudadanos] are the gears
of a machine designed to enrich a minority which does not regard our needs.
(c) The priorities of any advanced society must be equality, progress,
solidarity, freedom of culture, sustainability and development, welfare and
people’s happiness…. the right to housing, employment, culture, health,
education, political participation, free personal development, and consumer
rights for a healthy and happy life. The current status of our government and
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economic system does not take care of these rights…. Democracy belongs to
the people [La democracia parte del pueblo]…For all the above, I am
outraged. I think I can change it. I think I can help. I know that together we
can (Manifesto ‘Democracia Real Ya’ 2011; my translation).
On the 20th of May 2011, when the characteristic encampments had been set up in
central squares in many cities in Spain, and the 15M movement was in full swing, the
‘asamblea de la Puerta del Sol’ in Madrid drafted a ‘texto programático.’ This speaks
again (a) in the name of a collective subject designated as ‘ciudadanía.’ It targets
likewise (b) financial elites and the political class for corruption, unacceptable
privileges and violations of the constitution. And it advances (c) a series of demands
which bear on the fulfillment of basic rights and the need for radical democratic
reforms. The latter would culminate in the institution of a direct and participatory
democracy in which the ‘ciudadanía’ will actively take part (Movimiento 15M 2011).
The populist tone is shrill in the keywords and the mottos of the encampments, the
assemblies and their protests. They step forward as the immense majority at the lower
end of social hierarchy, asserting their common, popular character beyond any
left/right divide by uttering a cross-border 99% rhetoric. ‘We are the 99%;’ ‘Esto no
es cuestión de izquierdas contra derechas, es una cuestión de lo de abajo contra los de
arriba’ [This is not a question of left against right, but a question of those below and
those above] (Movimiento 15M 2013; see also Razquin 2017: 44). Second, they rise
up against political and financial elites, denouncing the depletion of democracy. ‘No
nos representan;’ ‘PSOE y PP la misma mierda es’ [PSOE and PP is the same shit];
‘No somos mercancía de políticos y banqueros’ [We are not merchandise in the hands
of politicians and bankers]; ‘Lo llaman democracia y no lo es’ [They call it
democracy and it is not]. Finally, they enunciate a set of equivalent aspirations to
transform the social system, around the key idea of democracy. ‘Error de sistema.
Reinicie, por favor’ [System error; restart, please]; ‘Islandia es el camino’ [Iceland is
the way]; ‘Ni cara A, ni cara B, queremos cambiar de disco’ [Neither side A, nor side
B, we want to change the disc] (Movimiento 15M 2013).
The populist benchmarks were salient not only in the ‘words,’ but also in the very
political activities of 15M over time. The fundamental populist intent to (re-)present
common people in general animated the hallmark of collective action in the
encampments, the popular assemblies held in public squares across Spain. These
conjured up participatory spaces of collective decision-making, endowing ordinary
citizens with political power and contesting the power of money and professional
political classes. Occupied squares were ‘spaces to do politics without
politicians...spaces without money, leaders and merchants’ (Dhaliwal 2012: 263)
available to citizens, poor, non-experts and socially marginalised people. The
rejection of ideological closures, programmatic definitions, fixed identities and
divides, such as the dichotomy left/right, amplified the general inclusion of people
(Dhaliwal 2012: 263-265, Sitrin & Azzellini 2014, 130, 134-135, 138-139, Feenstra et
al. 2017: 10, 17, Nez 2012: 132-134, Lorey 2014: 50-55, Castells 2012: 125-133).
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The assembly form in [Puerta del] Sol used a unanimous consensus form of
decision-making…. Here we are the people, a little bit of everything, and that’s
the force it has had, and the joy of finding all kinds of people (Amador, 15M,
Madrid, quoted in Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 139-140).
The other cornerstone of populist politics, the clash with political and financial elites,
permeated the discourse of 15M. But it was also performed through their organized
efforts to implicate ‘normal and common people’ in political deliberation and
decision-making. It was actively manifested, also, in recurrent protests against
political elites and the power of money (Castells 2012: 114-115, Dhaliwal 2012: 265,
267). Finally, the core lexicon of ‘democracia’ and a series of slogans which went
viral –such as ‘No nos representan,’ ‘No somos mercancía de políticos y banqueros’–
furnished the ‘empty signifiers’ which summoned a collective identity and unity
amidst diversity. They became closely intertwined with the DNA of the 15M
movement. And, precisely, their meaning was not fully defined, but tendentially
empty in the manner of an ‘open question’ (Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 140, Castells
2012: 120, 124; for the ambiguous meaning of democracy, see also Movimiento 15M
2011). The encampments and the assemblies themselves, functioning in similar ways
in many cities across the country (Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 123, Castells 2012: 123,
132), also yielded an ‘empty signifier,’ a common frame and symbol which drew an
equivalence among the different collective protests and whose meaning was assigned
by the variable decisions, practices and discourses worked out in each site.
This populist mobilization displays, thus, all traits of Laclau’s politics of hegemony
whereby a particularity fulfils the function of a universality: a) chains of equivalence;
b) empty signifiers; c) uneven power and d) representation (Laclau 2000b: 207).
The vocabulary of ‘democracia,’ the designation ‘15M,’ and the distinctive practices
bound up with it, knit (a) a chain of equivalence among different demands. The
equivalential chains revolved around (b) partly empty signifiers –‘democracia,’
‘15M’- which came to encapsulate a plurality of demands, pursuits and significations,
alluding to an ‘absent fullness’ of freedom, democracy, justice etc. Although
encampments were loosely linked as nodes in an open network, a degree of (c) uneven
power can be detected in their midst. Central hubs set the tone of the movement Puerta de Sol in Madrid and Plaça de Catalunya in Barcelona. Moreover, various
‘working groups’ and committed activists were key players in the encampments and
the general assemblies (Azzellini & Sitrin 2014: 123, 135-136, Prentoulis &
Thomassen, 2013: 13, Castells 2012: 132, Razquin 2017: 132-133). Finally, in the
15M movement, a particularity, the thousands of activists who effectively participated
in the encampments and the related protests, claimed to (d) represent a near
universality –‘los de abajo’, ‘99%’- not only in their discourse but through the very
workings of their general assemblies, which sought to enact the rule of anyone and all.
15M was thus certainly an instance of populist politics. What is more, it had a
majoritarian outreach and support, demonstrating again, under the critical
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circumstances of the early 21st century, the power of populist politics to activate and
bring together vast social sectors in the struggle for a new hegemony that will effect
broad-ranging social change. The 15th of May 2011 saw one of the most spectacular
and massive popular insurrections in the history of post-Franco Spain. Eight million
citizens took to the streets and occupied public squares and buildings thereafter, in
more than 60 cities and towns across the country (Feenstra et al. 2017: vii). The
movement enjoyed immense popularity throughout 2011. At least 3/4 of Spanish
people declared their agreement with the statements of the movement, which
succeeded in swerving common sense in a radical democratic direction (Castells
2012: 116, Sampedro & Lobera 2014). This tremendous political impact was not
attained by a hierarchical, centralized political organization, but through the bottomup, horizontalist and egalitarian agency of ordinary citizens.
Although 15M did not occasion a radical transformation of the status quo, it diffused a
deeply democratic culture and a new common sense, and it practically explored forms
through which another democracy can be instituted. This is a legacy that could be
received, reflected upon and enhanced by those who share the same yearnings for
democratic renewal. It has been taken up by the 2015 municipalist movements, as we
will show below. 15M did not establish thus directly a counter-hegemonic subject of
struggle and structural transformation. But it did lay the groundwork for a new
counter-hegemonic common sense and coalition.
If the power of 15M and its populist character affirm the first plank of the argument,
the continuing relevance and potency of populist mobilizations for forging a counterhegemonic unity and political subject under present conditions, what about its
innovative features which refashion populism along horizontalist and plural
democracy?
1.24.4. Populism 2.0 and the queer common: the paradigmatic case of 15M
For some (e.g. Mason 2013, Castells 2012) what sets 15M and the entire 2011 cycle
of struggles apart from earlier collective action is its immersion in Web 2.0 media of
communication. This is the most obvious, almost banal, 2.0 feature of 15M populism.
Indeed, Facebook served to form groups and to weld flexible connections. Twitter
was enlisted for real-time organization and news dissemination. YouTube and the
Twitter-linked photographic sites provided instant evidence of the claims made. The
‘Democracia Real Ya’ campaign, which convoked the original 15M demonstration,
was based on a conglomeration of blogs. Facebook helped them to meet in person, to
organize the event, and to publicize the call through social networks. Once the
encampments were in place, web pages and wi-fi networks connected them to each
other and the world, installing a decentralized network with autonomous nodes in
different Spanish cities (Castells 2012: 11-113, Feenstra et al. 2017: 2-3, 65-66,
Mason 2013: 75).
Digital media were appropriated for the causes of the movement, giving rise to a
technopolitics that allows people to initiate and organize campaigns independently of
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formal groups and leadership. Digital means enable the quick spread of mobilizations
through the diffusion of calls, news and images. They disseminate critical information
and slogans or ‘empty signifiers.’ They allow anyone to participate in open debates on
digital platforms. Overall, they augment the communicative power of people to
circumvent traditional media serving the elites, to speak for themselves and to provide
a good coverage of collective action (Castells 2012: 45, 120-121, Nez 2012: 128,
Feenstra et al. 2017: 65-67, Morell 2012).
However, the 15M mobilization was not primarily digital and virtual. It was embodied
in the physical presence of people in a multiplicity of encampments and assemblies.
The ‘movement responded to the ‘‘Facebook revolution’’ myth with the slogan
‘‘digital indignation –analog resistance’’ ’(Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 122). And it was
not the use of Web 2.0 tools as such which made it an instance of populism 2.0, but
the distinct political logics and culture which assigned to it a singular organizational
form in its off-line presence (see also Tormey et al. 2017: 9). Herein lies the
transformative and democratizing power of populism 2.0.
‘Typical’ populism, on the three definitions adduced at the beginning, is marked by
the unity/homogeneity of the people; the concentration of force and vertical
hierarchies, which are often incarnated in the person of a strong leader; representative
claims, the representation of the entire people by a segment of the population and,
frequently, by their political representatives, a leader or a party. The 15M autonomous
politics evinced these traits. But it radically reconstituted them through its actual
diversity, its commitment to pluralism as a value, its aspiration to horizontalism and
the dispersion of power, along with its rejection or debunking of political
representation. Hence, 15 M populism was a paradigm of ‘common hegemony’ or
‘post-hegemony’ in the precise sense set out in the previous sections.
The nub of the ‘populism 2.0’ argument is that contemporary populist movements, as
exemplified by 15M, instill the 2.0 or ‘millennial’ political culture into populist
politics through these reimaginings of unity, concentration and representation, which
carry an emancipatory and egalitarian potential. These innovations ingrain all distinct
features which single out the 2.0 culture:
1) they offer the opportunity to participate to all people –the core of 2.0 practice;
2) they are an outcome of progressive political activism of ‘volunteers’ who have
borne the brunt of the financial crises and neoliberal policies;
3) they favor flatter hierarchies and decentralized networks;
4) they emphasize transparency and a concern with process;
5) they foster cooperation and collaboration;
6) they seek common ground;
7) they amplify diversity and they respect difference;
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8) they are informed by an open-minded outlook which is not rigidly ideological;
9) they are empowered by digital communications media;
10) they attain a global reach, forming part of a global network, which in 2011 related
the Arab Spring with Occupy Wall Street, through the Spanish 15M and the Greek
squares (Grattan 2016: 163-165, Giovanopoulos & Mitropoulos 2011)
Having already confirmed the points 9) and 10), the focus will be on how the crucial
twists that 15M has put in the pursuit of unity, concentration of force/hierarchy and
representation infuse populist mobilization with all other 2.0 features from 1) to 8).
15M illustrates thus a prototype of ‘common hegemony’ by acting out another
leadership, another mode of popular unity and another scheme of representation along
the lines laid out in the preceding account of common hegemony.
Beginning with representation, opposition to formal representation through political
parties, leaders and spokespersons occupies the forefront of 15M (Sitrin & Azzellini
2014: 121-122, 128-131, Nez 2012: 128, Huguet 2012: 31, Fominaya 2015: 145-147,
152, Razquin 2017: 234-235). ‘Democracia Real Ya’ and ‘No nos representan’
convey the animus of the movement against ‘actually existing’ representative
democracy. Significantly, this negation was not merely rhetorical. It materialized in
the open, participatory and egalitarian practices of collective representation, which lie
at the heart of 2.0 culture and contrast sharply with institutional representation in
liberal democracies.
Despite its antagonism with actual modes of political representation, which institute a
‘standing division’ between citizens and the government and vest representatives with
sovereign power over the represented, 15M politics did not eradicate political
representation in its midst. 15M claimed to represent broader sectors of the population
beyond those actually present at the plazas or on the streets. Moreover, it admitted in
its deliberative processes some spokespersons and delegates of committees, working
groups of the general assemblies and representatives of smaller assemblies (Prentoulis
& Thomassen 2013: 13, Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 137, Razquin 2017: 132-134).
However, the practices of governance that 15M implemented in its assemblies and
encampments actively sought to enact forms of ‘direct representation’ (Razquin 2017:
441) and equal representative governance which is accessible to all, enforcing the rule
of ‘whoever, whenever s/he wishes’ against the hegemony of sovereign
representatives, political leaders and elites.
From the outset, 15M strove to reach out to society at large. Crucially, it conducted
collective, participatory politics in popular assemblies of political deliberation, which
took place in public squares and streets, in contrast to decision-making behind closed
doors. The assembly and the encampment were the two emblematic structures of the
movement (Razquin 2017: 225). 15M set out thus to make politics a public space
hospitable to every ‘ordinary citizen,’ rather a privatized space for professional
politicians or activists. Political rule was located in public platforms which afford
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laypeople free access to political deliberation and decision-making, re-patterning
governance into a shared pool resource (Nez 2012: 131, Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 65,
136, Fominaya 2015: 155, Dhaliwal 2012: 258-259, Razquin 2017: 164-165).
To effectively render political rule a ‘common good’ available to all, assemblies
observed clearly regulated, transparent processes of decision-making. These were
designed to enable equal participation, to maximize inclusion, to allow for doubt and
opposition, and to integrate minority positions through ‘inclusive re-elaboration’
(Razquin 2017: 357), by recognizing, negotiating, reformulating and synthesizing
different positions. Hence, they reached for consensus without stifling difference and
dissent. They practiced a mode of common, collective thinking in progress, which
endeavored to find or create common ground in the manner of 2.0 mentality.
More specifically, they deployed a rich repertory of institutional practices, logics and
relational ethics. They set strict time limits and they allocated the opportunity to speak
in the assembly through lot and rotation. To overcome the limits imposed on the
number of people who can take the floor in general assemblies attended by 1000
persons and more, they carved supplementary spaces of collective deliberation and
debate, such as specific working groups which multiplied in the first weeks of the
movement (Razquin 2017: 142). They recognized only individuals, and no groups, as
equal participants in the deliberative procedures. They promoted this collective
construction of common opinion and decision amidst difference by nurturing an
ambiance of friendship and empathy, which contained violence and actively
encouraged ‘timid’ individuals to step up. Listening carefully to differences, caring
for others, building supportive environments, even hugging each other collectively
and holding yoga workshops were all components of this alter-political affectivity. To
raise transparency, accountability and the equal sharing of participation, they
moderated assemblies, they took minutes, and they publicized materials from the
deliberations and the decisions of the assemblies. Moreover, in the representative
political functions introduced in the assemblies –the posts of spokespersons,
discussion moderators and special working-groups- they enforced binding mandates
and alternation so that the power concentrated in such functions is kept in check, it is
accountable and resistant to long-term appropriation by particular actors (Dhaliwal
2012: 261-3, Nez 2012: 129-134, Lorey 2014: 50-55, Razquin 2017: 176-179, 270,
Morel 2012).
In all these ways, the political representation of ‘the people’ performed by assemblies
and encampments became subject to the power of any and all, rather than an affair of
elites and representative rules. The very institutional technologies that control, open
up and equalize political representation apply also at the concentration of power and
the vertical hierarchies, which are so typical of populist politics in their conventional
guise.
Activity and initiative, a type of collective leadership exercised by the 15M movement
itself, were concentrated in the salient plazas of Puerta de Sol in Madrid and Plaça de
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Catalunya in Barcelona. Informal individual leaders arose due to differences in
knowledge, political know-how, communicative skills, commitment to the cause and
the division of labor among spokespersons, moderators etc. (see Sitrin & Azzellini
2014: 135, Prentoulis &Thomassen 2013: 177, Razquin 2017: 132-134, 324, Castells
2012: 132). But organized political leadership and elected leaders, a standing
separation of directors and directed, were ruled out as a matter of principle, and
decisive power resided in the general assemblies (Castells 2012: 113, 129, Nez 2012:
128-129).
Even the proclamations against formal and personal leadership can make a sea of
difference in comparison to affirming such leadership as a necessity, a value or a
given fact. This principled opposition motivates the cultivation of attitudes and
practices which inhibit the emergence of centralized leadership and top-down
direction. This was precisely the case with 15M. Moving beyond mere
structurelessness, the politics of the assemblies consciously labored to collectivize and
decentralize leadership, sponsoring collective, bottom-up power against any personal
leaders and top-down direction. The institutional machine of binding mandates,
rotation and alternation in decisive functions, the enforcement of time limits and the
use of lot to equalize the opportunity to speak, preventing thus its monopolization by
particular actors, the formation of multiple working groups which enhance the
opportunity to participate in collective deliberation were several effective measures
through which people fended off the rise of top-down, exclusionary leadership.
Crucially, power asymmetries and exclusions from equal participation and influence
were a matter of common critical reflection and an object of sustained struggle (Sitrin
& Azzellini 2014: 135-136, Castells 2012: 144, Νez 2012: 129-130, Razquin 2017:
250). As a result, horizontality, i.e. fully equal power in the absence of vertical
hierarchies, was a horizon towards which 15M tended through a constant fight and
effort. This impure and agonistic horizontalism, the flattening of hierarchies and the
pursuit of decentralization are a salient 2.0 characteristic. They stand at the opposite
end of hierarchical, centralized leadership enshrined as a necessity or a virtue.
Agonistic horizontalism can trigger significant political effects by advocating the
equal distribution of power in practice, in ways which positive attitudes towards
leadership and centralized force obviously cannot.
Moreover, Puerta de Sol in Madrid and Plaça de Catalunya were not akin to the
headquarters of a formal and vertical political structure, commanding from on high
the lower ranks and the periphery. Relative autonomy was largely a network effect.
Encampments in other cities upheld their autonomy, making up a web of independent,
yet connected hubs. The movement decided to further decentralize at a later stage, to
the neighborhood level and local assemblies which enable the effective participation
of all (Castells 2012: 132, Νez 2012: 130, Dhaliwal 2012: 259-260, Razquin 2017:
299, 306-307).
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Turning, finally, to unity-homogeneity, the third pillar of conventional populism,
15M politics was again drastically subversive and transformative. The unity of the
people did not repose upon actual or desired uniformity, but rather on the affirmation
of plurality, openness beyond fixed ideologies and inclusion of differences. These are,
again, pronounced 2.0 traits, which mark out ‘open-source’ populism and give the lie
to Mudde’s (2004: 544) a priori definition of populism in terms of anti-pluralism.
After the beginning, the very composition of 15M assemblies and encampments
became very diverse, hosting a multiplicity of young and old people devoid of rigid
ideological positions (Castells 2012: 115, Huguet 2012: 32). More significantly,
radical inclusivity, ideological openness, the non-partisan call-out to all ordinary
people to join, the openness of occupied spaces and assemblies to plurality beyond the
left/right divide or militants/non militants, the pacifist and non-party political nature
of the movement, respect for differences, minorities and disagreements were core
values of what 15M came to stand for. The encampments constituted spaces for
everyone, where differences were respected regardless of ideological positions, class
origins or physical condition (Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 135, Νez 2012: 125, 128,
Dhaliwal 2012: 265, Feenstra et al. 2017: 17, 22-23, Razquin 2017: 234-235, 260,
270, 416).
Common slogans and characteristic practices outlined a shared frame and a collective
identity. But this was a practical, open and plural identity, under collective
construction, which left ‘the people’ to be an open call that was reframed by the
diverse participatory assemblies. Slogans and processes were nearly empty signifiers.
Their political contents were filled out by participants through an evolving
collaborative practice, in which differences interacted, clashed and tried to generate a
collective outcome acceptable to all (Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 135-136, 138-140).
In horizontalist models of collective action, practical identities underpin patterns of
convergence and community which foment diversity and openness. A heterogeneous
assemblage of agents and practices can more easily converge around strategic wagers,
concrete objectives and revisable co-construction rather than around group identities
and definite political programs or ideologies. Collective action can avoid thereby both
the fragmentation of ‘identity politics’ and the conflicts which tend to erupt among
dogmatic identities that assert themselves. Moreover, sustained interaction which
advances shared objectives can engender a community of practice and, thus, a
practical identification which is not founded upon common dogma or a collective
tradition. Acceptance of empirical ‘messiness’ and hybridity, a flexible approach
oriented to concrete problem-solving and a reluctance to take universal, dogmatic
positions compose a open-minded and pragmatic outlook, a typical 2.0 attitude which
can ‘depolarize’ strategic choices, welding together broad plularist assemblages in the
interests of the many (Hardt & Negri 2004: 86-87, 337-340, Nunes 2014: 42-44,
Haiven & Khasnabish 2014: 239-240, de Sousa Santos 2008: 266-267).
The three foregoing features –open participation and representation; agonistic
horizontality; unity through diversity, common practice and pragmatism- take up the
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center of 2.0 ‘millennial’ culture, resulting thus in a unique populism 2.0, which
signals a move towards ‘common hegemony.’ Crucially, however, to the three pillars
of populism we should add three further differences, which are again specific to our
late modern times and colour distinctly the aspirations to common hegemony:
reflexivity, feminism, and populism after the first wave of popular incorporation. The
six traits, all together, fill out the core of populism 2.0 and another populist
hegemony. They identify it as a singular, late modern and queer species of populist
counter-hegemonic politics in motion. On an endpoint, the case of 15M sheds light on
how ‘common hegemony’ and populism 2.0 embody an idea of plural-agonistic
counter-hegemony, which embraces but also tweaks Mouffe’s agonistic pluralism (see
here above section 1.16).
As noticed above, reflexivity, collective questioning and debate in open assemblies
were a critical practice, through which 15M sought to ward off the rise of informal
leadership and unequal power relations. But reflexivity had a broader compass. It
involved an activity of distancing oneself from collective action itself in order to
ponder its meaning, to think over its potentials, its directions, its virtues and its
consequences. It involved a collective turn of 15M upon itself in order take stock, to
appreciate and to scrutinize its various manifestations and actions. ‘Reflection groups’
were formed in the encampments across Spain to raise questions about everything that
was going on there and to think in concert. The movement put together, thus,
intentional spaces which aimed at improving the practices of the assemblies and the
organization of the movement, in ways that tapped into dissonance and difference as
creative resources in a joint reflection (Sitrin & Azzellini 2014: 133, 135-136,
Razquin 2017: 248-250).
Reflexivity bred attention to the collective process. It implied an understanding of
assemblies and the ‘tent cities’ as a spur of cultural transformation. The slowness and
the length of the assemblies made room for self-reflection, the problematization of
conventional thought and practice, even of the habits of 15M itself. ‘We are slow
because we go far’ became thus a popular slogan (Castells 2012: 144). Reflexivity
feeds on the absence of dogmatic certainties about the best strategies or the ideal form
of another society. The reflexive questioning of ‘universal truths’ motivated an
attitude of listening to others and the collective formation of opinion through the
interaction of plural singularities. Seeing the future as contingent and open fuelled an
ongoing rethink of strategies and alternatives (Tormey et al. 2017: 22-23). This kind
of reflexivity is, arguably, a more widely diffused feature of late modernity. Now, the
modern traditions of science, politics and social forms have morphed into an object of
contest, deliberation, change and variable choices in a contingent world, which is full
of risks and alternative possibilities (Beck 1992).
‘La revolución será feminista o no será’ (Comisión de feminismos de sol 2011: 15,
16). Τhis slogan epitomizes the feminization of 15M populism and bespeaks again its
heightened reflexivity and agonism. The motto was circulated at the very beginning of
the movement by feminist groups in the encampments, most famously in the
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‘acampada de Sol.’ And it ignited immediately debate, contention and diverse
processes of self-reflection on gender relations (Huguet 2012, Comisión de
feminismos de sol 2011). The slogan was contested as divisive by some. It was
vindicated, subsequently, as a distinctive, feminist angle on politics, which calls
attention to social reproduction and domination across gender lines without seeking to
monopolize the identity of the movement. The feminist dimension contributes
crucially to the making of another politics, which angles for comprehensive social
transformation. Feminism was envisioned in the plural number of diverse feminisms
and in the inclusionary sense of a socio-political struggle which strains after greater
equality, sexual diversity and the right to decide about our bodies (Huguet 2012: 3233, Comisión de feminismos de sol 2011: 4-6).
The feminist spin on 15M politics roused a general ‘indignation against machismo’
(Comisión de feminismos de sol 2011: 12). It instigated an increased concern with
everyday ‘micromachismos’ in its midst: sexist violence, unequal political
participation, and any language, attitudes and gestures that feed into a climate of
discrimination against women. The feminist slant turned the focus of debate toward
domestic labor, exploitation, precarity and the unequal distribution of reproductive
tasks. It nourished an ethic of care for bodily needs and personal well-being in
encampments and assemblies. It privileged a different style of political interaction,
which co-constructs the common through mutual understanding, inclusionary
discourse, patience, dialogue among differences and an ‘affective care’ for all, which
was incarnated in practices such as collective hugs and yoga exercises. This style
intended to be less confrontational and less aggressive than the masculine habitus,
which usually prevails in both mainstream politics and social movements. 15M
feminism foregrounded, also, affection and concern for everyday life as a central
political predicament under neoliberal austerity, precarity and unemployment
(Comisión de feminismos de sol 2011: 9-11, 14, Huguet 2012: 33-36, Razquin 2017:
233, 270).
Feminist politics in the 15M movement encompassed, likewise, male groups which
agitated against sexism. It featured, moreover, a queer involvement in specific
commissions, which were intent on challenging the exclusive, normative binary
male/female (Huguet 2012: 35). Hence the close intertwinement of feminism,
reflexivity and agonism. Critical reflection on gender identities and inequalities
stimulated the endless contestation of sexist stereotypes, attitudes and exclusions. So,
again, 15M feminism was not a pure condition of gender freedom and real equality,
but a distinctive struggle, culture and horizon of aspirations (Comisión de feminismos
de sol 2011: 13).
Finally, populism 2.0 alludes to the fact that the populist mobilizations falling under
its rubric belong to a ‘second wave’ of popular agitation for democratic inclusion.
The initial phase took place at different junctures in the 20 th century in particular
countries, when larger popular strata were politically enfranchised for the first time
and they were empowered through welfare policies, labor and social and rights. The
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figure of Juan Domingo Perón in Argentina is emblematic of this inaugural phase of
democratic populism.
At the turn of the century, middle classes and the poor faced new socio-political
exclusions under the weight of neoliberal hegemony and the dismantling of the
welfare state and labor rights. The neoliberal crisis sparked a second populist wave,
which was first recognized in Latin American countries. There, a ‘Left turn’ or a ‘pink
tide’ swamped the continent between 1998 and 2014, catapulting to power famous
populist leaders of the 21 st century, such as Hugo Chávez. This was a second phase of
populist backlash, which spoke to the socio-political afflictions inflicted by
neoliberalism and it was often a response to popular insurrections (Roberts 2015: 150156).
In Spain, after the civil war and Franco’s 40-year dictatorship, the first popular
enfranchisement and inclusion occurred in 1978 under the regime of the ‘Transition.’
This ‘Transition’ was built around the new Spanish Constitution, liberal democracy,
integration in the EU and a rising prosperity. But the system of the ‘Transition’ has
now unravelled as a result, again, of the neoliberal rule and the crisis of the political
system. The alternation of a center-left and a center-right party in power, the
demobilization of citizens, clientelism and revolving doors between administration
and corporations stamped the 1978 regime. In the ‘90s, the two mainstream parties
converged also on neoliberalism. Institutions became ossified, elites were increasingly
unresponsive to social demands and corruption was rampant. The resulting popular
alienation from formal representative democracy and the entire ’78 settlement has
been rising and exacerbating in recent years due to the way in which ruling elites have
managed the economic crisis since 2008 (see here above, section 1.9, and Sampedro
& Lobera 2014).
15 M voiced thus the collective outrage at the depletion of democracy and material
impoverishment, holding the oligarchs to account for the crisis and demanding a ‘real
democracy.’ So, this was again a populist, anti-elite mobilization, which agitated for a
renewed democratic empowerment after a first phase of democratic reinstatement and
following new socio-political exclusions. Populism 2.0 comes late, after an initial
democratic moment. Hence its reflexivity, its rethink of the state and the meaning of
democracy, its endeavor to enlarge the scope of political inclusion, and its potentially
radicalized aspirations to a new, real democracy.
The combination of a politics of dissent and contestation outwards -against ruling
elites, hollowed-out democracy and neoliberal hegemony- with a politics of reflective
deliberation and consensus-seeking inwards, in the internal collective activities of the
movement, illustrates how the politics of conflict and strife can be articulated with the
politics of deliberation and general consent. This conjunction gives the lie to Mouffe’s
lop-sided agonistic coding of the political (see here above section 1.4). Importantly
and more subtly, however, the kind of counter-hegemonic politics undertaken by 15M
and other instances of ‘common hegemony’ practices not only outwards, but also
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inwards, in its collective constitution and self-organization, a pluralist agonism which
realizes, but also twists, Mouffe’s idea of agonistic politics and community.
In the foregoing (section 1.16), we argued that
an agonistic logic would sustain spaces of collaboration and contention among
the members of the political community. Members act in concert and share a
baseline of values, directions and affects. But they may dissent over specific
strategies towards the state and the capitalist market, and they may disagree
over the institutions of another democracy. In an agonistic community of
struggle, a common horizon of political aspiration encompasses contending
interpretations and enactments. The common endeavor should persist amidst
difference and rivalry, tapping into an agonistic sense of the common as a field
of collaboration through conflict.
The virtue of such an agonistic-hegemonic strategy does not lie only in its
capacity to fight domination within collective action. It can also serve to hold in
check ruinous conflict and fragmentation in militant collectives, which would
otherwise divide themselves over the ‘true’ idea of ‘real democracy’ or the
single, ‘best’ road to it. The main political conundrum for a large-scale alliance
for democratic heteropolitics is precisely to persevere in the common
contestation and construction despite internal discord, by acknowledging the
validity of plurality and dissent, and by upholding the legitimacy of differences,
a continuing debate over objectives, policies and strategies, and the effective
possibility to revisit the predominant strategic choices. Internal division and
strife should be experienced as a common good, the common good of plurality,
freedom, enduring contest, exploration and revision, which can help collective
action to become more creative, flexible, adaptable, and thereby effective.
An agonistic counter-hegemonic coalition could accede to a sufficient measure
of unity and convergence despite the persistence of internal difference and
contention by anchoring its community not in a thick identity of ideas and
positions but in common political practice. By taking part together in collective
struggle, in transformative praxis and in lasting debates and negotiations over
the common project, people acquire their shared identities and galvanize their
sense of co-belonging to a political association (see Tully 2008: 164).
The close-up of 15M illuminated precisely how a community can be come into being
and hang together amidst plenty diversity, internal struggle and contestation, by
mooring itself in action in concert, common struggle, common deliberation and
mutual transformation rather than in ideological identity. The quest for consensus in
assemblies and decision-making did not suppress differences and opposition. On the
contrary, differences were welcome and celebrated from the outset. What is more,
collective praxis encouraged the expression of dissent and the negotiation of
differences. It took pains to re-elaborate conflicting positions so as to work out some
common ground, which could again shift at the next round, stirred by old or newly
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arising dissonances. Agonism, in the guise of a permanent debate among different
standpoints, the continuing contestation of power asymmetries (‘agonistic
horizontalism’), deep collective reflexivity and self-questioning, was wedded thus to
the embrace of pluralism and the making of a community in action.
The ‘common’ counter-hegemonic politics of 15M, however, took a decisive step
beyond Mouffe’s version of political agonism, in which the political parties in conflict
strive primarily to prevail over their rivals and to win the game of power under the
constraints of commonly accepted principles (freedom and equality). Powermongering, masculine competition, self-assertion and aggression are compatible, if
they are not boosted, by Mouffe’s agonistic ethos. These attitudes undercut solidarity,
a sense of common purpose, the egalitarian principles and the collective identification
which energize any massive coalition vying for ampler democracy.
By contrast, 15M nuanced and complicated democratic agonism by imbuing its
politics of pluralistic contention with affective dispositions of care for the other and
critical responsiveness to difference. Stepped-up self-reflection in special working
groups and more broadly, the feminist spin on political activism, steering action away
from aggressive self-assertion and the will to sway the entire counter-hegemonic field,
commitment to openness and a pragmatic outlook contributed also sizably to this
mixed and subtler agonism. This is a queer agonistic politics, in which recurrent
contest, opposition, strife and revisions over time are offset and curbed by a politics of
friendship, empathy, care, solidarity and concern for mutual understanding. No doubt,
the balance between rivalry and friendship is bound to remain uncertain, uneasy,
fragile and, most often, imperfect and wanting, setting a horizon of aspiration which
can radiate, however, political effects in the present.
‘Queer,’ a term rehearsed here to qualify a certain paradoxical, unconventional and
tension-ridden heteropolitics, is apprehended throughout in the sense spelt out by
Sarah Ahmed (2006), among others. Queer orientations are those that act out of line
with others and allow thus other objects to come into view. They ‘follow a diagonal
line, which cuts across ‘‘slantwise’’ the vertical and horizontal lines of conventional
genealogy’ (Ahmed 2006: 107). The queer world is a space of ‘unsystematized lines
of acquaintance… alternate routes, blockages, incommensurate geographies’ (Berlant
& Warner quoted in Ahmed 2006: 106). Queer politics involves, thus, deviation and
disorientation, which result from not following straight lines, given models and the
scripts of convention. It is driven by a ‘refusal to inherit,’ which makes for democratic
diversity and the proliferation of dissonant politics forms that are not easily
recognizable (Ahmed 2006: 178). ‘If we see the failure to sink into the chairs of
convention as a political gift, then other things might happen’ (Ahmed 2006: 177). To
avail of this possibility of alterity, novelty and a ceaseless navigation through complex
tensions, we need a queer orientation towards a way of inhabiting the world which
‘supports’ modes of living and loving that appear oblique, out of place and weird
(Ahmed 2006: 179).
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So, the ‘common’ of the ‘people’ in populism 2.0, which is, by the same token, the
common of the political subject of ‘common’ or ‘post-’hegemony, is a queer figure. It
veers away from any common substance -national, racial, cultural, rationalist, human
etc.- and from any homogeneous and harmonious community, which would be closed
upon itself, static, exclusionary and oppressive. The common at issue is practicopolitical. It is an egalitarian and open, ‘inessential’ community, which is stripped of
any strong ideological identity, and values diversity and diversification, always testing
and pushing the limits of pluralism and the possibility of weird mixtures. Hence its
queerness.
The common of populism 2.0 and common hegemony is knitted primarily through
action in concert and conflictual collective deliberation. These labor to weave a
commonality around deep differentiation, division and lack of unity by means of
negotiations, reciprocal displacements, redifinitions and compositions, critical
responsiveness to the other (‘audi alteram partem’) and another affectivity of care and
civility. The queer common, which is internally heterogeneous and agonistic, riddled
with internal disputes and divisions, is also a split and lacking common. It is the
common of a community which is never fully unified and present to itself; the
common of a community which is elusive and risks dissolution; the common of a
community which remains a practical predicament, a fragile and provisional
achievement, under threat and under construction; the common of a hope and a desire
that should never be completely fulfilled, lest that it lose its diversification and inner
contest.
1.24.5. Populism 2.0: what difference does it make?
Far from being an isolated case, the new, ‘open-source’ and queer populism of the
Spanish popular insurrection pervades arguably the whole cycle of contentious
politics in 2011, which was kicked in motion by the ‘Arab Spring’ and issued in the
Occupy movement, passing through the Greek squares in the summer. Despite several
contextual differences, the same elements of populist identification, mobilization and
antagonism, transfigured in radical egalitarian and participatory ways, mark off all
these diverse popular interventions, as well as later ones such as the Gezi Park
occupation in Istanbul (see e.g. Farro & Demirhisar 2014, Grattan 2016: 163-165). In
all of them, ‘cognitariat youth, highly educated and hyper-connected… spread the
tactics from city to city’ (White 2016: 11). Detailed analysis of different instances of
populist mobilization can demonstrate in effect that ‘populism 2.0’ belongs to the
Zeitgeist of democratic collective action in our times. It signals a paradigm shift in
people’s political involvement, which is inclined towards open participation and
representation, agonistic horizontality, unity through diversity and common practice,
reflexivity, feminism and populism after the first wave.
The values of plurality, openness, reflexivity, feminism and its late modernity
differentiate populism 2.0 both from the stereotypical populism of the masses led by a
demagogue and from anti-pluralist populisms, which Mudde (2004) holds to be the
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only ones. The same features set populism 2.0 apart also from the earlier populist
agitations in the 19th and in early 20th century, the historical US Populists and the
Russian Narodniki. Early American populism, an anti-corporate revolt of ‘the people’
against ‘money power,’ also attempted to practice horizontal popular power across
lines of gender, class and race. But it was predominantly a white-led movement that
features exemplars of white supremacy, nativism, middle-class identity, Christian
bigotry and patriarchy, which stained US populism in the 20 th century (Grattan 2016:
54, 82-83, 87). The Russian Narodniki in 1870s ventured into a student and ‘elitist’
‘Journey to the people,’ who were located in the rural communities and the peasants
of Russia. It is a primordial case of populism that romanticizes the people of the rural
‘heartland’ (Taggart 2000: 8, 46-58, Morini 2013). This could hardly be a paradigm of
openness and diversity.
The structural traits of populism 2.0 can figure an ideal type that serves to fathom the
distinctive novelty of various contemporary modalities of populist politics that
contend for counter-hegemony, including more vertical and institutionalized cases,
such as Podemos. Insofar as civic participation through the ‘Cycles,’ digital platforms
of co-decision, second wave incorporation and so on can be discerned in the first
phase of Podemos in 2014, this can be held to approximate populism 2.0 in varying
degrees (see Kioupkiolis 2016). The same holds true of the Italian M5S (Five Stars
Movement) with its pretentions to internet-based direct democracy (see Ivaldi,
Lanzone & Woods 2017: 16).
But the main thrust of this new style of popular mass action is political rather than
analytic. Populism has proven time and again to be a formidable force of majoritarian
outreach, rallying and mobilization. This is the case with populism 2.0, too (Castells
2012: 116, Sampedro & Lobera 2014). Although 15M did not topple the status quo, it
did disseminate a radical democratic culture, displacing the terms of the political
debate. It propelled people to take action in a variety of collective projects from 2012
onwards (the anti-eviction PAH, the mass rallies of ‘mareas’ etc.). 15M occasioned,
furthermore, diverse political developments which bore the imprint of its DNA, such
as the municipalist politics that will be explored in the following. And it bodied forth
another pattern of populist mobilization, which could counter and supplant the
xenophobic, nationalist, hierarchical and conservative variant of populism that has
risen to prominence in many European and American nations. Last, but not least, 15M
charted avenues of political organization and activity which could be travelled further
in order to eventually reach another democracy.
Since 2015, two other leftist populist projects, SYRIZA and Podemos have confirmed
a typical experience of the 20 th century. Vertical organizations, directed by a central
leadership in a top-down way, may achieve electoral gains and even accede to state
power. However, they will fail to overhaul the status quo and to initiate drastic
democratic changes if they are not backed up by a broad-based and self-motivated
popular engagement in the making of key political decisions and their realization. It is
such a popular agency and ‘ownership’ of a counter-hegemonic project which can
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empower populist governments to face up to and outweigh the international forces of
neoliberal hegemony. In the Greek case, when SYRIZA bowed to the concerted
pressures of the EU and IMF, an alternative ‘Plan B’ could have been drawn up and
implemented only if it were collectively owned by broader sectors of Greek society. A
popular majority could transform itself through the active transformation of its
material circumstances, assuming responsibility for the alternative project, taking part
in shaping and executing it, and coping with its consequences.
More broadly, the radical democratic promises of egalitarian populism cannot be
made good without a predominantly bottom-up popular power. The exercise of power
from outside or from above is in principle at odds with the collective self-government
of the people on terms of equal freedom, and it prevents societies from building their
own capacities for self-direction. Accordingly, inherent tensions trouble the relations
between ‘progressive’ leadership, top-down direction and egalitarian social
emancipation. The strains in question became glaringly apparent in a recent example
of powerful populist rule with strong democratizing pretences: Chavismo. The
concentration of power in the person of the leader and Chávez’s authoritative
direction of the bloc of forces assembled around him inhibited social progress towards
self-organization and the self-empowerment of the people (López Maya 2015: 386397, Philip & Panizza 2011: 96-97, Azzellini 2015).
Egalitarian populist movements in recent years have not accrued yet the required
stamina and structure to persist and carry out systemic transformation on their own
initiative. But the ‘vertical’ solutions of the past -centralized parties, governments and
leaders- could hardly redeem the potentials of progressive populism towards greater
freedom and equality. The political breakthroughs of populism 2.0 may do so, if
movements build upon them, prop them up with proper institutional designs, and
tackle their deficiencies. 2.0 people’s politics is egalitarian, libertarian and leaning
towards the commons, but it is still too novel and practically untried in a macrohistorical perspective. The new municipalism is a project to carry further the
‘common hegemony’ of populism 2.0 by intervening on two decisive levels: the
political organization of the collective subject of change, and engagement with
institutions with a view to reconstructing them in the interests of popular majorities,
participatory democracy and alternative commons.
1.25. Notes on political organization for a populist 2.0 hegemony
To recap the reflections on counter-hegemonic strategy so far, the starting point of
our argument, which walks in the footsteps of recent democratic theory and practice,
is that an adequate strategy for historical transitions towards deeper, common and
ecological democracy will be composite. It will meld together autonomous grassroots
mobilization, alternative institutions and relations, the constitution of counterpowers,
prefiguration, the discursive and affective battle to engage common sense, with
institutional contestation and reform. The second major thesis is that this synthetic
approach should plot a renewed strategy of hegemony. This should assemble a
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massive collective actor by aggregating many social forces, it should lead political
action and represent general demands and aspirations, but it should also refashion
leadership, unity and representation to render them more participatory, bottom-up,
accessible to ordinary people, plural, open and flexible. More specifically, the
collective actor and the mainstay of unity will be a people of sorts -a queer, diverse
and open people. They will come together by following a populist political logic,
which appeals to society at large against ruling elites, seeks majoritarian outreach,
articulates ‘universal’ demands and allies a plurality of forces across the major classes
of the ‘subaltern.’
Coming to the organizational question, the third focal point has been that such a
counter-hegemonic agency for the commons will materialize in a complex ecology of
diverse modalities of action, organizations and structures. These can range from
spontaneous uprisings, grassroots activities and community organizations to trade
unions, civil society associations, political platforms of ‘ordinary’ citizens,
cooperatives and political parties. The multifaceted and broad ecosystem of actors
will vary according to context and tactical considerations. From a non-doctrinaire
political standpoint, no set organizational form stands out as the universal and optimal
vector of historical transformation (this approach accords with Srincek & William
155-163, Wright 2018). Enhanced cohesion and efficacy can be attained by a plural
and shifting assemblage of actors if they mobilize around a common vision of another
world and a collective strategic plan which speaks to a comprehensive agenda of
change, while dividing labor and distributing functions –from street protest and
building counterpowers to entering dominant institutions- according to their different
capacities and inclinations (Srincek & William 163, 168, Bond & Exley 2016: 49, 6263, 162, 186).
The overarching architecture of this diverse bloc of forces will be akin to
decentralized network, which may connect political formations with divergent internal
structures –more or less centralized, participatory etc. However, we have warned
repeatedly against naïve notions of ‘complementarity’ between horizontal movements
and vertical formations (see e.g. Srnicek & Williams 2015: 168-169). The paramount
lesson to be taken away from relevant experiences and analysis is that concerted
efforts should be put into averting the ‘hegemony of hegemony,’ the prevalence of
more top-down and centralized groups forcing their specific agenda on the networked
assemblage and diluting its alter-political, egalitarian and participatory orientation. To
this end, all the alter-political democratic institutions, mentalities, ethics and affects
that we have mapped out could be enlisted to ensure that the inner constitution and
politics of the plural assemblage will not succumb to vertical actors bent on
hegemonizing it.
The institutional apparatus is made up of the general assembly as the decisive center;
participatory digital technopolitics; distributed leadership, the rotation, constant
accountability and revocability of leadership positions, the use of lot and fixed,
limited mandates for leadership functions; distributed networks and open spaces of
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convergence substituting for unified hierarchical parties. The ethical, ‘logical’ and
affective inclinations favor tolerance, critical respect for differences, consensusseeking, civility, generosity, a relaxed atmosphere of debate; an affective politics of
solidarity, care and understanding for political opponents in the counter-hegemonic
front; a feminist stance against both gender inequalities and patriarchical,
domineering, competitive and aggressive attitudes; a pragmatic, non-dogmatic
outlook which eases communication and convergence around common objectives
(rather than ideological identity) while breeding a feel for messiness and complexity;
another ethos of humble leadership which empowers people; intensified collective
reflexivity.
The crux is that, in order to avert a relapse into vertical hegemony and closure, these
alter-political institutions, logics, ethics and affectivities should govern and keep in
check any decisive locus of power that surges forth in the counter-hegemonic
ecosystem of actors and practices, considerably affecting its overall direction and
course of action. Such centers of influence comprise, first, ‘core’ organizations which
keep up political activity over time, beyond the ebb and flow of street politics and
mass insurrections that often are highly energy- and resource-intensive and thus
inherently transient. They consist, second, in protagonic political bodies, which a
counter-hegemonic network may put in place in order (i) to coordinate its different
interventions, (ii) to integrate its varied constituency into a common direction, and
(iii) to pursue hegemonic politics proper within society at large. The last task involves
addressing social majorities, intervening in the battleground of the common sense,
strategic planning, and framing common narratives which resonate with widespread
social demands and progressive values of target audiences. It also requires recruiting
new allies among pre-established organizations and social groups (labor unions,
students, identity groups etc.), activating proximate social bases and turning ‘passive’
into active supporters, mobilizing communities, interacting with existing social
networks, and generating meaningful opportunities for a multitude of new actors,
from different walks of life, to join the movement (see Smucker 2017: 111, 141, 157,
160-161, 181).
Thirdly and significantly, prominent sources of power belong to political agencies
within the wider bloc of social contestation which focus on existing institutions and
struggle to take positions of power within them in order to steer the process of
remodeling dominant institutions. Such actors, which are most frequently political
parties, tend to concentrate power in their hands on two grounds. They gain public
eminence and, as a result, they come to be seen and to act as the general
representative of the entire counter-hegemonic alignment. Moreover, they enter the
state apparatus and they gain thereby a grip on state power. This ‘institutional branch’
of the multiform ecology of agencies which aim for democratic change comes high on
the list of potential vectors of centralization and vertical hierarchization. Political
parties typically congeal into a top-down, centralized structure themselves or they
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gravitate towards this direction when they inhabit institutions, under the pressures of
the hierarchical and concentrated design of the state apparatus.
Accordingly, the strategic conundrum of how to prevent the reassertion of top-down
rule and homogenization over and against egalitarianism, collective participation and
open plurality boils down largely to the challenge of how to rein in centralizing,
vertical and bureaucratic lines of force in the hubs of coordination, the centers of
counter-hegemonic strategy, and the institutional interfaces of a heterogeneous
network of actors toiling for a historical transition towards a commons-based world.
All these nodal points of structure, along with any enduring organization within the
complex ecology of agencies which brew democratic alter-politics, are bound to
display various asymmetries. Consequential distinctions will arise over time between
an experienced group of initiators and newcomers, as well as between committed
members and supporters who devote less time, energy etc. Core-base dualities are,
thus, bound to crystallize. This does not necessarily legitimize or verify the ‘Iron
Law’ of hierarchy in lasting functional organizations (see Michels 1968). Motion
must be launched by a certain group of agents before reaching a critical mass and
spreading to larger swathes of society. Moreover, a democratic challenger movement
must lower the bar of entry and accommodate variable levels of participation and
commitment. In order to grow and to scale up, but also in order to respect the
fundamental democratic freedom of everyone to participate in action and decisionmaking as they choose (the freedom of ‘anyone who wishes,’ see here above, section
1.21), a massive democratic contender should embrace all interested people,
regardless of the intensity of their involvement (see also Smucker 2017: 165-167, 177,
253, for a discussion of the core-base discussion in counter-hegemonic movements
today).
It is not the distinction core-base itself, allowing for various tiers of participants
between extremes, which is undemocratic, oligarchic and hierarchical in itself. Rather,
the specific ways in which the lines are drawn and the relationships between different
layers of participation are played out, as well as the particular modes in which the
directive power is laid out will, or will not, beget standing divisions, rigid hierarchies,
top-down command and the concentration of power in the hands of few. This is the
nub, then, of the organizational predicament which turns on whether the scales will tip
in favor of elitism or horizontalist hegemony. Rotation, distributed leadership,
revocability, accountability, vesting the general assembly with the supreme authority,
multiple open opportunities to take part and take the lead, ‘servant’ democratic
leadership which empowers new and ordinary members are some of the ways which
can flatten emergent hierarchies, they can circulate power widely and flexibly, and
they can anchor the directive function in the grassroots.
This argument takes issue both with the notion of ‘complementarity’ between vertical
and horizontal flanks of the counter-hegemonic bloc (parties and movements etc.) and
with Hardt and Negri’s take on the ‘disjunctive conjunction.’ This type of conjunction
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brings together grassroots movements and progressive parties or governments but it
safeguards the autonomy of the movements and the possibility of conflict with parties
and governments when these reinstate hierarchies and closures or they deviate from
the common project of change (see Hardt & Negri 2012: 81, 83). The
‘complementarity’ view glosses over the tensions and clashes between vertical and
horizontal actors, and it papers over the risks of assimilation, suppression and
dominance posed by more hierarchical and centralized agencies which inhabit an
alter-political ecosystem. Hardt and Negri’s ‘disjunctive conjunction,’ on the other
hand, does not heed the need to contrive different forms of organization also for the
more ‘institutional’ actors or for those who exercise leadership functions
(coordinating organs or ‘general representative’ bodies). Unless these actors and
leading bodies are also redesigned so that they become more open, egalitarian and led
from below, it is likely that they will come to sway the ‘conjunction’ and they will fail
to democratize the institutions they take over by making their government more
participatory and subject to ongoing popular control.
Accordingly, in an alter-political ‘confluence’ of diverse forces, any political
formation which takes institutional power or fulfils leadership functions should also
set out to ‘common’ government and leadership. It should subject political direction to
the power of citizens in their plurality by means of constant accountability, distributed
leadership, the pre-eminence of the assembly, revocability and the creation of many
opportunities for civic participation so that power keeps flowing from the bottom up.
From this slant, the political force of contemporary municipalist experiences in Spain
lies precisely in their endeavor to piece together ‘civic platforms’ or ‘confluencias’
which tend to ‘common’ political leadership, coordination and institutional
government by acting on the foregoing principles in the political structures through
which they direct their political activity and take up positions of power in municipal
institutions.
1.26. The alternative tradition of council democracy and municipalism
Ιn 2014-2019, municipalism in Spain has been an exceptional, hyper-dense site of
experiment, reflection and practical testing around the two core challenges of
democratic organization and the commoning of existing institutions, from a
perspective which is avowedly alter-political in the present sense. The main intent of
the concluding sections will be to probe the specific ways in which Spanish
municipalism has come to grips with the organizational and institutional questions of
political strategy in our times with a view to a horizontalist common democracy. But
contemporary municipalism is situated in a wider historical legacy and political
alternative to mainstream modernity, in both its establishment and its revolutionary
variants. To sketch a broader political context for new municipalism in Spain, the
present section will look into this other political heritage, which is internally
heterogeneous and discontinuous. Even where historical echoes and traces can be
tracked, as in the resonance of Bookchin’s municipalism with the Spanish movement,
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they are arguably dim and scant (see Bookchin 2018: 17-21, Bookchin & Taylor
2015).
Hannah Arendt (1990: 256) has brought to the fore a ‘particular aspect of revolution’
in modern times, the resurgence of new, local forms of direct self-government in
times of historical upheaval. These sprang forth in the ‘revolutionary societies and the
municipal councils’ that spread across France after 1789. They have resurfaced many
times ever since, in the Paris Commune in 1871, the first (1905) and the second
(1917) Russian Revolution, the Hungarian Revolution in 1956, and so on. The
‘council systems’ aspired to refound government and to erect a new state order, a ‘true
Republic’ that would directly regenerate democracy (Arendt 1990: 264, 265). Οn all
these different historical occasions, they evince a number of striking commonalities,
despite the absence of continuity and direct transmission. The councils were designed
to allow the direct participation of every citizen in public affairs, to provide every
individual with a sphere of action. They operated as organs of collective deliberation,
decision-making and action. They stood up against the ‘professionalization’ of politics
and the party system (Arendt 1990: 262-265, 273).
It was nothing more or less than this hope for a transformation of the state, for a
new form of government that would permit every member of the modern
egalitarian society to become a ‘participator’ in public affairs, that was buried in
the disasters of twentieth-century revolutions (Arendt 1990: 265).
The councils of collective self-direction, which cropped up at moments of
revolutionary ferment, instantiate, thus, a host of common principles of political
organization, despite their wild diversity. The various types of council have ranged
from students’ and youth councils at universities, workers’ councils, army councils,
councils that grew out of fighting together on the streets, and neighborhood councils
(Arendt 1990: 266-267). First, the ‘formation of a council in each of these disparate
groups turned a more or less accidental proximity into a political institution’ (Arendt
1990: 267). Second, their object was the free political participation of ordinary people
in power. Third, they adhered to the ‘federal principle.’ The disparate councils,
scattered across different locations and sectors, tended to converge, to coordinate and
to integrate themselves by setting up higher councils on regional levels up to the
national one, on which delegates from the elementary councils would sit. Thereby,
they drew the outlines of a new figure of democratic government, which would rest
upon ‘elementary republics’ and the direct political power of laypeople (Arendt 1990:
267).
Municipalism forms an integral part of this revolutionary legacy, dwelling on the city
and neighborhood and city councils, which would federate regionally, nationally and
internationally. According to Murray Bookchin, a keyonote American proponent of
libertarian municipalism’ or ‘communalism’ since the ‘60s, the political project of
libertarian municipalism is to
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radically restructure cities’ governing institutions into popular assemblies based on
neighborhoods, towns and the villages. In these popular assemblies, citizens –
including the middle classes as well as the working classes- deal with community
affairs on a face-to-face basis, making policy decisions in a direct democracy and
giving reality to the ideal of a humanistic, rational society…. (Bookchin 2015: 18).
From this perspective, existing municipalities are seen as battlegrounds, through
which we could revive and further city politics. Cities are the domain where kinship,
gender and age hierarchies were first contested, freedom from domination was
instituted, and the common political realm of citizens was brought into life. Cities
made possible an exchange of ideas across disparate ethnic, national etc. backgrounds.
Cities have given birth to the field of politics proper, where people living together in
freedom organize themselves into assemblies and co-decide as citizens, rather than as
an ethnic ‘folk’ or strangers (Bookchin 2015: 16-17, 44, 105).
This municipalist politics is self-confessedly ‘populist,’ appealing to ‘the people’ as
they are, rather than to a single class. The guiding assumption is that people, across
class differences, can be energized by a concern for their communities, their civic
liberties, food, air and water supplies, their present everyday life, their future wellbeing and the overall environment, rather than for economic issues alone (Bookchin
2015: 176-179). Indeed, the pending ecological catastrophe can pose a common
interest, asserting ecologic interdependence and self-limitation against capitalism’s
drive towards constant growth (Bookchin 2015: 91).
In greater detail, Bookchin’s municipalist project is a non-violent tarrying with local
institutions which strives to augment existing local freedom at the expense of state
power. It would set democratized municipalities, activated by popular assemblies and
coalescing in broader confederations, against the top-down power of existing states.
Citizens would mobilize in elections to take over municipal councils or to put pressure
on them in order to transfer power to legislative neighborhood assemblies. The local
assemblies would make decisions by majority vote, but they would also enshrine the
rights of dissenting views and minorities. Municipalities would decentralize power by
dividing themselves into wards. People could participate freely and directly in
political life by attending popular assemblies held in wards. Expanding and
radicalizing actual civic institutions, the objective of democratized municipalities
would be to institute, first, a dual political power against the state. Thereafter, they
would struggle to replace state power with popular power and transformative politics,
which would challenge domination and hierarchies in all social fields, including the
capitalist economy. Libertarian municipalism would place the basic means of local
production and life, from factories to land and transport, under the purview of city
assemblies, which would seek to meet the interests of all members of the community
(Bookchin 2015: 18-19, 24, 46-49, 97, 100; 2005: 57).
Libertarian municipalism…is an effort to transform and democratize city
governments, to root them in popular assemblies, to knit them together along
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confederal lines, to appropriate a regional economy along confederal and
municipal lines (Bookchin 2015: 93).
Through open civic participation, popular community assemblies would make
policies, while confederal councils, staffed by recallable, accountable and mandated
deputies of municipal assemblies, would be mainly responsible for administration and
coordination, so that power would effectively emanate from the bottom up.
Confederalism would recognize interdependencies and it would work towards a
‘confederated municipalization’ of the economy and a real mutualism that would
thrive on shared resources, production and policies. Confederalism wards off the
parochialism of ‘self-sufficient’ communities and coordinates the operations of
different communities in a just and ecological manner. Hence, libertarian
municipalism is a radical movement for social change and ecology, steeped in the
politics of a gradual confederalism. This sets up step-by-step civic networks of ‘dual
power’ that would ultimately supplant the power of the nation-state. Libertarian
organization and strategy aligns means with ends, deploying egalitarian communal
forms and networks to alter society (Bookchin 2015: 75-76, 87; 2005: 57, 434-439,
446-447).
The ultimate yearning of libertarian municipalism is the rise of a ‘truly
communitarian, egalitarian, and sharing society’ (Bookchin 2015: 31). Ιn it, the
elimination of social domination and hierarchy would also undercut the drive to
dominate nature and would remove the powerful social interests which exploit and
ruin natural resources. Εcological society would tend to community life, personal
empowerment, ties of interdependence and care. This is, from the outset, a project of
social ecology which directly remedies environmental degradation. It paves the way
for a ‘post-scarcity’ society, a society equipped with sufficient technology and goods
which would allow everyone to fulfil their reasonable needs and to lead a good,
meaningful life that is not conditional upon material affluence. Ecological technology
is organically integrated in interactive, animate and inanimate ecosystems, in which
components support the whole (Bookchin 2015: 31; 2005: 65, 348-349, 353-355,
417).
Cities, politics and democracy are intimately intertwined. In the Western history, the
birth of (patriarchal, nativist and slave-owning) democracy is associated with the
constitutional reforms of Cleisthenes in the ancient city of Athens (508/507). The
word ‘politics’ itself derives from the Greek ‘polis,’ meaning ‘city.’ The (Latin) city
is, likewise, the etymological stem of citizens and citizenships. In our times, cities and
citizens have gained an increasing salience. They are sites of political experiment and
subjects of ‘insurgent citizenship’ against urbanizing capital (Harvey 2013: xii-xvii,
86, 129-130, 139-140). Today, more than half of the world’s human population are
urban dwellers (Barber 2013: 5).
Moreover, in the present condition of neoliberal hegemony, cities have become chief
command points in the global economy. They are central locations for finance,
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specialized services and the production of innovations (Barber 2013: 66). Since the
very first urban dwellings in history, cities have been cradles of civilization and global
engines of creativity and innovation. Urban concentrations boost collaboration on all
scales, enabling people to associate with peers who share similar interests. They
promote mutual learning, they nourish diversity and a dense exchange of different
ideas, and they generate a constant flow of knowledge and information. All these
elements of city life kindle creativity and fuel innovation (Glaeser 2012: 19, 247).
Hence, the enhanced prominence of cities in the contemporary world stems from the
paramount role of information and knowledge in digitalized economies and from the
tighter global interconnections, which have dramatically upscaled the traditional
function of cities as nodes that link far-flung places and cultures (Glaeser 2012: 40).
On the dark side of this urban hype, recent economic crises have inflicted vast losses
in urban assets, rights and entitlements for massive sectors of the population. Rentier
capitalism, economies of dispossession and predatory practices have conquered urban
spaces and the housing market. Global economic forces and processes of
financialization and dispossession have actually engulfed urban localities. ‘Practices
of accumulation by dispossession, rental appropriations, by money-and profitgouging, lie at the heart of many of the discontents…for the mass of the population’
(Harvey 2013: 129). Hence, the quest for higher profitability in the use of urban land
has intensified since the 1990s (González 2015: 56).
Moreover, in advanced economies, work has greatly shifted from industrial labor to
the broader field of work for the production and reproduction of urban life. Laboring
classes contain now vast informal, precarious and unorganized sectors. Ever more,
surplus value is extracted from workers in their living spaces –through rent,
consumption, privatizatized services- rather than primarily or exclusively in
production. Historical features of urban life and these recent mutations of global
capitalist forces account for the new, global cycle of urban struggles and underlie the
political centrality of the city for transformative democratic initiatives. The coming
together of insurgent and self-organized citizens in central squares in Cairo, Madrid,
Barcelona, Athens, New York, Istanbul and many other cities in 2011-2013 bears
witness to the political salience and the potentials of urbanism. In effect, thus, cities
today turn out to be central and striated ‘critical junctions’ of
multilevel relational mechanisms that link the global levels of structural power
with the respective institutional fields of tactical power on the scale of the nationstate and with the spaces of agential power of common people situated in
everyday circumstances (Kalb 2011: 13 quoted in Kalb & Mollona 2018: 230).
In terms of their possibilities for ‘common’ agency, cities can enfranchise citizens to
participate politically in local urban communities, while city administrations can liaise
with one another on a global scale. Networked cities have actually knitted webs of
influence and interaction. They could find ways to govern democratically the entire
world drawing on the bottom-up power of citizens and voluntary cooperation across
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borders. Cities represent a level of government which is sufficiently local to allow for
civic participation and to demand efficiency in problem-solving, while international
city networks can work out cooperative solutions to global challenges. Climate
change, for instance, can be effectively addressed in cities since 80% of carbon
emissions are produced in urban sites (Barber 2013: 22-23, 102, 131, 153). Indeed,
cities have converged and committed themselves to meet the climate goals of the Paris
Agreement, wielding a new form of global power (Katz & Nowak 2017: 35).
The modern metropolis retrieves the capacity to empower neighborhoods and
nurture civic engagement, but at the same time holds out the prospect of networked
global integration: that is the promise of glocality (Barber 2013: 154).
Hence, advocates of an urban ‘New Localism’ make the case that cities could
command more power and problem-solving capacity than they think if they organize
differently. By pooling resources, civic initiatives and the diverse agencies residing in
them, and by bringing them together in networks of action that confront hard
challenges, from deep-seated poverty to aging infrastructure, deteriorating education
etc., cities can leverage available urban resources and they can build from their
‘strengths’ to satisfy several needs (Katz & Nowak 2017: 9, 116-117).
New urban politics campaigns for a diversified, experimental problem-solving by
cities, which concentrates on tangible action and measurable results, and furthers
collaboration, participation, multidisciplinarity and innovation. By being close to the
ground and by implicating local actors in the places where schools are managed,
infrastructures operate and people work, city ‘New Localism’ can be more efficient
than top-down policymaking by the central state. Cities can attune themselves more
directly and more profoundly with distinctive local needs and aspirations (Katz &
Nowak 2017: 8-9, 35). ‘Solutions are often more likely to succeed because they are
customized to place, designed and delivered by cross-sectoral and interdisciplinary
networks, and nurtured through local institutions’ (Katz & Nowak 2017: 33).
Thereafter, locally devised solutions to contemporary challenges can travel across the
world, tailored to the specific settings and issues of different cities (Katz & Nowak
2017: 37).
1.27. The alter-political municipalist movement in action today8
1.27.1. Municipal confluences in Spain
This is a global drift and network, encompassing several cities in at least 19 countries
in different continents (Pisarello & Comisiόn Internacional 2018: 10). The present
section will linger with Spain, and particularly with the prominent case of Barcelona,
8

For an in-depth study of new municipalism in Spain, which explores its democratic potentials through
a micro-political lens, see Report 6. Case Studies in Spain (2020), put together by Manuela Zechner in
the context of the Heteropolitics project. For a cognate study of new urban movements and procommons policies in Italy, see Report 4. Case Studies in Italy (2020) by Antonio Vesco.
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where the citizen platform Barcelona en Comú has been governing the city since 2015
(to-date, 2020), led by Ada Colau. The wave of municipalist platforms and
administrations which swept Spain in 2014-2015 is internationally an outstanding
instance of the global new municipalist movement, along with the Kurdish democratic
confederalism (Roth, Monterde & Lόpez 2019: 14). Contemporary alter-political
municipalism lodges itself firmly in the context of the manifold crises of the present of representative democracy and mainstream parties, the economy, steep inequalities,
elite rule, reinvigorated patriarchy, aggravating social expulsions, climate change and
civilization crisis itself. Hence, the new municipalist movement of ‘fearless cities’ or
‘cities of change’ has imagined itself more broadly as a creative, democratic, agonistic
and solidary response to our critical circumstances, which puts in practice ‘real
alternatives that place life and the common at the center’ (Herrero 2018: 7; see also
Colau 2018: 193-196, Roth, Monterde & Lόpez 2019: 14).
In the last decades, the cities of Spain were converted into a motor of neoliberal
‘growth,’ which was engineered by the construction industry and the real estate, the
exploitation of land, the privatization of services and private-public partnerships. As a
result, the crisis of this development model since 2007, notably the ‘housing bubble,’
depleted their fiscal resources. In combination with austerity and the ‘free market’
policies of the national government, which were enforced also on local
administrations from the top, the economic slump plunged cities deeply into debt. The
depression devastated their social services, it drove city governments to sell out more
public property, and it inhibited them from offering a social security net to their
precarious, evicted and impoverished citizens (Observatorio Metropolitano 2014: 9699, 121-135, 140-141).
The same neoliberal growth model, pivoting around the ‘valorization’ of land and the
construction business, bred political corruption. It spawned interlinked politicaleconomic interests and local oligarchies, which pillaged the city and eroded
democracy on the urban level. The corrosion of local democracy was further
exacerbated by the centralizing reforms of the state. These shrank the political
autonomy of city governments by imposing the marketization of public goods, by
cutting back the cities’ budget and by curtailing their policy-making competences in
the fields of social services, education, health, infrastructure etc. Citizens were
disaffected with the national institutional system, which proved corrupt and
unresponsive to their needs. As a consequence, the two ruling parties -the social
democratic PSOE and the right-wing PP) suffered massive losses of voters, and the
crisis of political institutions set in (Observatorio Metropolitano 2014: 99-109, 140141).
Starting to rise in 2014 across different cities and localities in Spain, alter-political
municipalism walked in the footsteps of the 15M movement to confront head-on these
latest assaults on urban freedom and democracy in Spain, reclaiming the city as the
heartland of citizens’ democracy. New municipalism aspired to overcome fear, social
fragmentation, collective impotence, privatization, the hollowing-out of democracy,
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neoliberal austerity and xenophobia, by constructing more social, feminist and
sustainable cities (Aranzadi-Pamplona en Común 2018: 204). By reconstituting
collective ties and by weaving relations of mutual support in everyday life, on the
level of the city, through ‘proximity’ and ‘from below,’ the ‘cities of change’ could
recover and reinvigorate democracy. They would garner power both inside and
outside the institutions, while countering the reactions of ethnic and religious closure
(Martínez 2018: 23, Colau 2018: 194).
‘Wining back the city’ is about much more than winning the local elections. It
means putting a new, transparent and participatory model of local government,
which is under citizen control, into practice. It also means implementing fair,
redistributive and sustainable policies to respond to the economic and political
crisis. Our strategy has been to start from below...Cities are where democracy was
born, and they ’ll be where we can start to recover it (Barcelona en Comú 2016: 4)
Engaging with city institutions and elections was meant to be a component of a
broader strategic tack to social innovation with two planks, the electoral-institutional
and the organizational-movement, rather the essence of new municipalism (Russel
2019: 10, Roth 2019: 59). The movement affirms thus the historic linchpin of
municipalism: radicalize democracy by relocating decision-making in the places
where people experience the consequences of political decisions, by decentralizing
power, by endowing communities with the instruments to make decisions collectively,
by remaking proximity, locality and collective participation the living center of
democracy (Roth, Lander & Pin 2018:113, Barcelona en Comú 2018: 208).
The current call to ‘return to the city’ as the heartland of democracy draws its
rationale from two assumptions. First, the 21st century will be the century of the cities.
This is the place where the vast majority of the global population resides, where 70%
of greenhouse emissions and 70% of the global GDP are produced. Second, the
‘sovereignties of proximity’ promise to become the new political protagonists in
conditions where traditional political institutions and the nation-state wane, losing
gradually their relevance. Local governments, by dint of their proximity to the citizens
and the direct collaboration of a plural citizenry with multiple capacities, can
recuperate the ‘stolen’ institutional sovereignty. They can institute spaces of effective
political participation, co-decision and social sovereignty, while they can also
cooperate globally to meet large-scale challenges (Martínez 2018: 224-225, Roth,
Lander & Pin 2018: 113-114, Ubasart-González 2018: 65, Forti & Spina 2019: 152).
In sum, the vocally alter-political agenda of contemporary municipalism sets out to
refigure the ‘forms of doing politics,’ to recuperate the city and its institutions and to
transform them through the power of the people in order to put them in the service of
the common good. Local institutions should be rebuilt to become less hierarchical,
more transparent and accountable, ruled by the collective decision-making of citizens.
Civic participation should expand by including all citizens and by affording real
opportunities for ‘presencial’ or digital participation in quality decision-making.
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Collective decision should proceed on equal terms and should be flexibly adapted to
the different availability of persons. The objective is to ‘hack’ and to remodel the
governing infrastructures of the city so as to open their gates to to the ‘common
people’ and, thereby, to ‘common’ the city (Junqué et al. 2018: 71, Roth, Lander &
Pin 2018: 114-116, Ubasart-González 2018: 70, 2019: 16). The project of
‘recovering’ citizens’ democracy is wedded to the broader libertarian objective to
attain freedom from domination in its various guises –class, gender, ethnic and
species. To this end, new municipalism speaks for a twin struggle on the streets and
the institutions, in home and the workplace, through resistance and transformative
politics (Herrero 2018: 5-7, Pisarello & Comisiόn Internacional 2018).
What sets off the current municipalist movements in relation to the revolutionary
legacy, Bookchin’s libertarian municipalism and other contemporary roads to ‘new
localism’ adumbrated above is, first, its international networking, which combines
local specificity and action with a global perspective and collaboration, putting from
the outset a ‘glocal’ twist on municipalist politics –‘globalize municipalism’ (Colau
2018: 195). But it is also their distinct alter-political inclinations, the ‘new forms of
doing politics’ (Colau 2018: 196), which are a legacy of the 15M movement in
present-day Spain and should reflect, or ‘prefigure,’ the broader socio-political
transformation they long for.
The ‘other politics’ of insurgent municipalism in our times started out from a certain
diagnosis of the political conjecture after the 15M movement, which estimated that
street politics had hit the ceiling. 15M exacerbated the legitimation crisis of the ruling
regime. It also diffused another democratic culture of popular participation,
horizontalism and collective co-decision. But, as noted above, the movement failed to
reshuffle the decks of power and to instigate ‘regime change.’ Dominant institutions
remained largely exclusionary and impervious to demands for popular sovereignty,
for a more equitable distribution of wealth and for the protection of welfare rights and
political liberties. Hence a turn from mobilizations to ‘the electoral,’ which took a
municipalist inflection in 2014-2015. The aim of the electoral turn was to reach out to
all citizens affected by the crisis, to ‘win the city’ and to translate the politics
vindicated by civic spaces and activism into electoral majorities and local institutional
policies (Baird, Delso & Zechner 2018: 47, Garcia 2018: 121, Kois, Morán & Prats
2018: 14-15, Forti & Spena 2019: 21-22, 29).
From 2012 onwards, political activists and social actors went on the lookout for new
vehicles of political organization through which they could set foot on the institutions
and accede to institutional power in order to make the state apparatus amenable to
progressive popular influence and to counter the power of market actors and
economic elites. Agitation and protest might give way thus to a new institutional
phase, that could meet some of their demands and could consolidate part of their
political achievements. Hybrid schemes of action and structure could both uphold
grassroots mobilization and work for centralized coordination, electoral politics and
institutional intervention, pairing agitation and protest with institutional politics.
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Keeping one foot on the streets and another in the institutions is a hallmark of actual
municipalist politics (Martínez 2018: 25).
New municipalism embraces thus the complex ‘visionary pragmatism’ or ‘real
utopianism’ of contemporary alter-political thought and its open, processual take on
change, which also inspires Bookchin’s libertarian municipalism. Concrete programs,
policies and action, which empower people by confronting fear and uncertainty in the
present, are embedded in broader ‘utopian’ visions of change which inspire hope and
instigate a desire for transformation (see here above, section 1.8, Bonet i Martί 2018:
115, Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 73).
In their swerve towards other patterns of political mobilization and (local) institutions
from 2014 onwards, municipalist candidacies clung, however, to the spirit of ‘real
democracy’ of the 2011 civic insurgencies. Both internally, in their own political
agencies, and ‘externally,’ in the institutions they wish to reconstruct, they were keen
on ‘doing politics in another way’: open assemblies, collective intelligence, horizontal
and participatory decision-making by citizens, a distinct technopolitical infrastructure
that shores up civic engagement, ‘mandar obedeciendo,’ collective leadership,
democracy in networks, open-source instruments and logics, consensus-seeking,
ethical politics, the extension of democracy across social fields beyond the political
system, the proliferation of the commons through a ‘municipalism of the common
good,’ transparent administration and the feminization of politics. All these
components yield the common breeding ground of diverse municipal platforms in
Spain since 2015 and bespeak their common 15M political DNA. At the core of their
vision sits a radical pragmatism, which is bent on concrete action, detailed feasible
plans and tangible results in everyday life. This radical pragmatism prioritizes
‘learning by doing’ and ‘collective learning’ over any abstract theory of chance. It
ventures out to make the city ‘a real and concrete alternative.’ Hence, new
municipalism is yet another manifestation of alter-political visionary pragmatism or
‘antagonistic reformism’ (Aranzadi-Pamplona en Común 2018: 204, Pérez 2018: 3337, Forné, Micciarelli & Fresnillo 2018: 141-145, Barcelona en Comú 2018: 208,
Colau 2018: 195, Pisarello & Comision Internacional 2018: 9-11, Junqué, Tepp &
Ramas, 2018: 71, Roth, Lander & Pin 2018: 113, Rubio-Pueyo 2017: 10, UbasartGonzález 2018: 70, Collado 2018: 103, Forti & Spena 2019: 27-29, 36, 39).
To begin with ‘feminizing politics,’ this has been endorsed and enriched by post-15M
municipalism. It unfolds along several dimensions. First, gender parity must be
realized in the sites of political action, discourse and decision-making. Second,
responsibilities must be equitably allocated between men and women in political
activism and personal life, so that household chores and everyday care are equally
shared. Moreover, political organizations attend to issues of childcare, work and time
constraints by putting up spaces to look after children during collective activities and
by deploying digital means of communication. The digital infrastructure allows for
the participation of people whose personal or family circumstances impede their
physical presence in collective action. Third, emphasis is accorded to power relations
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and their potential reproduction in participatory procedures. Feminizing politics
implies caring for horizontality, collaboration and collective leadership. Specific
facilitation mechanisms are implemented in collective discussion and deliberation to
ensure gender equality and the representation of diversity. Speakers alternate
according to gender and the representation of diversity, speaking times are shorter,
‘timid’ persons are encouraged to take the floor. Such agonistic horizontalism, which
is alert to the always present possibility of power asymmetries, interrogates also the
notion of ‘experts’ in politics and valorizes the everyday knowledges of laypeople in
city’s neighborhoods (Pérez 2018: 33-37, Baird, Delso & Zechner 2018: 55-57,
Barcelona en Comú 2018: 208, Forti & Spina 2019: 98-99).
Finally, the gender perspective should infuse all political decisions and policies by
appraising e.g. how a certain policy proposal will impact different genders. A gender
outlook which ‘feminizes’ politics accords priority to the persons, their needs, their
precarity, their relations and communities, everyday life, care and reproduction. It
acknowledges, crucially, the fragility and the interdependencies of the human
condition over and against individualism, competition, the rule of the stronger and
individual omnipotence. The myth of the self-assured, omniscient ‘superman’ and the
assertive, aggressive and doctrinaire style of doing politics are renounced. By
contrast, much effort is put into nurturing networks, collective work and
interdependencies, by way of listening to the other(s). Political communication speaks
a language of proximity and care, which resonates emotionally with people and their
everyday difficulties. The style of political confrontation is inflected by humor,
sarcasm, empathy and a feeling of security, which derives from being many and
united, rather than superior to the other. Political participation can become thus
something pleasant and entertaining (Pérez 2018: 33-37, Baird, Delso & Zechner
2018: 55-57, Rodríguez & Calvo 2018: 90, Roth, Lander & Pin 2018: 115, Forti &
Spina 2019: 99, 153).
Plunging, now, into the organizational core of municipalist politics in Spain from
2014 to date, this is located in the ‘municipalist platform’ or ‘confluence.’ Several
formations of this kind were convened first in 2014-2015 to contest the May 2015
local elections in several municipalities across Spain. Later on, they were implicated
in administration, as coalition or minority governments in five of the largest cities in
Spain -Madrid, Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, Zaragoza and A Coruña (Monterde
2019: 29-34).
Confluences were alliances between converging political projects of parties,
movements, civic groups and non-organized citizens. They intended to overcome the
logic of traditional coalitions and parties. They sought to become something beyond
the sum of their parts, while respecting the identity of each member. They were
grounded in common objectives and the endeavor to fashion a political environment
where people without prior political engagement and party membership can feel at
ease. They were designed thus as new instruments of social articulation and political
intervention that could bring together those already organized and people beginning or
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willing to mobilize politically. Crucially, persons participate on an individual basis,
not as representatives of their particular projects, and they can maintain a ‘double
militancy.’ Yet, shared commitments, expressed in a commonly agreed ‘code of
ethics,’ should take precedence over the distinct practices and policies of constituent
members. A strong accent is placed on the inclusion of people who are not activists or
party members and do not have previous experience in political action. The appeal to
non-organized citizens to join the new municipalist space of politics, its struggles and
activities –the ‘civic overflow’- lies at the heart of new municipalism (Junqué, Tepp
& Ramas 2018: 72-73, 80, Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 14-15, Forti & Spena 2019: 29,
15, Barcelona en Comú 2016: 8).
Post-15M municipalism has signalled, indeed, a partial departure from 15M political
culture and its commitment to consensus, its externality to established institutions and
the dismissal of leadership. Municipalist initiatives negotiated a delicate balancing act
between assuming leadership and practicing a transparent, collective, participatory
and horizontal process in decision-making and collective action. Hence, complexity,
hybridity, trade-offs between horizontality and leadership, impurity, generosity
towards other participants, organizational flexibility and a practical mindset intent on
concrete objectives and outcomes rather than on ideological debates, give the
predominant tone and tenor to the organizational logics of new municipalist politics
(Baird, Delso & Zechner: 47-49, Junqué, Tepp & Ramas 2018: 72-74).
More specifically, at the beginning, leadership was taken on by a group of citizens
and activists. This group took the initiative to band together an electoral platform and
to lay down the pillars of a political program, which would be further worked out
through the open participation of other citizens. The citizen platform was not led by
any political party. Its first members nominated spokesmen and women. They also
appointed a ‘pilot group’ to set the process in motion and to work for the
democratization of the organization once this has been consolidated. But then the
platform became ‘open source.’ The platform, along with a manifesto which
diagnosed the socio-historical context and a text of principles and commitments, were
presented in a public event. People in the city were invited to join the process of
elaborating it further. They collected, then, signatures of public support and they
organized public presentations and deliberation in the different neighborhoods of the
city. The collective intelligence of the people in neighborhoods and the city at large
was summoned to contribute ideas for renovating neighborhoods, infrastructures and
relations for the better (Baird, Delso & Zechner 2018: 49-51, Junqué, Tepp & Ramas
2018: 72-74, Barcelona en Comú 2016: 5). Accordingly, a collective initiative led by
a particular group was opened up to a praxis of commoning the municipalist project
through collective participation and collaboration.
People who shared the main terms and objectives of the project were called upon to
co-construct its contents and its further development. The municipalist initiative took
the streets and the squares to reach out to the broader body of city residents, beyond
movement activists and political parties. They spoke a plain, everyday language,
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relating to local cultures and employing art and memes to make politics more joyful in
its communication with the body of citizens at large and the endeavor to implicate
people in a participatory process. From the outset, the members of the municipalist
platform authored collectively a code of ethics, which would define the conduct of
elected and appointed members of the platform, ensuring accountability, constant
engagement with citizens, financial transparency, limited salaries and privileges.
Finally, collaborative and participatory mechanisms were put in place in order to draw
up collectively an electoral program, which would constitute a citizens’ mandate,
binding on representatives, and to select the candidates in ways which would reflect
the diversity of the movement (Baird, Delso & Zechner 2018: 49-51, Comú de Lleida
2018: 217, Barcelona en Comú 2016: 6-7).
The evolution of the first municipal confluences in 2015 followed thus a methodology
of ‘five points:’ the search for wide social support (through the collection of
signatures etc.), a collaborative elaboration of the electoral program, open primaries
for the selection of candidates, the adoption of a code of ethics which limits the
privileges of elected representatives, and a campaign which was largely based on
crowdfunding and did not accept funding from banks (Méndez 2018).
This municipalism sponsored ‘citizens’ leadership,’ that is, the rise of new faces who
enjoy ample support among the members of the platform and contribute to its
development in different capacities (as public spokespersons, technicians, leaders of
the communication group etc.). Importantly, it cultivated collective leadership,
citizens’ participation and work in networks. In its own structure, the municipalist
confluence is committed to internal democracy, transparency and the facilitation of
political participation by all citizens. It is administered by a coordinating body which
consists of representatives of all groups and spaces of the platform. The
‘coordinadora’ contains no strong single-person posts (e.g. of a ‘general secretary). Its
members usually rotate on a regular basis and it is always subject to the highest
authority, the whole community of the platform’s members. Furthermore, it reaches
strategic decisions about the platform or the city administration by holding binding
consultations with all the members (Martίnez & Baciero 2019: 247).
Multi-personal bodies of decision-making guarantee gender parity and seek
consensus, but do not suppress conflict and dissent. On the contrary, internal critique,
divergence and dispute in open debates are valorized on the grounds that they
revitalize the politics of the organization. Final decisions can be broadly accepted
even among dissenters, insofar they are the outcome of collective debate in which
differences have been aired and subjected to discussion (Junqué, Tepp & Ramas 2018:
72-75, Roth, Lander & Pin 2018: 115, Barcelona en Comú 2016: 8, Martίnez &
Baciero 2019: 245).
To lift civic participation, the organizational model is place-based, anchoring the
organization in localities, neighborhood assemblies and everyday life. Multiple spaces
and modalities of participation and decision-making are introduced, both ‘presencial’
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and digital, so that more people can get involved as they can and wish, maximizing
inclusion and participation. All decisions should be the outgrowth of collective
debate, collaboration and work in networks. General decisions are voted by all
members through simple procedures. Finally, when the platform elects council
members or enters the city government, both the institutional space (of the mayor,
councillors etc.) and the municipal platform should be kept in place, collaborating, codeciding and reflecting on municipal policies. Enhanced civic participation in
decision-making for the city should be the main objective in policymaking and
campaigns. Significantly, elected representatives are bound by the ‘code of ethics,’
which curtails mandates and salaries, enforces transparency and lays down various
‘incompatibilities’ (Junqué, Tepp & Ramas 2018: 72-75, Forti & Spena 2019: 39,
Comú de Lleida 2018: 217).
Crucially, the municipalist platform is supposed to operate as an autonomous political
organization with its proper political project. It was not conceived by its initiators as a
simple electoral list. Its presence in city halls through elected representatives –mayors
and city councillors- should be coupled with an ongoing activity of an autonomous
political agency which interacts with social movements, neighborhoods and citizens
beyond the city administration itself. The municipal platform aspires to act as a space
of encounter and intercourse between citizens, movements and institutions that reeducates their subjectivity and their ways of doing politics with a view to making
citizens the political protagonists of democracy. It was designed to constitute an
organizational political space which initiates and amplifies debates relevant to the city
(Roth 2019: 61-63, Martίnez & Baciero 2019: 243).
1.27.2. The example of Barcelona en Comú
The complex texture of the municipal confluence Barcelona en Comú [Barcelona in
Common] offers a telling illustration of such a hybrid and multi-tier scheme of
organization, which pairs horizontal participation with centralized coordination in a
way that decision-making at the top emanates from below. Barcelona en Comú was
established in 2014 and won the local elections of May 2015, obtaining 25,2% of the
vote and 11 councillors (Forti & Spena 2019: 45-47). Now, this formation comprises
‘El Comú,’ which contains all registered members (15000) and constitutes the
ultimate collective body of decision-making to which all others are accountable. It
also consists of self-managed, autonomous neighborhood groups brought together in a
Territorial Coordinator; thematic axes formed by activists who are interested in
particular issues (environment, gender, the social economy etc.); ‘El Plenario,’ which
makes the more strategic decisions and is composed of all activists who belong to a
neighborhood or working group (approximately 15000 persons); ‘La Coordinadora,’
which is staffed by people selected by all spaces of participation and a certain number
of city councillors, and it is responsible for plotting the political strategy of the
organization; ‘La Dirección Ejecutiva,’ which includes a reduced number of members
elected by the activists. This executive body is charged with taking operative
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decisions and with executing the decisions made by the Coordinadora (Junqué, Tepp
& Ramas 2018: 75-76).
Beyond its internal organization, in its first term in city government, Barcelona en
Comú rolled out a wide array of policies which executed the new municipalist agenda
as laid out above, and set in motion a commoning of politics and the city, more
broadly. 9
To step up civic involvement in collective deliberation and decision-making, the
government of Barcelona en Comú has launched the digital platform Decidim
Barcelona. This is a signature project which highlights the imbrication of the
‘municipalism of change’ with radical democratic technopolitics. Decidim is an open
access software and data platform, which has been designed collaboratively and can
be taken up and modified by any other institution or organization. It boosts civic
participation by enabling citizens to submit proposals for the city and to collectively
deliberate and decide on them. It provides data bases, instructions for facilitating
processes, educational resources and legal documents. It functions as a public forum
for the co-design of city policies and for increased transparency in administration and
information. It has hosted collective processes with thousand participants, and it
supports both online and offline participation. People can make calls for for offline
meetings. Citizens can follow the development of their proposals and may decide to
organize themselves to forward these proposals. Finally, it is itself a telling instance of
a ‘public-common.’ Decidim has been devised and funded by public institutions. But
it is being designed, developed and managed by an open community of associations,
researchers, activists etc. (Roth, Lander & Pin 2018: 116-117, Barandiaran 2019:
193).
Citizens’ political empowerment was fostered through various other practices and
mechanisms. People took part in the co-production of public policies, from their
design to their implementation, through the ‘Neighborhood Plans’ and the ‘multiconsultations.’ Effective control over the administration was augmented by
monitoring the ethical conduct of civil servants and by increasing the transparency of
financial administration, the execution of the budget etc (Bonet i Martί 2018: 114115).
Beyond the practices of government and policymaking themselves, contemporary
municipalisms nurture the commons and the commoning of public goods and services
more broadly. Cities have devised institutional frameworks which bolster the
collective construction and the community management of public services and
infrastructure, from energy and water supplies to education, in accord with the
principles of universality, accessibility, sustainability, accountability, transparency
and democratic administration (Forné, Micciarelli & Fresnillo 2018: 142-143). Since
9

Our aim here is not produce a full account and assessment of such policies, but only to provide some
relevant indications. For a more detailed and updated discussion, see the report on municipalism in
Barcelona by M. Zechner, Report 6. Case Studies in Spain (2020).
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2015, when Barcelona en Comú took over the city administration, the politics of
urban commons in Barcelona has transferred municipal goods to communities for the
realization of social and cultural projects. It has endorsed the community management
of public buildings and services, and it has striven for the ‘remunicipalization’ of
basic services. ‘Remunicipalization’ included the creation of a new energy company
and the ongoing struggle to recuperate the privatized water company of Barcelona
(Forné, Micciarelli & Fresnillo. 2018: 142-145, Bonet i Martί 2018: 114). In this
context, the city drafted the ‘Citizen Assets program for community use and
management.’ This program regulates civic access to municipal goods and their
transfer to citizens’ groups or communities (Forné, Micciarelli & Fresnillo 2018:
145). According to the municipality:
In the city of Barcelona there is a long tradition of municipal public property being
used for community purposes, including real estate, plots of land or facilities
managed by non-profit organisations…
The Citizen Assets programme for community use and management… is based on
the logic that public things (municipal property) can become communal (citizen
patrimony) through new forms of shared management and interaction.
This legal framework confers regulatory and administrative protection and weight
on the management of what is known as ‘common urban assets’…certain resources
which had strong social, territorial and emotional ties to the communities that
claimed and inhabited them.
The distinctive feature of these practices is shared management and governance by
a certain organised group which, on the basis of direct management, undertakes to
ensure the collective enjoyment and care of that location for the benefit of both
current and future generations.
This reinvention of the public property management model becomes a citizen-led
laboratory of democracy, providing tools, training and empowerment to the
communities responsible for the management.
(Ajuntament Barcelona 2018).
A ‘Citizen Assets Catalogue’ lists municipal buildings, spaces and plots of land,
whose use has been assigned, or can be assigned, to non-profit civic associations. An
internal, municipal ‘Citizen Assets Board’ coordinates the transfer of use, it oversees
the management of municipal goods, and it formulates policies for the promotion of
civic property and use. So far, the paradigmatic case of Can Batlló, a vast, former
industrial complex, which has been granted to a citizens’ platform for thirty years,
illustrates the potential of new public-community partnerships. These synergies are
for the common benefit, rather than for profit, they engage in cultural activity and
they improve the quality of life in the neighborhoods. The city has also introduced the
‘Community Balance Sheet.’ This is a tool for citizens’ groups to self-assess their use
of municipal goods according to criteria of ‘social impact and return, democratic,
transparent and participation-based internal management, environmental and
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economic sustainability and the care of people and processes’ (Ajuntament Barcelona
2018).
In the economic field, more specifically, the mainspring of present-day political
municipalism is to stimulate a local ‘self-centered’ development, which valorizes
existing resources and meets citizens’ needs with them on the scale of the city, the
district and the neighborhood (or the village). This other logic of ‘community’
development is ecological. It takes account of the ‘externalities’ it incurs, it is pluralist
and it favors small enterprises, which are embedded in neighborhoods and are
motivated by wider social and environmental concerns, beyond mere profit-seeking as
the absolute priority (Corrons, Alvarez & Fernández 2018: 175-177).
A diverse repertoire of municipal policies feed into the project of building ‘economies
for the common good.’ These comprise, first, the co-production of economic policies
by city governments and territorial protagonists, the cooperation of the municipality
with private entities and communities in several projects, such as the reindustrialization of Zona Franca, and the co-responsibilization of citizens and
companies in the making and the execution of municipal policies. Second, the
allocation of several resources, tools and funding in order to incentivize and foment
the Social and Solidarity Economy (SSE), in which socio-economic innovations tend
to social purposes and needs (Corrons, Alvarez & Fernández 2018: 176-178, Bonet i
Martί 2018: 113). Local or community currencies feature among these instruments
(see Dini & Kioupkiolis 2019). Finally, the advancement of democracy in the
workplace, by way of establishing municipal partnerships and contracts with
enterprises which are in line with criteria of gender parity, social inclusion and
internal democratic organization.
In Barcelona, specifically, the city government carried forward the SSE and the coproduction of economic politics with civic associations in various ways. It invested a
considerable budget in this cause (4 million euros per year). It opened funding lines
for cooperatives and SSE initiatives. Furthermore, the administration implemented
educational programs. It set up centers of information and support for new initiatives,
it fabricated instruments of coordination and support, and it knitted municipal and
international networks, among others (Corrons, Alvarez & Fernández 2018: 176-178).
Finally, but crucially, municipalism folds city ‘commoning’ into an expansive, open
and heterogeneous idea of the urban community, which is hospitable not only to
cultural and sexual diversity, but also to immigrants and refugees. Hence, it embraces
practices and networks of global solidarity. Furthermore, new municipalism stands for
the reception and inclusion of immigrants and refugees, the protection of their rights
and self-organization. Immigrants should be treated as citizens from the outset,
enfranchised to participate in local and muninicipal democracy. They should have
access to public services, and their integration into civil society should be facilitated
(Hansen et al. 2018: 183-186).
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1.27.3. Drawing a first balance
In short, the ‘municipalist wager’ of 2014-2015 was practically a project of
combatting corruption, dismantling local oligarchic regimes, remedying inequalities,
meeting urgent social needs and recovering a sense of ethics and citizens’ democracy
in government. These objectives would be reached by way of ‘taking’ the institutions
which were the closest to citizens, transfiguring them into spaces of decision-making
by the people (Observatorio Metropolitano 2014: 143; Subirats 2018: 95-96).
No doubt, despite its promises, aspirations and enthusiasm, this ‘wager’ was faced
with daunting challenges and limitations from the outset. Beyond the ‘taking’ of local
government and a better style of administration, a radical realignment of local power
relations and political struggle with potent oligarchies would be required to dislodge
vested economic interests and corrupt elites at the municipal level. A major reform of
the national institutional order, which in recent years abridged the political
competences of municipalities, reduced their resources and foisted on them strict
budgetary constraints, would be also in order. City governments control only 13% of
the national state budget, and state legislation since 2013 (the ‘Montoro Law’) has
prohibited the use of surpluses for social purposes. Hence, to push for effective
decentralization, any counter-hegemonic bloc would also need to contend with the
state beyond cities themselves. Democratic cities need to get rid of the heavy
municipal debt and to figure out another economic model, which is geared towards
the remunicipalization of common goods and services, it commons public assets, it
incubates collaborative economies and it breaks with market-oriented ‘urban growth’
(Observatorio Metropolitano 2014: 144-161, Subirats 2018: 95, Bonet i Martί 2018:
115, Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 50-51, Cutillas 2019).
Hence, in order to be actually transformative, municipalism could not confine itself to
good and responsible administration. It would have to push back the existing bounds
of municipal power, to reorder political institutions and to experiment with a new
democratic institutionality through fights, insubordination and generative action.
Furthermore, the tight interconnection of territories and regions, the embeddedness of
localities into larger scales, socio-economic inequalities across regions, municipalities
and neighborhods, social complexity and fragmentation tend to render the municipal
level insufficient to take meaningful decisions and to restore people’s democracy.
Practically all significant decisions concerning municipalities are determined at other
scales. In the Spanish political system, regional governments avail of 30-40% of the
state budget and possess higher competences in the fields of education, health and
transport. Moreover, powerful economic actors, such as financial players, banks,
investors and constructors intervene on the regional and national level and can
override municipal administrations (Garcίa Lόpez 2019, Latorre Tapis 2019).
Municipal processes and movements need, thus, to federate into a political and
institutional subject which would be potent enough to negotiate the debt, to reinforce
municipal autonomy and to recover local democracy.
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Last, but not least, counter-hegemonic contention and citizens’ self-government is
predicated on the ongoing engagement and political activity of considerable sectors of
the population. To involve citizens in democratic institutional change, public
decisions should be fully transparent, and city officers should be accountable to civic
bodies. Representatives should be reduced to the minimum necessary, and effective
mechanisms should be instituted to enfranchise citizens to decide and vote directly on
the principal city policies, demoting municipal government to an administrative and
executive role. New models of citizens’ deliberation and mandate should be devised,
combining online with offline participation and enlarging the actual scope of decisionmaking by society (Observatorio Metropolitano 2014: 147-159).
In 2019, four years after the first electoral victories of the new alter-municipalism in
local elections and the end of the first term of municipalist governments, the balance
is mixed and ambiguous in terms of its transformative effects. The fields in which
new policy initiatives unfolded in several ‘cities of change’ include: democratic
empowerment, civic participation and control over the public administration;
redistributive policies and increased social expenditure; reinforcement of social
services and public care, particularly for vulnerable persons; gender equality;
improvement of the quality of city life in districts and neighborhoods; a new model of
urbanism beyond speculation, gentrification and touristification; sustainable,
ecological and resilient cities; new urban economies focused around social and
solidarity economies, circularity, proximity and healthy alimentary systems; new
urban cultures and narratives; municipalist networks that intend to scale up and scale
out municipalist politics on the regional, the national and the international level (Kois,
Morán & Prats 2018: 140-183, Méndez 2019: 116-129). Outcomes are variable and
diverge from city to city.
Important breakthroughs have been accomplished in the core items of the municipalist
agenda –citizens’ democracy and decentralization. Local forums and digital platforms
for collective participation in policymaking have been put in place in Madrid and
Barcelona, among other cities. Digital media, which enable citizens to submit and
vote their own policy proposals, participatory processes, through which municipal
policies (such as the energy policies in Cádiz) are co-produced by citizens and
authorities, the inclusion of social actors in the management of urban services and
infrastructures, were all deployed to bridge the gap between the inside and the outside
the institution. These initiatives reshaped the practices of public decision-making and
incorporated new social agents (Méndez 2019: 132). To illustrate, in the Decidim
technopolitical machine of Barcelona, till the end of 2018 more than 1100 popular
assemblies were convened. Approximately 13000 proposals had been submitted, out
of which 9100 are now public policies. The strategic plan of the city, which regards
40% of the city’s budget, has been co-decided through this digital platform
(Barbadian 2019: 196).
But these democratizing initiatives have come up against institutional, bureaucratic
and party-political barriers, while collective deliberation and participation have been
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often scant and poor. Critics point out the relative lack of deliberative spaces and
mechanisms through which participatory processes with civic associations can reach
binding decisions. Digital politics tend also to reproduce inequalities based on class,
age, education and geographical location (Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 140-142, 185186). Furthermore, sound financial management decreased cities’ indebtment and
permitted considerable rises in social expenditure (e.g. up to 24% in the first year of
Ahora Madrid’s term and 22.2% in the next year). But the austerity laws of the central
state impeded the further expansion of redistributive social policies, uncovering the
limits of municipal autonomy (Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 148-149). The same holds
largely true for the policies of ‘cities of refuge,’ which attended to immigrants and
refugees, seeking to offer hospitality, security and housing (Kois, Morán & Prats
2018: 156-157).
The ‘city of cares’ caters to health, well-being and the everyday needs of citizens, in
both emotional and material respects, meeting basic needs, assisting disabled persons,
tending to immigrants etc. It cherishes, also, a more ‘caring’ and sensitive style of city
administration, universal accessibility to health services and social economy policies
to fight unemployment (through e.g. the MARES project in Madrid). This cluster of
policies circulated a novel narrative, which imparted a transformative meaning to
several measures of the new city government. But its transversal implementation has
encountered practical difficulties across the different departments of the
administration (Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 160-161).
Nevertheless, new ventures in the social and solidarity economy (SSE), such as the
MARES project, have been innovative and unprecedented in the municipal agenda of
cities like Madrid. MARES aimed at the creation of quality jobs, the growth of
community and cooperative enterprises which nourish sustainable cities. It planned to
scale up the SSE in five sectors, from food and energy to cares, each one in each
district of the capital with a view to anchoring SSE enterprises in the neighborhoods.
This resulted in an incipient, but significant process which gestured towards ecosocial
transitions (Kois, Morán & Prats: 179, Garcίa Lόpez 2019). Barcelona had a legacy of
cooperativism long before the mayorship of Ada Colau. But the strong sponsorship of
the SSE by the administration of Barcelona en Comú raised its visibility and
effectively doubled the number of cooperatives established per year (Kois, Morán &
Prats 2018: 218-219).
Likewise, ambitious plans were designed to tackle climate change, to cut the use of
cars and carbon emissions and to raise sustainable mobility by pedestrianizing central
avenues, by extending bike paths and by limiting car traffic. This is the case of Plan A
in Madrid, which has made an impact. Despite their limitations, or their lack of longterm perspective, such environmental policies generated crucial pedagogic and
counterhegemonic effects by foregrounding and disseminating narratives oriented
towards ecosocial transitions (Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 170-171, 182-183, 212-213,
Bonet i Martί 2019: 114, Méndez 2019: 119-120; in Madrid, these policies were
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contradicted by the relaunch of massive real estate projects such as ‘Operation
Chamartín’, now dubbed ‘Madrid Nuevo Norte;’ see Carmona 2019).
Regarding policies of space, the ‘right to housing’ has also been at the epicenter of the
municipalist agenda in several cities, including Zaragoza and Barcelona, where Ada
Colau and other members of the confluence were famously militants of the antieviction PAH movement. A battery of policies and a considerable increase of city
funding have been channelled to help middle and lower classes pay the high rents of
Barcelona or gain access to a ‘social rent’ through the construction of council housing
or ‘protected housing’ by private constructors. The latter are now obliged to dedicate
30% of new constructions to affordable housing. Despite concerted efforts, budgetary
constraints and the limited competences of the city government did not allow it to
adequately tend to existing needs and to prevent further rises in rents and house prices
(Kois, Morán & Prats 2018: 196-197).
Furthermore, municipalism in government had a strong feminist inflection, and it
deliberately sought to eschew the ‘local trap’ (Russell 2019). Barcelona en Comú
placed at the core of its policies a robust and integral feminist agenda, which was coproduced by women’s collectives and municipal departments and revolved around
four axes which traverse all aspects of city government and life: institutional change
through a review of budgets, contracts, subsidies etc. from a perspective of gender
equality, economy for life and organization of time regarding employment, care,
feminization of poverty, inhabitable and inclusive neighborhoods attending to
security, mobility and ecology, and city of rights, furthering gender equality in
participation, culture, health, measures against male violence (Kois, Morán & Prats
2018: 204-205; see also Report 6. Case Studies in Spain, and Kois, Morán & Prats
2018: 162-163 for feminist municipal politics in Madrid, more specifically). They also
inaugurated a municipal Department of Feminisms and LGTBI, as well as a Center of
LGTBI resources. The election of the first woman mayor of Barcelona –Ada Colauand the parallel election of Manuela Carmena in 2015 in Madrid, backed up by the
municipalist confluence ‘Ahora Madrid,’ were just emblematic of a much larger and
complex feminization of politics, which informs new municipalism.
To escape the ‘local trap,’ policies on housing, sustainable mobility, clean air and
economic reactivation were designed and implemented in Barcelona on a
metropolitan level, taking account of larger scales and interconnections (Bonet i Martί
2018: 114). More broadly, new municipalist initiatives contrived practices and
theoretical perspectives to explore how the local state can turn into an entry point for a
larger transformative process that would unleash systemic effects. Hence, they came
to grips with the question of scale and systemic, global interconnections by
converging in global and regional networks of ‘fearless cities’ (since 2017; see
Bertran 2019). They launched confluences to contest regional elections (such as
Catalunya en Comú–Podem), and they opened national channels of collective debate,
collaboration and mutual support among municipalist platforms in Spain (such as the
networks and regular encounters of MAC and Municilab). The ‘benchmarking’ of
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good, replicable practices of municipalist alter-politics, the composition of ‘protocols’
and the exchange of knowledge around good practices have been also political
precipitants which were employed by municipalist organizations in order to overcome
the diaspora of micro-spheres and elicit system change (see Rubio-Pueyo 2017: 19,
Russell 2019: 20, Bertran 2019: 280).
On the other hand, inhabiting the institutions brought on the typical institutional
inertia and bureaucratization of the ‘new politics.’ In addition to the legal and
institutional bounds on the political power of municipalities in Spain, bureaucratic
procedures, technical and political complexities, the forced compromises of minority
or coalition governments, resistances by economic and financial elites, an
administrative staff which was not aligned with the municipalist projects, the
particular rhythms and the daily agenda of city administration in conjunction with
their administrative inexperience absorbed the energies of municipalist actors in city
government. Municipal organizations were weakened, thus, and municipal members
of the administration lost contact with social movements, the neighborhoods and the
streets. A feeling of exhaustion and isolation set in, exacerbated by the constant
attacks by elite forces and mainstream media (see Fundaciόn de los comunes 2018:
38-40, Collado 2018: 105-106, Monterde 2019: 45-47, Giocco 2018).
Short-term pressures, battles with financial and political elites, the complexities of
articulating broad consensus, and institutional blockages, aggravated by national
Catalan politics in Barcelona, have often resulted in the lack of concern with longterm plans, democratic processes and integral, systemic narratives, which could
prompt the wider renewal of prevailing imaginaries and the life-styles of broad social
sectors. What is arguably missing thus is
a tangible narrative that would allow the confluences to integrate their past
achievements, present diagnoses, and future projects into a compelling
account...[in] a framework that is immediately accessible to the broader public
(Rubio-Pueyo 2017: 19)
Neoliberal imaginaries and power structures are still the order of the day. A counterhegemonic contention will be long-haul. A discursive-affective intervention in
popular imaginaries which are ensnared in neoliberalism will be a main plank of this
counter-hegemonic enterprise. The mutations in the political culture occasioned by
15M have turned out to be only incipient and far from diffuse across all sectors of the
population. The traditional political culture of representation and delegation persists.
The majority of the people do not see political participation in democratic movements,
social institutions and associations as a permanent chapter of their life (Martίnez &
Baciero 2019: 250).
Indeed, after 2015 and an apparent ‘stabilization’ or even ‘recovery’ of the Spanish
economy, people have been considerably demobilized. The cycle of protest has
suffered a relative paralysis, depriving thus the municipalist formations of a source of
power and a driving impulse. The will to rupture and change the institutions gave
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often way to political moderation, ‘good management,’ ‘governmentalism’ and a
conservative interpretation of the 15M political orientation, which gave up on the
contestation of the neoliberal and post-democratic regimes. Civic participation was
frequently poor or confined to public consultations, which did not amount to a real coproduction of city policies. Lack of experience in government, minority governments
and the resistance of established forces account partly only for this reformist drift and
the political impotence of municipalist actors (García 2018: 125, Vilaregut 2018: 136137, Kois et al. 2018: 224, Rubio-Pueyo 2017: 19, Carmona 2019).
Political trajectories and relations with social movements and citizens varied from one
city to another. In Madrid, for instance, the new mayor practiced an old-style
personalist politics. She essentially broke with the municipal confluence at the outset
of her term in office. She held on to neoliberal ‘urban development’ projects and she
forsook the aspiration to tweak and reconstruct the ‘institutional machine.’ Political
direction was largely concentrated in her hands, and it was divorced from the social
bases of the movement. In the absence of institutional checks, it was almost
impossible for the municipalist constituency in Madrid to exert control over the
members of the council it had elected. The links between institutions and movements
broke apart soon. A compromising attitude towards powerful corporate interests was
adopted, while austerity politics were not effectively challenged. These developments
sparked intense clashes and fissures in Madrid’s municipalism, throwing the
municipalist project into crisis (Carmona 2019, Méndez 2019, Garcίa Lόpez 2019,
Giocco 2019).
In Barcelona, movements, which were also incοrporated to some extent in the
administration, took to the politics of lobbying. They remained active outside the
institutional realm and they pressurized the city government of Ada Colau, pushing
for policies beyond the reformist mold. They opted, thus, for a political stance of both
collaboration and conflict with the ‘new politics,’ confronting new reformism with a
political disposition of being both inside and against the institution and institutional
municipalism (Fundaciόn de los communes 2018: 46-47).
In general, the collective agency, the transformative power and the will of
municipalist politics to disobey and oppose the status quo hinge largely on the
effective organization and activity of the municipalist platforms which launch the
project of change. This power and will decline to the point of death under three, at
least, circumstances, as the recent lessons from Spanish municipalism indicate. First,
if the elected representatives of the platform, who command the main decisionmaking power in city administration and enjoy the greatest public prominence,
arrogate all decisive and communicative power to themselves rather than remaining
organically connected with the municipalist community and social movements.
Second, if the municipalist formation does not maintain strong linkages and living
circuits of interaction with democratic movements, associations and ordinary citizens
in the city, drawing sustenance from their demands, their proposals, their energies,
their critiques and their dreams. To effect change, municipalism must be profoundly
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social and concentrate on social movements and civil society (Garcίa Lόpez 2019).
Third, if an autonomous and expansive operation of the platform, territorially
grounded in neigborhood assemblies and sectorial groups, is not sustained over time.
When this independent organizational life and the territorial roots are lacking, the
municipalist project is bound to lose control over its elected representatives. The
reassertion of hierarchies, centralization, bureaucratization and conservatism follow
suit (the case of Madrid is telling in this respect, see Pablo Carmona 2019). Herein
lies a key organizational challenge for municipalist alter-politics. It can fruitfully
respond by cementing organizational bonds between institutional spaces, the
platforms themselves and social movements, and by investing in network
collaboration, the exchange of knowledge and mutual reinforcement among
municipalist schemes (Martίnez & Beciaro 2019: 246, Bertran 2019: 288).
It transpires, thus, that the municipalist platforms can furnish an adequate structure –
one among others- through which the ‘organizational conundrum’ for a democratic
alter-political hegemonic bloc can be addressed in parts. They have not only staged
spaces of encounter, articulation and collective strategizing that bring together a
plurality of social, political actors and ‘ordinary’ citizens. They have also functioned
as political machines, which take over key tasks of a counter-hegemonic struggle –the
diffusion of a new common discourse and identity, the adumbration of a new
collective vision, the coordination of dispersed multiplicities, the coalescence of
fragmented actors into a broader collective agency, the appeal to society at large to
join forces, the endeavor to contend with and transform existing institutions.
Crucially, for the purposes of an alter-political mode of organizing, they have done so
in ways which ‘common’ counter-hegemonic politics. They have uttered a plain
discourse to which broader sectors can relate. They have involved previously nonorganized citizens in drafting a common political program and electoral list. They
have assigned a central decision-making power to the ‘general assembly’ (on a
‘presencial’ or digital basis). They have laid down rules such as rotation, limited
mandates, accountability of representatives and general consultations for major
decisions, through which political leadership can be held in check and partly
collectivized, averting the ‘hegemony of hegemony.’
Five years after their upsurge, it appears now that in order to upgrade municipal
formations and to turn them into more powerful vehicles of counter-hegemonic
organization for commoning democracy, their alter-political, radical popular and
hegemonic aspects should be enhanced. More emphasis should be placed on figuring
antagonistic new visions, which can consolidate new popular identities steering them
away from neoliberal imaginaries. Scaling out and scaling up on the regional,
national, continental and global plane is also a vital condition for powerful counterhegemonic contention in a closely interconnected, complex world. The internal life of
the platform should be nourished and fortified, as a dynamic political scheme which is
autonomous from the city administration and can really direct its policies. The
institutional devices to hold municipal officers accountable and directly responsible to
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participants in the organization and citizens should be adequately mobilized and
amplified. Finally, the real implication of ordinary citizens in fundamental decisionmaking and the monitoring of policy execution, both in the platform and in city
administration, should be broadened and deepened. This is the foundation of a
‘common’ democracy, whereby power flows from below. No doubt, massive
participation in politics depends on the autonomous will of the people to devote their
time and energy to politics. And this is contingent today on a drastic reformation of
the prevalent common sense, habits and desires. In other words, an expansive
hegemonic strategy for commoning democracy, the economy, culture and the planet
should be systematically undertaken by any (municipal or other) political organization
which is out for the egalitarian empowerment of the many.
1.28. In lieu of a conclusion
The nub of this report on the political, in its association with the common(s), has been
the fermentation of an egalitarian and libertarian heteropolitics (or alter-politics), and
its historical promises. This other political culture represents, in effect, an alternative
political modernity, which has remained largely submerged and subdued since the 18th
century and the gradual consolidation of the dominant regimes of the nation-states.
Yet, we can catch sight of its haunting presence and gestation even in the events of
nation-state politics. Councils of common, participatory democracy stepped onto the
stage even during the French Revolution. In his On the Concept of the Political
(1932), the Nazi political theorist of sovereignty and polemic enmity, Carl Schmitt,
starts by proclaiming that the political should not be sought in the state nor identified
with it. Alter-political thought in the 20th and the 21st century has steered a course
away from the state and its vertical concentration of power. But it also called into
question an exclusive elision of the political with either conflict and contention or
reason-based deliberation and consensus.
The political lies in deliberate action on social institutions, interactions and the
historical present. Political action can either unsettle and modify them or try to shield
them from threats to the status quo. Hence, the political intervenes both inside and
outside the state and formal sites of decision-making. It can be both confrontational
and deliberative or consensual. Envisaged in this way, the political calls on political
actors to decide among the foregoing options, according to the circumstances at hand
and by exercising their judgement without any certainty and secure ground. This is a
political decision which may be partly undetermined, contingent and autonomous. But
it is not fully sovereign, since agents cannot completely master its effects and its
(unforeseen) consequences. Such a take on the political does not simply undo the
fixation of modern politics on the state, sovereignty, centralization, top-down power,
hierarchical representation, national uniformity, and so on. By blurring the rigid
binaries to which the political has been hostage in modern political thought and action
-state or non-state, war and domination or peace, reason, consensus- it actually
eschews the sovereign Cartesian logic of modernity, which prescribes clear
definitions, singular and self-contained identities, fixed boundaries and demarcations.
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A heightened sense of the political, which grasps it in more nuanced, variable,
ambiguous and complicated terms, underpins another politics of equal freedom, which
unfolds outside the box of representative capitalist states and the conventional
opposition to them. This ‘other politics’ of freedom, cultivated by a wide array of
movements since the 1990s, from the Zapatistas to the 15M in Spain and Occupy,
straddles the standard divides of modern politics between opposition or proposition,
revolution or reform, organization and representation or grassroots spontaneity,
utopian desire or pragmatic measures and interventions. Radical democratic alterpolitics in our times couples the contestation of undemocratic inequalities with
positive construction and proposition. It welds together prefigurative social practices
of freedom and solidarity with institutions of counterpower and the pursuit of state
reforms. It pairs alternative community building with an appeal to the people at large.
It brings together organization, representative politics and power emanating from the
grassroots. It embeds pragmatism into vision.
This ‘other politics’ of social empowerment is imbued with another political ethic and
logic. It feels and thinks tolerance, plurality, synthesis, hybridity, horizontality,
creativity, reflexivity, non-dogmatism, pragmatism, openness, diversity, joy, irony,
playfulness, feminism, solidarity, collaboration, direct engagement and care for earth.
Significantly, the alter-politics at issue gestures towards common politics, the
transformation of politics into an affair of common people in their ordinary life, from
the streets to work and the school, and into a practice of government which caters to
the social needs of all, nurturing other economies of care, sustainability, sharing and
solidarity. Finally, the democratic heteropolitics of our times is glocal. It is placebased, but also transversal, intersectional and global, knitting alliances with all
advocates and practioners of common democracy.
To remake the world into the pluriverses of alter-politics, strategic action is in order.
Heteropolitical praxis and theory tend to converge today on the idea that a complex
and compound strategy is apposite, combining the invention of new institutions and
relations with resistances, insurrections, challenges to the status quo, and the
reformation of existing institutions in the state and through the state, by means of
exerting pressure on government or even by taking state power. What is novel in
strategizing for social change today is both the accent on the synthesis of the ‘three
faces’ of transformative politics and the primacy accorded to social innovation, new
institution and the construction of counter-powers in society itself. Insurgencies and
governmental power are held to be useful and relevant, but ancillary and secondary.
This is a historical lesson which has been drawn both from state reformism and from
revolutions in the 20th century. When they are privileged as the primary vehicle of
historical transition, while society remains passive or de-activated, revolutions and
state reforms fail to further democratic emancipation, equality and the selfgovernment of the common people.
The gradual weaving of new social texture, institutions, counterpowers, economies
and practices of social reproduction through the activation of civil society itself is the
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mainspring of real emancipation and social change. Through this new self-institution
of society, people learn in practice how to govern themselves. They can grow the
commons and reduce thereby their dependence on the market and the state. By the
same token, they can shore up the real power of the social majority. By means of
counterpowers and self-organization at the grassroots (sectorial and neighborhood
assemblies etc.), they can hold ‘progressive’ governments, parties and leaders to
account, and they can generate political direction from the grassroots. In all these
ways, they can avoid the perils of an abrupt economic or political transition (shortand middle-term deterioration of material conditions, authoritarianism of
revolutionary leaders etc.). They can also reconstitute subjectivities still beholden to
the old regime.
We have mounted the case that this valuable alter-political strategy is found lacking in
two respects. It fails to see how the process of new social constitution must be
actively and consciously political. Otherwise, this process is likely to founder on the
disorientation of subjects suffused with hegemonic neoliberal dispositions, on the
absence of coordination and the lack of forceful aggregation against powerful elites
and structures. Moreover, the prevailing heteropolitical doctrine either underestimates
the efforts that should be put into forging a massive political subject of struggle and
change, or it has preciously little to offer on this front. We can start remedying both
deficiencies by taking our cues from the strategy of hegemony which was set forth by
Antonio Gramsci and has been relaunched by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe
from the 1980s onwards.
Hegemony is a strategy of power struggle and the articulation of a new, antagonistic
popular will by a committed political organization. Hegemony intervenes in both the
formal political system –the state- and in civil society, which is seen as a terrain of
political contest. It involves building new institutions, social relations and
counterpowers, which furnish the bedrock for a future new hegemony in the state and
society as a whole. But the new social construction is carried out as part of a
deliberate counter-hegemonic political project, which is coordinated by a political
organization –the party, in Gramsci’s thought- and aims at assembling a new
collective will. This collective will expresses different ‘subaltern’ classes. It springs
from a work of ‘intellectual and moral reform,’ which resonates with common sense
and reconstructs it. For Laclau and Mouffe, a counter-hegemonic collective identity is
shaped by drawing chains of equivalence between different social demands, which are
knitted around ‘empty signifiers’ and a common opposition to the status quo or the
elites.
This report has argued at length that contemporary social movements, such as the
15M in Spain, engage in a counter-hegemonic battle along such lines, but they also
decisively renew the logics and practices of hegemony in Gramsci’s and Laclau and
Mouffe’s manner. Collective unity coheres around plurality, internal dissent, openness
and pragmatism. Leadership tends to become collective, distributed, bottom-up and
common, rather than centralized, vertical and personalized. Political representation
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and governance are also remolded into a collective activity of common people. The
plural, reflective and feminized ‘people’ of this ‘common hegemony,’ who combine
contestation, internal dissent and ‘agonistic horizontality’ with attitudes of empathy,
care for the other and joyful militancy, is, indeed, a queer popular subjectivity. This
collective identity of an alter-political democratic contestant would be embodied in a
complex ecosystem of diverse actors and activities, ranging from neighborhood
assemblies to political formations involved in institutional politics and the existing
state. All these agencies and practices would advance the same alter-political project
of historical transition as long as they all take on the status quo and they strive for
change in an alter-political horizon of social empowerment, openness, care for Earth,
and common democracy, in which power flows effectively from the bottom.
However, to really nourish such an alter-political vision, the hubs of coordination and
the institutional actors in the compound ecology of counter-hegemonic agencies
should be constituted in ways which fend off the ‘hegemony of hegemony,’ that is,
they prevent the rise of top-down hierarchies and closures, whereby some subjects
concentrate in their hands the decisive direction of the entire ecosystem. This the
thrust of the present report in regard to the strategic questions of political organization
and agency. Our thesis contrasts with political approaches that posit a
complementarity between verticality and horizontality, grassroots mobilization and
institutional engagements, passing over the tensions which run between the different
logics, and the attendant perils. Awareness of these conflicts and their political
dangers skews the focus of political strategizing towards the question of the proper
modes of political organization, through which actors and political forums most prone
to closure and vertical leadership, such as the political groups which vie for
institutional power, will rein in centralizing, hierarchical tendencies and will be
governed by grassroots power.
The report has delved into the new municipalist platforms in Spain and has probed the
headways they have made on the predicaments of political organization for
heteropolitical hegemony and common democracy. Municipalist confluences are
political formations which invite the participation of ordinary citizens. They hold their
coordinating body subject to the general assembly of all members. They favor
distributed leadership, the ‘feminization’ of politics and the representation of diverse
views and interests. They enter state institutions on a municipal level of close
proximity to citizens. Hence, they harbor significant promise and potential as figures
of alter-political organization for common hegemony.
No doubt, the recent experience with new municipalist platforms in town halls across
Spain has brought out the limits of this organizational form and of the entire
municipalist strategy for counter-hegemonic contestation. City institutions are just one
node in extended regional, national and global networks of power, which must be
engaged in their totality. Municipal platforms must hold up their organizational
autonomy from officeholders in city institutions to sustain the vitality and radicality of
the broader political project and to hold elected representatives accountable to the
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general assembly and the body of citizens. To foster the alter-political vision of
radical democracy, the creative energies of an entire ecosystem of political actors,
from neighborhood assemblies to social movements, civic associations and new
cooperatives are a vital source. The municipal confluence would offer ideally a space
of encounter among these different actors and a conveyor belt between civil society,
grassroots mobilization and city administration, whereby policy-making by elected
representatives will be driven by civic power from below.
These critical points accentuate again the strategic salience of hegemony. The
historical transition to new common democracies, common economies and
environmental sustainability could come about only by means of a wider counterhegemonic project and contest. This should be carried out in all social relations and
fields. It should activate critical masses on the ground and should conjoin institutional
interventions with new social invention and manifold challenges to the status quo.
Hence, the object of an alter-political organization would be to animate, to bolster and
to help coordinate this composite texture of oppositional and constructive activities,
which are multifarious and multi-layered, re-instituting the social in all its farreaching diversity and complexity. What is at stake in this alter-political hegemonic
venture is nothing less than another, better, freer, more equal and caring world that
would carry a pluriverse of different worlds.
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